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Chapterr 1 

Introductio n n 

1.1.. The informal sector  in focus 

Ann analysis of the informal sector is the core of this thesis. The informal sector appears in 

manyy forms. For example, 'the builder's need to build in places or in ways that he knows 

fromm the very start are forbidden, but thinks that the local authorities will certainly not have 

thee building demolished, once it has been completed, since this type of punishment is held to 

bee intolerable 'social waste' in the light of the present housing shortage' (Del Boca and Forte, 

1982:195).. Another example is the labor market position of an employee who involuntarily or 

voluntarilyy works without a labor contract. In the involuntarily case, the result is indirect 

evasionn of personal income tax and the loss of social benefit of the employee her/himself, as 

welll  as the direct tax evasion by the employer. In the voluntary case, there is a direct evasion 

off  personal income tax by the employee her/himself. The informal sector appears also in street 

vending,, where people try to make a living by selling a variety of goods, ranging from 

second-handd clothes, books or tools to consumables like cigarettes, chewing gums and 

bananas.. Final examples are the illegal trafficking of humans (e.g., females and children), 

weaponss or drugs and money laundering. 

Givenn these many examples, it is not surprising that economists are interested to study the 

informall  sector. Its significance is frequently estimated at a level of about 20-30% of GDP (cf. 

chapterr 2). The goal of this thesis is to contribute to our understanding of the informal sector 

andd individuals' motivations to participate in it. 
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1.2.. The informal sector  in perspective 

Thee informal sector has usually faced a negatively or openly hostile policy environment. The 

impactt of macro-economic policy is frequently negative, while open hostility is often the case 

att the micro level. Nevertheless, there has been recent movement toward developing and 

applyingg positive policies in support of informal sector activity' (Lubell, 1991:114). The 

concern,, put forward by Lubell, has been especially apparent during periods of recession. 

Thesee are the periods when the informal sector is observed most. 

Nevertheless,, there are clear differences in situations across countries that sparked the 

interestt of policy makers and researchers in the informal sector. In developed countries, a 

majorr cause of concern was the increasing budget deficits. Therefore, research on the informal 

sectorr was mostly promoted to study and eventually decrease tax evasion, in order to obtain 

higherr tax revenues. In developing countries, besides the study of tax evasion, the informal 

sectorr received special attention with respect to the labor market in general and the position of 

workerss in it. In communist countries, the study of the informal sector (or second-economies) 

wass motivated by its particular features such as the consumer shortages, political 

dissatisfactionn and the gap between reality and ideology. In transition countries, the analysis 

off  the informal sector was stimulated by the events of the economic and institutional crisis 

afterr the collapse of communism. The consequences of economic crisis involve a severe 

declinee in output, a rapid increase of the unemployment rate and an increasing budget deficit. 

Institutionall  crisis involves a gap between the destruction of old institutions and the 

constructionn of new ones, accompanied by inefficient enforcement mechanisms. This crisis 

wass enforced by the persistence of old social norms and a slow if any adaptation to the new 

system. . 

Whilee research on the informal sector in developed and developing countries originated in the 

1970ss (cf. chapter 2), this research could only start in the last decade in transition countries. 

Althoughh studies in other countries have shown that the informal sector has a significant 

impactt in the economy, it was neglected in the first years of transition. There have been some 

disputess about whether this neglect was due to the perceived unimportance of the informal 

sectorr or it was purposely pursued by governments due to its tremendous effect as an absorber 
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off  poverty and social chaos. However, a recent rise in the interest of researchers and policy 

makerss is notable. 

Thiss thesis represents a demonstration of this growing interest. Its main focus is the 

studyy of the informal sector in transition countries. The first and straightforward motivation is 

thee scarcity of research in this field. In addition, the complexity of factors involved in the 

transformationn process of these countries makes the study of such a significant phenomenon 

nott only a challenge but also a necessity. As reported in chapter 2, the magnitude of the 

informall  sector in transition countries is significantly larger than in developed countries. 

Therefore,, the consequences are larger. They are not only economic, but also social, 

institutionall  and political. It is time that the analysis of the informal sector is not only based 

onn development economics but also on institutional economics. In other words, if one wants 

too study the informal sector in these countries, one needs to take account of the specific 

institutionall  characteristics in a systematic way. 

AA specific country in transition was chosen for this study, to wit, Albania. Albania is a 

particularlyy interesting country to study in this respect. It was the last country in Eastern 

Europee that opened itself up to democratic changes. While other Eastern European countries 

hadd in one way or another introduced slight changes with respect to private property as well 

ass some moderate openness to international exchange of interests (already from the mid 50s), 

Albania,, up to the beginning of transition, was in all aspects a completely isolated country. 

Therefore,, when Albania entered the process of transition, it was struck by a deep crisis. In 

addition,, for a long time Albania has been one of the poorest countries in Europe. This 

situationn created suitable conditions for the informal sector to be the prevalent economy in 

Albania.. It appeared everywhere. It initially started as an emergency exit from the numerous 

problemss of the formal sector, but later became an inevitable part of the society. Therefore, 

thee informal sector in Albania emerged and developed in a unique way, demonstrating both 

thee positive and negative impacts on a country as a whole. The study in this thesis is aimed at 

contributingg to the long-running controversy over the pros and cons of the informal sector. 

Ass mentioned above, the informal sector has many aspects, which makes it impossible to 

analyzee them all in one study. Although this thesis elaborates the informal sector in general, 
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itss main focus is on the study of tax evasion. The main reasons for analyzing this aspect of the 

informall  sector are the direct links it has to large budget deficits and hence to lower 

investmentss in public goods, and the opportunity it creates to study the decision-making 

processs of (non)complying with taxes on the individual level. In addition, the study of tax 

evasionn gives an indirect indication of individuals' involvement in the informal labor market. 

Thee study of non-compliance in transition economies is likely to yield the most revealing 

vieww of the effective prevailing incentive structure, of the critical strategic behavior induced 

byy that structure, and thus of the outcomes of policy changes (Feige, 1997). Because 

individuall  tax compliance is the main focus of this thesis, and the role of institutions in this 

individuall  decision is considered to be of crucial importance, the research is predominantly 

micro-economic.. The individual's decision whether or not to evade taxes and the way this is 

affectedd is the central core. 

Twoo empirical methods are used to study the individual's compliance decision. One is 

thee experimental method. Although it has sporadically been used to study tax evasion before, 

thiss method appears in studies of tax evasion in developed countries only. To our knowledge, 

experimentall  research of tax evasion in transition countries is still missing. This is one 

motivationn to use this method. A second motivation is that it provides an opportunity to test 

existingg hypotheses on tax evasion directly. Finally, it is seen as an opportunity to obtain 

comparativee results from two types of countries with respect to individuals' attitudes towards 

taxx compliance, while controlling for the numerous differences between countries (for more 

details,, cf. chapter 4). The two countries used are Albania (a country in transition) and the 

Netherlandss (a developed country). While the reasons for choosing Albania were discussed 

above,, the choice of the Netherlands is based on the simple fact that it is a developed country 

withh a highly democratic institutional system. In addition, its size is comparable to Albania. 

Finally,, the facilities and experience of running experiments in the Netherlands are well 

known. . 

Thee second method used in this thesis is a large field survey based on written 

questionnairess and personal contacts. Due to financial and time restrictions, this method is 

onlyy applied in Albania. This method is often used in countries in transition. An important 

motivationn of using it is that it provides a large data set to test existing hypotheses on tax 
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evasion.. Compared to experimental data, this set contains more information about 'real world* 

evasion. . 

Byy combining experimental and field survey results in this thesis, it is hoped that our 

analysiss can provide greater understanding of individuals' motivations to evade taxes than 

eitherr method in isolation can. A synthesis of the results of the two methods is presented in 

chapterr 7. 

1.3.. An outline of this research 

Chapterr 2 discusses the existing literature on the informal sector in developed, developing and 

transitionn countries. Although it tries to include research on countries in transition, due to the 

scarcee literature on these countries, most of the studies discussed, refer to the informal sector 

inn developed and developing countries. These studies focus on a variety of issues: the 

attitudess to the informal sector, the theories about it, empirical methods used when study it, 

andd the policy implications derived. Despite the unevenness in contributions to the literature, 

itt is stressed throughout this chapter that the distinction between studies of the informal sector 

inn developed countries and studies on less developed countries is of key importance. 

Maintainingg this structure throughout the chapter, we describe the distinct criteria used to 

definee the informal sector based on its various appearances. In addition, we discuss in detail 

thee continuous dispute whether the existence of the informal sector has positive or negative 

consequencess for the society as a whole. In order to provide some background for this dispute, 

variouss theories and empirical evidence related to the informal sector and tax evasion -

includingg the motives to go informal- are presented. The picture is made complete by 

summarizingg the main empirical methods that have attempted successfully or unsuccessfully 

too quantify and analyze the informal sector and tax evasion. 

Chapterr 3 provides background information about Albania. This chapter is divided in 

twoo main parts. The first part presents a general political and economic overview. Besides the 

generall  profile, it focuses more specifically on those political, economic, social and 

institutionall  aspects that are related to the informal sector in this country. This is followed by 

aa brief description of one of the extreme appearances of the informal sector in Albania: 

financiall  pyramid schemes. Recognizing the reliability problem of statistics in Albania, the 

secondd part presents one of the few studies on the informal sector in this country. This study 
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iss concerned with an early field research of street vendors in Tirana, conducted by the 

Albaniann Center for Economic Research (ACER) in 1996. Following the theoretical 

discussionn -presented in chapter 2- about the significance of the informal sector in general, 

thiss chapter concludes by supplementing this debate with some illustrative evidence from the 

Albaniann experience. 

Chapterr 4 presents one of the empirical approaches of this thesis towards the study of 

taxx evasion. This approach is based on laboratory experiments in Albania (a country in 

transition)) and the Netherlands (a developed country). This comparative experimental study 

off  tax evasion provides the answer to one of the main research questions of this thesis: Is there 

anyy difference in the individual decision making process with respect to tax compliance in 

thesee two types of countries? Another important element is added to this approach, which is a 

distinctionn not only across countries but also across subject pools within a country. Because 

taxx evasion may vary across subject pools within a country as well as across countries, we 

decidedd to gather data from various subject pools in each country. This will help to clarify the 

followingg issue: if there are differences in behavior across countries, are these due to overall 

countryy differences or subject pools' differences? In addition, a novel feature of our 

experimentss is the endogeneity of the choice of income. This makes it possible for individuals 

too distinguish between a registered and an unregistered income, which in turn is expected to 

affectt their decision to comply -or not comply- with taxes. Finally, this chapter provides an 

answerr to another important research question of this thesis: Are there any country 

differences,, and if so, what are they attributable to? 

Chapterss 5 and 6 present the second empirical approach of this thesis. More specifically, 

chapterr 5 describes the methodology of the field survey of households in Tirana, the capital of 

Albania.. This chapter discusses the selection of this method used -a combination of written 

questionnairess and personal contacts- in comparison with some other survey methods. In 

addition,, it describes in detail some important elements of the survey, like the main 

characteristicss of the sampling population, the sample size and the method that determined it, 

thee set-up of the questionnaire and the pilot work. Finally, the validity and reliability of the 

measurementt procedures and the representativeness of the results of the survey are assessed. 

Chapterr 6 analyzes the data obtained in the field survey described in chapter 5. While 

chapterr 4 analyzes experimental data, this chapter analyzes data from the field, attempting to 
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supplementt the experimental evidence on the determinants of individuals' decisions about 

whetherr or not to evade taxes. The data cover information on evasion of personal and business 

taxes.. This chapter constructs three major variables that represent evasion of three types of 

taxes.. In addition, using factor analysis, it groups attitudinal statements raised in the 

questionnairee in order to get a grip on the impact of formal and informal institutions on the 

decisionn whether or not to comply with taxes. Several hypotheses are tested based on two 

mainn regression models that try to explain tax evasion with respect to the personal 

backgroundd information and the formal and informal institutions (attitudinal factors). Two 

mainn research questions are addressed. First, what are the determining factors in the decision 

too evade taxes? Second, how does personal background information affect formal and 

informall  institutions, and how do the latter ones affect individuals' attitudes towards taxes? 

Chapterr 7 closes with a summary of the main findings and conclusions of this thesis, 

andd attempts to link the experimental and survey results. 
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Chapterr 2 

Thee Informal Sector  in Developed and Less Developed Countries: 

AA Literatur e Survey 

"Ther ee are probably few people who do not, at some level, have mixed feelings about informal economic 

activity" " 

-- HARDIN G and JENKIN S (1989:174) 

2.1.. Introductio n 

Oncee upon a time, no attention was given by economists to economic activities carried out 

outsidee the formal framework of the economy. Sociologists and anthropologists were the only 

oness who seemed to consider the existences of such activities. In the 1950s and 1960s, 

however,, the informal dimensions of organizational life became increasingly recognized as 

importantt and were accepted as a commonplace topic for research (Blau and Scott, 1963; 

Gouldner,, 1954). 

However,, an accurate academic meaning was not given to this neglected phenomenon 

untill  it was analyzed in 1972 by the International Labor Office (ILO), under the name 

informall  sector. As a matter of fact, the informal sector concept originates from a study in a 

Thirdd World context (Hart, 1971).2 It was in the Third World countries that the informal 

sectorr was initially observed and studied, followed by an increased interest in developed 

countries.. Eventually, significant studies about developing countries, a few on former socialist 

countriess (mainly about the former Soviet Union), and more recently (in the last ten years) 

Manyy taxonomies have been used to name this phenomenon, since then. Nevertheless, there is no universal 
terminology,, yet. We will adopt the generic term 'informa l sector'  in this literatur e survey, and extensively 
discusss its various meanings and dimensions. 
22 More details will be given later. 
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aboutt transition countries started to appear. These studies have recognized that the influence 

off  the informal sector in these countries is much more significant than in many other 

countries. . 

Althoughh the significance of this sector has varied in different periods and for different 

countries,, society has become more and more aware of the importance of studying it. Several 

studiess define the informal sector in distinct ways and this is one of the reasons why these 

studiess are considered inconsistent. The academic thought about this phenomenon has 

developedd from the earliest studies, which contemplated the informal sector as a marginal or 

residuall  activity, to recent ones, which consider it a central aspect of the economic and social 

dynamicss of any country, but especially of the less developed ones. The main issue discussed 

inn the literature has been the significance of the informal sector and its relation to the formal 

economy.. Many studies have contributed to this issue, but there are still contradictions and 

inconsistentt outcomes. This is most obvious when one compares studies of the informal sector 

inn developed countries with studies of the same phenomenon in developing and transition 

countries.. Although the literature is relatively scarce, this research aims at studying more 

deeplyy the informal sector in transition countries. Nevertheless, it is of great importance to see 

howw academic thought progressed as the result of numerous studies in all countries. Hence, 

thiss survey will discuss all these historical developments in the literature on the informal 

sectorr and their contributions to economic, political and social theory. In addition, due to the 

factt that a substantial part of this thesis is dedicated to the analysis of tax evasion -one aspect 

off  the informal sector- the literature coverage of this topic will be particularly emphasized. 

Thiss survey is organized by distinguishing studies of the informal sector in developed 

countriess from studies on less developed countries.3 The next section provides a summary of 

thee origin of the informal sector concept. Section 2.3 describes the criteria used to define 

variouss aspects of the informal sector. Section 2.4 presents the advantages and disadvantages 

off  the informal sector, followed by some policy implications with respect to its significance. 

33 From now on, 'less developed countries*  will refer to 'developing, centrally planned and transition countries'. 
Accordingg to a recent personal suggestion of Jim Thomas, the 'informal sector' should be called the 'black 
economy'' for developed countries, the 'informal sector' for developing countries, and the 'second economy' for 
transitionn countries. The main contribution of this chapter is exactly the recognition of a distinction between 
thesee groups of countries, without focusing on the terminology used. Therefore, in line with most of the 
literature,, the term 'informal sector' will continue to be used. 
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Somee of the theories about the informal sector follow in section 2.5. Empirical studies are 

discussedd in section 2.6. Section 2.7 concludes, 

2.2.. The genesis of the informal sector  concept 

Keithh Hart (1971, 1973) -a social anthropologist- was the first person to bring the term 

informall  sector (in a Third World context) into the academic literature. He introduced the 

conceptt of the informal sector to describe a part of the urban labor force, which works outside 

thee formal labor market.4 Hart considered the informal sector as almost synonymous for the 

categoriess of small self-employed individuals. This was thereafter typically used to refer to 

wayss of making a living outside the formal wage economy, either as an alternative to it, or as 

aa means of supplementing income earned with it (Bromley and Gerry, 1979). In addition, Hart 

distinguishedd formal and informal income opportunities on the basis of whether the activity 

entailedd wage or self-employment, implying that wage-earning employment is a characteristic 

off  the formal sector only. Even though Hart's original notion of the informal sector is limited 

too the self-employed, the introduction of the concept made it possible to incorporate activities 

thatt were previously ignored in theoretical models of development and in national economic 

accountss (Swaminathan, 1991). This was an important characteristic of the subsequent use of 

thee term. 

Inn spite of the early work by Hart, the pioneering research on the informal sector is 

widelyy considered to be the report of the International Labor Office on employment in Kenya 

(ILO,, 1972). Informality in this report is mainly characterized by the avoidance of 

governmentt regulations and taxes. Initially, the ILO considered the main aim of the informal 

sectorr to be the provision of subsistence to families. It related the growth of the informal 

sectorr to its positive effects on the labor market and the distribution of income. As a 

consequence,, it argued that solving the problems of the informal sector is only possible if the 

problemss in these domains are solved.5 After this initial study, the ILO conducted numerous 

researchh studies on the informal sector, bringing new developments to the field over time. 

44 It should be mentioned, however, that a casual labor market of a somewhat similar nature (informal) has also 
beenn identified in London in the 18th and 19th centuries (George, 1966; Stedman Jones, 1984). 
33 It has been argued that this approach conforms with Keynesianism which believes in State intervention 
(Guerguil,, 1988). 
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Onee of these new developments was the recognition of a new aspect of the informal sector, 

whichh is its dynamism and potential for economic growth and employment. 

Initiatedd by the well-known research of H. de Soto (1989) and followed by many others, 

thee conceptualization of the informal sector took yet another meaning. This new course of 

researchh studied the informal sector in a regulatory framework. In this approach, the legal 

statuss is the main element distinguishing informal from formal activities. It relates the 

emergencee of the informal sector to the policies applied and to the transaction costs. It 

suggests,, therefore, the deregulation of the market and the almost complete abolition of State 

intervention.. A great contribution to the same line of thought is the work of Thomas, who 

usedd three main criteria -(a) are market transactions involved?; (b) are the goods and services 

beingg produced legal?; and (c) are the methods of production and/or distribution legal?- as a 

wayy to distinguish different types of informal activities. He tried to make this distinction since 

1982.. However, a more complete picture of this distinction is given in table 2.1, as part of his 

recentt work on this topic in 1992. 

Tablee 2.1: The structure of informal economic activity 

Sector r 

Household d 
Urbann Informal 
Irregularr ("Black 

Economy") ) 
Criminal l 

Market t 
transaction n 

No o 
Yes s 
Yes s 

Yes s 

Output t 

Legal l 
Legal l 
Legal l 

Illegal l 

Productionn / 
Distributio n n 

Legal l 
"Quasi-Legal" " 

Illegal l 

Illegal l 
Source:Source: Based on Thomas (1992, p. 6, Table 1.1), 

Severall  theories, methodologies, attitudes and policy implications followed in due course, but 

thesee initial approaches are recognized as the basic roots of studies of the informal sector. 

2.3.. Definitions 

2.3.1.. Studies about developed countries 

Thee literature on the informal sector is fraught with terminological confusion (Harding and 

Jenkins,, 1989). Some of the early descriptions of the informal sector are the 'bazaar-

Notee that the prior belief was that the 'informal sector' was composed only of marginal activities. 
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economy'' and the 'firm-centered economy' (Geertz, 1963); the wartime notion of the 'black 

market'' (Smithies, 1984); popular conceptions about the criminal 'underworld', or images of 

'thee world turned upside down'. Feige (1989) introduces the term 'underground economy', 

whereass many others have labeled it subterranean, shadow, informal, hidden, parallel, black, 

clandestine,, second, household, etc. The generation of these concepts is explained by the 

simplee fact that what Feige calls the 'underground economy' is a mixture of multi-fold 

activities.. This explanation clarifies to some extent the terminological confusion. In addition, 

itt illustrates why different domains (e.g. labor economics, sociology, finance, 

macroeconomics,, statistics, criminology, etc.) give it a different meaning. It appeared that no 

singlee definition of the underground economy could serve all these diverse domains (Feige, 

1989).. Therefore, researchers gave up trying to formulate a unique definition, but instead, 

basedd on several criteria, they have attempted to define the informal sector in accordance with 

thee problem at hand. 

AA lot has been written about the definition of the informal sector. However, for reasons 

off  brevity, we will summarize the criteria used in various studies to formulate the informal 

sectorr and relate these to various definitions. Our analysis is summarized in tables 2.2 (studies 

off  the informal sector in developed countries) and 2.3 (studies of the informal sector in less 

developedd countries). 

Thee selection of researchers listed in the tables is based on several elements, for 

example,, the period of study, the distinct criteria used to define the informal sector, the new 

developmentss brought into the field, and the international importance of their findings. 

Althoughh a survey like this can never cover all the studies in a field, the work referred to in 

tabless 2.2 and 2.3 is generally considered to cover the main studies with respect to the 

definition(s)) of the informal sector. 

Inn both tables, we distinguish various definitions by using three main criteria and various sub-

criteria.. We have adopted the main criteria from Harding and Jenkins (1989). These describe 

'thee institutional patterns by which the society shapes the informal sector'. They are political, 

economiceconomic and social. The more specified sub-criteria, which are used to define the amalgam 

off  the informal sector activities, vary across the main criteria. 
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Thee main sub-criteria used with respect to the political aspect of the informal sector are: 

1.. government regulation; 

2.. illegal activities; and 

3.. national statistics (GNP). 

Thee main idea behind this classification is that it captures the influence of the informal sector 

[involvingg lack of government regulation, illegal activities and consequently substantial errors 

inn measuring the national product (GNP)] on politics. The majority of researchers selected 

havee used the sub-criteria of government regulation to define the informal sector (cf. tables 

2.22 and 2.3). Feige (1981), as we will see later, emphasizes the 'national statistics' aspect 

amongg the several other criteria he uses. 

Althoughh the introduction of the political aspect in the study of the informal sector was 

ann achievement, the basic criterion - which has also received most attention - is the economic 

one.. The sub-criteria used in this category are numerous. However, we will try to cover the 

mostt notable ones, which consist of the following: 

(1)) labor market or status of labor (including undeclared labor, lack of social benefits, sub-

minimumm wages, poor working conditions) 

Ass expected, this criterion is essential in defining the informal sector. Many studies have 

basedd their notion of the informal sector on its consequences for the labor market. Based on 

thiss criterion the informal sector is the sum of all income-earning activities with the exclusion 

off  those that involve contractual and legally regulated employment. Among others, Harding 

andd Jenkins (1989), Renooy (1990) and especially the International Labor Office (ILO) 

emphasizee this criterion. 

(2)) unreported income or tax evasion 

Taxx evasion appears to be another essential sub-criterion in the economic category. The 

generall  definition of the informal sector using this criterion describes it as the sum of all 

taxablee money income (e.g., from self-employment, wages and assets from unreported work 

relatedd to legal services and goods), unreported with the intention to evade taxes. Evidently, a 

combinationn of economic and legal aspects takes place when the element of tax evasion is 
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usedd in defining the informal sector. A recent institutional approach defines the unreported 

economyy as those activities that circumvent or evade the institutionally established fiscal rules 

ass codified in the tax code. Several researchers,7 such as Allingham and Sandmo (1972), the 

Internall  Revenue Service (IRS, 1979) in the United States, Feige (1981, 1990), Tanzi (1982-

1986),, Cowell (1990), Aim (1991) and Schneider and Enste (2000), specifically emphasize 

thiss criterion. 

(3)) size of activity 

Thiss criterion used to be quite dominant, especially in the early research on the informal 

sector.. The size of an activity was usually measured by the number of people employed in it. 

Forr example, S.V. Sethuraman (1976) claims that employment of less than ten persons should 

bee considered part of the informal sector. As a result, the small-scale of operation is 

consideredd one of the main features of the informal sector activities. This criterion has been 

particularlyy helpful in carrying out enterprise surveys. However, table 2.2 shows that not 

manyy researchers of the informal sector in developed countries have used this criterion. 

(4)) professional status (i.e., self-employed, employer, family worker, apprentice, wage 

employee) ) 

Thiss criterion is meant to distinguish between wage employees and non-wage employees 

involvedd in the informal sector activities. Informal workers are defined as 'the sum of the self-

employed,, unremunerated family workers and domestic servants'. Since the beginning (Hart, 

1971,, 1973), self-employment is considered to be a dividing criterion. Despite its early 

frequentt use, the 'professional status' criterion was not popular for a while. However, it 

becamee useful again in the analysis of population censuses and employment surveys in the 

earlyy 1990s, according to Charmes (1990). 

(5)) regulation or registration of an activity 

Definitionss based on regulation consider the relationship of an activity/enterprise to 

governmentt regulation. Swaminathan (1991), who has elaborated this criterion most, defines 

Notee that in tables 2.2 and 2.3, this is the criterion used by the highest number  of researchers. 
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thee informal sector enterprises as establishments which are unregistered and unlicensed. 

However,, he does not seem to be the only one. Many others share the same view (see tables 

2.22 and 2.3). Regulation is inclined to be a frequently used criterion in defining the informal 

sectorr activities. 

(6)) national statistics or GNP accounts9 

Anotherr reason to study the informal sector is related to the distortions this sector causes in 

measuringg the national accounts (GNP). Feige (1981), who is one of the main supporters of 

thiss criterion, defines the informal sector as 'all economic activities, which because of 

accountingg conventions, non-reporting or under-reporting, escape the social measurement 

apparatus,, most notably the GNP accounts'. As table 2.2 also shows, Feige combines two 

criteriaa - tax evasion and national accounts - in defining the informal sector, where the 

causalityy could be either way. 

Thee third institutional criterion used in defining the informal sector is the social one. Its main 

sub-criteriaa are: 

1-- social networks and ease of entry 

Surveyss on the informal sector indicate that 'A friend of a friend' are the key words in this 

sector.. Breman (1980) emphasizes that the social network is very significant in dividing the 

informall  sector into different types. In addition, the International Labor Office (ILO) and 

variouss other researchers have often stressed one of the main advantages of the informal 

sectorr - ease of entry - which has also been considered as a defining feature of the informal 

sector.. Tables 2.2 and 2.3 show that about half of the authors use this criterion in their 

definitions. . 

2-- autonomy and flexibilit y 

Manyy informal sector participants, especially in developed countries, choose to participate in 

thee informal sector because they find more autonomy, flexibilit y and freedom in this sector 

88 License procedure refers to obtaining a permit from state authorities in order to operate; while registration 
proceduree refers to registering the activity according to the state rules. 

Rememberr that this sub-criterion has consequences in politics as well. 
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thann in the formal one. In other words, participants have the freedom of operating their own 

business;; they have flexibilit y in determining hours or days of operation; they can use and 

developp their creativity. About half of the researchers selected in tables 2.2 and 2.3 seem to 

sharee this criterion. 

3-- survival 

Thiss criterion means that the occurrence of informal economic activities is related to the 

survivall  needs of its participants. Survival does not appear to be an aspect used in defining the 

informall  sector for developed countries (see table 2.2). Conversely, Castells and Portes (1989) 

andd ILO (1972 onwards) mention explicitly the exclusion of this criterion in defining the 

informall  sector in these countries. It is important to mention at this stage that the occurrence 

off  the survival criterion has economic consequences for accumulation and growth. A 

discussionn of this relationship will be provided later. 

2.3.2.. Studies about developing and transition countries 

Ass mentioned previously, the informal sector concept originates from a study in a Third 

Worldd context. This is basically due to the bigger significance this sector has had and still has 

inn developing countries.10 There are many studies on the informal sector in developing 

countries,, whereas the number on transition countries has increased only recently. It should be 

notedd that the informal sector also existed in the former centrally planned economies," which 

aree now in transition. However, considering the relative isolation of these countries in that 

period,, there are only few studies on this phenomenon in socialist regimes. These are included 

inn the discussion below. 

Tablee 2.3 lists a considerable number of researchers who have studied the informal sector in 

lesss developed countries. This table indicates that studies of less developed countries use 

moree or less the same criteria as studies of developed countries. However, considering several 

differencess in the stages of development in these two groups of countries, differences 

regardingg the informal sector and its definitions are expected. 

100 Studies indicate that the lower the level of a country's development, the larger and more important its 
'informall  sector*  (Charmes, 1990). 
111 This is discussed further in the section 2.5.2. 
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Accordingg to the table, studies of less developed countries support the political criteria 

inn the same way as studies of developed countries do. With respect to the economic criteria, 

theree are some differences. For example, the sub-criteria 'size of activity' or 'small scale of 

operation'' is used more in studies of less developed countries. This is most likely because 

small-scalee activities dominate in the informal sector of less developed countries. Distortions 

causedd by the informal sector in measuring national account (GNP) do not seem to have 

attractedd much attention. However, the fact that Kaufmann and Kaliberda (1996) and later 

Andersonn (1998) use it, shows that research studies on these countries are becoming more 

awaree of its importance. 

Ass for the social aspect of the informal sector, it is worth mentioning the emphasis that 

Grossmann (1982) gives to the importance of social networks in the informal sector of planned 

economies.. In addition, his study points out another typical feature of the informal sector in 

socialistt countries, which is the strong linkage between the state and non-state activities. 

Thesee two features seem to have remained even during the transition period. Furthermore, 

tabless 2.2 and 2.3 indicate a big difference between the two groups of countries regarding the 

usee of 'survival*  sub-criteria in defining the informal sector. Various studies have shown that 

contraryy to developed countries, the informal sector in less developed countries generates low 

incomee and littl e if any accumulation. Furthermore, it is characterized by labor intensive and 

loww technology, and it is mainly a survival sector. However, this issue is still subject of an 

openn debate. Therefore, we will elaborate further on it in a separate section about the 

significancee of the informal sector. 

2.3.3.. Summary 

Wee have shown that several criteria have been used to describe the diverse forms of 

appearancee of the informal sector. Both the existence of these various forms and the several 

criteriaa yield a large variety in definitions. Understandably, the existence of a variety of 

descriptions/definitionss is confusing, as Renooy (1990) has pointed out. In addition, this large 

varietyy of definitions makes it difficult to provide a uniform picture of the field. However, 

consensuss amongst the researchers on what is being studied has grown. 

122 For more evidence, see Kaufmann and Kaliberda (1996). 
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Thee two groups of studies (on developed and less developed countries) converge with respect 

too the use of some basic criteria - undeclared labor, tax evasion, unregulated or unlincensed 

enterprises,, illegality or criminality - in defining the informal sector. The essential divergence 

iss related to the use of the 'survival' criterion. Contrary to research on the informal sector in 

developedd countries, studies on less developed countries have shown that the informal sector 

iss more often seen as an opportunity for survival. Consequently, this sector does not appear to 

havee potential for economic growth in the latter countries. 

Thee studies discussed have contributed to the general thought that the informal sector is 

nott a homogeneous phenomenon, but a very diversified one. Therefore, any attempt to study it 

ass a whole (including the introduction of a precise broad definition) cannot be completely 

successful.. This does not mean that any effort should be discouraged. In our view, definitions 

off  the informal sector can vary across countries, if one bears in mind the political, economic, 

culturall  and social differences. The differences seem to be strongest between developed and 

lesss developed countries. 

2.4.. Advantages and disadvantages of the informal sector 

Theree is already a common consent that the informal sector constitutes a significant part of the 

economyy as a whole. Its influence on the economy can be either positive, or negative. Many 

studiess about the informal sector have tried to solve this dilemma. Good or bad / positive or 

negative?? The solution to this dilemma may give an answer to another dilemma: would a 

reductionn or expansion of this sector be beneficial to the economy as a whole? This section 

wil ll  deal with the history of this discussion. 

Thee early literature and the policy climate of the 1980s especially, were dominated by the 

pessimisticc view13 of the informal sector. According to this view, the informal sector was 

characterizedd by marginality and poverty. In addition, this sector was considered to be a 

sourcee of unproductive labor and to have a residual character. However, in the 1990s, the 

attitudess of both the governments and the international agencies towards the informal sector 

weree essentially reformist: they believed that the positive role played by the informal sector in 

thee national economy could be enhanced by changes in policies at the macroeconomic level 

133 Among others, Marxist academics have in particular had this view (see Lubell, 1991). 
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andd at the enterprise level (Lubell, 1991). The consequent research in the field has shown that 

thee informal sector can have potential for accumulation and development. These two 

viewpointss (pessimistic and optimistic) have been the center of a debate on the advantages 

andd disadvantages of the informal sector. 

Severall  studies give different opinions on the advantages and disadvantages of the informal 

sector.. In a broad sense, these opinions are mostly grouped into political, economic and social 

advantagess and disadvantages. The following will briefly cover the most important 

studies/publicationss (Tanzi, 1982; Harding and Jenkins, 1989; Portes, Castells and Benton, 

1989;; Feige, 1989; Renooy, 1990; Kaufmann and Kaliberda, 1996; Schneider and Enste, 

2000)) based on their contributions to the informal sector evaluation dilemma. 

2.4.1.. Advantages 

Thee main advantages mentioned in the literature are the following: 

Political Political 

 the existence of the informal sector can be used as a safety valve for public dissatisfaction 

andd social tensions; 

 informal sector activities are often tolerated or even encouraged as a way to promote 

politicall  patronage. 

Economic Economic 

 informal sector activities may help in maintaining the competitiveness and flexibilit y of 

production; ; 

 informal sector activities/enterprises may bring growth if supported and encouraged; 

 this sector puts downward pressure on wages in the formal labor market; 

 it offers lower prices for goods and services; 

 at least two-thirds of the income earned in the 'shadow economy' is immediately spent in 

thee official economy resulting in considerable (positive) stimulating effect on the official 

economy,, as Schneider (1998) reports about Germany and Austria; 

 it generates substantial personal income; 
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 the informal sector is characterized by very low costs of labor; 

 the low labor costs combined with the advantage of not bearing any bureaucratic cost are 

thoughtt to contribute to a higher productivity of capital in this sector; 

 evidence from some transition countries indicates that the particularly large decline of the 

officiall  GDP that these countries experienced (especially in the beginning) was alleviated 

throughh rapid growth of the informal sector. 

Social Social 

 informal sector activities provide families with employment, enable them to meet their 

basicc needs, and increase their well-being;14 

 it offers freedom and opportunities for initiative and creativity; 

 it is a better alternative, even though poorly paid and unprotected, than being dependent 

onn state benefits, or starving. 

2.4.2.. Disadvantages 

Notwithstandingg the positive aspects of the informal sector, research has not neglected its 

disadvantages: : 

Political Political 

 due to the fact that informal economic activities are often not included in measuring the 

GNP,, the available statistics will provide a misleading view of the state of the economy to 

policy-makers; ; 

 operation of informal activities may increase corruption and political lobbying. 

Economic Economic 

 in spite of various advantages, no development strategy and growth is expected from the 

informall  sector; 

 the informal sector (tax evasion especially) causes distortions in main economic indicators 

suchh as the unemployment rate,15 inflation rate16 and growth rate.17 

144 Grossman (1982) argues that this positive assessment holds for the 'informal sector*  in a planned economy as 
well. . 
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 the operation of informal sector activities (especially tax evasion) causes financial losses 

inn State revenues and, ceteris paribus, generates budget deficits; 

 therefore, it will cause a further increase in the tax rates; 

 according to Frey (1989), the informal sector (especially tax evasion) is negatively related 

too the provision of public goods due to the falling State revenues; 

 its existence induces an unfair competition for those involved in the national and 
18 8 

internationall  formal sector; 

 if the informal sector is quite widespread in a country, it may increase the technological 

gapp between this country and other industrialized ones; 

 work in the informal sector is often characterized by low productivity and low income; 

 according to Johnson et al (1999), economic growth will be impeded, because informal 

activitiess cannot make use of market-supporting institutions like courts of law and this 

mayy discourage investments. This has occurred in Peru, as reported by de Soto (1989). 

Social Social 

 participants in the informal sector are worse off than those in the formal sector regarding 

theirr working conditions and because of the exclusion from any social benefit and social 

andd legal security; 

 public and private agents will be provided with false information due to the incorrect 

measurementt of GNP (which is mainly caused by tax evasion); 

 participants in the informal sector have an unfair advantage (no taxes or social security 

contributions)) compared to participants in the formal sector. 

Too a large extent, studies of the informal sector in developed and less developed countries 

seemm to share the same views on the advantages and disadvantages of the informal sector. 

However,, studies of transition countries point out some notable differences regarding their 

negativee assessment of the informal sector. If we refer to the communist period in these 

155 The unemployment rate can be overstated because the individuals involved in the informal sector activities 
mightt be counted as part of the labor force, while they are officially unemployed. 
166 Feige argues that the inflation rate is overstated as prices in the 'informal sector' are thought to grow at a 
lowerr rate than in the formal sector. 
177 The real economic growth rate will be distorted due to the exclusion of the 'informal sector*  in measuring the 
GNP. . 
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countries,, it appears that the party in power has attributed a negative political assessment to 

thee informal sector operation, because it undermines the authority of communist dictatorship 

(Grossman,, 1982). This opinion seems to have remained even during the transition period, 

withh the only difference that in the latter case 'it undermines the effective management of the 

economyy by the State' (Kaufmann and Kaliberda, 1996). In addition, these authors claim that 

evenn if it is large, the informal sector is mostly a survival sector where the short-term turnover 

dominatess the long-term one, and where large-scale and vital investments do not take place. 

2.4.3.. Policy implications 

Thee effects of the informal sector on the economy as a whole are still being debated. As a 

consequence,, there is much controversy about government policies vis-a-vis this sector. 

Severall  case studies have led to very diverse arguments and suggestions. However, contrary 

too the situation many years ago, academics as well as society are fully aware of its existence. 

Thee main issue remains how to react towards it. 

Accordingg to the analysts with a negative evaluation, formalization of the informal 

sectorr is needed. The disadvantages dominate the advantages. Therefore, the informal sector 

shouldd be reduced in size. In addition, its residual and marginal character (according to the 

supporterss of this opinion) makes its transformation a necessity. 

Nevertheless,, the positive view of the role of the informal sector has increased with the 

developmentt of the literature. Even within the group of positive analysts, however, there is 

muchh controversy about the appropriate attitude towards the informal sector. Some think that 

thee informal sector has its own dynamics, it promotes small business and it reduces 

unemployment.. Therefore, it should be supported. Others think that notwithstanding these 

advantages,, it should not be supported because wrong policies will be pursued, distortion of 

thee distribution of resources will occur and its implications in the long-run are worse than its 

positivee economic, social and political consequences in the short-run. In addition, as Kesner-

Skrebb (1997:9) states, 'regardless of the so often and loudly praised entrepreneurial spirit of 

thee unofficial sector, it is incapable of taking a leading position in economic development, 

whichh will always remain in the formal sector'. Consequently, the latter group suggests its 

integrationn into the formal economy. 

188 This disadvantage is often stressed by labor unions (see Sabel 1982). 
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Thee controversy between these views is more extreme regarding the informal sector in 

developingg and transition countries. The prevailing belief in these countries is that the 

negativee implications dominate. 

Thee essential difference between the significance of the informal sector in developed 

andd less developed countries is that whereas in less developed countries the informal sector is 

identifiedd with low income and little if any accumulation capacity (survival features), in 

developedd countries there are possibilities for accumulation and incomes are often comparable 

too the standard in the formal sector. 

Too conclude, it is very important to emphasize again what Kesner-Skreb (1997:21) has 

asserted:: 'Which measure to take and how seriously the state should choose to undertake them 

too prevent the unofficial economy depends primarily on the socially acceptable volume of the 

greyy zone. Some governments are inclined to tolerate a high extent of unofficial economy in 

certainn political and social situations in order to retain social peace. Others, again, in different 

sociall  circumstances are less friendly to the unofficial sector'. 

2.5.. Theories related to the informal sector 

Researchh on the informal sector is based on several theories. Even though various components 

off  these theories have been described previously, this section will analyze them in more 

details.. Whereas the previous section discussed descriptive theories in as much as they are 

relatedd to the characteristics of the informal sector, the theories presented here are chosen 

becausee they try to explain rather than describe the informal sector phenomenon. Often they 

aree based on empirical observations, but they try to give a view of the relationship between 

formall  and informal activities or to explain the motives/reasons to participate in the informal 

sector.. As with other topics discussed until now, we will maintain the structure based on the 

divisionn of studies in developed and less developed countries. This structure can help to 

recognizee potential differences between both groups of studies. Finally, due to the frequent 

combinationn of theoretical analysis and empirical evidence, many of the studies we mention 

coverr both aspects. 
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2.5.1.. Studies in developed countries 

2.5.1.1.. The relationship between the formal and informal sector 

Inn the earliest studies of the informal sector (during 1960-1970), the dominant theory was one 

whichh considered the informal sector a separate economic domain or in other words which 

supportedd dualism. The concepts of dual economy19 and social marginality20 were already 

mentionedd in 1953 by the 'colonial economist' Boeke. He describes the dual economy as 

consistingg of an urban market economy (of a capitalist nature) on one hand and a rural 

subsistencee economy (static agricultural system of production) on the other. This theory was 

laterr criticized for its descriptive rather than explanatory nature, the acceptance of economic 

dualism,, and the assumed autonomous relationship between the formal and informal sectors 

insteadd of the one of domination and subordination (Harding and Jenkins, 1989). 

Researchh in the following years showed the significance of the informal sector and its 

completee integration into the national economy. The mainstream theory of this period 

consideredd informality a reality, characterized by 'its own right, with its own rules, conditions 

andd characteristic modes of representation*  (Harding and Jenkins, 1989). Supporters of this 

theoryy reject the notions of economic dualism and social marginality. They do not see the 

informall  sector as a set of survival activities performed in a marginal society. This theory is 

characterizedd by its explanatory power and the recognition of another relationship between 

thee formal and informal sectors. This is a linking relationship where the informal sector is 

dependentt on the formal sector. This dependence could be either complementary (e.g. via sub-

contractingg activities) or competitive (e.g. unregistered business activities where labor is 

cheaperr and prices are lower). 

Inn a parallel way, two important theoretical approaches (mainly as subordinates of the 

latterr theory) emerged: the so-called 'production-rationale' approach and 'illegality-based' 

approach.. The first approach emphasizes the influence of the State in the economic cycle and 

distributionn of resources. Conversely, the second approach emphasizes traditional economics 

(laissez-faire),(laissez-faire), where there is no need for State regulation or intervention. As a consequence, 

'thee production-rationale' approach favors State regulation of the informal sector in order to 

Thee concept of dual economy is conventionally known as modern against traditional; or capitalist versus non-
capitalist;; or industrial-urban as against agrarian-rural modes of production. 
200 This notion means that informal activities were perceived as marginal. 
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integratee it into the formal economy. The 'illegality-based' approach, on the other hand, 

arguess that the informal sector should be left free, and that the State should let the market 

forcess rule. Despite their positive contributions, Guerguil (1988) has criticized both of them 

becausee 'neither of the two approaches performs the dual function: to establish an analytical 

frameworkk and a measurable indicator'. 

Inn his theoretical approach, Renooy (1990) models the informal sector as a simple 

cyclicall  phenomenon in which subjects undertake activities (work), which may or may not 

leadd to transactions, from which payments may or may not result, which produce income, 

whichh again may be used in various ways. This approach yields several distinct features of the 

informall  sector compared to the formal economy: (1) formal regulations and rules are absent; 

(2)) there is often a higher degree of flexibility than in the formal labor market; (3) it is not the 

organizationn but the form of payment which differs compared to the formal economy; (4) 

thesee activities take place both within and outside formal contexts and they strongly interact 

withh each-other; (5) there is no complete information; (6) this sector is highly fragmentary; 

(7)) there is a combination of various (informal) activities because sometimes one activity 

alonee does not produce sufficient income; (8) there is a low entrance threshold to the informal 

sector;; (9) the price of goods and services in this economy is lower than in the formal one; 

(10)) there is a lower capital intensity; (11) there is a lower level of productivity; (12) the 

informall  sector relies predominantly on social/family networks, where subcontracting is its 

connectionn with the formal economy; and (13) sometimes there is an absence of channels of 

accesss to the formal activities. 

Ann important argument concerns the effect that the formal sector has on the informal 

economy.. In particular, the question is whether this effect is pro- or anti-cyclical. In 1991, 

Lubelll  suggested that both effects are possible. Whenever the formal economy contracts, 

individualss become more involved in informal sector activities for lack of alternative ways of 

earningg a living (anti-cyclical); whereas whenever the formal economy expands, the direct 

andd indirect demand for goods and services produced in the informal sector will require the 

workk of more individuals in informal sector activities (pro-cyclical). Greenfield (1993) sees 

thee development of the two sectors in a parallel way only. However, he reports that O'Higgins 

(1989)) considers the opposite. 
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Recently,, there is an increasing contribution from institutional economics. Institutional 

economistss focus their attention on the relationship between the 'rules of the game' and 

economicc development, considering that institutions are not neutral, but they can substantially 

stimulatee or hinder the process of economic and overall development (Feige, 1990:990). 

Institutionss consist of formal institutions (i.e., political and economic rules) and informal 

institutionss (i.e., social norms and traditions). Changing merely the formal rules will produce 

thee desired results only when the informal norms are complementary to that rule change, and 

enforcementt is either perfect or at least consistent with the expectations of those altering the 

ruless (North, 1997:19). Conversely, as Feige (1997:22) states, whenever formal and informal 

institutionss clash, non-compliant behaviors proliferate, forming various underground 

economies.. This distinction will prove to be important in chapter 6, which discusses the 

consequencess of the results obtained in a field study about the informal sector (tax evasion) in 

Albania. . 

2.5.1.2.. Tax evasion and its causes 

Researchh continued, developing several new approaches within the framework of the 

mainstreamm theory. These typically try to explain certain aspects of the informal sector. An 

examplee is the 'tax evasion' approach extensively analyzed by Feige and Tanzi. According to 

Tanzii  (1982), the main determinants of tax evasion are: (1) the perceived fairness of tax laws; 

(2)) the attitude of tax-payers vis-a-vis their government; (3) their basic religious and cultural 

characteristics;; (4) the expected severity of penalties imposed on the tax evaders; and (5) the 

easee of evading taxes. 

Theree is a causal correlation between the 'tax evasion' approach and one that deals with 

thee reliability of the nation's information system. Feige (1989) contemplates a split up of the 

unobservedd economy in two elements: a monetary sector which utilizes money as a medium 

off  exchange and a non-monetary sector in which the exchange occurs through barter or its 

goodss and services are self-consumed. Due to the unreported income (tax evasion) from both 

thesee sectors, the national accounting system is misleading. Consequently, Alford and Feige 

(1989)) suggest that 'information must be treated as an endogenous variable in social systems 

wheneverr there exist behavioral incentives and mechanisms to manipulate the information 

system'.. They argue that apparent economic stagnation may partly result from the statistical 
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illusionn or distortion (due to the exclusion of the informal sector in the conventional measures 

off  national income). 

Alll  these ideas have been extensively discussed by Frey (1989), who refers back to two 

theoriess relevant for the informal sector, launched for the first time in earlier studies. The first 

theoryy is the theory of optimal taxation or the social-welfare maximizing approach. Its 

pioneerss are Ramsay (1927), Allingham and Sandmo (1972), Srinivasan (1973), Singh (1973) 

andd Kolm (1973). This theory is used to determine that tax rate which maximizes economic 

well-beingg as described by a social welfare function, taking into account the effect taxes have 

onn the supply of labor, the production of goods and the distribution of income. ' The second 

theoryy is the economics of crime by Becker (1976), who studies the possibilities for 

controllingg illegitimate activities, looking both at the supply of and demand for (i.e., the 

partiall  neglect of protecting oneself against) offenses. These two approaches are primarily 

concernedd with the individual behavior regarding tax evasive and illegal activities. 

Frey'ss main criticism about the social-welfare maximizing approach is that 'government 

iss not an exogenous actor in the political-economic system free to pursue the social good but 

iss dependent on other decision makers, particularly on the support of voters and interest 

groups'.. Alternatively, he suggests another approach: the theory of democratic economic 

policy.. According to this theory, 'in a system of decision makers each of which pursues his 

ownn utility, the size of the official as well as that of the unobserved economy is the 

unintendedd outcome of their actions'. In other words, the informal sector activities are the 

consequencee of self-interested decision makers. 

Recentt studies have attempted to analyze how the effective enforcement of tax policies 

orr the complexity of the tax system effects individuals' decisions to evade taxes. The micro-

economicc study of Schneider and Neck (1993), based on Austria and later on the 

Scandinaviann countries, concludes that lowering only the direct tax burden is not sufficient to 

decreasee tax evasion. In addition, a less complex tax system with a broader tax base is 

certainlyy needed. 

Ann interesting relation between the size of the state and the level of tax evasion has been 

observedd by Tanzi and Schuknecht (1997). They say that the two are positively correlated. 

Theyy report that in 1978, 'big' states (the ones where the share of public expenditure is higher 
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thann 50% of the GDP, for example Belgium, Italy, and the Netherlands) had the highest level 

off  tax evasion, 11.1% of the GNP. 'Medium' states (the ones where the share of public 

expendituree varies between 40 to 50% of the GDP, for example Austria, Canada, France and 

Germany)) had a medium level of tax evasion, 8.2%. Whereas 'small' states (the ones where 

thee share of public expenditure in the GDP is smaller than 40%, for example Australia, 

Switzerland,, Great Britain and the USA) had the lowest level of tax evasion, 6.2% of the 

GNP. . 

Inn their cross-country analyses, Johnson et al., (1998a, 1998b) and Friedman et al., 

(1999)) argue that institutional aspects, such as the efficient enforcement of tax policies and 

loww levels of bureaucracy and corruption, affect the taxpayers' attitudes towards taxes more 

thann the tax burden per se. Moreover, as suggested by the institutional approach, low tax 

morality,, lack of confidence in public institutions and non-provision of public goods have a 

strongg impact on the (non)compliant behavior of taxpayers. For a detailed discussion on the 

effectss of the shadow economy (tax evasion) on the official economy, see Schneider and 

Enstee (2000:22-24). 

2.5.1.3.. Motives and causes of informalization 

Thee existence of an informal sector and its persistence over time has been explained by a 

varietyy of reasons. Public attention was drawn to the underground economy during World 

Warr II when higher tax rates, price controls, and rationing programs provided incentives for 

firmss and individuals to participate in various 'black market' activities (Feige, 1989). The 

studyy of these elements is considered to be very important, in order to understand this 

phenomenonn more in depth and to reach a scientific conclusion regarding its overall 

significance. . 

Thee majority of analysts have agreed, to a large extent, that one of the foremost causes of the 

developmentt and tenacity of the informal sector is economic recession. As a consequence of 

stagnation,, a lot of unpleasant economic phenomena appear, such as unemployment and 

depreciationn of capital, which in turn influence the informal activities. Some of the primary 

211 Sandmo (1981) develops a model based on this theory in order to determine the optimal size of the unobserved 
sectorr for policy purposes. 
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reasonss to participate in the underground economy mentioned in the early literature are: (1) to 

evadee taxes; (2) to avoid losing government benefits;22 (3) to circumvent regulations and 

licensingg requirements; (4) a reaction by both firms and individual workers to labor unions; 

andd (5) the impact of international competition.23 

Inn broader terms, the motives for participation can be economic and non-economic. The 

economicc reasons are related to unemployment and an inflexible formal labor market; the 

decliningg real price of capital; and the high cost of formal production. The non-economic 

motivess are related to a greater flexibility and greater satisfaction in work; a complete use of 

theirr professional qualifications; and the increased leisure time. A very important element, 

whichh motivates the participation in the informal sector, seems to be the role of the State. 

Beyondd economic considerations, State-related variables are decisive in creating a climate 

suitablee for the expansion of the informal sector (Gershuny 1979). These State-related 

variabless and other motives are discussed by Renooy (1990) from the perspective of 

behaviorall  economics. He claims that there are two groups of factors which determine the 

decisionn to become active in the informal sector, specifically, the 'structural' and 

'opportunity'' factors. The structural factors consist of financial pressure; socio-psychological 

pressure;244 and institutional constraints. The opportunity factors, which imply free choice, 

consistt of individual background; skills; education; contacts and living situation, or non-

individuall  components such as environment; cultural tradition; values and standards; and 

geographicall  factors. The author suggests that these 'opportunity' factors explain why 

differentt sorts of informal economies exist. The individual free choice affects the decision on 

taxx payments based on a combination of inadequate information and a lack of any trust in the 

wayy taxes are spent. In an atmosphere in which the government loses the trust of the 

population,, in which people no longer feel that government supports them, a step into the 

twilightt economy will be taken much more lightly (Renooy, 1990). The questionnaire of our 

fieldd survey in Albania included some attitudinal questions, which try to cover some of these 

determinants.. Their empirical analysis is presented in chapter 6. 

Besidess the evasion of taxes, another frequently mentioned reason for participation in 

thee informal sector is the governmental over-regulation of the market sector, not only via 

11 If incomes exceed a specific level then individuals may no longer receive all or part of their benefits. 
'Thiss implies the move to underground activities due to the competition with cheaper Third World imports. 
11 Pressure here means 'pressed by circumstances'. 
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taxess but also through, for example, legislation related to labor conditions, quality regulations, 

andd production limits. This over-regulation increases the transaction costs of participation in 

thee formal economy, so that it becomes relatively more appealing to switch to the informal 

sector.. Johnson et al, (1997 and 1998b) find empirical evidence that more regulation indeed 

meanss a larger informal sector. Other motives related to the labor market are the increased 

numberr of unemployed people, the reduction in working hours, early retirements, and the 

supportivee social welfare systems. Each of them provides incentives to individuals to search 

forr new job opportunities, which are mostly available in the informal sector. 

2.5.2.. Studies in developing and transition countries 

2.5.2.1.. The relationship between the formal and informal sector 

Thee early literature on the informal sector mostly focused on the Third World countries and 

has,, wittingly or not, assumed that as a social type such sectors are not to be expected in 

advancedd industrialized countries (Feige 1979; Gutmann 1977; Tanzi 1982). However, 

researchh has shown that the informal sector not only exists, but is often a very problematic 

phenomenonn in developed countries. As a matter of fact, the theories for developed countries, 

mentionedd above, hold to a large extent for less developed countries as well. Therefore, we 

wil ll  be brief in mentioning some theoretical developments specific to the latter. 

Earlyy studies of the informal sector in developing countries consider the participants of 

informall  activities as a 'reserve army' of labor, who mainly survive at low subsistence levels. 

Forr example, Swaminathan (1991) recognizes that the primary reason to start with research on 

thee informal sector in developing countries was related to the problems of mass poverty and 

unemployment,, which has not always been the case in developed countries. Furthermore, 

besidess the common reasons - mentioned in section 2.5.1 - for small-scale enterprises to go 

underground,, he argues that historical circumstances, like poverty and survival needs, are also 

importantt for explaining the occurrence of an informal sector in a less developed country. 

Wee have already mentioned that the informal sector was present even in centrally 

plannedd economies.25 Theories describing informal activities in these economies are expected 

too have particular features. However, although the economic regime is substantially different 

Accordingg to Sampson (1987), the primar y element of the 'informa l sector'  in these countries was private 
agriculture. . 
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thann in Western economies, the informal sector acts as a safety valve for political discontent 

inn planned economies as well. In addition, while in the West individuals earn incomes that are 

taxed,, in socialist economies the resources are withheld at the outset by the overall imposition 

off  scarcity as dictated by the central plan (Feige, 1989). Grossman (1982) has contributed 

significantlyy in providing a lot of evidence about the informal activities in these economies, 

especiallyy for the USSR. His research has shown the following: (a) the demand for informal 

incomee and the supply of informal goods and services inevitably reinforced each other, and 

(b)) exchange of favors in the form of access to goods or services was a salient feature of the 

Soviett informal sector. More specifically, some forms of informalization were: private 

lucrativee use of socialist property; theft from the state and cooperatives; bribe-taking by 

officials;; and bribe-giving, in money ox natura. He gives a very interesting explanation of this 

phenomenonn in the form of a circle, which starts with the state compensating for its loss 

throughh theft by paying lower wages. The individual in turn will consider this as an implicit 

justificationn to steal from the state - especially in a situation of pervasive goods shortages -

andd the circle closes. He concludes that these characteristics might be similar in other 

communistt countries of Eastern Europe, 'since both the underlying causes of the second 

economyy and its symptoms and manifestations are essentially the same there as in the USSR, 

despitee country differences'. Further theoretical and empirical evidences about the informal 

sectorr in former socialist countries are given by Kornai (1993), Schneider (1997) and Lacko 

(1998).. They observe that the informal sector activities in these countries, especially in the 

lastt period before transition, were much more wide-spread than in an 'average' market 

economy.. This contradicts the common view that these countries experienced a relatively 

smalll  informal sector, especially compared to developed countries. 

Anotherr typical feature of the informal sector in centrally planned economies is the 

existencee of both the 'second' and the 'third' economies (Ellman 1989). The 'second' 

economyy consisted of hidden transactions of goods or services that were privately produced. 

Thee 'third' economy consisted of hidden activities by or within large enterprises, which were 

normallyy tolerated by the party officials in order to achieve the goals of the central plan. 

Longg after the early studies of centrally planned economies (e.g., by Grossman, 1982), 

thee informal activities were again a subject of study, but this time during the transition period 

Att any rate, one is often reassured that "everybody does it anyway". 
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thesee countries were going through. In the literature, the following characteristics appear to be 

relativelyy specific to the informal sector in transition countries. 

Duringg the transition period, the 'second' economy has been legalized (i.e., production 

andd exchange of private goods), although this does not exclude the possibility that some of the 

neww private enterprises are operating in the informal sector (see below). The 'third' economy 

hass remained the same: informal activities take place within large enterprises mostly 

(Dolgopiatova,, 1998).27 Therefore, both the 'second' and the 'third' economies operate 

formallyy and informally during the transformation of post-socialist countries. 

Consideringg the pro- or anti-cyclical character of the relationship between the formal 

andd informal sector, an interesting research run by Arvay and Vertes (1995) for Hungary 

(coveringg the socialist as well as the transition period, 1980-1993) concludes the following. 

Theree is a pro-cyclical relationship during the socialist period (before 1989) and an anti-

cyclicall  relationship during the transition period (1989-1993). 

Somee researchers28 argue that the informal sector in transition countries is characterized 

byy almost zero entry and exit costs. This argument, however, has been criticized because 

researchh has shown that the informal sector does have some entry and exit costs.29 The 

extensivee use of barter is another typical piece of evidence from some of these countries, 

especiallyy Russia. Ellman (2000) summarizes several reasons for the growth of barter, such as 

criminalisation,, tax evasion, a failed privatization strategy, a survival strategy for insolvent 

andd loss-making firms, suppressed inflation or contagion, or some combination of these 

factors.. In addition, the new small formal sector businesses in some of these countries hardly 

showw any trend to expand and grow (e.g. in Russia).30 Some of the reasons put forward are: to 

avoidd the attention of tax authorities and criminal organizations31 and often to delay paying 

wagess to the workers. Finally, some argue that the rapid growth of the informal sector from a 

relativelyy low base has been a notable feature of some transition economies.32 

277 Note that this phenomenon is not observed in other countries. 
288 For more, see Kaufmann and Kaliberda (1996). 
299 One example is related to the existing network in an informal market, which increases the entry cost if a 
personn is not part of the network. For more, see Fields (1990). 

Forr more details, see Gaddy and Ickes (1998). 
311 It has been argued that sometimes they do not want to attract the attention of potential investors as well, 
becausee these might see the business as a potential takeover target (for further comments, see Gaddy and Ickes, 
1998). . 
322 For more details, see Kaufmann and Kaliberda (1996) and Commander and Totstopiatenko (1997). 
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Thee expansion of the informal sector is also related to the large share of public expenditure in 

thee GDP of these countries. This was more the case in the early years of their transition. In 

addition,, less developed countries face a higher level of tax evasion due to their weakened 

fiscall  authority, which in turn shifts a greater burden of revenue collection to monetary policy 

(Feige,, 1990). 

Severall  further attempts have been made to analyze the operation of the informal sector 

throughh modeling and other theoretical and empirical methods, which have further enriched 

thee theories of the informal sector in transition countries.33 Some of these methods will be 

discussedd in section 2.6. However, a more insightful research about the informal sector 

activitiess in these countries is needed. 

Finally,, the recent institutional approach is particularly emphasized in the case of less 

developedd countries, where the incompatibility between the formal and informal institutions is 

moree evident than in the developed countries. Consequently, the occurrence of informal 

activitiess in the former countries is expected to be more dominant than in the latter. 

2.5.2.2.. Motives and causes of informalization 

Informall  activities have their own reasons for existence and growth in developing and 

transitionn countries. Nevertheless, the majority of reasons and motives converge for 

developedd and less developed countries. There are a few specific reasons which diverge, 

however. . 

 developing countries 

Firstt of all, the low rate of industrialization and productivity, and the presence of surplus labor 

aree listed as principal reasons why a dualistic system arose in the cities of the third world 

(Breman,, 1980). In addition, it is accepted that due to the old economic mechanism (low 

technologyy and intensive use of cheap unskilled and semi-skilled labor) that these countries 

have,, informal activities emerge and grow quite rapidly. This is basically one of the reasons 

whyy the informal sector in less developed countries is considered to be a sector for survival. 

Itt was emphasized above that stagnation can have a big impact on the informalization of 

thee labor market. However, some argue that a flourishing economy can effect participation in 

Seee Commander and Tolstopiatenko (1997) and Lacko (2000). 
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thee informal activities as well.34 This phenomenon was observed during the economic boom 

periodd of these countries. 

 former socialist countries 

Researchh about the informal sector under central planning recognizes some other basic 

motivess of informalization,35 such as: the presence of common socialist property, which is 

broadlyy regarded as 'up for grabs'; the constant consumer shortages; the universal price 

controls,, physical allocation of goods, and other sorts of strict official regulations; the outright 

banningg of a wide range of consumer articles and services;36 the bureaucratic inadequacies; 

thee corrupted authorities; the political dissatisfaction; and the contrast between actual life and 

thatt predicted by the official ideology. 

 transition countries 

Regardingg transition countries, the distinctive reasons of informalization are mainly related to 

thee political, economic and social institutional causes of their transformation from centrally 

plannedd into free market economies. They involve: insufficient economic development (e.g., 

Kaufmannn and Kaliberda, 1996 mention the low degree of economic liberalization and 

macroeconomicc instability37); a high tax burden and a complicated tax system; a weak and 

complexx legal and institutional framework (which is mainly due to the gap between the 

destructionn of old institutions and the construction of new ones); inefficient enforcement 

mechanisms;; a high level of corruption and bureaucratic incompetence among the government 

agents;; the general lack of confidence in state institutions; the laissez passer approach towards 

thee informal sector (i.e., the tolerance and insufficient control by the government); civil wars 

inn some of these countries; and finally, the 'path dependency' (i.e., the conflict between the 

establishedd economic and social norms in the past and the reaction to a new reality in the 

present). . 

344 Fortuna and Prates (1989) observe that the prospering period of export of manufactures entailed high levels of 
benefitt for entrepreneurs, use of advanced technology, and growth in the scale of production. In addition, it 
fosteredd a process of informalization disguised as small independent entrepreneurship. 
355 For more details, see Grossman (1982). 
66 For example, those pertaining to Western youth culture, religion, some forms of minority nationalism, and 

pornography. . 
77 In particular, macroeconomic instability seems to have stronger effects regarding currency substitution, capital 

flight,, and barter transactions. 
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2.5.3.. Summary 

Theree is a variety of theories attempting to explain informal economic activities. Deficiencies, 

andd therefore criticism, are recognized over time, consequently resulting in their 

improvement.. The basic features of these theories hold for all countries, developed and less 

developed. . 

Differencess are observed, however. They are the result of different political, economic, 

sociall  and institutional features characterizing these countries. The basic difference is related 

too the level of development. While the informal sector in developed countries is often 

characterizedd by technological dynamism (technological innovation and accumulation) of 

small-scalee enterprises, informal activities in less developed countries are identified by low 

income,, low technology and survival mechanisms. 

Furthermore,, the informal sector in former socialist countries has shown specific 

characteristics,, which is basically the result of a completely different institutional setting. 

Partlyy as a consequence of this, but also of the difficult transitional period towards market 

economies,, these countries appear to develop some distinctive features of the informal sector. 

Finally,, the relationship between formal and informal institutions has been recently 

recognizedd as an important reason of the persistence of the informal sector in less developed 

countries.. This relationship can be a cause of informalization if these two types of institutions 

aree contradictory and inconsistent, which is strongly the case in less developed countries. 

2.6.. Empirical studies 

Sincee the informal sector phenomenon was first accepted and broadly investigated, empirical 

contributionss have increased substantially. This empirical work has used various methods to 

measuree the informal sector, depending on the way in which this sector is defined. Besides the 

difficultiess coming from terminological confusion, inconsistency in definitions, and distinct 

measuringg methods, 'the irregular and obscure conditions make it difficult for the researcher 

too collect data on the informal sector'(Breman, 1980). Nevertheless, many attempts have been 

made,, and this section summarizes the most important ones. 

Thee empirical analysis of the informal sector in developed and less developed countries do 

nott differ much. Most of the following methods/approaches are applicable to every country. 

Therefore,, the distinction across the two groups of countries will not be very sharp. 
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2.6.1.. Studies in developed countries 

Twoo research approaches are distinguished in the literature: the direct and indirect 

approaches. . 

 The indirect approach 

Thee indirect approach focuses on the study of already available statistics. The earliest and the 

mostt frequently used method is the currency demand approach, which was first applied by 

Cagann (1958) to obtain a rough quantitative measure of the size of unreported income in the 

Unitedd States during the period 1919-1955. This method implies that any significant increase 

inn monetary notes in circulation - in other words, any increased demand for cash -

correspondss to an increase in economic activity in the informal market. Henry (1976) used 

thiss method to measure the informal sector in the United States, during the period 1969-1970. 

Indeed,, there was an increase in $ 50 and $ 100 notes in the US, which was explained by 

Henryy in terms of an expansion in profit-oriented crime and tax evasion. Many researchers 

havee applied this method in various countries. However, several of them do not relate the 

increasee of notes in circulation to the increased informal sector, but instead to the price effect 

inn currency holdings38 or the declining value of money.39' *° More objections to the monetary 

methodd to quantify informal activities are given by Gutmann (1977), and later by Macafee 

(1980),, Tanzi (1982), Feige (1986) and Thomas (1986, 1992, 1999). 

Ass a response to this criticism, attempts were made to develop the currency demand 

approachh into a more accurate method to measure the informal sector. According to Gutmann 

(1977),, it is the increase in the ratio of currency to checkable deposits that indicates an 

increasedd informal activity (taking into account that currency is the sole medium of exchange 

inn the informal sector). However, Garcia (1978) and Feige (1996) attribute this increase more 

too a decrease in demand deposits than to the expansion of informal activities in the United 

Statess especially. Tanzi's econometric estimations in 1980 and 1983 tried to quantify the 

shadoww economy of the United States for the period 1929-1980. He estimates a currency 

demandd function, assuming that cash payments dominate in the hidden economy, therefore an 

188 Boyle (1984) found evidence of this by using the same method to measure the informal activities in the 
Republicc of Ireland. 
399 This is Tucker's (1982) evidence from his study of the 'informal sector*  in Australia. 
^Anotherr possible explanation of the increase in monetary notes in circulation is the increased use of cash 
dollarss outside the United States. 
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increasee of this economy will imply an increase of the demand for currency. The criticism of 

hiss method has been constructively used by the succeeding research, based on the currency 

demandd approach.41 

Feigee (1979, 1989 and 1996) introduced the so-called transactions-ratio method, which 

hypothesizess that 'activity in the underground economy is likely to be recorded in measures of 

totall  transactions but excluded from recorded income'. His intention was to measure the 

unrecordedd GNP of the United States. In 1989, he stated that 'the two most widely used 

valuationn methods are opportunity cost and market costs': (1) the opportunity cost approach 

attemptss to measure the value of lost market income that results from production activities at 

home;; whereas (2) the market cost approach values household production activities at 

correspondingg market wage rates that would be paid if outside workers were hired to perform 

thee productive activities. The deficiencies of this method are basically related to its 

assumptions,, namely 'the constant ratio of transactions over time' and 'the existence of no 

shadoww economy in the base year'. A recent overview of this method is covered in Thomas 

(1999)) and Giles (1999a). 

Theree have been efforts to assess the informal economic activities by estimating the size 

off  the unregistered labor force. The method is called the discrepancy between the official and 

actuall  labor force. Assuming a constant actual labor force participation, if the comparison 

betweenn the official and this labor force shows a decreasing official rate of labor participation, 

thee latter is attributed to an increased informal sector. This method has been used by Contini 

(1981-1982)) for Italy and Langfeldt (1984) for Germany. The weaknesses of this method are 

discussedd by Schneider and Enste (2000). 

Finally,, in the framework of attempts to quantify informal labor activities indirectly, 

Portess and Sassen-Koob (1987) have used small business activities as a proxy for informal 

economicc activities. 

 The direct approach 

Thee direct approach involves the use of samples. This can take place either by using surveys. 

orr official responses for tax purposes (tax auditing), or experimental data.42 Mattera (1985) is 

411 For further insights, see Thomas (1999) and Bhattacharyya (1999). 
422 The latter two are mostly used to estimate tax evasion, hence they will be discussed in the following sub-
sectionn about tax evasion. 
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onee of many researchers using the direct approach applying the random sample method to 

quantifyy particular kinds of informal economic activity. Several other researchers have 

providedd empirical evidence based on more detailed in-depth interviews with a selected 

samplee of households. This method is considered important in quantifying the informal labor 

market.. Another form of the sample approach is the so-called time-budget survey, which 

gatherss detailed evidence from people, using a diary approach, to keep track of 'the changing 

patternn of their economic and non-economic activities outside of the formal economy' 

(Gershunyy and Miles, 1985). In addition, Harding and Jenkins (1989) acknowledge a so-

calledd 'nominative-technique', which implies that a 'shadow sample' of those having a 

particularr attribute is ascertained by asking respondents about the activities of their relatives 

andd friends. Particular conditions, such as detailed pre-testing, should be satisfied however, in 

orderr to apply this method. 

Besidess the indirect approach, the irregular labor market is estimated by using a direct 

approachh as well. For example, Frey and Pommerehne (1982) have used the direct approach 

byy interviewing a representative sample of the population regarding their participation as a 

buyerr or seller in the market for irregular labor services. They see the advantage of this 

methodd in the fact that 'both monetary and bartering income-creating activities are captured'. 

Thee sample method is mainly criticized regarding the potential respondent jeopardy.43 

Leee (1985) has suggested two ways to minimize this jeopardy, basically by dealing with the 

respondentt in more sensitive ways.44 For a recent discussion on the advantages and 

disadvantagess of this method, see Mogensen et al., (1995). 

Somee researchers have attempted to combine the direct and indirect approaches. For example, 

Portes,, Castells and Benton (1989) introduce a multi-country comparative study based on a 

methodologicall  approach, which combines a 'horizontal' method with a 'vertical' one. The 

formerr attempts to provide quantitative estimates of the relative weight of informal production 

andd employment in each city, whereas the later attempts to trace the articulation between 

formall  and informal activities in selected sectors of the urban economy. They accomplish the 

'horizontal'' method through field surveys or re-analysis of available statistics/reports (indirect 

433 This deficiency is related to the respondents' impression of being threatened by questions, during the 
interview,, with possible unreliable responses as a consequence. 
444 For more details, see Lee (1985). 
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approach),, and the 'vertical' method through direct observation and in-depth interviews 

(directt approach). Isachsen and Strom (1989) call this combination a micro- and macro-

approach.. The micro-approach is based on a survey study related to unreported income from 

workk (direct approach), whereas the macro-study focuses on the development of the stock of 

currencyy (indirect approach). It is argued that due to the combination of both approaches 

(directt and indirect), the statistical errors and distortions can be reduced. 

2.6.2.. Tax evasion 

Taxx evasion has been studied using both approaches. The indirect approach uses the 

income/expendituree discrepancy method,46 which is based on discrepancies between either 

nationall  or individual income and expenditure data. It assumes that while the concealment of 

truee income may be possible, expenditure will be reported truthfully. The discrepancy based 

onn national statistics was initially studied by Park (1979) for the United States and Petersen 

(1982)) for Germany. The discrepancy based on individual data was used by Hansson (1989) 

too estimate tax evasion in various years. He studied the discrepancy between households' total 

expendituress on consumption, savings, and taxes, and total income estimated from income 

reportedd on tax returns. There are positive and negative assessments of this method. Mattera 

(1985)) stands on the positive side because 'the reported income/reported expenditure 

discrepancyy measures are more convincing than the currency-based techniques, inasmuch as 

theyy are related to more solid data (expenditures figures) than the latter's dependence upon 

ratess of circulation of money'. Conversely, Frey and Pommerehne (1982) mention three 

shortcomingss of the discrepancy approach: (1) there are errors in both estimates of aggregate 

income;; (2) there are errors due to differences in the statistical coverage; and (3) income not 

capturedd by tax authorities may not appear in the national income data either. 

AA method which is more similar to the indirect approach than to the direct one is the 

softt modeling method. Frey and Pommerehne (1982) launched this method47 in their 

comparativee study of a number of industrialized (OECD) countries, where they expected to 

findd a correlation between levels of taxation and the estimated size of the country's 'informal 

455 For further details, see Broesterhuizen (1989). 
466 The discrepancy method measures the net effect of the unobserved activity when one procedure for measuring 
aa particular form of unobserved activity is believed to be relatively free of biases induced by that activity, while 
anotherr procedure is known to be affected by it. 
4747 This method was later developed by Frey and Weck-Hannemann (1984) under the name 'the model approach'. 
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sectors'.. The model- or the soft modeling- approach takes account of multiple causes of the 

existencee and growth of the informal sector and its multiple effects over time as well. It is 

basedd on the statistical theory of unobserved variables, where the informal sector is quantified 

ass an unobserved variable. A factor-analytic approach known as the (DY)MIMI C (dynamic 

multiple-indicatorss multiple-causes) model is used to measure this unobserved variable. 

Takingg into account the levels of taxation and legal regulation, the countries' ranking based 

onn the size of the informal sector is: the Netherlands, Germany, France and United Kingdom. 

Switzerland,, known for its comparatively high levels of taxation, seemed to have a 

comparativelyy small unofficial economy. Contrary to 'common opinion', Italy appeared to 

havee a very small unofficial economy. Due to this 'inconsistency' in the empirical results, the 

authorss distinguished several important factors to understand the regional differences in 

analyzingg the informal market: (a) labor-market conditions; (b) the economic climate; (c) 

culturee and values; (d) the organization and structure of legal and administrative frameworks; 

andd (e) the power and nature of the State. Considering these elements, they have attempted to 

correctt this inconsistency later. However, the main criticism of this approach was made by 

Helbergerr and Knepel (1988). 

Thee direct method of sample surveys is frequently used to study tax evasion (e.g., 

Isachsenn and Strom, 1985). For example, individual responses for tax purposes have been 

extensivelyy used to estimate tax evasion. Since 1963, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in 

thee United States operates under a Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program (TCMP), 

throughh which it rigorously examines the tax returns of a randomly selected sample of about 

50,0000 taxpayers. Therewith, the tax returns of these people are interconnected with 

supplementaryy information reports submitted by businesses and individuals. The discrepancy 

betweenn the self-declared income and the randomly selected checks will give an indication of 

thee taxable income evaded. However, it is argued that the unreported transactions, either by 

thee vendor or by the purchaser of goods and services, will not be examined by this method 

andd this is considered to be one of its failures. 

'Samplee surveys' is one of the direct methods used in this thesis to study tax evasive 

behaviorr of households in Albania. The methodological procedure used to conduct the survey 

iss explained in chapter 5, followed by an analytical and empirical study of the results in 

chapterr 6. 
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Recently,, another method (as part of the direct approach) is becoming more popular: 

laboratoryy experiments. Whereas other methods (direct and indirect) are used to analyze 

almostt every aspect of the informal sector, the experimental method is mostly applied to study 

taxx evasion only. The first experimental study on tax evasion was a collaboration of social 

psychologistss and economists (Friedland, Maital and Rutenberg, 1978). The basic design of 

thesee type of experiments is described in a survey by Aim (1991). It is simple: participants 

declaree tax based on an income determined in the experiment. They are provided with 

informationn regarding tax rates, audit probabilities and fines for cheating (underreporting 

income).. The advantage of experiments is the opportunity to control the situation in the 

laboratory,, or in other words, the opportunity to control external factors, which might 

otherwisee affect the circumstances governing behavior. In addition, laboratory experiments 

alloww one to study individual behavior directly, in the controlled environment. A disadvantage 

iss that the laboratory setting might not be applicable to the real world setting it aims at 

studying.. However, a combination of properly designed experiments with 'real world' data 

mayy yield successful results. For further discussion of the role of experiments in studying tax 

evasion,, see Webley et al., 1991. 

'Experiments'' is the other direct method applied in this thesis to study tax evasive 

behaviorr in Albania and the Netherlands, as shown in chapter 4. 

2.6.3.. Studies in less developed countries 

Thee empirical methods described so far in the case of developed countries are mostly applied 

too measure informal activities in less developed countries as well.48 The direct method is used 

moree often in transition countries (even during their socialist system). However, there are also 

effortss to measure it using indirect method. For example, Kaufmann and Kaliberda (1996) 

havee used the macro-electrical approach or the physical input method.49 They argue that 'by 

havingg a proxy measurement for the overall economy and subtracting it from estimates of 

officiall  GDP, an estimate of unofficial GDP can be derived', where the electric-power 

consumptionn is regarded as the best variable/indicator to measure the overall economic 

Onee exception is the application of the experimental method, whose short history so far estimates tax evasive 
behaviorr only in developed countries. 
499 This method was initially used by Lizzeri (1979) and Del Boca and Forte (1982), as reported by Schneider and 
Enstee (2000). 
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activityy in an economy. They conduct a cross-country study among the Central and Eastern 

Europeann (CEE) countries by using this method. This method is considered to be simple and 

helpful,, but some aspects of it are treated with reserve even by the authors themselves. 

Lackoo (2000) was also skeptical about this method, therefore she developed it into the 

so-calledd household electricity approach. This approach avoids the inconsistency of the 

previouss approach.50 The main assumption of the household electricity approach is that a part 

off  the household consumption of electricity is used in the hidden economy (in other words, 

thee hidden economy is present in all sectors of the economy, including households). This 

methodd is based on an econometric model and it attempts to determine the share of the hidden 

economyy in 19 OECD countries. After some modifications, the same method is applied to a 

feww transition countries. 

Inn addition, the national income/expenditure discrepancy method has been applied by 

Yooo and Huyn (1998) to measure the shadow economy in Russia and Hungary. 

2.6.4.. Discussion and empirical results 

Twoo main approaches have been discussed to estimate/quantify informal economic activities: 

thee indirect and direct approach. Several methods have been employed as components of 

thesee approaches, such as a number of monetary methods, a number of discrepancy methods 

too measure unreported income and unregistered labor, small or large survey/sample methods, 

andd experimental analysis. A summarized version of all these methods is presented in table 

2.44 below. 

Anyy measurement of the unofficial economy is subject to substantial margins of error 

(Kaufmannn and Kaliberda, 1996). Therefore, given the difficulties inherent in any effort to 

quantifyy the unobserved sector, the various approaches to measurement are best viewed as 

complementary,, yielding insights into different aspects of the issue (Feige, 1989). Every new 

methodd has gone through filters of evaluation and criticism over time and across countries. 

Accordingg to Lacko (2000), 'it is the structural differences and their  rapid changes that has had a dominant 
impactt  on total electricity consumption in these countries and its relation to the registered GDP in the course of 
transition,, and not the hidden economy'. 
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Tablee 2.4: Research methods for estimating the informal sector 

INDIREC TT APPROACH 

Currencyy Demand approach 
Transactions-Ratioo method 

Official-Actuall  Labor Force discrepancy 
Nationall  Income-Expenditure discrepancy 

Individuall  Income-Expenditure discrepancy 
MODELS MODELS 

Soft-Modelingg approach (MIMI C model) 
Householdd Electricity Consumption: 

 The Lacko approach 
 The Kaufmann & Kaliberda approach 

DIRECTT APPROACH 

Samplee Surveys 
Taxx Auditing 

Experimentall  Analysis 

Thee indirect approach has been criticized most because, contrary to the direct approach, it 

doess not give specific and inside information about the participants and location of the 

informall  sector. Especially, the monetary-ratio method has been strongly criticized. 'It has 

alwayss made me think of the person who wanted to measure a girl's height by the length of 

herr skirt' (Tanzi, 1982). Nevertheless, there have been efforts to improve the quality of 

estimationss using indirect methods. 

Tablee 2.5 below summarizes the estimated share of the shadow economy51 in developed 

countries.. The data show the lowest, average and highest estimated share of the shadow 

economyy from three selected methods. For 1978, there is a reasonable consistency (comparing 

thee soft model approach and currency demand approach) regarding the highest estimated 

share.. The same occurs but for the lowest share (comparing the currency demand approach in 

1989-900 and the household electricity approach in 1990). Furthermore, the size of the shadow 

economyy in developed countries seems to be increasing over the years, on the basis of all 

methods. . 

Severall  researchers have implemented these methods in less developed countries as 

well.. The estimated figures are summarized in table 2.6. It appears that the soft model 

approachh and the currency demand approach are mainly used to estimate the shadow economy 

inn developing countries, whereas the household electricity approach has been applied more in 

thee case of transition countries. The comparison of results of the currency demand approach 

andd the household electricity approach for developing countries in the period 1989-90, shows 

S11 The estimations are based on the definition of the shadow economy as all economic activities which contribute 
too the officially calculated GNP, but are currently unregistered. 
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aa large inconsistency, especially for the highest estimated share. This could be explained by 

thee limited number of observations and/or currency substitution in the case of the currency 

demandd approach. The consistency check is not possible for transition countries, because the 

figuress refer to different periods. However, we can say that the available estimates suggest 

thatt the share of the shadow economy has increased over the years in both, developing and 

transitionn countries. In spite of the inconsistencies across methods, tables 2.5 and 2.6 can be 

usedd to compare the two groups of countries. As expected, this yields the conclusion that the 

sharee of the shadow economy is larger in less developed than in developed countries. 

2.7.. Conclusion 

Startingg from complete neglect, the phenomenon of informal economic activity has grown to 

bee a subject of study by many researchers, both governmental and non-governmental. In our 

view,, this research has consisted of three important domains: definition, measurement and 

significancee of the informal sector. 

Inn the light of the many and varied aspects of the informal sector and consequently the variety 

off  criteria describing each of them, several definitions have emerged. Many researchers have 

consideredd this a disadvantage. Therefore, numerous unsuccessful efforts have been made to 

formulatee a unique definition. In our view, there is no need for a universal definition. As long 

ass researchers share a definition for each separate aspect/activity of the informal sector, there 

wil ll  be, first, a basis of comparison between studies (for each activity) and second, the sum of 

alll  activities will provide a picture of the informal sector as a whole. A comparison between 

studiess of the informal sector in developed countries and studies in less developed countries 

hass shown that the basic divergence is related to the 'survival' criterion. Consequently, studies 

inn developed countries show that the informal sector offers possibilities for accumulation, 

whereass research in less developed countries provides evidence that survival is the main 

characteristicc of the informal sector there. As Pardo (1995) observes, survival always 

'legitimizes'' law avoidance in extreme situations, where a conflict between morality and 

individuall  rationality emerges: actors justify their actions by lack of choice. This could be an 

additionall  reason why the size of the informal sector in less developed countries is bigger than 

inn developed countries. 
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Anotherr important debate is related to the significance of the informal sector, and 

thereforee to the best reaction towards it. Opinions are split between the negative and positive 

assessment.. The first sees the informal sector as negligible, with a residual and marginal 

nature.. The second assessment considers the informal sector as a dynamic phenomenon, 

whichh might have a significant impact in the economy. Considering its negative long-run 

implications,, they suggest its (gradual) integration into the formal economy. These opinions 

holdd mostly for the informal sector in developing and transition countries and sometimes for 

developedd countries. In developing and transition countries, in view of the general poverty, 

loww technology and level of development, informal activities are often considered as an 

economic,, political and social safety valve for public discontent. Nevertheless, transformation 

inn the long run is considered a necessity. The essential difference observed between the 

informall  sector in developed and less developed countries is that the informal sector in 

developedd countries may show possibilities for growth and a comparable standard of income 

withh the formal sector. On the other hand, the informal sector in less developed countries is 

identifiedd with low income and littl e if any accumulation capacity. 

Alll  in all, the State's attitude towards the informal sector has basically had the following 

patternss over the years: neglect -> either tolerance or conflict (reduction) -» integration into 

thee formal economy. The majority of developed countries have reached the final stage of this 

pattern,, whereas most of less developed countries are still either in the second or between the 

secondd and the third stage. 

Effortss have been made to establish theories, which aim at explaining the informal 

sectorr phenomenon. Some of them have been only descriptive, some others have tried to 

explainn informal economic activities. The basic features of these theories hold for all 

countries,, developed and less developed. Differences, which are mainly related to different 

political,, economic, social and institutional characteristics of these countries, are observed 

however.. The main difference is related to the level of development. Accordingly, 

technologicall  dynamism (technological innovation and accumulation) characterizes, to a large 

extent,, the informal sector in developed countries, while low technology and survival 

mechanismss characterize the informal sector in less developed countries. A recent major 

differencee is recognized by the new institutional approach which 'aims to redirect policy 

attentionn toward the restructuring of indigenous institutions that play a vital role in the 
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developmentt process' (Feige, 1990:1000). A better understanding of why the informal sector 

existss and what is its relationship to the formal sector needs further research, however. In 

orderr to do this, one should bear in mind what Harding and Jenkins (1989:4) have 

emphasized,, that 'each economic system (developed, developing and transition) requires 

correspondinglyy different analytical frameworks if we are to understand the way they work 

andd the relationship between formality and informality in each context'. 

Thee third important domain is related to the measurement of informal sector activities. The 

literaturee discusses two main approaches to quantify the informal sector: the direct and 

indirectt approach. The indirect approach focuses on the study of already available statistics, 

whilee the direct approach operates using sample surveys. These two main approaches consist 

off  several other methods, which are used to estimate diverse activities of the informal sector 

inn both developed and less developed countries. The direct approach is considered to be best, 

becausee contrary to the indirect approach, it gives specific and inside information about the 

participantss and location of the informal sector. 

Inn sum, a considerable amount of work has been done to analyze the informal sector 

phenomenon.. Numerous significant findings have contributed to lighten the darkness of this 

neww field of study. Several methods have been used to deal with it. In our view, more efforts 

too study it thoroughly and to find new insights should be strongly encouraged in the future. 

Wee are still a long way from really understanding this phenomenon that is of such major 

economic,, political and social importance in all countries, developed as well as undeveloped. 
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Politicoo - Economic Institution s and the Informal Sector  in Albania 

'Th ee historical laboratory of the transition economies has revealed that liberalization, stabilization, and 

privatizationn may be necessary but are by no means sufficient conditions for  creating 'market economies'" 

-FEIGEE (1997:22). 

3.1.. Introductio n 

Neww free-market economies are developing throughout the former socialist countries. Though 

thesee countries generally differ in essential features like culture, political background and 

economicc potential, they are often characterized by a history of large-scale government and 

massivee bureaucratic intervention in the economy. Besides building up new and democratic 

institutions,, countries in transition face major problems of overcoming the lingering influence 

off  the former institutions. 

Eachh country addresses these problems in distinct ways. The relevant politico-economic 

institutionss - democratic decision-making bodies (implying voter influence on policies); 

centrall  banking policies (independent or not); the organization of privatization of industries; 

thee regulation of private firms; and the role and influence of private banks - all have an 

impactt on this transition period. 

Whenn these institutions prove unfavorable for the development of free market 

economies,, one reaction in many countries is the spontaneous development of informal 

economies.. 'Institutional economics and underground economics are highly complementary. 

Thee former examines the rules of the game, the latter the strategic responses of individuals 

andd organizations to those rules' (Feige, 1997:25). 
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Thee main country studied in this thesis is Albania, a country in transition. This chapter 

providess background information about this Balkan nation and is split in two main parts. The 

firstt describes the politico-economic characteristics of Albania. The second part discusses one 

off  the few existing studies on the informal sector in Albania. This study is a modest and early 

fieldd research of street vendors in Tirana, conducted by the Albanian Center for Economic 

Researchh (ACER) in 1996. 

Thee organization of this chapter is as follows. The following section gives a general 

descriptionn of the politico-economic situation in Albania during the last decade. Special 

attentionn is given to the phenomenon of the money market (pyramid schemes), and the 

developmentt of the private sector and its influence in the labor market. Section 3.3 discusses 

brieflyy the occurrence of the informal sector in Albania. In addition, it provides some 

informationn about statistics in Albania. Section 3.4 describes the survey of street vendors in 

Tiranaa in 1996, accompanied by its main results. Section 3.5 analyzes the significance of the 

informall  sector for the Albanian economy as a whole. Section 3.6 concludes. 

3.2.. Albania - A politico-economic overview 

Albaniaa is a small European country, located in the western part of the Balkan Peninsula, with 

-ass any other country- its own specific history. Several detours, dead ends, shortcuts, severe 

struggles,, unexpected outcomes and, especially, survival characterize its history. Noteworthy 

forr the politico-economic analysis is that Albania has hardly ever had a democratic political 

system.. This can be explained by the existence of antagonistic political and cultural entities. 

Ass a consequence of this internal division, this country has traditionally been used to satisfy 

thee voracity of international powers. 

3.2.1.. The politics 

Forr about four decades, Albania was a completely isolated country, due to the highly 

repressivee communist regime of Enver Hoxha. The political regime was a dictatorial one, 

whilee the economic system was completely socialized. No other country in Eastern Europe 

hadd a socialisation of property as complete as Albania did.52 Consequently, in the early 1990s, 

Forr a survey of this period, see Schnytzer (1982). 
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Albaniaa was the last of the Central and Eastern European countries to allow political 

pluralism,, establish democratic institutions and introduce market mechanisms. 

Itt is quite difficult to pinpoint the exact year in which real political pluralism and 

economicc reforms started. In fact, democratic reforms (including the introduction of political 

pluralism)) began in 1990, as a result of the massive demand for changes. Often, however, the 

19922 elections are considered to be the real start of the changes, because this is when the 

communistss had to transfer their power to the opposition. As a consequence of the grave 

politicall  and economic recession that Albania suffered in the last years of communist rule, the 

newlyy established Democratic Party of Albania (DPA) won the democratic elections in March 

19922 by a landslide. Following the democratic elections, the Albanian people had great hopes 

forr the future of democracy in their nation, counting on the flexibilit y and diplomacy of the 

neww political elite. 

Whilee the Democratic Party was in office (1992-1997), dozens of new parties were 

established,, an open foreign policy was followed and democratic freedom was provided to 

everybody,, at least at the beginning of DPA's governance.54 The largest opposition party in 

Albaniaa -until 199755- was the Socialist Party of Albania (SPA), the majority of whose 

memberss came from the former communist party. 

Thee DPA grew on the basis of traditional loyalties, with the socialists soon facing 

disintegrationn in northern areas, while in communist strongholds in the south the DPA only 

developedd slowly (Vickers and Pettifer, 1997). This provided a fertile starting point for the 

enforcementt of 'clan policy' by this democratically chosen government. Similar to the 

communistt party, government policies of the DPA during the democratic period favored 

clans566 with partisan spillovers to the south and north, respectively. As a result, Albanian 

societyy was polarized.57 

Thee Democratic Party of Albania won again the general elections of May 1996. 

However,, intimidation and fraud in favor of the DPA were generally thought to have 

characterizedd these elections (Rama, 1997). After some dramatic and violent events (close to a 

533 In fact, there were democratic elections in 1991, as well. These were won by the communist party. 
544 For more details, see Gërxhani and Schram (2000). 
5555 The SPA won the elections in 1997. 
566 'Clan' is a group of people related through kinship, culture, religion, race and language, as well as through 
politicall  interests. 

ForFor a broader qualitative and quantitative evidence of clan-based policies in Albania, see Gërxhani and 
Schramm (2000). 
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civill  war) that took place after the collapse of the pyramid schemes, and under international 

pressure,, new elections were held in 1997. The Socialist Party of Albania won by a landslide. 

Thee current government is a coalition of mainly left-oriented parties, where the SPA 

dominates. . 

3.2.2.. The economy 

Asidee from political repression, the Albanian people also suffered from a deep economic 

crisiss under the communist regime. The growth rate of the economy, in the period 1970- 1990, 

wass sharply decreasing and eventually became negative. There were no foreign investments 

afterr 1980, which was reflected in a very slow economic growth after the split up with China 

(Gerxhani,, 1998). Real income per capita declined, an increasing number of goods and 

servicess were lacking in the market and, as a consequence, the gap with the West grew. At the 

endd of the communist regime, in 1991, there was neither a plan nor a market, but just a state of 

chaos,, which was further aggravated by the fierce political conflicts, strikes and absurd physical 

destructionn such as burglaries and the burning of social property (Gërxhani, 1998). 

Thiss was definitely a time for starting economic reforms. The new democratic 

governmentt started the implementation of a profound market-oriented economic program, 

includingg macroeconomic stabilization and price liberalization.58 In light of the high 

expectationss of the Albanian people and the very poor state the country's economy was in, 

thiss government applied a 'shock therapy'. However, a 'big-bang' or 'shock therapy' strategy 

mayy undermine popular support and may unnecessarily lead to reform reversal (Dewatripont 

andd Roland, 1995). Furthermore, fast reforms often stress speed at the cost of institutional 

balancee (Nuti, 1996). This is what happened in Albania. Former institutions vanished before 

fundamentall  new institutions had time to develop. For example, Sadiraj (1999) argues that 

properr financial institutions were missing. 

Onee of the main strategies considered by the government in order to reach its goal of 

stabilizationn and liberalization was privatization and the development of the private sector. 

Thiss was considered to be the most important institutional change in transition to a market 

Thee development of the economy is discussed in more detail, below. 
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economy.. However, the privatization process was also used by the democratic government 

too increase its popularity through various economic and political favors to certain individuals, 

strataa and social groups (Shala, 1997 and the Ministry of Public Economics and Privatization, 

1997).. The liberalization process, on the other hand, was shown to be the most complicated 

andd delicate procedure regarding all economic and social aspects. This reform, despite the social 

consequences,, aimed at the transformation of the planned economy into a free market 

economy,, where the free domestic prices would regulate supply and demand, and would also 

tryy to be as close as possible to the world market prices. Consequently, the Albanian system of 

foreignn trade was legally free of restrictions, followed by some protectionist measures to help 

domesticc production later on. 

Tablee 3.1 presents the main macro-economic indicators of the 1990s. GDP fell by 10% 

inn 1990, 28% in 1991 and 7.2% in 1992, followed by an increase until 1996. In the early 

1990s,, previous export-import arrangements could no longer be sustained, state enterprises 

wentt bankrupt and closed down, agricultural collectives collapsed, and investment activities 

practicallyy ceased. 

Tablee 3.1: Some macroeconomic indicators for the period 1990-1999 

Reall  GDP growth (%) 

Annuall  average inflation (%) 

Av.. Exchange rate (Lek/USD) 

Tradee balance (Mil.  USD) 

Av.. Unemployment rate (%) 

Budgett deficit (% GDP) 

Minimumm official wage (in Lek) 

Averagee monthly wage* (in Lek) 

FDII  inflows (Mil . USD)** 

1990 0 

-10.0 0 

0 0 

8.9 9 

-150 0 

---
15.3 3 

~ ~ 

~ ~ 

---

1991 1 

-28.0 0 

35.5 5 

24.2 2 

-308 8 

30.0 0 

20.7 7 

~ ~ 

--

--

1992 2 

-7.2 2 

226 6 

75.0 0 

-471 1 

--
15.8 8 

~ ~ 

---
32.0 0 

1993 3 

9.6 6 

85.0 0 

102.1 1 

-490 0 

22.0 0 

13.7 7 

1.200 0 

3.084 4 

45.0 0 

1994 4 

8.3 3 

22.5 5 

94.7 7 

-460 0 

18.0 0 

7.7 7 

2.400 0 

4.778 8 

65.0 0 

1995 5 

13.3 3 

7.8 8 

92.8 8 

-474 4 

13.0 0 

8.6 6 

3.300 0 

6.406 6 

89.0 0 

1996 6 

9.1 1 

12.7 7 

104.5 5 

-692 2 

12.4 4 

12.3 3 

4.400 0 

8.638 8 

97.0 0 

1997 7 

-7.0 0 

32.1 1 

148.9 9 

-519 9 

14.9 9 

12.0 0 

4.400 0 

9.558 8 

42.0 0 

1998 8 

8.0 0 

20.9 9 

150.6 6 

-621 1 

17.8 8 

8.6 6 

5.800 0 

11.509 9 

45.0 0 

1999 9 

8.0 0 

0.4 4 

137.5 5 

-205.5 5 

18.3 3 

7.4 4 

5.800 0 

--

43.0 0 

(*)) indicates the average monthly wage in state sector 
Sources:Sources: UNDP (2000) as obtained from Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, Institute of 
Statisticss and Bank of Albania. EBRD (European Bank for Reconstruction and Development) Transition Report 
19999 and Albanian Observer (2000). 
(** )) FDI - Foreign Direct Investment 

"Wee consider it (the privatization process) as the final split of Albania from the former communist planned 
economyy and establishment of a 'popular capitalist' system" (Berisha, as quoted in "Rilindja Demokratike" 
newspaper,, 10-1-1995). 
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Problemss of high unemployment, poverty and social insecurity, caused by economic 

contraction,, were extremely severe. They were initially exacerbated by government policies 

off  trade and price liberalization and later by the anti-inflationary measures imposed on 

Albaniaa by the International Monetary Fund. In 1992 it was estimated that nearly half of the 

workingg population was unemployed, while many of those employed did not receive their full 

wagess or salaries. Per capita GDP had fallen to US$ 258, comparable to the poorest 

developingg countries (ACER, 1996). 

Tablee 3.1 shows how the DPA managed to turn around the economic decline reasonably 

welll  after coming to power in 1992. Especially successful were the results with respect to 

inflationn and unemployment. On the other hand, major problems still existed up to 1997, with 

respectt to the trade balance and budget deficit. All in all, table 3.1 appears to show that the 

economicc policy of the DPA government was a success. Nevertheless, this table only shows 

thee aggregate numbers. There are various reasons why reality may have been less positive 

thann these aggregate indicators seem to imply. 

 First of all, it was relatively easy to get impressive growth rates, due to the very poor 

initiall  state of the economy. 

 Second, the official unemployment rate is relatively low due to a very widespread 

informall  labor market (Gërxhani, 1998). 

 Third, emigration and international financial assistance had a positive effect on the overall 

economicc indicators in the early years. 

 Fourth, it has been argued that the short-term goals typically pursued in transition 

economiess are more easily achieved by redistributive activities than by productive ones 

(Knaack,, 1996). This appears to be true for Albania in the period under consideration 

(untill  1996). 

 Vaughan-Whitehead (1999) provides a fifth reason by arguing that the systematic 

presentationn of exaggerated figures by the democratic government was a political 

manoeuvre. . 

 Finally, Vaughan-Whitehead (1999) also argues that the impressive figures of table 1 

weree achieved at the expense of very high social costs. 
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Altogether,, it would appear that the success of the Albanian reform may have been more 

superficiall  than generally assumed. According to UNDP (1995), the rate of hidden 

employmentt was about 34% in 1994. Albanian people were obliged to find their own ways to 

survive.. They went out on the streets to sell whatever they could, they set up their 

shops/kiosks,, and they built their houses without permission. Consequently, a great variety of 

illegall  or informal money-making activities came into existence or became more widespread. 

Somee were harmful. These included smuggling, production and sale of narcotic plants, 

prostitutionn (inside and outside of Albania), informal money-lending and extensive corruption 

byy government officials and the police. Others were more legitimate, including a proliferation 

off  small-scale street vendors in Tirana and other major cities and towns (ACER, 1996). 

Alll  in all, whatever the extent of success by the DPA government, the economic results were 

demolishedd in 1997, when a collapse of the pyramid schemes led to complete economic and 

politicall  chaos in Albania. All the main macroeconomic indicators in table 3.1 demonstrate 

thee economic crisis the country fell into in 1997. Since then, under the SPA government, there 

hass been a constant growth of 8%, an abrupt decrease of inflation, an appreciation of 

currency,, a remarkable decrease in the trade inbalance, and a decrease in the budget deficit. 

However,, unemployment has remained high. According to UNDP (2000), this is due to a lack 

off  large investments, shortage of skilled labor, a large informal market, a lack of coordinated 

statee policies on employment, inefficient labor market institutions and a low level of credit. In 

addition,, the standard of living of Albanian families has remained low. As a result, internal 

migrationn has increased, mainly from rural to urban areas. Also, the traditional phenomenon 

off  emigration remains.60 A recent development with dramatic consequences is the brain drain. 

Duringg 1990-1999, approximately 40% of the overall number of professors and research 

scientistss of the universities and science institutions in the country have emigrated (UNDP, 

2000). . 

Thee political and economic situation became fragile during the Kosovo crisis in 1999. 

Accordingg to UNDP (2000), the number of Kosovo refugees reached 450,000, which 

representedd 15% of Albania's population. However, this crisis strengthened the ties between 

Accordingg to UNDP (2000), emigration is a phenomenon that has occurred throughout Albania's history, 
originatingg in the 15th century. 
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thee two peoples and built for the first time, a significant relationship and partnership between 

Albaniaa and the international community. After recently -September 2000- joining the World 

Tradee Organization (WTO), the main focus of policy in Albania is to gradually become a 

seriouss candidate to enter the European Union in the future. 

3.2.3.. The money market: pyramid schemes61 

Originally,, private businesses could borrow money from three second level banks in Albania: 

thee Savings Bank, Commercial Bank, and Rural Bank, as well as from the 'Small and 

Mediumm Enterprises' (SME) foundation. Due to a lack of experience and incompetence, 

bankss found themselves with more than 30% of their loans not being serviced on time in 1996 

(ACER,, 1996). These problems, along with diminishing households savings/deposits, put the 

bankss into a difficult situation, hence, they reduced the available credit to businesses. While 

grantss and inexpensive credit were available from German, Italian and American funds, it was 

nott enough to fulfil l the borrowing needs of the business community. The only Joint-venture 

bankk -between the National Commercial Bank and Banca di Roma- dealt exclusively with 

moneyy transfers and payments. In 1996, three new private banks were licensed as branches of 

theirr headquarters' banks in other countries. Despite many requests and applications from 

differentt firms, no license was given to establish an Albanian owned private bank. 

Ass in other Central and Eastern European countries, the state sector in Albania provided 

mostt of the physical capital for the new emerging private businesses. As expected, this 

physicall  capital was not sufficient. It was redistributed only to a few people, and furthermore, 

additionall  capital was needed to start a business. Capital increase, either for starting up a 

businesss or for extending an existing business, remains the largest problem for Albanian 

entrepreneurs.. In some other CEEs, foreign investors have played a catalyst role by providing 

thee essential initial capital, whereas in Albania this phenomenon was highly problematic, 

becausee foreign investments did not take place at any significant level. In May 1996, the 

Tiranaa stock exchange was opened, but it has not shown any ability to attract capital for 

businesss growth. The Tirana stock exchange has focused its activity on trading in Treasury 

Bills,, and the second level banks are its only clients. 

Forr a detailed analysis of pyramid schemes in Albania, see Sadiraj (1999) and Jarvis (1999). 
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Ass a result, most individual savings were not deposited into the banking system to 

supportt economic investments and hence to contribute in higher rates of overall growth. They 

weree mainly concentrated in the informal market, which emerged in Albania. Due to the 

incapablee formal financial institutions, the system of investing in pyramid schemes became 

veryy popular.62 It is believed that the money-borrowing firms and foundations absorbed more 

thann US$ 1.2 billion (Jarvis, 1999). 

Thee main reasons why this market emerged in Albania are (briefly): 

1.. path dependence - Albanians had been isolated for about forty-five years and had no 

experiencee with market institutions; 

2.. high and attractive rates of interest offered by the companies ( 5 - 1 0% per month) and 

foundationss (about 50%) involved; their long activity (over 2-3 years); and interactions 

withh money laundering and other suspicious activities; 

3.. the inefficiency of the banking system (e.g., delays in services and the lack of a modern 

paymentt system, which led consumers to make their transaction in cash); 

4.. the government's failure to prevent the extension of pyramid schemes (e.g., by better law 

enforcement)) and moreover its implicit support of the schemes; and 

5.. the ambiguity of legal system, which often left room for several pragmatic interpretations. 

3.2.4.. Private sector  activities and the employment gap 

Ass mentioned previously, one of the main strategies of the newly elected democratic 

governmentt was privatization and the development of the private sector. New private business 

developmentt is the primary source of job growth, because it serves as the principal 

mechanismm for reallocating labor and capital from state to private sector (Johnson and 

Loveman,, 1995). Indeed, the private sector emerged as the most dynamic and significant 

enginee to economic growth in Albania. 

Inn the period up to 1996, good results were achieved in the establishment and gradual 

extensionn of the private sector in agriculture, trade and services, accompanied by some joint 

venturess between former state enterprises and foreign enterprises. Privatization of state 

Inn fact, the informal money-lending market was introduced in Albania in 1992 by a Swiss businessman of 
Albaniann ancestry. 
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enterprisess had also begun. However, according to Johnson and Loveman (1995), Albania 

(likee Bulgaria and Romania) continues to have a very weak private sector primarily because 

thesee activities were tightly controlled under the old regimes and because the new economic 

policiess have not clearly encouraged it. As a matter of fact, only a few of the new enterprises 

inn Albania could generate a surplus that could be invested in other private businesses and in 

enlargingg the scope of the private sector as a whole, particularly to include capital-intensive 

sectors.. The majority of new private enterprises were concentrated in trade and services. This 

iss mainly a result of the lack of substantial financial support. Foreign investments in Albania 

didd not have the same strategic and significant role they had in some other Eastern European 

countries,, due to several reasons like the lack of an adequate legal system, especially in 

attractingg foreign investors; bureaucratic procedures and a high level of corruption; the flow 

off  non-serious foreign investors mainly aimed at short-run and very profitable investments, 

sometimess even suspicious ones; and the unstable political situation in the country and 

generallyy in the Balkans. Table 1 shows that the amount of the foreign direct investment 

(FDI)) inflows to Albania is not that big and it has sharply decreased after 1996. This amount 

iss particularly small if compared to the remittances of Albanian emigrants. The latter 

representt approximately one fifth of the GDP, almost twice as much as foreign exchange 

revenuess from exports and almost four times more than the value of direct investments 

(UNDP,, 2000). Although emigrants' remittances have been an important source of finance for 

domesticc investment, they are considered more as private transfers than as capital-flows. 

Meanwhile,, the financial support from banks has been almost zero because of the very strict 

limitt on banks' ability to give credits, and their reluctance to support new private enterprises. 

Thiss financial situation got even worse when most of private savings were deposited in 

pyramidd schemes instead of banks. Aside from the financial problem, new entrepreneurs were 

facingg management problems as well. The old methods of the communist regime were not 

appropriatee anymore, therefore, they had to adapt to the new free market mechanism. 

Consequently,, due to very limited financial support, and lack of managerial abilities, starting 

overr in the private sector was limited and did not have the same importance and influence as 

inn other countries of Eastern Europe. 

Fastt privatization of farmland was another major element of government's policy in this 

period.. This was completed by 1994 and there are now 466,670 private farms (INSTAT, 
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1999),, which try to meet, to some extent, the country's needs for milk, meat, fruits and 

vegetables.. A substantial portion of these products is traded in the market by street vendors. 

Inn addition, the privatization of small, medium, and latter on, large enterprises was 

anotherr important component of the government's economic strategy. The total number of 

licensedd private businesses in Albania was 30.535 in 1996 (Luci and Kraja, 1999). By 1996, 

sixx years after the start of the privatization process in Albania, 70% of the formerly state 

enterprisess were privatized, and 75% of the GDP was generated by the private sector with 

smalll  enterprises dominating. The private sector was also the source of 89.6% of exports, 

whichh resulted from the liberalization of imports (Gërxhani, 1998). The main activities of 

registeredd private enterprises in 1996 in Albania were: trade (52.2%), services (17.5%), 

transportt (14.9%) and industry (10%), followed by construction and agriculture activities 

(INSTAT,, 1999). 

However,, this economic progress did not have an immediate effect on reducing official 

unemployment.. The shrinking of the state sector played an important role. By 1993, over 60% 

off  state sector employees had lost their jobs (ACER, 1996). Unemployment benefit (for those 

registeredd in the Labor Office) was about 66% of the minimum wage (about US$ 33 a 

month),, where even the latter is obviously insufficient for basic human needs (ACER, 1996). 

Thee newly privatized enterprises gave priority to the existing employees of the formerly state 

enterprisess rather than to the redundant labor force. On the other hand, the de novo private 

enterprisess were relatively small, hence they could not absorb much labor. All in all, the 

potentiall  for obtaining remunerative full or part time employment in registered state or private 

enterprisess was very limited, both with respect to availability of jobs and the low level of 

wages.. There was thus a need for the unregistered and registered unemployed to seek ways of 

gainingg some income to supplement the unemployment benefit, such as being involved in 

informall  activities. In addition, although registered private activities developed rapidly, they 

couldd not by themselves lead to a reduction- from 30% in 1991 to 12.4% in 1996- of the 

officiall  unemployment rate. It is therefore apparent that either the official statistics on 

unemploymentt are a substantial understatement of the real situation or those who are not 

employedd in registered/formal activities are actually employed elsewhere in the economy, i.e. 

thee informal sector. According to UNDP (2000), the volume of informal labor continues to be 

huge,, although no official figures exist. 
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Thee 1997 crisis had a depressing effect on private business as well. The ups and downs 

inn the development of the private sector coincide with the change in the GDP during the same 

periodd (UNDP, 2000). 

3.3.. The informal sector 

Forr the majority of formal or legal business in Albania, the single greatest expense, in both 

moneyy and time, is dealing with bureaucratic obstacles. The former governments of Albania 

andd other similar countries were essentially antidemocratic, legislating behind closed doors 

andd reacting and responding to interest groups without talcing into account the needs and 

desiress of the majority of the population. 

Currently,, because of the deficient legal institutions used for governing and economic 

regulation,, money is wasted in these undeveloped countries. Economic opportunities are 

missed,, both those that could be exploited with purely internal resources and those that 

requiree international resources for their effective realization. 

Ass everywhere else, especially in countries in transition, the informal sector became evident 

inn Albania. The establishment of a legal and institutional framework for a market economy in 

Albaniann society has caused new economic, political and sociological phenomena. Inter alia, 

Albaniaa is facing a high level of unofficial employment, widespread tax evasion and a large 

informall  sector in general. 

Thee previous chapter emphasized the existence of the informal sector in former socialist 

countries.. Although there is no official evidence on the existence of informal activities during 

thee communist period in Albania, we believe that it also existed then. Our belief is based on 

thee similar situations characterizing Albania and other countries for which the evidence does 

exist.. During the transition period in Albania, the level of this 'hypothetical' informal sector 

wass further increased due to economic and financial factors such as the United Nations 

embargoo on Yugoslavia, large-scale emigration of Albanians to Western countries, a high 

levell  of unemployment, the closure of several former state enterprises and the privatization of 

others,, and the extended contacts with neighboring countries. Social factors such as the 

overalll  dissatisfaction with the previous regime and the informal pre-transition norms and 

Forr more insights, see Sadiraj (1999). 
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behaviorss of the population have played a substantial role as well.64 In addition, the 

government'ss inability to build up the proper institutions, for example to establish the rule of 

laww and define and enforce property rights, contributed to encouraging the growth of the 

informall  sector in Albania. 

Sourcess of information and statistics in Albania 

Nationall  economic and social statistics in Albania are still incomplete and unreliable, 

althoughh efforts are being made to upgrade them. The main sources of information, used in 

thee survey of the Albanian Center for Economic Research as well, are the offices of social 

services,, the Institute of Statistics, independent surveys from national or international 

organizations,, the financial police, tax offices and banks. 

Consideringg that the existing statistical data are not reliable enough, the application of 

thee indirect method to analyze and quantify the informal sector does not seem to be applicable 

inn Albania. Despite its disadvantages (cf. chapter 2), in this case the direct method appears to 

bee more relevant. As a matter of fact, most of the information about the economic situation in 

Albaniaa is derived from independent surveys conducted by various national or international 

researchh institutes, including the Albanian Center for Economic Research. ACER has carried 

outt various relevant surveys on informal sector activities (e.g., the informal financial 

market;66 second jobs of government officials; and street vending in Tirana). 

3.4.. Survey of street vendors in Tirana 

3.4.1.. Role of street vendors in the informal sector 

Retaill  services in Tirana are an extremely important part of the economy. In 1996, there were 

aboutt 19.328 private businesses registered in Tirana, more than half of which were involved 

inn the retail sector (INSTAT, 1998). They appeared as anything from the most exclusive 

fashionn shops, modern supermarkets and expensive restaurants, to ambulant vendors selling a 

feww cigarettes, packs of chewing gum or bananas. There were various types of retail outlets 

644 Note that these norms and traditions were set up in a centrally planned system. New norms and behaviors were 
requiredd with the change of this system. This is when the clash between the two occurred and phenomena like 
taxx evasion emerged. For example, the tax mentality of the population during the socialist period was non-
existentt due to the fact that all taxation was indirect or deducted at source. As a result people appear not to pay 
directt taxes even during transition although it is legally required (see EBRD, 1996). 
655 For more comments on this survey, see Mu?o and Salko (1996). 
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betweenn these extremes like specialist shops, general stores, bars and cafes, and temporary 

buildings,, including kiosks and awnings. Littl e is known about the commercial activities of all 

thesee different types of registered retail outlets. Competition is extremely fierce, which leads 

too expectations that many will not survive. Yet, up to 1996, most commercial businesses 

appearedd to be prospering. 

Streett vending is considered to be one of the most important and visible activities in the 

Albaniann informal sector. There was hardly a street in Tirana without a full complement of 

streett vendors, where the total number in 1996 was probably over 5,000 or 50% more than the 

numberr of registered ones (ACER, 1996). Street vending started when people began to invade 

thee public thoroughfare, the use of which is open to everybody, in order to sell goods and 

servicess and for commercial transactions - without obtaining permits, giving receipts, or 

payingg taxes. Most of them are fruit and vegetable sellers, closely followed by sellers of 

cigarettes,, soft drinks, snacks and common consumables. However, even within street 

vending,, there is a wide range of activities consisting of some vendors selling newspapers, 

books,, clothing, kebabs, plumbing and electrical equipment, and second hand goods or 

hardware.. Nevertheless, street vending itself represents often a low level of business activity, 

withh respect to capital outlays, range of products supplied, and turnover and profits. 

3.4.2.. The ACER survey 

Thee Albanian Center for Economic Research surveyed 373 street vendors of Tirana in 1996. 

Thee survey covered about 7% of the total number of vendors in the city. All types of street 

vendorss were randomly selected and interviewed by 13 interviewers (students) at the same 

timee of day in different regions of the city. 50 out of 373 observations appeared to be 

inadequatee or incomplete, hence they were disregarded for the analysis. ACER has considered 

thee survey to be as representative as possible under the difficult circumstances involving all 

surveyss of the informal sector. 



3.4.3.. Survey results 

 Registration processes and informal alternatives 

80%% of the interviewed street vendors declared that they possessed no official license or 

registrationn for their activity. This certainly does not mean that they did not have to obtain and 

payy for some form of 'permission' to locate where they were.66 In order to give an idea of 

whatt it takes to be formally registered as a street vendor,67 a brief outline of the official 

requirementss is described below.68 

(a)) The prospective entrepreneur presents his proposal verbally to the district law court; 

(b)) The lawyer appointed by the chairman of the district law court decides whether to accept 

thee proposal or not on the basis of commercial law; 

(c)) If accepted, the prospective entrepreneur pays a fee of 500 Albanian Leks (about US $5) 

andd receives a written permit to be used in the local tariff and tax office; 

(d)) The local tariff and tax office gives the prospective entrepreneur a license to carry out the 

privatee business in his selected field of activity; and finally 

(e)) The prospective entrepreneur can start her/his own business and is obliged to contact, on a 

monthlyy or quarterly basis, the tariff and tax office to report his income and, consequently, 

payy the relevant tariffs and taxes. 

However,, due to features of bureaucracy inherited from the communist period, this formal 

processs seemed to be very slow, involving a considerable amount of wasted time, and often 

moneyy (more than the license fee) because officials wanted to be bribed to process the license 

application.. It was for these reasons that the majority of vendors preferred to use informal 

alternatives.. The most common informal alternative was to bribe the local license inspector or 

policeman,, who, in return, would ignore that the business was unregistered. Another 

alternativee was to associate a stall with a fixed or temporary retail outlet, which was formally 

registered.. In this case, payment would depend on the type of family (or other) relationship 

betweenn the street vendor and the owner of the retail outlet. 

6666 As it will be shown latter, one way of providing this 'permission' is by bribing the state officials. 
677 The process is more complicated for other types of entrepreneurial activities. 
688 Please remember that the provided evidence refers to 1996. 
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 Tax evasion 

90%% of the interviewed street vendors said that they did not pay any state or municipal taxes. 

AA few claimed that they paid only the compulsory social security payments in their formal 

employment.. Overall, payment of taxes and social security represented only 6% of family 

expenditures.. The payment of only one-third of this amount was provided by informal sector 

activities. . 

 Reasons for becoming a street vendor 

Beingg a street vendor was a new type of activity for 90% of those interviewed, 49% of whom 

claimedd to have lost their previous job and only some of whom were receiving unemployment 

benefit.. A further 26% had changed occupations to increase family income. A few (5%) were 

school-agee children not attending school. Most of the rest proved to be in the age-group 20 -

30,, where one is either unable to attend university or cannot receive other types of useful 

training. . 

Beingg a street vendor was not the only informal activity for 61% of respondents. Most 

off  them (68%) refused to say what else they did. The rest (32%) appeared to increase the 

monthlyy income by renting living space in houses or apartments, while others were involved 

inn trading other types of (usually imported) goods. 

 Education levels and working experience 

Thee survey results indicate a very high level of education among street vendors. 68% of street 

vendorss have completed secondary education, 20% had finished university and only 12% had 

onlyy completed elementary schooling. 

Previouss working experiences of street vendors varied widely. Most of them (60%) had 

workedd as blue-collar workers, whereas an unexpectedly high proportions used to be military 

officerss or government officials (14% and 16%, respectively). 

 Family situation 

42%% of the total number surveyed consisted of street vendors who were members of families 

withh five or more persons, none of whom were formally employed. Males were mostly 

involvedd in street vending (81% of the total), while females often took more responsibility for 
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otherr family obligations. However, in Tirana and other cities as well, the extended family has 

beenn transformed into a network of commercial and productive relationships. 

83%% of those surveyed declared a family monthly income of more than 8,000 Leks 

(aboutt US $77), 15% of 5,000 (about US $48) - 8,000 Leks and 2% under 5,000 Leks. 

However,, street vending yielded only 45% of this income. This supports the evidence in the 

literaturee that street vending often serves as an income-supplementing activity rather than as a 

primaryy source of income. Some important additional sources of income were remittances 

fromm family members who worked abroad, activities in the informal credit market, renting of 

livingg space and various state financial benefits. 87% of vendors said they received at least 

somee form of financial assistance.69 

3.5.. The significance of the informal sector  in Albania 

Thee effect that the collapse of the informal money-lending activities (pyramid schemes) had 

onn the whole Albanian society is an extreme example of how the informal sector can have 

cruciall  influence on the political, economic and social aspects of a society. Nevertheless, the 

generall  belief is that the informal sector has helped the Albanian economy, during its difficult 

yearss of transition. The results of the ACER street vending survey in Tirana in 1996 support 

thiss belief. They show that the informal sector activities provide families with employment 

andd supplementary income, in the absence of other possibilities. People learn to use their 

initiativee and creativity to create more jobs and wealth. As de Soto (1989) states in general, 

thee social problems are enormous, but the situation would be infinitely worse without the 

informall  marketeers. In addition, the results show that joining the informal sector is a way to 

protestt against the inefficiencies and high transaction costs caused by unnecessary state 

regulationss and bureaucratic procedures. When free initiative and entrepreneurial creativity 

(informall  institutions) are not supported by the formal state institutions, people flee to the 

informall  sector. 

Anotherr survey (a survey on second jobs of government officials), conducted by ACER in 1996, confirmed 
thatt many people are involved in informal activities to supplement their incomes from formal employment. This 
surveyy indicated that 33% of government officials in ministries had a second job. In addition, their incomes 
earnedd from these second jobs were equal to or greater than their official incomes. 
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Iff  the informal sector can have positive effects, the question is: to what extent? Again, the 

negativee experience of Albania with the informal financial market raises important questions. 

Withh respect to economics, due to the existence of this market in Albania, most of private 

savingss were not deposited into the banking system,70 hence they did not support economic 

investments.. Politically, it caused serious political instability in the country, which was almost 

transformedd into a civil war. Socially, a majority of people lost their savings and wealth 

accumulation,, and therefore many social problems emerged. 

Despitee the undoubted benefits of the mushrooming of informal sector activities, 

includingg street vending, these activities can have serious consequences for Albanian society. 

AA very high level of unlicensed activities (as the survey indicates) among street vendors is 

correlatedd with a very high level of unrecorded income-earners. Consequently, there will be 

financiall  losses in the state revenue; the provision of public goods will be misallocated; the 

mainn macroeconomic indicators (e.g., unemployment rate, tax rate, inflation and growth rate) 

wil ll  be distorted; and the available statistics will provide a misleading view of the country's 

economy.. In addition, the large contingent of uninsured today will create a great burden for 

sociall  assistance and welfare programs. Albanian society will have to pay a high cost to 

reducee poverty in future years (UNDP, 2000). 

3.6.. Conclusion 

Thee communist regime in Albania was much stronger than in other Eastern European 

countries.. Although late, Albania joined these countries toward a free market economy. 

Despitee many difficulties, good progress was achieved in the beginning. 

However,, in the meantime, the governing political class was degenerating, the 

economicc capacity of the country was not able to attract substantial internal and external 

resources,, and the state was institutionally weak. As a result, one of the unpleasant outcomes 

off  this situation -pyramid schemes- collapsed in 1997, which in combination with the Kosovo 

warr in 1999, set the country back seriously. 

700 However, it is difficult to say how much of the savings would have been channeled through the official banks, 
inn the event that pyramid schemes were non-existent. 
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Anotherr outcome, which could be considered negative in the long-run but positive in the 

short-run,, is the large development of the informal sector. The results of the ACER street 

vendingg survey in Tirana in 1996 show how large and how significant this phenomenon is. Its 

significancee is two-fold: (1) it has helped Albanian families to make a living and survive in 

thee difficult years of transition, but (2) it has not been sufficient to support long-run economic 

investmentss and growth. However, the informal sector in Albania is here to stay. Therefore, 

itss integration into the formal economy is a necessity. 

Thee establishment of the proper legal and institutional framework accompanied by the 

appropriatee monitoring and enforcement procedures, is the first step to the legal development 

off  the private sector and the whole economy of a country like Albania. The lack of an 

adequatee system of private banking and stock exchange (financial market) and the related 

successs of pyramid schemes in Albania are good examples of how institutional development 

iss of essential importance in countries in transition. 
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Ann Experimental Study of Tax Evasion in Albania and the Netherlands 

"I ff  we were to stop a person in the street and ask him or  her  why people evade tax, the answer  would almost 

certainlyy be 'greed'" 

-WEBLEYetal .. (1991:8) 

4.1.. Introductio n 

Thiss chapter focuses on the analysis of tax evasion behavior, using laboratory experiments in 

twoo European countries, Albania in the East and the Netherlands in the West. In this way, we 

hopee to get a grip on the individual decision involved and a better understanding of the factors 

thatt cause differences in the level of tax evasion between a developed country and a country 

inn transition. 

Providingg a comparative experimental study of tax evasion in a developed country and a 

countryy in transition is just one of the contributions of this chapter. Two other contributions, 

too be discussed more extensively below, are: 

(i)) it compares tax evasion across subject pools within each country. This allows us to 

comparee differences across countries to differences within a country. 

(ii )) it presents a new laboratory environment distinguishing two possible sources of income: 

registeredd and unregistered. This novel feature of our design is important. In most 

countries,, an employer in the 'official' labor market reports her/his own and her/his 

employee(s)'employee(s)' income to the tax authorities, whereas income from self-employment 

andd 'unofficial' activities must be reported by the income earners themselves. Hence, 

individualss can affect their opportunities to evade taxes by the choice of their source 
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off  income. Previous experimental designs did not allow for this endogeneity in the 

choicee of income type. 

Thee organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 discusses the existing evidence of 

taxx evasion in Albania and the Netherlands, and reviews the relevant literature. Section 4.3 

presentss our experimental design. Section 4.4 discusses the experimental results. The 

implicationss of these results follow in section 4.5. Section 4.6 concludes. 

4.2.. Country evidence on tax evasion and the relevant literatur e 

Moree studies have taken place about the Netherlands than about Albania. These typically do 

nott refer to tax evasion per se. Instead, they refer to the 'hidden' or 'shadow' economy. We 

assumee that tax evasion is a major element in the phenomena they refer to. Boeschoten and 

Fasee (1984) quantify the 'hidden' economy in the Netherlands in 1965 - 1982. They suggest a 

risingrising trend up to about 20% of GDP in this period. On the other hand, Frey and Week (1981) 

givee an estimate of 9.6% for 1977-1981. Schneider and Enste (2000) report on the average 

sizee of the 'shadow' economy for OECD countries, over 1990-93; 1994-95 and 1996-97. 

Theirr estimate for the Netherlands is about 13-16%, 13.7% and 13.8% respectively. 

Theree is no quantitative evidence on the existence of tax evasion in Albania during 

communism.. Nevertheless, as stated in chapter 3, there was an informal sector. Taxes could 

bee evaded, for example, by not working in official employment or by selling privately grown 

agriculturall  products.71 For the period of transition, evidence on tax evasion is not based on 

carefull  analysis either. However, anecdotal evidence suggests high levels of tax evasion in 

currentt Albania. There have been some attempts -mainly based on sample surveys- to 

quantifyy the informal sector in general. For example, the 1996 EBRD Transition Report 

claimss that 70% of the households in Albania do not pay their utility bills (tax bills included). 

Inn addition, a study of the Albanian Center for Economic Research (ACER, 1999) reports that 

73%% of the surveyed enterprises (the sample unit) do not declare all of their profit. On 

average,, this underreporting constitutes 20% of their profit. According to a recent study of 

UNDPP (2000), the 'black' economy is thriving, accounting for an estimated 50% of GDP and 

711 However, note that this evasion of taxes was less significant than in developed market economies, because 
personall  income tax was less important. 



deprivingg the government of much-needed tax revenue. All in all, in spite of a lack of 

statisticall  evidence, a common opinion appears to be that tax evasion is higher in Albania than 

inn the Netherlands. 

Thee studies on the Netherlands and Albania have applied the traditional tools in this field, 

focusingg on the two main approaches: the direct and the indirect approach. As chapter 2 

pointss out, the use of laboratory experiments is becoming a popular method, especially with 

respectt to analysis of tax evasion. Though there are varieties to the basic design of this type of 

experimentss (cf. 2.6.2), the results regarding tax compliance are quite robust. These results 

showw that: 

(i)) tax evasion increases with the tax rate (Friedland et al., 1978 and Collins et al., 1990); 

(ii )) tax evasion decreases with the level of fines (Friedland et al., 1978 and Collins et al., 

1990); ; 

(iii )) tax evasion decreases with the audit probability (Friedland et al., 1978); 

(iv)) tax evasion is lower when the proceeds are used to provide a public good (Aim et al., 

1991); ; 

(v)) the decision about tax evasion is made jointly with the labor supply decision (Collins et 

al.,, 1990); 

(vi)) a large subset of people never cheat, because they appear to believe that cheating is 

wrongg (Baldrey, 1986); 

(vii )) tax evasion increases with income (Giese and Hoffman, 1999); 

(viii )) women evade taxes less than men do (Giese and Hoffman, 1999). 

Thee experiments we ran allow us to compare behavior across countries when institutions are 

controlled.. This is, in fact, one of the main reasons the experimental method was used in the 

firstfirst place. The choice to evade taxes may be affected by institutions, by culture, or by both. 

Byy controlling for differences in institutions, information about the effect of culture can be 

collected.. If Albanians do indeed evade taxes more often than the Dutch do, our experiment 

wil ll  provide information as to whether Albanian culture is more receptive to tax evasion or 

whetherr the difference is more likely due to more primitive tax collection institutions. In 

addition,, by conducting and analyzing the same experiment in two countries, this chapter 
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comparess differences between two subject pools within the same country, to differences 

betweenn subject pools across countries. 

4.3.. Experimental design and procedures 

Thee experiments were run manually in order to make it possible to organize them at various 

locationss without having to arrange computer facilities. In each session there were 12 partici-

pants,, divided into 3 groups of 4.72 A session consisted of 8 independent rounds. The 

experimentt itself generally lasted less than one hour. Calculating payoffs took some time, 

however,, so the last subject usually left about 75 minutes after the start of the experiment. All 

experimentss took place in 1999-2000. 

Lett us start with a general overview of the design. More details are given below. In the 

firstt part of a round, subjects' personal income for that round is determined. This income is 

privatee information, unknown to the experimenter or other participants. For rounds 1-3 this is 

alll  that happens. In rounds 4-8 there is a second part where subjects have to report their 

incomee to the experimenter. This reported income is taxed. In some cases there is an audit. In 

casee of underreporting, the subject is fined. Tax proceeds are aggregated within a group of 4 

andd in most sessions divided equally among the group members. In two sessions the taxes 

weree taken but the proceeds were not redistributed. Except for these two sessions, taxes may 

bee seen as contributions to a public good with mpcr = 1 (see Isaac et al., 1984). Groups 

remainn constant across rounds and know how taxes and the public good are determined, but 

noo information is provided between rounds about the tax proceeds themselves. Hence, even 

withinn groups, subjects are not provided with any kind of information about other subjects' 

choices. . 

Onee important element of this experimental design is the distinct subject pools. These 

variedd along two dimensions: country (the Netherlands, NL, and Albania, AL) and socio-

economicc category. For the latter, the following groups were distinguished: (i) high school 

studentss (HS); (ii) university students (US); (iii ) high school teachers (HT); (iv) university 

non-academicc personnel (UP); and (v) university teachers (UT).73 

72Inn one session (high school teachers in the Netherlands) there were only eight participants (two groups of four). 
Wee did not run sessions with university teachers in Amsterdam because we feared that the personal contacts 

bothh authors have with most of the faculty could cause serious experimenter effects. 
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Sessionss in Albania were run at the 'Harry Fultz' high school in Tirana and at the Economics 

Facultyy of the University of Tirana. The Dutch sessions were run at the 'Vossius Gymnasium' 

highh school in Amsterdam and at the University of Amsterdam.74 

AA second treatment concerns the audit probability. For all subject pools, we used a 

(high)) probability of 1/2 of auditing the reported income (as described below). For the 

studentss (NL-US and AL-US) additional sessions were run, where the audit probability was 

equall  to 1/6. For the students in Albania (AL-US), we also ran sessions with no audits 

(probabilityy equal to 0). Finally, as a third treatment, sessions with Albanian students (AL-

US)) were run, where the tax proceeds were not redistributed as a public good.75 Table 4.1 

summarizess the sessions. 

Notee from table 4.1 that the average earnings in experimental francs (the currency used 

inn the experiment) across subject pools did not differ much. A possible exception is that 

earningss were higher in sessions with a low audit probability. Furthermore, earnings were low 

inn the sessions without public goods. This simply reflects the fact that tax proceeds were not 

redistributedd amongst the participants. Note that the exchange rate was varied from francs to 

locall  currency in order to account for differences in purchasing power, both across countries 

andd across pools within a country. 

Followingg Roth et al. (1991) and Brandts et al. (2000) three aspects of the design were 

considered,, which require special attention when conducting a multi-national experiment: 

experimenterr effects, language effects, and currency effects. 

Thee term experimenter effect refers to the possibility that different sessions of the same 

experimentall  treatment may yield different results, due to possible effects of uncontrolled 

procedurall  differences across locations. In our case, the two experimenters ran all sessions 

together.. Therefore, in principle, this kind of experimenter effects is not expected. In addition, 

thee experiments were 'double blind' as long as no audit took place. When there was no audit, 

thee experimenters had no way of knowing whether or not the subjects had truthfully declared 

theirr income. When there was an audit, the experimenters did discover whether or not the 

participantt had reported truthfully. 

Wee are grateful to the deans of both high schools and of the Faculty of Economics in Tirana for giving us the 
opportunityy to run our experiments at their schools. 

Thee sessions without audit and those without public good were designed after the results from the other 
sessionss had been analyzed. 
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Tablee 4.1: Experimental sessions 

Subject t 
Pool l 

AL-H S S 
AL-U S S 
AL-U S S 
ATT .-US 
ALUS S 
AL-H T T 
AL-IJP P 
AL-U T T 
NL-HS S 
NL-US S 
NL-US S 
NL-HT T 

INL-IJP P 

## sessions/ 
#subjects s 

_2Z24_ _ 
_2Z24_ _ 
212A. 212A. 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 

2DA-2DA-
2DA. 2DA. 
2/24 4 

_2Z2fL L 
.2Z2A. . 
iZS. . 
1ZL2_ _ 

Audi t t 
Probabilit y y 

i/2_ _ 
_1&_ _ 
iZ2_ _ 

i/2_ _ 
i/2_ _ 
î 2_ _ 
112. 112. 
112. 112. 
HÉL HÉL 
112. 112. 
112. 112. 
112. 112. 

Average e 
Earnings s 

3490 0 
4284 4 
3160 0 
3583 3 
2898 8 
3447 7 
3334 4 
3177 7 
3315 5 
3414 4 
3372 2 
35Q1 1 
3076 6 

Public c 
good? ? 

Oei. . 
JfeL L 
JfcS_ _ 
JfeL L 
J4o_ _ 
_ÏÊS_ _ 
^£S_ _ 
JÏ5JL L 
_XÊS_ _ 

X&L X&L 
J£ÊS_ _ 

.Yes. . 
JfeL L 

Exchangee rate 

100fr=333 1ek 
100frr = 33 1e 
I00frr = 33 1ek 
100frr = 33k 
100fr=33lek k 
100frr = 501ek 
100frr = 50 1ek 
100frr = 501ek 
10flfrr = fl.l.00 
100frr = fl.l.00 
1QOfrr = fl.l.00 
100frr = fl.2.QO 
100frr = fl.2.00 I 

Note:Note: labels are defined in the main text; average earnings are in experimental francs (fr). The exchange rate is 
fromm francs to the local currency, Lek (Albania) and Guilder (NL, denoted by fl.). The official exchange rates 
weree $1 = 141 Lek and $1 = 2,20 fl. at the time of the experiments. 

Too control for unwanted language effects the instructions for the experiment were 

initiall yy written in English, and then translated into Albanian and Dutch. 

Withh respect to currency effects, it should be noted that the differences in wealth and 

purchasingg power between the two countries and across groups within a country are large. The 

exchangee rate was varied from experimental francs to the local currency as described in table 

4.11 in order to maintain sufficient and comparable saliency across groups. The actual rates 

usedd were determined by an educated guess. It was hard to develop a more objective method 

too determine them. 

Lett us now turn to a more detailed description of the experimental design. For each subject in 

everyy round, income is determined by a random draw from an independent distribution. The 

distributionn is chosen separately by each subject in each round. This is done by distinguishing 

twoo sets of envelopes. These are called the X-envelopes and the Y-envelopes. At the 

beginningg of each round, subjects indicate on a form whether they want to choose an envelope 

fromm the X-set or the Y-set. They are then asked to pick one of the six envelopes in that set for 

thatt round. In this envelope, they find a note with their income for that round. They open the 

envelopee privately, so the realized income remains unknown to the experimenter. Note that 

drawss are independent: there are 6 envelopes of each type for each subject in every round. The 

subjectss know the distributions of incomes in the two sets. The distinct income values in the 
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twoo sets arc given in table 4.2. 

Tablee 4.2: Income distributions 

X-set t 
Y-set t 

100 0 
0 0 

300 0 
100 0 

400 0 
300 0 

500 0 
500 0 

600 0 
700 0 

700 0 
800 0 

Average e 

433.33 3 
400 0 

Standard d 
deviation n 

216.03 3 
322.49 9 

Audit t 
probabilit y y 

1 1 
0,1/66 or 1/2 

Notee that the X-set has a higher average income and a lower standard deviation. The 

distributionn of X-values stochastically dominates the distribution of Y values. Hence, X 

representss the risk neutral and risk averse choice, whereas a choice of Y is an indication of 

riskrisk loving behavior. In the first three rounds, the choice between X and Y is the only choice 

subjectss have to make. The number of X- and Y-choices in these rounds provides an 

indicationn of a subject's attitude towards risk. 

Inn rounds 5-8 subjects have to report their income and pay taxes. Here, a second 

differencee between X and Y is added. Subjects are informed that X envelopes will always be 

audited.. Y envelopes are audited with a probability of either 0, 1/6 or 1/2, depending on the 

treatmentt (see table 4.1). This distinction represents a difference between registered (X) and 

unregisteredd (Y) income. Subjects always report their own income, but they know they will 

certainlyy be audited in case of an X-choice. If they choose Y, a die is thrown (independently 

perr subject and round) to determine whether or not an audit will take place.76 

Subjectss have to pay 25% of the reported income as a tax. In case of an audit, they have 

too pay 25% of their actual income. As mentioned above, the aggregate tax proceeds from a 

groupp of 4 are divided equally across the group members (except in the two sessions without 

publicc goods, see table 4.1). This is done after completion of all 8 rounds. If an audit reveals 

thatt a subject has underreported income, a fine of 25% of the real income is imposed. The 

proceedss of the fine are not added to the public good. Note that the fine is not dependent on 

thee level of underreporting. Therefore, if a subject decides to evade taxes, expected earnings 

aree maximized by reporting the minimum possible income (i.e., 0). If an audit revealed that a 

subjectt has overreported income, no fine is imposed. 

Too avoid that the throw of a die reveals a subject's choice, we also throw a die in case an X-envelope is 
chosen.. In this case, an audit takes place irrespective of the outcome. 
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Summarizing,, rounds 4-8 proceed as follows. First, subjects choose a source of income: 

'registered'' (X) or 'unregistered' (Y). Then, a random draw takes place to determine the 

realizationn of the income. Next, subjects report their income. It is then determined whether or 

nott an audit will take place. If there is no audit, the tax is determined on the basis of the 

reportedd income. If an audit takes place and no underreporting is observed, actual income 

determiness the tax and no fine is administered. If underreporting is observed, tax and fine are 

determinedd by the actual income. If overreporting is observed, actual income determines the 

taxx and no fine is administered. 

Att the end of a session we first determined the total tax revenue and public good payoff 

perr group. Then subjects were called privately, so their payoff could be determined. They 

gavee us the 8 envelopes with the actual incomes in each of them. Note that for the cases 

withoutt audit, this is the first time we observed the actual income. At this stage, however, it 

couldd not be determined how much they had declared. Hence, we could still not observe 

whetherr or not they had evaded taxes. Then, the earnings were determined as the sum of 

realizedd incomes plus the public good payoff and minus the taxes and fines paid. 

4.4.. Results 

Thee presentation of the results is split into three parts. After an overview of the choice of 

incomee type (X or Y), we will present the general results on tax compliance. This is followed 

byy a more detailed regression analysis of both decisions. 

4.4.1.. Choice of income 

Thee choice of income is represented by the fraction of subjects choosing income type Y. 

Recalll  that there is a difference between the first three rounds of the experiment and the last 

five.. In the last five rounds, the choice may be influenced by the fact that X envelopes are 

alwayss audited whereas the Y envelopes are audited with a probability smaller than 1. In these 

rounds,, subjects might choose income Y because it opens the possibility of tax evasion. In 

addition,, with the exception of one treatment, a public good is provided in rounds 4-8. This 

alsoo might be a reason to switch from one type of income to another. When the audit 

probabilityy (p) was 1/2 and a public good was provided, Y was chosen 42.6% of the cases in 

thee first three rounds and 58.7% of the time in rounds 4-8. This difference is significant at the 
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1%-levell  (paired sample t=6.10). When the probability was 1/2 and no public good was 

provided,, Y was chosen 33% of the time in rounds 1-3 and 45% of the time in rounds 4-8. 

Thiss difference is significant at the 5%-level (paired sample t=2.57). When the audit 

probabilityy was 1/6, Y was chosen 31.9% of the time in the first three rounds and 70.0% of 

thee time in rounds 4-8. This difference is statistically significant at the 1%-level (paired 

samplee t=6.21). Finally, when there was no audit for Y envelopes (p=0), Y was chosen 36% 

off  the time in rounds 1-3 and 48% of the time in rounds 4-8. This difference is not statistically 

significantt (paired sample t=1.57). 

Overall,, it can be concluded that the possibility of tax evasion significantly increases the 

frequencyy of choosing unregistered income. Table 4.3 displays the Y choices in more detail. 

Thee choices are split up for the first three rounds (1-3) and the last five rounds (4-8). 

Tablee 4.3: Fraction of Y-choices per subject pool in each country 
Choicee of Y 

Subjectt  pools per country 
AL-US(prob.=l/6) ) 
AL-US(prob.=0) ) 
AL -- US (no public good, prob. = 1/2) 
AL-U S S 
AL-H S S 
AL-H T T 
AL-U T T 
AL-U P P 
NL-US(prob.=l/6) ) 
NL-U S S 
NL-H S S 
NL-H T T 
NL-U P P 
ALBANI AA (p=l/2, with public good) 
NETHERLANDSS (p=l/2) 
HSS + US (both countries & p=l/2, with public good) 
HTT + UT + UP (both countries & p=l/2) 

## sessions/ 
## subjects 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 
2/24 4 
1/8 8 
1/12 2 
5/120 0 
4/68 8 
4/96 6 
5/92 2 

choicee 1-3 

0.47 7 
0.36 6 
0.33 3 
0.44 4 
0.46 6 
0.43 3 
0.56 6 
0.39 9 
0.17 7 
0.22 2 
0.46 6 
0.25 5 
0.58 8 
0.46 6 
0.37 7 
0.40 0 
0.46 6 

choicee 4-8 

0.61* * 
0.48 8 
0.45* * 
0.62* * 
0.63* * 
0.56** * 
0.63 3 
0.43 3 
0.79* * 
0.68* * 
0.57 7 
0.58** * 
0.62 2 
0.57* * 
0.62* * 
0.62* * 
0.55* * 

(*)) indicates that the difference between choice 4-8 and choice 1-3 is statistically significant at the 5% level. 
(** )) indicates that the difference between choice 4-8 and choice 1-3 is statistically significant at the 10% level. 
Note:Note: Numbers represent the fraction of Y-choices. The dark shaded rows indicate the sessions where the audit 
probabilityy p=l/6. The light shaded rows represent the additional sessions described in the main text. All other 
rowss represent sessions with p=l/2. 
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Thee following conclusions can be derived from table 4.3. First of all, the aggregate conclusion 

thatt more subjects choose an unregistered income (Y) when tax evasion is added as an option 

andd a public good is introduced holds for all treatments. In all cases, choice 4-8 > choice 1-3. 

Inn 8 out of 13 treatments, this difference is statistically significant at the 10%-level or better. 

Second,, changing the audit probability does not effect the variables choice 1-3 or choice 

4-88 significantly. Compare the fractions for US (p = 1/6) with those for US (p = 1/2). When 

testingg for each country and variable separately (independent samples t-tests), none of the 

differencess are statistically significant at the 10%-level, even though Y is chosen 11%-points 

moree often by Dutch students in rounds 4-8 when p=l/6 than when p=l/2. When comparing 

thee fraction of Y choices by Albanian students without audit (p=0) with the fractions for 

p=l/66 or p=l/2, it appears once again that none of the differences is statistically significant at 

thee 10% level. The fact that the choice in rounds 1-3 is not affected by the audit probability is 

nott surprising. In these rounds, subjects do not even know that there will be taxes, audits and 

publicc goods later on. Hence, differences in audit probability cannot affect behavior. The 

choicess in rounds 4-8 may vary with audit probability if subjects' choice of income type is 

dependentt on the probability of getting caught at evading taxes. However, this does not 

appearr in the data. 

Third,, consider the effect of the provision of a public good. Because the sessions 

withoutt a public good were only run for Albanian students with an audit probability of 1/2, 

theirr choices were compared with those in the AL-US (p=l/2) sessions with public good. The 

publicc good does not affect the choices in rounds 1-3 significantly. As above, this was 

expected,, because subjects knew nothing about the situation in later rounds. However, the 

choicess in rounds 4-8 are affected by the provision of a public good. Subjects in sessions with 

aa public good choose Y significantly more often than subjects in sessions without a public 

goodd (44% and 33% of the time, respectively; independent samples t=2.02). 

Fourth,, when aggregating per country (for p=l/2, with public good), the increase in 

choosingg Y after round 3 is statistically significant within each country at the 1%-level. When 

testingg for differences between the two countries (independent sample t-tests), neither choice 

1-33 nor choice 4-8 showed differences that were statistically significant at the 10%-level. 



Finally,, we can aggregate the data according to subjects' labor market position. Someone is 

denotedd as being on the labor market if she/he has a job. The groups HS and US are (aside 

fromm small part time jobs) therefore not on the labor market -and consequently have little, if 

any,, experience with paying direct taxes- while the other groups are. The last two rows of 

tablee 4.3 show the results of this aggregation (for p=l/2, with public good). Again, the in-

creasee in Y-choices after round 4 is statistically significant at the 1%-level for the aggregated 

observationss in both groups (paired sample t=5.65 for pupils/students; t=2.83 for teachers/per-

sonnel).. The differences between pupils/students on one hand and teachers/personnel on the 

otherr are not statistically significant at the 10%-level for choice 1-3 or choice 4-8. 

Summarizing,, our evidence shows a clear and significant shift towards unregistered income 

(Y),, when tax evasion is made possible. Furthermore, there are no significant differences 

acrosss countries or subject pools in the extent to which they choose Y. The choice of a Y 

envelopee is not affected by audit probability either. However, the choice of unregistered 

incomee is significantly lower when there is no public good than when there is. Let us now 

turnn to the tax compliance itself. 

4.4.2.. Tax compliance 

Sectionn 4.5 presents a brief theoretical discussion of the decision at hand. At this stage, it 

sufficess to note that in our design a rational subject only interested in private earnings will 

eitherr evade taxes completely (i.e., report an income of 0) or report income truthfully. The 

choicee depends on her/his risk attitude. Moreover, it does not make sense for a selfish, 

rationall  subject to evade taxes after choosing an X envelope, given that the audit probability is 

equall  to 1. Therefore, we start by simply analyzing the extent to which income was reported 

truthfullyy in various treatments. 

Firstt consider the subjects that chose X. Table 4.4 presents an overview of the number of X 

choicess and the number of times that the income reported after choosing X was less than (<), 

equall  to (=) or more than (>) the actual income. The numbers are aggregated across rounds 

4-8. . 
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Tablee 4.4: Distribution of income declaration after X choice 

Albania a 
Netherlands s 
Total l 

Albania a 
Netherlands s 
Total l 

Albania a 

Albania a 

Total l 

P=l/2,, public good 
< < 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 

= = 
251 1 
126 6 
377 7 

> > 
6 6 
3 3 
9 9 

P=l/6,, public good 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

45 5 
25 5 
70 0 

2 2 
0 0 
2 2 

P=0,, public good 
0 0 59 9 3 3 

P=l/2,, no public good 
1 1 

3 3 

61 1 

567 7 

4 4 

18 8 
Note:Note: The audit probabilities in the table refer to Y choices 

Thiss table shows, for example, that there were 388 X-choices in rounds 4-8 when the audit 

probabilityy was 1/2 and there was a public good. After choosing X, in two cases less than the 

actuall  income was declared and in nine more was declared. In all other (377) cases subjects 

reportedd their actual income. In aggregate, only 3 out of 588 X decisions (0.5%) were 

followedd by the subject declaring less than the actual income. Declaring more than the actual 

incomee was observed slightly more often: 18 times (3.2%). This result does not appear to be 

differentt in Albania than in the Netherlands. A possible reason for declaring more than the 

actuall  income will be discussed in section 4.5. 

Next,, consider the Y-choices. The distribution of decisions to declare less than (<), 

equall  (=) or more than (>) the actual income is shown in table 4.5, separately for each subject 

pool.. In case where less than the real income was declared, the table also reports the number 

off  times that this declared income was non-zero. In addition, this table provides information 

aboutt the average fraction of rounds that subjects evaded taxes. To calculate this, per 

individuall  we first determined the fraction of times they underreported income, treating 

overreportingg as missing values. Then, we calculated the mean of these fractions across 

individualss in a subject pool. This mean is reported in the table in the column 'evasion'. 
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Tablee 4.5: Distribution of income declaration 

AL-HS S 
AL-US S 
AL-HT T 
AL-UP P 
AL-UT T 
NL-HS S 
NL-US S 
NL-HT T 
NL-UP P 
Total Total 

AL-US S 
NL-US S 
Total Total 

AL-US S 

AL-US S 

TOTA L L 

P=l/2,, public good 
< < 

22(13) ) 
12(9) ) 
5(5) ) 
2(0) ) 
10(2) ) 
27(6) ) 
46(3) ) 
KD D 
5(1) ) 

130(40) 130(40) 

= = 
50 0 
50 0 
54 4 
45 5 
64 4 
39 9 
35 5 
18 8 
30 0 
385 385 

> > 
3 3 
12 2 
8 8 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
4 4 
2 2 
37 37 

Evasion* * 
0.19 9 
0.10 0 
0.05 5 
0.02 2 
0.08 8 
0.24 4 
0.39 9 
0.03 3 
0.09 9 
0.14 0.14 

P=l/6,, public good 
11(5) ) 

655 (10) 
76(15) 76(15) 

45 5 
20 0 
65 65 

17 7 
10 0 
27 27 

0.11 1 
0.58 8 
0.34 0.34 

P=0,, public good 
15(3) ) 34 4 99 0.13 

P=l/2,, no public good 
8(2) ) 

2299 (60) 

400 | 6 

5244 1 79 
0.08 8 

0.17 7 
Note:Note: numbers represent the number of times the reported income was less than (<) equal to (=) or more than (>) 
thee actual income, given that Y was chosen. The numbers in parentheses report the number of times that 
underreportingg did not involve reporting income equal to 0. 
(*)) This column reports the average fraction of times income was underreported (including X-choices). The way 
inn which this was calculated is described in the main text. 

Thee following conclusions can be drawn from table 4.5. First of all, in aggregate, the number 

off  times income is underreported (229) is much higher than the number of times subjects 

reportt too much (79). 

Second,, however, there are various groups where the number of times income was 

underreportedd is similar to the number of times it was overreported. For the groups AL-HS, 

AL-UT,, NL-HS, NL-US and AL-US when p=0, tax evasion appears to be more systematic 

thann overreporting of income. For the other groups, the differences in the number of times 

incomee is under- or overreported are small. Not shown in the table is the observation that 

overreportingg was quite constant across rounds. For p=l/2 with public good, for example, the 

377 times that too much income was reported occurred 9, 4, 8, 11, and 5 times in rounds 4-8, 

respectively.. Contrary to what we observed for X choices (table 4.4), overreporting appears to 

bee more prevalent in Albania than in the Netherlands. For p=l/2, with public good, Albanians 
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reportedd more than the actual income in 28 out of 342 decisions (8.2%) and the Dutch did so 

inn 9 out of 210 decisions (4.3%). For p=l/6, Albanians overreported on 17 out of 73 occasions 

(23.3%)) and the Dutch did so 10 out of 95 times (10.5%). This is tested formally using %2 

testss per round. Considering only the Y-choices where income was not reported honestly, we 

comparedd the distribution of choices across under- and overreporting per country. In both 

treatmentss where a comparison between countries is possible (p=l/2 and p=l/6), the extent of 

overreportingg relative to underreporting is higher in Albania than in the Netherlands. In 7 of 

thee 10 tests (two audit probabilities, 5 rounds) this effect is statistically significant at the 10%-

level,, while in 5 of these tests it is significant at the 5%-level. However, at first sight, 

reportingg too much income does not make sense. If an audit takes place, nothing is gained or 

lostt compared to truthful reporting. If no audit takes place, more taxes are paid (based on 

reportedd income) than necessary. Note that the payoff is determined by the actual income, not 

byy the reported income. This point will be further discussed in the following section. 

Third,, it occurs quite often that subjects decide to evade taxes but do not evade them 

completely.. In 60 out of 229 cases (26.2%) subjects reported an income higher than zero but 

lowerr than their actual income. This is more common in Albania than in the Netherlands. For 

p=l/22 with public good, Albanians evaded taxes 51 times. In 29 cases (56.9%) however, they 

declaredd more than 0. Only 11 out of 79 cases (13.9%) with tax evasion in the Netherlands 

showedd a reported income higher than 0. Similar numbers hold for p=l/6. As noted above, a 

selfish,, rational individual evading taxes will report 0. This phenomenon will be also 

discussedd in section 4.5. 

Too get a better grip on the issue of tax compliance in our experiment, let us now continue the 

analysiss by considering the extent of non-compliance (in other words, the extent of 

underreporting)) while treating the cases where too much income was reported as missing 

values.. In addition, no distinction will be made with respect to the extent of underreporting: 

anyy reported income lower than the real income is considered as tax evasion. This analysis is 

basedd on the numbers presented in the columns 'evasion', in table 4.5. 

Overall,, the extent of underreporting is larger in the Netherlands (0.58 for p=l/6 and 

0.244 for p=l/2 with public good) than in Albania (0.11 and 0.09, respectively). This country 



differencee is statistically significant at the 1%-level in both cases (independent sample t=5.93 

forr p= 1/6 and t=3.58 for p=l/2) 

Second,, for p=l/2 with public good, the data are aggregated according to labor market 

positionn (HS/US versus HT/UT/UP). The students have a higher level of non-compliance 

(0.233 for both countries together; 0.14 in Albania and 0,31 in the Netherlands) than the pool 

off  teachers/personnel (0.05 in aggregate, 0.05 in Albania and 0.06 in the Netherlands). This 

differencee is statistically different at the 1%-level (independent sample t=5.11). 

Whatt follows from these first two results is that the aggregated group of Dutch students 

andd pupils evades taxes more often than this group in Albania does. Both groups evade more 

oftenn than non-students in either country. Non-students do not differ across the two countries. 

Thee difference between students/pupils in the two countries shows up when comparing the 

twoo nations in aggregate. On the other hand the difference when aggregating per country 

(0.24-0.09)) is smaller than when aggregating per labor market position (0.23-0.05).77 Hence, 

subjectt pool differences within a country are at least as important as country differences. 

Anotherr conclusion about the extent of tax compliance is concerned with the effect of 

thee audit probability. An increase in this probability from 0 to 1/6 to 1/2 only marginally 

decreasess evasion amongst Albanian (university) students, from 0.13 to 0.11 to 0.10 (cf. table 

4.5).. None of the pair wise differences is statistically significant at the 10% level. Dutch 

students,, however, have the tendency to underreport more when the audit probability is 1/6 

(0.58)) than when it is 1/2 (0.39). This difference is statistically significant at the 10%-level 

(independentt sample t=1.80). 

Next,, consider the effect of supplying a public good. Albanian students (p=l/2) show a 

marginallyy higher level of evasion if a public good is provided (0.10) than if it is not (0.08). 

However,, the difference is not statistically significant at the 10% level. 

AA final conclusion from table 4.5 is drawn from a comparison with table 4.3. It is 

possiblee to determine the increase in Y-choices after round 3 in table 4.3 and compare this to 

thee extent of tax evasion in table 4.5. For example, there is a 14 %-point increase for AL-US 

(p=l/6)) and the average evasion in this group is 11%. Hence, not everyone switching to Y 

decidess to evade taxes (note that this conclusion is much stronger when considering the fact 

Notee that this comparison could be only made for p=l/2, with public good, because subject pools were only 
variedd for these parameters (cf. table 4.1). 
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thatt some of the 11% were already choosing Y). This conclusion holds for the majority of 

groups.. In aggregate, the increase in Y choices after round 3 is 19 %-points and the average 

evasionn is 17%. 

Summarizingg the results on tax compliance, we observe that almost all subjects truthfully 

reportt their income after choosing a registered income. The few that do not report honestly 

tendd to report too much rather than too little. Tax evasion does occur after unregistered 

incomee is chosen. In aggregate, many more cases of underreporting than overreporting are 

observedd in this case. However, two observations about the Albanian subjects compared to 

thee Dutch are noteworthy: they tend to overreport their income more and they tend to report 

moree than zero when evading taxes. Dutch subjects evade more than Albanians do and 

students/pupilss evade more than others. Dutch students evade most and (contrary to their 

Albaniann counterparts) are sensitive to the audit probability. Evasion by Albanian students is 

nott significantly affected by the presence of a public good. Finally, for most groups, the 

extentt of evasion is less than one would expect, given the increase in Y choices after round 3. 

4.4.3.. Regression analysis 

Inn order to analyze subjects' decisions in more detail, we ran regressions. The first choice to 

bee explained is the decision whether or not to evade taxes. Denote the variable describing the 

extentt of evasion (the column 'evasion' in table 4.5) by E. We estimated coefficients of two 

modelss where the dependent variable was derived from this variable. In model A, the variable 

too be explained is the decision whether or not to evade taxes at least once. In model B, the 

dependentt variable is (a function of) the extent of tax evasion. For model A, we transformed E 

byy defining a dummy variable E': E'=0, if £=0 and £'=1, otherwise. In other words, E' is 

equall  to 1 if a subject underreported income at least once in rounds 4-8. Model A is a logit 

regressionn with dependent variable £". In model B, we transformed E to correct for the fact 

thatt its values are constrained to the interval [0,1]. In this model, the dependent variable Ê = 

ln[(£+0.001)/(l-£+0.001)].788 Model B is a linear regression with Ê as dependent variable.79 

788 The constant 0.001 was added to the numerator and denominator because Ê would otherwise not be defined 
forr £=0 or £=1. The results are not affected by adding a dummy variable to the independent variables selecting 
thee cases where £=0 or 1. 
799 Note that it is not reasonable to treat the individual choices in distinct rounds as independent observations. 
Thiss is why we consider the extent of evasion as the variable to be explained in model B. 



Ass independent variables, we used the following. 

 COUNTRY is a dummy variable with value 0 for the Netherlands and 1 for Albania. 

 LABORMARKET is a dummy variable equal to 0 for teachers/personnel and 1 for 

pupils/students. . 

 AUDPROBO is a dummy representing the audit probability with value 1 for sessions 

wheree p=0 and 0 otherwise. 

 AUDPROB1/6 is a dummy representing the audit probability with value 1 for sessions 

wheree p=l/6 and 0 otherwise. 

 NOPUBGOOD is a dummy variable with value 1 for sessions without a public good and 0 

otherwise. . 

 CHOICE 13 represents the fraction of choices in the first three rounds where the subjects 

chosee Y. As explained above, this is a measure of risk aversion with higher values 

indicatingg more risk seeking behavior. 

 EARN 48 is equal to total actual earnings (in francs, before taxes and public good) 

dividedd by 10000.80 

 AGE is the subject's age divided by 100. 

 JOB is a dummy variable with value 1 if the subject has a (part time) job and 0 otherwise. 

Notee that for all teachers and personnel, the value is 1. Because these groups are 

representedd by LABORMARKET, JOB distinguishes students/pupils with a part time job 

fromm those without. 

 GENDER is a dummy variable equal to 0 for men and 1 for women. 

Tablee 4.6 presents the regression results. The results are quite similar for the two models. First 

off  all, the background variables AGE and JOB do not affect tax evasion in either model. 

Genderr does appear to have an influence: women are less inclined to avoid taxes at least once 

(modell  A) than men. The difference between men and women just misses statistical 

significancee in explaining the extent of tax evasion (model B). Second, the risk attitude of 

Obviously,, there is a possible endogeneity problem related to the inclusion of earn 4-8 as an independent 
variable.. However, it is the only direct way to check the effect of earnings on evasion in a regression context. 
Thee conclusions for the other variables do not change if earn 4-8 is dropped from the regressions. 
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subjects,, as measured by their choices in the first three rounds, affects the decision to evade at 

leastt once but not the extent of tax evasion. Risk seeking subjects are more likely to evade 

taxess at least once. Third, the earnings in round 4-8 do not affect the decision whether or not 

too evade at least once but do affect the extent of tax evasion. Subjects who earn more evade 

more.. This is in line with results by Giese and Hoffman (1999) who also find a positive effect 

off  income on tax evasion. 

Tablee 4.6: Regression results 

Dependentt  variable 
Constant t 
COUNTRY Y 
LABORMARKET T 
AUDPROBO O 
AUDPROB1/6 6 
NOPUBGOOD D 
CHOICEE 1-3 
EARNN 4-8 
AGE E 
JOB B 
GENDER R 

MODELA-Logi t t 
E' ' 

-1.611 (0.12) 
-1.34(0.00)* * 
1.011 (0.06)** 
-0.16(0.77) ) 

0.733 (0.06)** 
-0.522 (0.41) 
0.977 (0.04)* 
3.91(0.12) ) 
0.300 (0.96) 
-0.022 (0.96) 

-0.533 (0.09)** 

MODELL B - OLS 
E E 

-5.733 (0.00)* 
-1.64(0.00)* * 
1.066 (0.06)** 
-0.18(0.76) ) 
1.022 (0.02)* 
-0.511 (0.39) 
0.655 (0.18) 

4.633 (0.08)** 
0.222 (0.91) 
0.11(0.80) ) 
-0.54(0.11) ) 

Note:Note: numbers represent the regression coefficient; p-values in parentheses. 
**  indicates statistical significance at the 5% level; "^indicates statistical significance at the 10% level. 

Finally,, the three variables related to our treatments: audit probability, country and labor 

markett position all have significant effects on the decision whether or not to evade taxes. 

Withh an audit probability of 1/6 subjects are more inclined to evade taxes at least once and 

theyy also evade more (compared to an audit probability of 1/2). Surprisingly, we find no 

significantt differences in tax evasion between p=0 and p=l/2. The Dutch evade more often 

thann the Albanians do and pupils/students evade more than teachers/personnel. 

Next,, we analyze the decisions of income choice (X or Y) and tax evasion jointly. To do so, 

dataa are needed on both choices simultaneously. Therefore, we cannot aggregate across 

rounds,, as before. On the other hand, we cannot treat an individual's choices in distinct 

roundss as independent observations. As a consequence, only these choices in round 4 are 

considered.. The regression results provide evidence that the decisions about income source 



andd tax evasion are indeed made simultaneously in round 4. For a formal presentation and 

detailedd results of this evidence, see Gërxhani and Schram (2001). 

4.5.. A discussion of the results 

Lett us start with a brief theoretical discussion of the decision making process. Assume that an 

individuall  is only interested in their own earnings.81 Recall that the setup of this experiment 

onlyy makes tax evasion potentially profitable in case a Y envelope is chosen. In this case, as 

arguedd above, the fining system of this experiment makes reporting an income of 0 optimal 

oncee one has decided to evade taxes. Consider the case with public good. Given that a Y has 

beenn chosen with realization y, in case of an audit (probability p) the payoff from reporting 0 

consistss of y minus fine and tax plus 1/4 of the tax paid (from the public good). In case of no 

audit,, the income is y. The expected income from evasion is therefore p(y-0.25y-0.25y + 

0.0625y)) + (l-p)y = y-0.4375py. The income in case of honest reporting is equal to y-

0.25y+0.0625y== 0.8125y. Hence, a risk neutral subject will evade taxes (by reporting y=0) 

whenn y-0.4375py > 0.8125y, or p < 0.43. Hence, given a choice of Y, a risk neutral subject 

wil ll  evade taxes in our p=0 and p=l/6 treatments but will report honestly in case p=l/2. 

AA priori, the expected income, x*, from choosing X is 433.33 and from Y, y*, is 400 

(cf.. table 4.2). Taking into account the possibility of tax evasion implies that a risk neutral 

subjectt should choose X for the p=l/2 sessions. For p=l/6, the expected payoff from choosing 

YY and evading taxes is y*-0.4375y*/6 = 370.83. The expected payoff from choosing X is 

equall  to x*-0.25x*+0.0625x*  = 0.8125x*  = 325.08, which is lower than the expected payoff 

fromm choosing a Y envelope. For p=0 the expected payoff of choosing Y and evading is even 

higher:: 400. 

AA similar calculation shows that a risk averse subject is indifferent between evading or 

not,, in the case where there is no public good (and p=l/2). This subject will choose an X 

envelope. . 

Summarizing,, when there are no taxes, a risk neutral subject will choose an X envelope. 

Whenn there are taxes, a public good and an audit probability p=0 or p=l/6, this subject will 

choosee a Y-envelope and report an income of 0, irrespective of the income received. In case 

off  taxes and p=l/2, this subject will choose X. The same holds when there is no public good. 

811 The consequences in case a subject attributes utility to the earnings of others are discussed below. 
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Off  course, a risk seeking (averse) subject will tend to choose Y more (less) often in all cases. 

Hence,, observed choices of Y when p=l/2 indicate risk seeking behavior. Recall that we 

observedd many such choices. 

Thiss theoretical background can be used when interpreting our results. First note that this 

experimentt uses the same basic design as most tax evasion experiments with respect to tax 

rates,, audit probability and fine for cheating. Although varieties exist, these common elements 

servee as a basis of comparison for the results of experiments on tax evasion. Referring back to 

thee experimental studies mentioned in section 4.2, we conclude the following: 

(i)) compliance decreases with the tax rate (Friedland et al., 1978 and Collins et al., 1990). 

Thiss outcome has been sufficiently observed in previous experiments. Hence, there was no 

suchh treatment in this experiment. Instead, a fixed tax rate across sessions (25% of the 

reportedd income) was applied. 

(ü)) tax evasion decreases with the level of fines (Friedland et al., 1978 and Collins et al., 

1990).. Again, this was not one of the treatments in this experiment. 

(iii )) compliance increases with the audit probability (Friedland et al., 1978). The same is 

observedd here. 

(iv)) tax evasion is lower when the proceeds are used to provide a public good (Aim et al., 

1991).. Our results do not support this conclusion. 

(v)) the decision about tax evasion is made jointly with the labor supply decision (Collins et 

al.,, 1990). We test this outcome through the provision of two sources of income, registered 

(X)) versus unregistered (Y). The fact that there was a significant increase in Y-choices after 

taxx evasion was possible provides support for this outcome. Even stronger support was 

obtainedd in the regression analysis for round 4, which showed that the decisions concerning 

thee choice of envelope (i.e. income) and evasion were made simultaneously. 

(vi)) a large subset of people never cheat, because they appear to believe that cheating is 

wrongg (Baldrey, 1986). Even though this hypothesis could not formally be tested, it is useful 

too note that even when p=0 or p=l/6, many subjects still did not evade taxes. In addition, 

recalll  that not every switch towards Y after round 3 was followed by tax evasion. 

(vii )) tax evasion increases with income (Giese and Hoffman, 1999). Our experimental results 

supportt this conclusion (cf. the results in tables 4.5 and 4.6). 
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(viii )) women evade taxes less than men do (Giese and Hoffman, 1999). The same result is 

observedd in our regression analysis. 

Next,, consider the three novel features in our experimental design: it compares tax evasion 

behaviorr in a developed country to that in a country in transition; it compares tax evasion 

acrosss subject pools within countries; and it introduces a new laboratory environment 

consistingg of two types of income. These make it possible to add some conclusions to the 

previouss experimental findings on tax evasion. 

(1)) When tax evasion is possible, there is a shift towards unregistered income. This shift 

doess not differ significantly across subject pools. Many subjects consciously choose an 

incomee type that will allow them to evade taxes. 

(2)) There are differences across groups and countries regarding the extent of non-

compliance.. Students and pupils evade more than other groups in both countries. The extent 

off  evasion is larger in the Netherlands than in Albania. Country differences appear to be a bit 

smallerr than differences across groups within each country. 

(3)) There are patterns of choices that cannot be explained by the simple theoretical 

framework:: (i) there is some overreporting of income in all subject pools; (ii) in many cases, 

taxx evasion is incomplete, i.e., does not involve reporting an income of zero; (iii ) there is a 

significantt move towards Y-choices that cannot be completely attributed to the possibility of 

taxx evasion; (iv) in sessions with a public good, subjects choose the unregistered income less 

often.. The first two cases are more often observed in Albania than in the Netherlands. These 

observationss might be explained by the role of the public good and non-selfish preferences. 

Thee theoretical discussion presented above assumes that individuals attribute utility to 

personall  earnings only. If they also attribute utility to the earnings of others (through altruism 

orr considerations of fairness, for example) then they might want to give more (pay taxes) 

becausee it increases their utility. For a discussion of the literature in non-selfish preferences, 

seee Bolton and Ockenfels (2000) or Schram (2000), for example. Overreporting, incomplete 

evasionn and the switching to Y income can thus be interpreted as voluntary contributions to 

thee public good. In case there is no public good, Y incomes become less attractive.82 

Tablee 4.5 also shows that overreporting and evasion greater than 0 occur less in the no public good sessions 
thann in the comparable sessions with public good. 
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Ann alternative explanation is that this can be simply attributed to an erratic behavior. 

However,, there are a few conclusions from our data that seem to point against simple error as 

ann explanation. First of all, all three phenomena are quite constant across rounds. Second, 

theree are clear differences across groups. For example, Albanian university students 

overreportt their income much more often than high school students. There is no reason why 

universityy students would err more often. If the public good explanation holds, we are left 

withh the interesting conclusion that it is more prevalent in Albania than in the Netherlands. 

Futuree research will have to show the importance of and provide explanations for these 

results. . 

4.6.. Conclusion 

Researchh on the informal sector in general and tax evasion in particular has proven to be very 

important.. The literature shows fine examples of both non-experimental and experimental 

research.. The latter offers the opportunity to study individual behavior in a controlled 

environment.. This is what the study reported in this chapter does. It provides a possibility to 

comparee behavior across two countries, Albania and the Netherlands, as well as across 

variouss socio-economic groups within these countries, when institutions are controlled for. 

Thiss makes it easier to understand differences in behavior across countries and cultures. In 

addition,, this study puts the experimental environment closer to reality than previous 

experimentss on tax evasion, by providing two sources of income: registered and unregistered. 

Ourr results show that this is a relevant distinction: the decisions about income source (i.e. 

laborr supply) and tax evasion are made simultaneously. 

Att first sight (supported by the scarce empirical evidence that is available) Albania is 

characterizedd by a larger extent of tax evasion than the Netherlands. However, when 

differencess across institutions are controlled for, this country difference was the other way 

around.. When there is a possibility to evade taxes, all groups in both Albania and the 

Netherlandss display an increasing preference for the unregistered income. Nevertheless, the 

levell  of evasion is lower in Albania than in the Netherlands. In addition, subject pool 

differencess within a country are as important as country differences. Especially having a 

fulltimee job or not appears to be important. 



Iff  it is true that tax evasion in Albania is higher than in the Netherlands, than our 

experimentt shows that this is not a consequence of differences in attitudes or cultures. If it 

were,, higher evasion would have been found in the Albanian sessions. Apparently, 

differencess in tax institutions between the two countries -that do not appear in the 

experiments,, of course- matter. Chapter 6 analyzes data from a large household survey in 

Tirana,, which collects more information about tax evasion behavior. A combination of this 

evidencee with the experimental results of this chapter provides further understanding of the 

individuall  motivations to evade taxes. We will return to this point in the concluding chapter of 

thiss thesis. 

Finally,, our cross subject pool design in both countries has shown that it is dangerous to 

draww conclusions about 'cross cultural' differences from experiments that use only one 

subjectt pool in each country. For example, if we had only compared high school teachers in 

bothh countries, the conclusion would have been that evasion is higher in Albania. This 

providess a caveat for the interpretation of experimental results that have been observed in 

distinctt countries. 



Appendixx 4.1: English version of the Albanian and Dutch instructions used 

inn the experiments83 

Instruction ss Part I 

Introduction Introduction 

Welcomee to this experiment. Here you can earn money. The amount of money you earn will depend on your 

ownn decisions, on the decisions of other participants and on the outcome of a random event. The money will be 

paidd to you personally and privately from the other participants. Your decisions are anonymous. They are not 

relatedd to your name. In addition, there are no 'good' or 'bad' decisions in the experiment. This is not a test. We 

onlyy want to study the decisions people make. 

Thee currency we are going to operate with during the experiment is called experimental francs. When the 

experimentt is finished, the amount in francs will be converted to guilders by dividing the total earnings by 50. 

Therefore,, you can always calculate your earnings in guilders by dividing the amount in francs by 50. 

TheThe structure of the experiment 

Thee 12 participants in this experiment are divided into 3 groups of 4. We will call them group 1, group 2 and 

groupp 3. The experiment consists of 8 rounds. You will stay in the same group in all rounds, but you will not 

knoww who else is in your group. Soon, we will let you know what group you are in, but this is not so important 

withh respect to the decisions. 

Thee decision made in each round is independent of the decisions made in other rounds. After the third round, we 

wil ll  change something in the decision making process. The exact information about this change will be 

explainedd to you when that moment comes. 

TheThe decision 

Inn every round, you have to choose an envelope. There are two types of envelopes. We call them X-envelopes 

andd Y-envelopes. There are six envelopes of each type. We will come by every desk one by one soon. Then you 

wil ll  have to inform us whether you want an X-envelope or a Y-envelope. We will take the six envelopes of the 

typee you chose and you may pick one of the six. You will find an amount of money written inside the envelope. 

Forr the first three rounds, this amount represents your earnings per round. 

Off  course, you do not know beforehand the amount you will get. However, we will now tell you the amounts 

writtenn in the envelopes. 

833 This is the basic outline of all instructions used in the experiments. Other instructions, based on the various 
treatmentss described in the chapter, are available upon request. 
844 In Albania, it is converted to Leks by dividing the total earnings by 3. 
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Theree are six different amounts in the X-envelopes. They are: 

1000 francs 
3000 francs 
4000 francs 
5000 francs 
6000 francs 
7000 francs 

Hence,, if you choose an X-envelope, you will get one of these amounts per round. 

Inn the Y-envelopes, there are also six different amounts. They are: 

00 francs 
1000 francs 
3000 francs 
5000 francs 
7000 francs 
8000 francs 

Hence,, if you choose a Y-envelope, you will get one of these amounts per round. 

PresentingPresenting your decision 

Itt is not allowed to talk during the experiment. This is the reason why you will inform us about your decision in 

writing.. For this purpose, we have prepared a table, which will be distributed now. 

participant : : 

group p 

Roundd 1 
Roundd 2 
Roundd 3 

Choicee X or  Y 

XX Y 
XX Y 
XX Y 

Thee procedure is easy for rounds 1, 2 and 3. When round 1 begins, we will ask you to circle a X or a Y. If you 

wantt an X-envelope, you should circle 'X', and if you want a Y-envelope, you should circle 'Y \ When we come 

along,, we will see what you have chosen. Then, we will let you choose from the six envelopes of that type. You 

cann pick one of the envelopes. You may see for yourself how much you have earned. We do not need to know at 

thatt stage. You simply keep the envelope. When the experiment is finished, you take the envelope with you for 

thee payment procedure. We will then give you the amount of money written inside the envelope in cash. 
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Noww you will have a few of minutes to read these instructions again. If you have any questions, raise your hand, 

andd one of us will come to you to answer that question. If you are finished, remain quiet until we start the 

experiment. . 

Instruction ss Part II 

TheThe fund 

Wee will add something for the following rounds. Again, you have to choose an X- or a Y-envelope, which 

determiness your earnings. Now, everybody must contribute part of her/his earnings to a fund. To be more 

precise,, everybody should contribute 25% or a quarter of her/his earnings. 

Thee money collected from a group (there are three groups in total) will then be distributed to all participants of 

thee group. Hence, if one group contributes a total of 500 francs to the fund in a round, everybody of that group 

wil ll  receive 125 francs from the fund. This is independent of the amount contributed by each member of the 

groupp individually. 

ReportingReporting your earnings 

Becausee we cannot see how much you earn per round (you pick an envelope and open it yourself), you must 

reportt your earning to us in each round. The amount reported will determine your contribution. It is up to you to 

reportt the real amount of your earning or some other amount. 

TheThe audit 

Theree is a probability that we will audit your contribution. If you have chosen an X-envelope, we will always 

auditt if you reported the correct amount. We will do this by looking inside your envelope. If you have picked a 

Y-envelope,, we will throw a die to decide whether or not we will audit. If the die shows a 1 (one), 2 (two) or 3 

(three),, we will audit the amount reported. Otherwise, we will not. Hence, in the case of a Y-envelope, there is a 

probabilityy of 1/2 that the reported amount will be audited. In the case of an X-envelope, the amount will always 

bee audited. 

Theree are two possibilities if we audit your reported amount. 

 If the amount written inside the envelope is the same as the amount reported, we will write it down and you 

wil ll  contribute 25% of that amount to the fund. 

 If the amount is not the same, we will write down your real earnings. You will have to pay 25% of these 

earningss to the fund. In addition, you have to pay 25% of your real earnings as a fine for declaring less. If 

youu have reported more than your real earnings, you do not have to pay a Fine. Collected fines are not 

depositedd in the fund. 
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Again:: if we do not audit your reported earnings, your contribution will be 25% of these reported earnings. The 

reall  earnings, that will be paid to you at the end, will be determined by the real amount in the envelope. You 

havee to take this envelope with you when you go to be paid at the end of the experiment. If we do not audit you, 

wee do not know during the experiment whether or not you have reported the correct amount. 

YourYour final earnings 

Yourr final earnings from round 4 to round 8 will be calculated when you come one by one at the end of the 

experimentt and receive the money you have earned today. 

(1)) We determine the real earnings (in francs) by adding up the amounts in your envelopes. 

(2)) Then, we count the amount that your group deposited in the fund for the five rounds altogether. This total 

amountt will be divided by 4 (the number of group's members) and the result (in francs) will be added to 

yourr earnings. 

(3)) Further, we determine the total amount that you contributed to the fund. This amount will be subtracted 

fromm your earnings. 

(4)) At the end, we determine whether you have to pay fines or not, and if yes, how much. This amount will also 

bee subtracted from your earnings. 

(5)) In this way, we know your total earnings in francs. These will be divided by 50 in order to determine your 

earningsearnings in guilders. This is the amount you will receive from us. 

Registration Registration 

Wee want your decisions to remain as anonymous as possible. This is the reason why the procedure is made such 

thatt the other participants cannot see from our behavior what you have chosen. Therefore, the procedure during 

roundss 4-8 is as follows. 

First,, we come along to give you a chance to choose an envelope. This is done in the same way as in the first 

threee rounds. Then, you will have a chance to declare your earnings in the space provided in the table that will 

noww be distributed. 

participant: : 

group p 

Roundd 4 
Roundd 5 
Roundd 6 
Roundd 7 
Roundd 8 

Choice e 
X o r Y Y 

XX Y 
XX Y 
XX Y 
XX Y 
XX Y 

Earnings s 
(reportedd by you) 

Reall  earnings 
(too be filled out by us) 

Contributionn to the fund 
(too be filled out by us) 

Fine e 
(too be filled 
outt by us) 
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Thee reported earnings can be the same as the amount in your envelope, but you can also report a different 

amount. . 

Then,, we will come by again, and the following will happen. 

(i)) First, we throw a die. 

(ii )) Then, we see whether you have chosen an X- or a Y-envelope in that round. 

(iii )) If you have an X-envelope, we will audit the amount, independent of the number on the die. If you have a 

Y-envelope,, we will audit the amount only if the die shows number I (one), 2 (two), or 3 (three), 

(iv)) If we do not audit the envelope, we will write in your table (in the space 'real earnings') 'no audit'. If we 

doo audit the envelope, we will write the real earnings in your table. This is your reported amount, if you 

reportedd the real amount, 

(v)(v) Then, we will write down your contribution to the fund of your group in the table. In case of an audit, this 

iss 25% of the real amount. In case no audit took place, this is 25% of your reported amount, 

(vi)) Finally, we determine whether you should pay a fine. If you are not audited or if your reported amount 

appearss to be equal to (or larger than) the real amount after been audited, we will write down a zero (0). 

Iff  after being audited, your reported amount is smaller than the real amount, we will write down 25% of 

thee real amount. 

Afterr we have been by everybody, we will start the next round. Note that during the experiment, we do not give 

anyy information about the total amount in the funds. 

Itt may take a while to finish a round. It is important that you remain seated quietly and do not communicate with 

thee other participants. 

Noww you can read these instructions again for a few minutes before we start the fourth round. 

Thee questionnaire distributed at the end of the experiment 

Yourr gender (please check): ... male ... female 

Yourr age (please enter): 

Yourr education (please check or enter): Economics 

.Other,, e.g. 

Howw many hours per week do you work (please enter)? 
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Surveyy Methodology 

"Data!!  Data! Data! I can't make bricks without clay (argile)" 

-- Sherlock HOLME S 

5.1.. Introductio n 

Inn the chapters 1 and 2, the key objectives and hypotheses of this study were outlined, and the 

existingg theoretical and empirical findings were reviewed. The review in chapter 2 showed 

thatt analyzing and estimating the extent of the informal sector in general or tax evasion in 

particularr is a difficult task. This is due to its hidden nature, the inconsistency in definitions, 

itss many aspects, and inconsistency in the methodology used. 

Followingg the experimental analysis in chapter 4, this chapter presents a different 

methodd frequently used to study the informal sector: the field survey. The advantage of this 

methodd is that it provides specific and inside information about the participants, 

circumstancess and location of the informal sector. The disadvantage is related to the potential 

respondentt jeopardy (cf. 2.6.1). This chapter will discuss the methodology applied to study 

taxx evasion in Albania. Statistical analysis of the data obtained will follow in chapter 6. This 

chapterr is split into seven sections. Section 5.2. briefly describes the study design of the 

fieldworkk and outlines some of the main characteristics of the sampling population. Section 

5.3.. conveys how the research instrument was selected and describes the method. A brief 

presentationn of the pilot work and the questionnaire follows. Section 5.4. presents the sample 

sizee and the method used to determine it. It also explains the sampling design used to select 

thee sample. Section 5.5. estimates the validity and reliability of the measurement procedures. 
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Sectionn 5.6. provides relevant descriptive statistics of the sample. Section 5.7 discusses the 

overalll  representativeness of the results of the field survey. Section 5.8. concludes. 

5.2.. The study design 

Thee field survey was primarily designed to collect information about the extent and 

determinantss of tax evasion in Albania, from a cross-section of households from the city of 

Tirana.. The selection of the sample was random, based on a geographical framework. Five 

peoplee were engaged to distribute the self-administered questionnaires, point out its key 

issues,, and collect the completed questionnaires at an agreed time. The collection of 

questionnairess in a ballot box ensured the anonymity of the survey. A phone number was 

providedd in case the respondents had any questions. 

Thee survey took place in a period of about one and a half months, from early April to mid 

Mayy 2000. It was conducted in the city of Tirana, which is located in the center of the 

country.. As mentioned in chapter 3, it is also hard to find reliable data regarding the 

descriptivee statistics of population in Tirana (and Albania), due to the non-undertaking of 

essentiall  surveys. However, some official data -to be considered with some caution- are 

providedd by the Albanian Institute of Statistics (INSTAT) according to which, Tirana's 

populationn was 436,016 in 1999,85 which represented about 12.9% of the total population of 

Albania.866 Tirana is the largest city in Albania and most important in terms of political, 

economicc and cultural status. According to the 'Albanian Human Development Report' of 

UNDPP (1998), the population of the city of Tirana has grown 30% since 1990. This is the 

resultt of two types of internal migration: migration from rural to urban areas, and from small 

townss to larger cities, especially to Tirana. The report says that a large number of migrating 

familiess had up to five or seven members. Most of the newcomers are quite poor and they 

oftenn settle in the suburbs of Tirana. The number of households living in Tirana in 1999 was 

19999 is the most recent year for which official data about Tirana and Albania are available. The numbers given 
aree from the Albanian Institute of Statistics/INSTAT (1999,2000) 
866 According to the Albanian Institute of Statistics/INSTAT, the total population in Albania was 3,373,000 in 

1999. . 
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aboutt 139,817. Some of the main characteristics of an Albanian household in the 1990s 

were: : 

 large variation in household sizes 

 as mentioned above (cf. 3.4.3.), due to the opportunity of running an own business, family 

relationss of several households were used as business relations 

 the living standards of many households were financially dependent on the remittances 

sentt by family members living abroad 

 many households were characterized by poverty. "According to different estimates, 

povertyy increased by 30% after the collapse of the pyramid funds..." (Vaughan-

Whitehead,, 1999:304) 

Thee 'Albanian Human Development Report 1998' provides more detailed characteristics 

basedd on a survey conducted among 249 households in five major districts: Tirana, Korea, 

Durrës,, Shkodër and Fier, in both urban and rural areas. The results show that the average size 

off  the household was 4.1,88 while the gender division was 49.5% females versus 50.5% males. 

Maless appeared to be the head of the households89 in 88% of the cases, females only in 12% 

off  the cases. 

5.3.. Measurement procedures 

Inn chapter 2 (cf. 2.6), two methods were distinguished to quantify the informal sector: the 

directt and the indirect method. Recall that the direct method is mainly based on sample 

surveys,, whereas the indirect method makes use of existing statistical data. The official 

statisticss about Albania are not considered sufficiently reliable (cf. 3.3.). Hence, the 

applicationn of the indirect method to analyze and quantify the informal sector would not be 

adequate.. In spite of its disadvantages (cf. 2.6.1), the direct method appears to be the more 

877 The apparent incompatibility between the size of population and the number of households in Tirana reflects 
thee non-reliability of official statistics in Albania. 
888 According to a household survey conducted by the Albanian Institute of Statistics/INSTAT, only in Tirana 
(thee urban area) in 1993, the average size of the household was 3.7. 
899 Despite the male chauvinistic bias, "in households that contain a husband and a wife, for example, the former 
iss normally defined as the 'head of the household', regardless of their respective working status" (Hoinville and 
Jowell,, 1978:171) 
900 Remember that the experimental approach is also part of the direct method, which uses data generated directly 
inn a laboratory setting. 
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reasonablee of the two. This is the reason why the most reliable information about Albania is 

obtainedd from independent surveys conducted by various national or international research 

institutes. . 

5.3.1.. The selection of the research method 

Whenn using the direct method, data can be collected in several ways: by observation, 

intervieww or questionnaire91 The method of observation is applied in 'a systematic and 

selectivee way of watching and listening to an interaction or phenomenon as it takes place' 

(Kumar,, 1999:105). The interview is used to collect information in the form of any face-to-

facee interaction between two or more persons. The questionnaire is applied in a written form 

off  several questions, answers of which are supposed to be given by a group of individuals. 

Whenn choosing a method to obtain information about tax evasion, one should bear in mind 

thatt this is a sensitive issue.92 People do not like being confronted with questions such as "Do 

youu pay taxes?". The observation method is obviously not applicable simply because studying 

taxx evasion does not require observation of interactions between individuals with respect to 

theirr behaviors or personalities. The interview may be applicable but its main disadvantage is 

lackk of confidentiality or anonymity.93 Ensuring either of these two is a primary step for 

collectingg reliable data on sensitive issues that are often related to the study of tax evasion. 

Thee questionnaire is a method that satisfies this condition. It does not require a face-to-face 

interactionn between the respondent and the interviewer. 

Theree are several ways of carrying out a survey: 

(1)) a mailed questionnaire - In this case, a sample of addresses is selected, to which the 

questionnairee is mailed with a written request to fil l it out and return it by mail in a 

stampedd envelope. It is cheap and suitable for sensitive questions; it can be distributed 

too a large sample but yields a relatively low response rate. 

(2)) the questionnaire completed by a gathered group of people (e.g. in a classroom) - In 

thiss case, the researcher visits a gathering of people and distributes the questionnaire. 

911 For a detailed description of each, see Kumar, 1999:105. 
922 "A topic is sensitive if some respondents find it embarrassing and show reluctance to answer questions about 
it""  - Oppenheim, 1994:140 
933 Confidentiality means that the gathered information is kept confidential by the researcher, whereas anonymity 
meanss that the researcher knows nothing about who says what. 
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Thiss is a cheap method; it can be addressed only to a small and specific sample but 

yieldss a high response rate. This method is not appropriate for sensitive issues. 

(3)) the questionnaire administered in a public place (e.g. school, hospital, etc.) - Here, the 

researcherr tries to convince people to participate as they approach the public place. 

Thiss requires much effort and time and does not ensure a high response rate. It does 

nott provide a suitable location to talk about sensitive issues and is biased towards the 

populationn that goes to that specific public place. 

Consideringg the sensitive issues related to the study of tax evasion, our tight financial budget, 

andd the intended rather large sample size, the mailed questionnaire would seem to be the best 

off  the three. However, several disadvantages are attributed to this method: 

(a)) the expected low response rate. Because the questionnaires are sent out to people who 

aree kindly asked to return them, a considerable number of these people simply do not 

returnn the questionnaires. Their reasons may vary from forgetting, to being lazy, or not 

wantingg to answer. 

(b)) the self-selected biased sample. Due to the low response rate, there is a division of 

groupss into responsive and non-responsive, which could have distinctive 

characteristicss that matter for the study at hand. Therefore, people who respond may 

nott necessarily be representative of the population under investigation. 

(c)) the non-clarified issues. The respondents have no contact with organizers of the 

questionnaire,, hence, they cannot clarify issues that might arise while completing the 

questionnaire.. This might jeopardize the accuracy of answers. 

Thee advantages and disadvantages of the interview are almost a mirror-image of those of the 

mailedd questionnaire (Oppenheim, 1992:102). As a result, a combination of the interview 

withh the mailed questionnaire can be considered as the optimal method to combine the 

advantagess and minimize the disadvantages of either. This method is called the 'self-

administeredd questionnaire' (Oppenheim, 1992:103) or the 'drop-off survey' (Salant and 

Dillman,, 1994:43). The basic procedure is the following. One or more interviewers distribute 

thee written questionnaires personally. This gives them a chance to emphasize verbally the 

importancee of the study and the appreciation of individuals' collaboration. In addition, the 
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interviewerss may provide some clarification with respect to certain difficult, sensitive or 

importantt questions. The respondents are told that the self-completed questionnaires will be 

pickedd up at a certain agreed upon time. Last but not least, the answers are treated with 

confidentialityy or anonymity. The advantages of this method include (Oppenheim, A.N. 

1992:103): : 

1.. a high response rate, hence, 

2.. a minimized self-selection bias, 

3.. useful explanations and clarifications, 

4.. a minimization of the interviewer's bias, 

5.. a higher quality of data, 

6.. a rather cheap and fast procedure, 

7.. the engagement of a small organizing group, and 

8.. a coverage of a relatively large survey sample. 

Basedd on these arguments, the 'self-administered questionnaire' was chosen as the research 

instrumentt to study tax evasion in Albania. In addition, there are specific circumstances that 

makee this method more relevant to this country. The historical background of public surveys 

inn Albania is very poor. Public surveys were not common during the 45 years of the 

communistt system.94 Neither were they in the very beginning of the transition era. Only after 

thee country had obtained some political-economic stability, small-scale surveys were 

conducted,, mainly under supervision of international organizations. These surveys were often 

addressedd to active sectors in society, such as small businesses. Consequently, most people 

didd not have much experience with surveys of any kind. Moreover, they had no experience in 

respondingg to sensitive questions like the ones raised in this survey. As a result, a very low 

responsee rate was expected.96 Therefore, the selection of a suitable research instrument was a 

veryy important issue. The following were reasons to carry out the 'self-administered 

questionnaire'' under the specific circumstances of Albania: 

944 There was an official household survey that started in 1955-56. It involved a certain group of households, who 
weree paid for keeping regular track of their family income and expenses (INSTAT, 1997). 
955 A few public surveys of significance were organized by the Albanian Institute of Statistics/INSTAT. 
966 Not to mention worse expectations expressed in the form of anger or threat. The survey was run in 2000, soon 
afterr the bad experience of Albanians with the pyramid schemes. As a consequence, people did not have much 
trustt in state institutions. The probability that they would see this survey as part of the state mechanism might 
havee caused strong reactions from some people. 
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1.. the anonymous feature of the method - which would help Albanians to respond to 

sensitivee questions, 

2.. the combination of personal contact with written questionnaire - which would increase the 

responsee rate on the basis of clarification of certain questions; a better description who the 

organizerss are, and what the goal and importance of the survey is, and 

3.. the relatively low cost of implementing this method which was important given the tight 

financiall  budget 

Finally,, this is a suitable method under circumstances of lack of an accurate administration of 

namess and addresses of a population (Salant and Dillman, 1994:165). Phone numbers or 

addressess are not required, because people employed to distribute the questionnaires can 

makee a selection based on a geographical structure. This added to other advantages of 

choosingg the 'self-administered questionnaire*  for our study. 

5.3.2.. A description of the method 

Thee 'self-administered questionnaire' was conducted in Tirana on the basis of a written 

questionnairee and a twice-personal contact of the employed staff.97 The written questionnaire 

consistedd of 14 pages, 11 of which contained the research questions, one was the official 

coverr letter addressed to the respondents, one was the closing letter with space for comments, 

andd one was the hardcover of the whole questionnaire.98 More than half of the questions 

(67%)) were closed-ended questions. The questionnaire was originally written in Albanian and 

itt was later translated into English for presentation purposes. 

Thee 'self-administered questionnaire' conducted in Tirana was characterized by the 

following: : 

 staff members 

Theree were five people employed to administer the survey. They were physicians99 who 

coveredd several regions of Tirana in their medical practices. This ensured daily contacts with 

977 The questionnaire used is given in appendix 5.1. 
Thee questionnaire was designed and printed out as a booklet. An attractive cover  with respect to color  and text 

wass added. 
999 From now on, the physicians will be referred to as the staff members. 
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thee population living in these regions. This element, in combination with their age and 

experience,, made them appear responsible and trustworthy to the respondents. Each staff 

memberr covered a specific region in Tirana. One of them was also asked to perform the task 

off  a local coordinator and supervisor. He kept track of progress and coordinated the survey. 

Hee reported to the researcher (the author) and was the link between the researcher and the 

fieldwork.. Each of the staff members received 210 Lek ($1.5) for every completed and 

returnedd questionnaire. 

 incentives 

Althoughh not all field surveys provide incentives to respond (either for financial or ethical 

reasons),, it is sometimes recommended to do so in order to achieve more cooperation and a 

higherr response rate (Kumar, 1999:193). Because of a tight financial budget, the selected 

samplee of households in Tirana received only a symbolic present -a pen- with the name of the 

Universityy of Amsterdam on it. In addition, the payment of $1.5 for every completed and 

returnedd questionnaire was an extra incentive to the staff members. The purpose of this 

arrangementt was to run a cheap but efficient fieldwork. 

 anonymity 

"Sharingg information about a respondent with others for purposes other than research is 

unethical""  (Kumar, 1999:194). In addition, confidentiality or anonymity is a key condition to 

obtainn information about sensitive issues. The tax evasion survey in Tirana was anonymous. 

Afterr receiving the questionnaires, the selected households had one day to complete them. 

Thee staff members went back the following day, at an agreed time, to pick up the completed 

questionnaires.. Each of them carried a ballot box, where people could put their completed 

questionnaires.. The questionnaires collected that day (and every consecutive day) were 

mixed,, thus assuring complete anonymity. The respondents witnessed this process. 

5.3.3.. The pilot survey 

Anotherr important element in increasing the probability of a successful survey is running a 

pilott survey (i.e. testing the method in a smaller scale). "Every aspect of a survey has to be 

Thesee are regarded as advantages when compared with the use of students. Due to some unpleasant incidents 
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triedd out beforehand to make sure that it works as intended" (Oppenheim, 1992:47). A pilot 

surveyy is expected to test: 

(a)) if questions are unambiguous and accurate 

(b)) if there are difficulties related to the way questions are formulated and presented 

(c)) the layout of the questionnaire 

(d)) the duration of completing a questionnaire 

(e)) the possibility of dropping one or more unnecessary questions 

(f)) the willingness of respondents to cooperate. 

Wee organized a tax evasion pilot survey, which lasted for about one week in January 2000. 

Thee sample consisted of 50 Albanian households in Tirana. They were divided equally over 

fivee geographical regions (cf. 5.4.). The 'self-administered questionnaire' was applied in the 

samee way as the actual survey. This will be explained in the next section. Two types of 

questionnairess were distributed equally (25/25 split). One was short and precise, whereas the 

otherr was long and more explanatory.101 The intention was to test which would be most 

effectivee to use in the final survey. The response rate was 96%. The other 4% refused to 

cooperate.. The results were analyzed statistically. They proved to be extremely useful in 

improvingg the final version of the questions and the survey. The improvements entailed: 

(1)) the selection of the short and precise questionnaire 

(2)) simpler and clearer questions 

(3)) formulating questions in a way that made them more applicable to Albania 

(4)) simpler layout 

(5)) the exclusion of trivial questions 

(6)) overall experience but especially with regard to personal contacts 

5.3.4.. A description of the questionnaire 

Thee questionnaire is divided into four parts. Part A consists of questions about social and 

demographicc characteristics of the respondent and the household, such as gender, age, family 

status,, household composition and education. Part B deals with individual and household 

laborr market characteristics, such as individual and household labor status, main occupation, 

att that time, the majority of the Albanian population would not consider young people reliable. 
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sectorall  employment, working hours per sector and people who worked in their own or 

householdd business. Additional information was asked about the number of household 

memberss who live abroad and support the household financially. Part C and D concern the 

mainn focus of this study: tax evasion. Part C involves quantitative questions, such as the 

personall  income tax deducted by the employer (if applicable), individual and household net 

incomee of the previous month, household's monthly expenses of the previous month and the 

taxx liability, which would enable us to assess the extent of tax evasion. A few additional 

questionss concerned the respondents' satisfaction with their income and their financial 

situationn in general. Part D contains qualitative and attitudinal questions. The qualitative 

questionss inquire information on, for example, the respondent's opinion about other people's 

taxx compliance, the payment of some individual and household monetary obligations and the 

personn or institution that pays the respondent's personal- or small business- income taxes and 

sociall  insurance. The attitudinal questions of part D consist of various statements -mainly of 

ann institutional background- which the respondents are asked to agree or disagree with on a 5 

pointt scale. 

5.4.. Survey coverage 

Thee sampling population was the population of the city of Tirana in 2000. The survey sample 

consistedd of households living in Tirana. The sample unit was the household. Due to 

relativelyy low living standards and family traditions, the household is an important element in 

Albaniann society. Many family members live together in the same house. Many others work 

togetherr in the same business. Hence, the choice of the household as the sample unit was an 

obviouss one. However, "in sampling households, there is a particular problem regarding 

whomm to interview" (Hoinville and Jowell, 1978:56). Tax evasion is mostly detected as an 

unreportedd or underreported individual income. This is the reason why the questions of this 

surveyy were addressed to the main income earner of the household. Some questions referred 

too the individual's situation, others to the household. As a result, the data collected yield 

informationn about individual and household tax evasion. 

Thiss version is available upon request. 
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5.4.1.. The sample size 

Thee sample size was 1,500, about 1.1 % of the Tirana households and 0.3 % of the Tirana 

population.. This size was determined using a table in Salant and Dillman's (1994:55), which 

providess "final sample sizes needed for various population sizes and characteristics, at three 

levelss of precision". It suggests that for a population of above 100,000 members, who are 

expectedd to be about evenly split on the characteristics in which we are interested, a final 

samplee of 1,066 completed and returned questionnaires is needed, in order to make estimates 

withh a sampling error of no more than , at the 95% confidence level. The total population 

off  Tirana was 436,016. There is no accurate knowledge, but one can say that the 

characteristicss of Tirana population vary, hence the "evenly split" assumption would be as 

goodd as any other. The % sampling error is the lowest in the table (others were % and 

,, which means a more accurate estimate. In order to collect the outcome of 1,066 

completedd and returned questionnaires, the tax evasion survey was initiated with a larger 

samplee size, 1,500 questionnaires, which would allow for non-response or non-valid 

questionnaires. . 

5.4.2.. Sampling design 

Thee main objective when selecting the survey sample of households was to minimize 

selectionn bias. This would be the first step to ensure the generalization of the results of the 

householdd field survey to the entire population of Tirana. 

Theree are three main sampling designs: random, non-random, and mixed (Kumar, 

1999:152).. Selection bias can be caused due to: 

(1)) the use of a non-random strategy, 

(2)) a sampling procedure from a population list or index, 

(3)) the unwillingness of a group of the selected sample to cooperate, 

(4)) the absence of all members of some selected households when being approached 

Consideringg these four features, let us see whether the tax evasion survey in Tirana managed 

too avoid the bias. To start with, the sampling design implemented was random. This means 

thatt each household of the total population in Tirana had an equal and independent chance of 

Thee definition of a household used in the tax evasion survey was: 'a household is a group of people who live 
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beingg selected. Under the circumstances of an unreliable listing of the Tirana population, the 

standardd method of randomly selecting the sample units from a list was not applicable. The 

methodd used instead was geographically based. The total geographical area of Tirana was 

splitt in five -more or less equally sized- regions: the north, south, east, west and center. With 

aa sample size of 1,500 households, each of the five staff members had to cover 300 

householdss in each region. After studying the own region carefully, every member followed a 

systematicc pattern. Questionnaires were distributed to at most two households per apartment 

building,, but in every fifth apartment building103 or house. This procedure gave every 

householdd in Tirana an equal and independent chance of being selected in the survey sample. 

Ass a result, the first two causes of the selection bias were controlled for. The third and fourth 

causess (the unwillingness to cooperate and the absence of household members) were more 

difficultt to deal with. As was to be expected, some households refused to collaborate. Most of 

themm refused when they were approached and some others when they were asked to return the 

completedd questionnaire. When the former happened, those households were not approached 

anymoree and they were considered failed cases. Their total number was subtracted from the 

totall  sample size. During the first attempt to distribute the questionnaires, 81.4% of 1,500 

householdss were contacted, but 4.2% of them (1,500 households) refused to cooperate. When 

thee staff members did not find anybody in the household, they made a second attempt at the 

samee household. If they could not contact anybody again, such cases were also considered a 

failure.. 18.3% of 1,500 households were contacted in the second attempt, leaving only 0.3% 

(off  1,500 households) that could not be contacted.104 The following day, when the 

questionnairess were picked up at an agreed upon time, 95.1% of the 1,500 households 

returnedd them, while 0.3% refused to do so. In addition, 5.7% of 1,500 questionnaires were 

nott valid.105 As a result, the response rate was 89.4%, which means that 1,340 out of 1,500 

householdss returned their completed questionnaires. 

currentlyy and regularly at the same address and who administer their total incomes and expenses in a joint way*. 
,033 Note that the dominant type of housing in Tirana is the apartment building, where an average of 15 
householdss live. 
1044 The staff members managed to contact almost everyone with the second attempt, due to their experience (in 
thee first attempt) about the best timing when most households would be at home. 
1055 A questionnaire was considered non-valid: (1) in case it was returned but not completed at all; and (2) in case 
off  suspicion that the same information was given in more than one questionnaire. 
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5.5.. The validit y and reliabilit y of the measurement procedures 

"Validityy is defined as the degree to which the researcher has measured what he has set out to 

measure""  (Smith 1991:106). Kumar (1999:138) describes two ways to check the validity of a 

researchh instrument: the logic and statistical evidence. If there is a logical link between the 

questionss and the objectives of the study, the method is considered valid. The link can be 

directt or indirect. Questions raised in the 'self-administered questionnaire' are logically linked 

too the research objectives of this study. In the case of quantitative questions (e.g. age, income, 

familyy status, labor status, household expenses, tax expenses, etc.) this link is direct. As for 

thee qualitative and attitudinal questions (e.g. financial satisfaction, opinions on various 

institutionall  statements, etc.), the link is indirect and it becomes more difficult to ascertain the 

validity.. However, finding the logical link is an individualistic matter (i.e. not everybody 

couldd see it as easily as the researcher her/himself), hence, the evidence would not be 

sufficientt to determine the validity. This is when the statistical evidence becomes an effective 

tooll  by demonstrating this link. The statistical procedures are supposed to estimate the 

correlationn coefficient between the questions and the resulting outcomes.106 The existence of 

bothh the logical and statistical evidence supports -to a large extent- the validity of the 'self-

administeredd questionnaire' applied to study Albanian tax evasion. 

"Whenn you collect the same set of information more than once, using the same 

instrumentt and get the same or similar results, under the same or similar conditions, an 

instrumentt is considered to be reliable" (Kumar 1999:140). It is impossible to test the 

reliabilityy of the tax evasion survey because it was conducted only once and there is no other 

basiss of comparison. 

However,, it is possible to assess the reliability of some questions raised in different 

ways,, but addressing the same issue. The reliability of sensitive questions concerning tax 

evasionn directly will be analyzed in the following chapter. 

5.6.. Sample characteristics 

Thee information collected from the tax evasion questionnaire concerns the main income 

earnerr and the household itself. Descriptive statistics on personal, labor market, and financial 

AA detailed description of this statistical evidence will follow in chapter 6. 
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characteristicss of the main income earner and the household itself are presented in the tables 

below. . 

Tablee 5.1: Personal characteristics of the main income earner of the household 

11 - Gender: 
Male e 

Female e 
2-Age e 

Mean:Mean: 45 
StandardStandard deviation: 10.9 

33 - Status: 
singlee without children 

singlee with children 
marriedd without children in the household 

marriedd with children in the household 
other r 

44 - Education: 
noo education 

elementaryy school 
secondaryy school 

gymnasium/professionall  school 
higherr education 

Cases s 

1,336 6 
993 3 
343 3 

1,330 0 

1,321 1 
114 4 
23 3 
106 6 

1,076 6 
2 2 

1,335 5 
2 2 
7 7 

100 0 
626 6 
600 0 

Validd Percentages 

100 0 
74.3 3 
25.7 7 

100 0 
8.6 6 
1.7 7 
8.0 0 
81.5 5 
0.2 2 

100 0 
0.1 1 
0.6 6 
7.5 5 
46.9 9 
44.9 9 

(1)) is obtained from the answers to question A.1: "What is your gender?" in the questionnaire 
(2)) is obtained from the answers to question A.2: "Could you please tell us the month and the year you are born 
in?" " 
(3)) is obtained from the answers to question A3: "Could you please tell us your family status?" 
(4)(4) is obtained from the answers to question A,6: "What is the highest education you have completed?" 

Tablee 5.1. presents social and demographic characteristics of the main income earner of the 

household.. A noteworthy evidence is the relatively high number of female main income 

earners,, about 26%. This phenomenon became more and more important during the past 

decadee (the transformation years). More Albanian women than before -especially the highly 

educatedd ones- are successfully involved in public and private institutions and are often very 

welll  paid. The main income earners of the selected households are generally highly educated. 

Off  course, this does not mean that the proportion of highly educated people in Tirana is 

equallyy high. There is likely to be a causal relationship between having a high level of 

educationn and being the main income earner of the household. The average age of the main 

incomee earner of the household is 45 years old. Most of them, 81.5%, are married (or live 

together)) with children who live in the same household. 
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Tablee 5.2: Labor market characteristics of the main income earner of the household 

11 - Workin g statys: 
peoplee with paid work 

peoplee without paid work 
22 - Main occupation: 

self-employedd in own business 
worker r 

publicc administrator 
teacher r 

economist t 
doctor r 
driver r 

engineer r 
policeman n 

nurse e 
lawyer r 
artist t 

moneyy trader 
33 - Sectoral employment and 

44 - Workine hours: 
state/publicc sector 

privatee sector  (with labor  contract) 
privatee sector  (without labor  contract) 

ownn business/self-employment 
familyy business 

occasionall  or  seasonal 
otherr  (e.g. humanitarian organizations) 

multipl ee jobs 
55 - Participation of others in business: 

lesss than S people 
5-100 people 

moree than 10 people 
66 - People without paid work: 

unemployedd but searching 
unemployedd but not searching 

housework k 
pensioner r 
disabled d 

otherr  (e.g. student) 

77 - Labor  Office Registration: 
registered d 

non-registered d 
nott  applicable 

Cases s 
1292 2 
1,128 8 
164 4 

1,086 6 
239 9 
224 4 
108 8 
94 4 
78 8 
75 5 
61 1 
60 0 
59 9 
50 0 
16 6 
14 4 
8 8 

1,310 0 
1,232 1,232 

547°.. 545°° 
1400 - 125 
156-164 156-164 
315-268 315-268 
55-44 55-44 
78-67 7 
19 - /9 9 

140**  -100** 
120 0 
106 6 
11 1 
3 3 

255 5 
63 3 
14 4 
38 8 
127 7 
10 0 
3 3 

1,291 1 
32 2 
95 5 

1.1644 1 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 
87.3 3 
12.7 7 
100 0 
22.1 1 
20.6 6 
9.9 9 
8.7 7 
7.2 2 
6.9 9 
5.6 6 
5.5 5 
5.4 4 
4.6 6 
1.5 5 
1.3 3 
0.7 7 
100 0 
100 100 

41.8°° -44.2"" 
10.7-/0.7 7 
11.99 -13.3 
24.0-21.8 24.0-21.8 
4.2-3.7 4.2-3.7 
5.99 - 5.4 
1.5-1.5 1.5-1.5 

10.7**  -8.1** 
100 0 
88.3 3 
9.2 2 
2.5 5 
100 0 
24.7 7 
5.5 5 
14.9 9 
49.8 8 
3.9 9 
1.2 2 

100 0 
2.5 5 
7.3 3 
90.2 2 

Meann (SD) 

38(10.7)"" 38(10.7)"" 
48(16.6) 48(16.6) 
45(27.4) 45(27.4) 
4141 (25.6) 
37(25.0) 37(25.0) 
2525 (21.8) 
2222 (15.5) 

| | 
(1)) is obtained from the answers to question B.l: "Do you have paid work?...."  in the questionnaire 
(2)) is obtained from the answers to question B.l.1: "I f you have paid work, what is your  current occupation in 
yourr  main working place?" 
(3)) &  (4) are obtained from the answers to questions B.l.2: "I f you have paid work, where do you work?"  and 
B.l.3::  "I f you have paid work, how many hours per  week do you work, on average, on each of the working 
sectorss below?", respectively 
(°)) refers to the results obtained regarding the Sectoral employment, whereas (~) refers to the results obtained 
regardingg the Workin g hours 
(*)) &  (** ) indicate that they are derived from the data given for  each working sector, hence they are not summed 
upp in the total 
(5)) is obtained from the answers to question B.l.4: "I f you or  other  members, who live physically at the present 
inn the same household with you, run a business, how many people work in this business?" 
(6)) is obtained from the answers to question B.2.1: "I f you do not have paid work, what is your  current labor 
status?" " 
(7)) is obtained from the answers to question B.2.2: "I f you do not have paid work, are you registered at the 
employmentt  registration office to find a job?" 
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Tablee 5.2. shows some of the labor market characteristics of the main income earner. 

Respondentss who answered that they had paid work, were expected to give information about 

theirr occupation in the main working place, the sectors they were working at and the working 

hourss in each sector accordingly. In addition, respondents who were working in their own 

businesss or had other family members involved in their own business, were asked to report 

whichh people and how many were also working in that business (e.g. only themselves, other 

familyy members or other people). It appears that 87.3% of the main income earners have paid 

work.. This may seem to be a high percentage, but as the question was raised, it includes 'any 

kindd of paid work (in the public or private sector, own or family business, etc.) that you are 

currentlyy working in and you are earning income from1. Most have paid work in the public 

sectorr or their own business, 41.8% and 24.0% respectively.107 However, the highest working 

hourss are reported in the private sector, with or without a labor contract (48 and 45 hours 

respectively),, followed by the own business (41 hours). In addition, 10.7% of the main 

incomee earners who reported their working sector have more than one paid work. Asked 

aboutt their occupation in the main working place, most of the main income earners, 22.1%, 

aree self-employed in their own business, followed by the workers, 20.6%. In addition, non-

relativess are working in the own business of the main income earners. Of the 120 such cases, 

88.3%% consist of less than five people, which is an evidence of the dominance of small 

businessess in Albania. The differences in the total reported cases of (1), (2), (3) & (4) 

categoriess in table 5.2. are due to non-response. 

Respondentss who answered that they had no paid work, were expected to give 

informationn about their other labor status and whether they were registered at the employment 

registrationn office. Of 255 people who reported a non-working labor status, 49.8% were 

pensioners,, followed by 24.7% unemployed people currently looking for a job. According to 

thee data in the category 1 of table 5.2., there are 164 people who do not have paid work, 

whereass 255 people report a non-working labor status according to category 6. There are 

severall  explanations for this difference. Some of the people who declare that they have paid 

work,, are not officially employed. However, they say so because they are working in the 

informall  sector, where one works and gets paid, but she/he does not count as officially 

employed.. In addition, some pensioners have paid work, most probably in the informal sector 

1077 The reported cases of questions B.l.2. and B.l.3. are pretty close, which shows consistency in the answers. 
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also.. Finally, people who say that they are involved in housework, especially the female 

respondents,, might have considered it as ordinary daily work at home. As a result, these 

categoriess of people mentioned above respond that they have paid work, while they report 

otherr non-working labor statuses as well. Finally, note that 2.5% of the respondents are 

registeredd at the Labor Office. The non-applicable cases are respondents with paid work. Note 

however,, that this number does not precisely correspond to the number of cases that have paid 

work,, reported directly in the category 1 of table 5.2. (1,164 vs. 1,128). The difference is most 

likelyy due to the fact that some of the pensioners or disabled people reported 'not applicable'. 

Inn addition, some people may not have wanted to give an answer and chose the non-

applicabilityy option. 

Tablee 5.3: Financial characteristics of the main income earner of the household 

11 - Monthly gross income 
22 - Monthly net income 

Cases s 

1,266 6 
1,206 6 

Mean n 

27,943 3 
24,158 8 

Standardd deviation 

25,129 9 
25,765 5 

(1)) is obtained from the answers to question C.2: "Could you tell us your total personal income for the last 
month,, before paying taxes on personal income (be these paid by you or your employer) or on small business; 
housee rent; electricity; water or any other household expenses?" 
(2)) is obtained from the answers to question C.3: "Could you tell us your total personal income for the last 
month,, after paying taxes on personal income (be these paid by you or your employer) or on small business; but 
beforee paying the house rent; electricity; water or any other household expenses?" 
Note:Note: Average incomes are in the Albanian currency (Lek); in May 2000, the official exchange rates were: 
$1=140.877 Lek or 1 Euro= 135.85 Lek 

Financiall  characteristics of the main income earner of household, shown in Table 5.3., will be 

describedd in details below, in comparison with the same characteristics of the household 

itself. . 

Tablee 5.4. below summarizes some household characteristics in the sample. Amongst all adult 

memberss of the households, there are slightly more females than males. The size of a 

householdd is on average 4.3 people. On average, there are two children per household. 
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Tablee 5.4: General characteristics of the household 

11 - Gender of all adult members: 
Male e 

Female e 
22 - Size of household (no. of all members) 

Mean:Mean: 4.3 
StandardStandard deviation: 1.5 

33 - Household composition: 
headd of the household 

femalee partner 
malee partner 

children n 
parents s 

wifee of one of the sons* 
sisterss and brothers 

44 - Number of children in a household 
Mean:Mean: 2 

StandardStandard deviation: 0.9 
55 - Living region before 1991: 

northh of Albania 
centerr of Albania (includes Tirana) 

southh of Albania 
66 - The municipal living area before 1991: 

urban n 
rural l 

77 - Housing: 
ownn house 

ownn house (subject of mortgage or other) 
rentedd house 

relative'ss house 
otherr (e.g. parent's house or student dormitories) 

88 - Households with at least one member abroad 
Mean:Mean: 1.5 

StandardStandard deviation: 0.9 
99 - Number of household members abroad 

Cases s 
3,417** * 

1,600 0 
1,817 7 
1,332 2 

5,790** * 
1,339 9 
921 1 
257 7 

2,370 0 
668 8 
43 3 
192 2 

1,142 2 

1339 9 
188 8 
891 1 
260 0 
1333 3 
1,140 0 
193 3 

1,338 8 
1,152 2 
25 5 
108 8 
47 7 
6 6 

275 5 

423 3 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 
46.8 8 
53.2 2 

100 0 
23.2 2 
15.9 9 
4.4 4 
40.9 9 
11.5 5 
0.7 7 
3.4 4 

100 0 
14.0 0 
66.5 5 
19.5 5 
100 0 
85.5 5 
14.5 5 
100 0 
86.1 1 
1.9 9 
8.1 1 
3.5 5 
0.4 4 

(1),, (3) & (4) are obtained from the answers to questions A.1: "What is your gender?" and A.5: "How old is 
everyy person (excluding you) who lives physically at the present in the same household with you?" 
(*)) one of the response categories in the question A.5. about household composition was the wife of one of the 
sons.. There was no category for the husband of one of the daughters, because it is very uncommon in Albania 
thatt a couple lives with the family of the wife. 
(** )) indicate the total number of individuals, derived from the answers to question A.5. 
(2)) is obtained from the answers to question A4: "Currently, how many persons (including you) live physically 
inn the same household with you?" 
(5)) is obtained from the answers to question A.7: "Which region of Albania did you live in before 1991 (before 
thee democratic changes)?" 
(6)) is obtained from the answers to question A.8: "Could you please tell us whether you have lived in a town or a 
villagee before 1991 (before the democratic changes)?" 
(7)) is obtained from the answers to question A.9: "Which of the following dwellings are you currently living 
in?" " 
(8)) & (9) are obtained from the answers to question B.4: "What is the total number of household members that 
currentlyy live abroad (who in case of living in Albania would live in the same household with you), who support 
yourr household financially?" 
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Mostt of the households, 66.5%, were living in the center of Albania before the democratie 

changess in 1991. As for the newcomers, 19.4% were living in the south and 14% in the north. 

86%% of the households lived in their own house and 8% lived in a rented house. The large 

proportionn owning their house can be explained as follows. One of the institutional changes 

afterr the transition in 1991 was the transfer of the ownership of houses/apartments from the 

statee to people who were living in them. The price was very affordable, therefore almost all of 

thesee people bought their own houses/apartments. The fact that most of the households are 

autochthonouss in Tirana explains why so many live in their own houses. In addition, there 

weree newcomers who could afford buying a new house. Emigration is an important 

phenomenonn in Albanian society. Table 5.4. shows that 20.5% of the households had at least 

onee family member (1.5 on average) who lived abroad and supported them financially. 

Tablee 5.5: Labor market characteristics of the household 

11 - All household members with paid work 
22 - Number of members who work/per household 

Mean:Mean: 2 
StandardStandard deviation: 0.9 

33 - Participation of members in family business 

Cases s 

2,388* * 
1,175 5 

447 7 
(1)) & (2) are obtained from the answers to questions B.l: "Do you have paid work?" and B.3: "How many 
personss (excluding you), who live physically at the present in the same household with you, have paid work?" 
(*)) indicates the total number of individuals, derived from the answers to question A.5. 
(3)(3) is obtained from the answers to question B.l.4: "If you or other members, who live physically at the present 
inn the same household with you, run a business, how many people work in this business?" 

Tablee 5.5. shows the labor market characteristics of the household. 41.2% of all household 

memberss and 69.9% of all adult members have paid work, which amounts to about two 

memberss per household. 7.7% of all household members or 18.7% of all household members 

withh paid work, work in the family business. 

Tablee 5.6. below displays some financial characteristics of the household. Considering the 

dataa in table 5.3, the individual monthly gross and net income comprise about 65.7% of the 

household'ss monthly gross and net income, respectively. This appears to be logical if we 

recalll  that there are, on average, two household members who have paid work, and the 

reportedd individual income refers to the main income earner of the household. 
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Tablee 5.6: Financial characteristics of the household 

11 - Monthly gross income 
22 - Monthly net income 

5 5 

6--

33 - Household monthly expenses on: 
electricityy and water 

foodd & clothing consumption 
personall  income tax 
smalll  business tax 

sociall  and health insurance 
traveling g 

44 - Sufficiency of the monthly net income: 
moree than sufficient 

sufficient t 
neitherr sufficient nor too little 

barelyy sufficient 
nott sufficient at all 

-- Levels of monthly net income considered to be: 
veryy bad 

bad d 
neitherr bad nor good 

good d 
veryy good 

Satisfactionn about household's financial situation 
(inn an increasing scale from 1-10) 

Cases s 

1,193 3 
1,185 5 

1,291 1 
1,292 2 
962 2 
652 2 
1,070 0 
1,096 6 

1,324 4 
32 2 
296 6 
432 2 
355 5 
209 9 

489 9 
335 5 
551 1 
578 8 
572 2 

1,324 4 

Mean n 

42,554 4 
36,747 7 

2,097 7 
22,561 1 
2,761 1 
2,236 6 
2,356 6 
1,058 8 

15,349 9 
21,863 3 
34,867 7 
62,142 2 
98,528 8 

3.4 4 

Standardd deviation 

36,092 2 
31,503 3 

1,527 7 
12,990 0 
3,682 2 
3,605 5 
2,446 6 
1,061 1 

13,105 5 
17,033 3 
22,586 6 
55,197 7 
71,332 2 
2.3 3 

(1)) is obtained from the answers to question C,4: "Could you tell us the total income of your household for the 
lastt month, before paying taxes on personal income (be these paid by each of the household members themselves 
orr their employers) or on small business; house rent; electricity; water or any other household expenses?" 
(2)) is obtained from the answers to question C.5: "Could you tell us the total income of your household for the 
lastt month, after paying taxes on personal income (be these paid by each of the household members themselves 
orr their employers) or on small business; but before paying the house rent; electricity; water or any other 
householdd expenses?" 
(3)(3) is obtained from the answers to question C.6: "Could you indicate, on average, your household's monthly 
expensess during the last month?" 
(4)(4) is obtained from the answers to question C.7: "Is your monthly household income (after paying taxes on 
personall  income or on small business for every household member) sufficient to fulfil l your monthly minimum 
livingg requirements?" 
(5)) is obtained from the answers to question C.8: "Considering the current prices, what monthly household 
incomee (after paying taxes on personal income or on small business for every household member) would you 
considerr for your household as:.." 
Note:Note: The non-response rate to this question is remarkably high 
(6)) is obtained from the answers to question C.10: "How satisfied are you with the financial situation of your 
household?" " 
Note:Note: Average incomes and expenses are in the Albanian currency (Lek); in May 2000, the official exchange 
ratess were: $1=140.87 Lek or 1 Euro=135.85 Lek 

Thee family expenses reported in table 5.6. sum up to an average of 33,069 Lek, which with an 

averagee gross income of 42,554 Lek, leaves on average 9,485 Lek to the households to save 

orr spend otherwise. It is hard to say whether the household monthly gross income, 

respondentss report, includes the money sent by members living abroad. In general, this would 
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nott be the case. People are more likely to see it as an outside financial support, which has 

nothingg to do with reporting a family income earned in the country itself, unless it is explicitly 

askedd for in the questionnaire. Hence, although there might be other expenses to cover, some 

householdss (at least 20.5%) might also have more income. The questionnaire also included 

twoo questions about the respondents' satisfaction with their income. 32.2% consider their 

monthlyy net income neither sufficient nor too little, while 26.5% consider it barely sufficient. 

Inn general, many more people consider their income less than sufficient. On the other hand, 

thee average monthly net income which is considered to be neither bad nor good is 34,867 Lek, 

whichh is almost as much as the reported monthly net income (36,747 Lek). However, the 

satisfactionn about household's financial situation tends to be more on the 'barely satisfied' 

rank.. This implies that there is a large income inequality in the sample. Most households have 

lesss than average income and a few have more. It is not the goal of this thesis to study income 

satisfaction,, however. In the following chapter, we will use some of the information about 

satisfactionn in our analysis of tax evasion. The analysis of satisfaction itself is left for future 

work. . 

5.7.. Survey representativeness 

Inn 1993-94, the Albanian Institute of Statistics/INSTAT conducted a survey about the living 

standardss of the urban population in Tirana. This seems to be the most recent survey that 

yieldss data comparable to the tax evasion survey. We will use this INSTAT survey to 

comparee our data with, in order to have an impression about the representativeness of the data 

off  this study. Table 5.7. below summarizes comparable results of these two surveys. 

Ann indication of the representativeness of the tax evasion survey is the extent to which both 

setss of survey results correspond. To start with, due to lack of experience and inadequate 

statisticall  methods, the results of the INSTAT survey are to be considered with caution. 

However,, the following converge to a large extent: 

-- the response rates, 

-- the average age of the respondents, 

-- the average size of the household, 

-- the percentage of children in the household composition, and 
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-- the gender division of adult members in the household 

Tablee 5.7.: The 2000 tax evasion survey in comparison with the official data 

Respondents: Respondents: 
Totall  population 

Totall  no. of households in Tirana 
Samplee size 

Responsee rate 
Averagee age of the respondent 

Educationn level of the respondent: 
Noo education 

Elementaryy school 
Secondaryy school 

Gymnasium m 
University y 

Averagee size of a household 
Specifiedd size of households: 

11 person 
22 persons 
33 persons 
44 persons 
55 persons 
66 persons 

moree than 7 persons 

Percentagee of children in the household 
Genderr of adult members: 

Male e 
Female e 

Thee number of emigrants 
(averagee per household) 

Percentagee of households with at least one 
emigrant t 

INSTATT Survey 
1993-94 4 

HeadHead of the household 
242,000 0 
66,500 0 
3,529 9 
90.1% % 

48 8 

1.3% % 
5.8% % 
23.1% % 
43.1% % 
26.6% % 

3.7 7 

5.8% % 
14.3% % 
24.2% % 
33.5% % 
14.0% % 
6.0% % 
2.1% % 

40.9% % 

45.7% % 
54.3% % 

589 9 
(0.167) ) 

12% % 

Taxx Evasion Survey 2000 

MainMain earner of the household 
436,016* * 
139,817* * 

1,500 0 
89.3% % 

45 5 

0.1% % 
0.5% % 
7.5% % 

46.7% % 
44.8% % 

4.3 3 

1.7% % 
8.1% % 
18.0% % 
35.0% % 
20.1% % 
10.1% % 
7.1% % 

40.9% % 

46.8% % 
53.2% % 

423 3 
(0.356) ) 
20.5% % 

(*)) indicates that these data are available only for 1999 (INSTAT, 1999) 
Sources:Sources: "Economic Indicators about Tirana district", Bulletin 10, Albanian Institute of Statistics/INSTAT, 
Tiranaa 1999; "Results of the Survey about the Living Standards in Tirana, 1993-94", Albanian Institute of 
Statistics/INSTAT,, Tirana 1997; and the author's calculations. 

Theree are obviously diverging results, which for the sake of assessing whether the tax evasion 

surveyy is representative, are further elaborated: 

 education level of the respondents 

Thee main income earners of households in the tax evasion survey have a higher education 

levell  than the heads of INSTAT households. Being the main income earner of a household 
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doess not necessarily mean being the head of the household, or vice versa, however. An 

analysiss of the tax evasion survey shows that the highly educated respondents earn more than 

thee lower educated ones.108 Hence, the main income earners that are not heads of the 

householdd will typically have a higher education than the head. Another possible explanation 

off  the education level divergence is related to the development of a more liberal and 

democraticc educational system in Albania that supports people who want to follow a higher 

education.109 9 

 the specified size of a household 

Thee percentage of households with more than four persons is higher in the tax evasion survey. 

Thiss could be an indication that households in Tirana have grown larger over the years. As 

mentionedd earlier, a massive migration -from small towns and rural areas to Tirana- took 

placee during the transition period. Most of the migrant households consisted of many 

memberss (5-7 members).110 In addition, some of them did not have a house, therefore they 

hadd to live together with other relatives, at least temporarily. Finally, emigration of youth left 

manyy elderly people alone. In some cases they moved into another child's house. These 

phenomenaa might have affected the size of the Tirana household between the two surveys. 

 number of household members living abroad 

Thee tax evasion survey reveals that the average number of members living abroad is 0.356, 

aboutt twice the number reported by INSTAT. The question is whether there has been an 

increasingg number of Albanian emigrants over the years. The same holds for the divergence 

betweenn the percentages of households with at least one member living abroad (20.5% vs. 

12%).. Supportive evidence for our data -for both cases- is given by Gedeshi et al. (1999:41), 

whoo claim that about 22% of Albanian households had at least one member who had 

emigrated.. Despite the difference in population considered (Tirana vs. Albania), this evidence 

iss close to what the tax evasion survey reports on emigration. 

Thesee and other  statistical analyses will be presented in the following chapter. 
Althoughh Albania was always characterized by a large proportion of educated people, even the distributio n of 

right ss to study in the university were centralized during the communist period. The democratic changes after 
19922 involved the introduction of a new educational system, according to which, the right to go to the university 
dependedd only on the grades in high school and a pre-test. 
1,00 'Albanian Human Development Report 1998', UNDP 
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Onn the basis of the convergent results and the possible explanations of the divergent 

ones,, the tax evasion survey appears to be representative of all the households in the urban 

areaa of Tirana. 

5.8.. Conclusion 

Thiss chapter discusses the research method used to study the dynamics of tax evasion in 

Albania.. A cross-sectional field survey was conducted in 2000 in the urban area of Tirana. 

Thee 'self-administered questionnaire' applied is considered to be the most suitable method in 

termss of logistic, financial and methodological aspects. The sampling population was the 

populationn of the city of Tirana. The survey sample consisted of 1,500 households living in 

Tirana.. Their selection was random based on a geographical framework. The response rate of 

89.3%% gave 1,340 questionnaires returned. These yield representative data for the population 

att hand (people living in Tirana). The main income earner of the household was asked to 

respondd to the questions. The measurement procedures were tested in a pilot work on a 

smallerr scale, which proved to be useful for the final survey. It appears that the research 

methodd used was valid and reliable. Descriptive statistics on personal, labor market, and 

financiall  characteristics of the main income earner of the household and the household itself 

aree presented and explained. 



Appendixx 5.1: The written questionnaire used in the field survey 

CURRENTT FINANCIA L CONCERNS OF HOUSEHOLDS IN TIRAN A 

Note::  (1) In this questionnaire, a household is a group of people who live currentl y and regularly at the 
samee address and who administer  their  total incomes and expenses in a join t way; and (2) This inquir y 
shouldd be filled in by the main earner  of your  household. 

A .. As a start, we would like to ask you some general information about yourself and your household. 

A.. 1. What is your gender? (Please put a cross in one box) 

IDID  Male 2 O O Female 

A.2.. Could you please tell us the month and the year you are born in? (Please fill  out) 

Month::  Year: 

A.3.. Could you please tell us your family status? (Please circle the appropriate answer) 

1.. single without children 
2.. single with children 
3.. married or  livin g together, without children who currentl y live with you 
4.. married or  living together, with children who currentl y live with you 
5.. other  (please specify _ __ } 

A.4.. Currently, how many persons (including you) live physically in the same household with you? (Please fill 
out) out) 

persons s 

A.5.. How old is every person (excluding you) who lives physically at the present in the same household with 
you?? (Please fill out) 

1.. Partner  years old 
2.. Child no. 1 years old 
3.. Child no. 2 years old 
4.. Child no. 3 years old 
5.. Child no. 4 years old 
6.. Other  children years old 

Pleasee specify below the ages of other persons, e.g. your mother, father, brothers, sisters, etc. if they live 
physicallyy at the present in the same household with you 

77 years old 
88 years old 
99 years old 
10.. Other  members years old 
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A.6.. What is the highest level of education you have completed? (Please circle only the appropriate answer) 

1.. none 
2.. primar y 
3.. secondary 
4.. gymnasium/professional school 
5.. higher 

A.7.. Which region of Albania did you live in before 1991 (before the democratic changes)? (Please fill out) 

1.. North of Albania 
2.. Center  of Albania 
3.. South of Albania 

A.8.. Could you please tell us whether you have lived in a town or a village before 1991 (before the democratic 
changes)?? (Please fill out) 

1.. Town 
2.. Village 

A.9.. Which of the following dwellings are you currently living in? (Please circle only the appropriate answer) 

1.. own home 
2.. own home subject to mortgage / other  credit payment 
3.. rented property 
4.. my relative's house 
5.. other  (please specify . ) 

B.. Based on the following questions, we would like to know various aspects of employment regarding you 
andd your household. 

Yourr  personal employment 

B.l .. Do you have paid work? Note that this question is asked for any kind of paid work (in public or private 
sector,, own or family business, etc.) that you are currently working in and you are earning income from. 
(Please(Please circle the appropriate answer) 

1.. Yes (if Yes, continue to answer questions B.l.1. -B.l.4.) 
2.. No (if No, skip questions B.l.1. - B.l.4. and continue to answer questions (B.2.1. - B.2.2.) 

B.l.1.. If you have paid work, what is your current occupation in your main working place? (Please fill out) 
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B.I.2.. If you have paid work, where do you work? (Please circle more than one answer, if you work in more 
thanthan one of the working places below) 

1.. employed by state employer  in public sector 
2.. employed by privat e employer  in private sector  (with a job contract) 
3.. employed by privat e employer  in privat e sector  (without a job contract) 
4.. self-employed in my own business, full-tim e or  part-time, which may operate all the time, 

occasionallyy or  seasonally 
5.. employed in family business, full-tim e or  part-time, which may operate all the time, 

occasionallyy or  seasonally 
6.. employed in occasional or  seasonal work which can be full-tim e or  part-time, in public or 

privat ee sector 
7.. other  forms of employment (please specify } 

B.l.3.. If you have paid work, how many hours per week do you work, on average, on each of the working 
sectorss below? (Please fill  out) 

1.. public sector: hours 
2.. privat e sector  (with a job contract): hours 
3.. privat e sector  (without a job contract): hours 
4.. my own business: hours 
5.. my family business: hours 
6.. casual or  seasonal work: hours 
7.. other  forms of employment: hours 

B.l.4.. If you or other members, who live physically at the present in the same household with you, run a 
business,, how many people work in this business? (Please circle all the answers that apply) 

1.. only myself 
2.. other  members of the family 

2.1.. if yes, how many members? (Please fill  out) 
members s 

3.. other  people (Please put a cross in one of the boxes below) 
3.1.OO less than 5 persons 
3.2.. OS-10 persons 
3 3 .00 more than 10 persons 

4.. not applicable 

B.2.. If you have paid work (i.e. if you answered Yes to B.l.) skip questions B.2.1. and B.2.2. below and 
continuee with question B.3. 

B.2.1.. If you do not have paid work (in none of the above mentioned sectors), what is your current labor status? 
(Please(Please circle all the possible answers if more than one is applicable to your case) 

1.. unemployed, not looking for  job 
2.. unemployed, looking for  job 
3.. work in household 
4.. pensioner 
5.. disabled 
6.. other  (please specify ) 
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B.2.2.. If you do not have paid work (in none of the above mentioned sectors), are you registered at the 
employmentt registration office to find a job? (Please put a cross in one box) 

1 00 Yes 2 O No 3 O not applicable 

Employmentt  of other  members of your  family 

B.3.. How many persons (excluding you), who live physically at the present in the same household with you, 
havee paid work? Note that this question is asked for any kind of paid work (in public or private sector, 
ownn or family business, etc.) that these persons, be them children, youth, adults, women or elders, are 
currentlyy working in and are earning income from. (Please fill out) 

persons s 

B.4.. What is the total number of household members that currently live abroad (who in case of living in 
Albaniaa would live in the same household with you), who support your household financially? (Please 
circlecircle the appropriate number) 

00 1 2 3 4 5 

C.. The answers to the following questions would help us very much to know the current financial situation, 
whichh Albanian households are in generally faced with. As most of us know, some employers deduct 
personall  income taxes from their employee's monthly salaries. Please note that when questions below 
referr to taxes, you should give an answer for both taxes: the ones withheld by your employer and the 
taxess you pay yourself in case you run your own business. If you have more than one work, please 
answerr for all taxes paid by your employer or you yourself in all the works you have. To end up, some 
off  the questions below refer to your household, therefore your answers should consider what is said 
abovee for every member of your household, who has at least one work. 

C.. 1. Does your employer (state or private) deduct your personal income tax from your monthly salary? (Please 
putput a cross in one box) 

1 00 Yes 2 O No 

(Iff  Yes, how much: new Leks) 

33 O not applicable 4 O don't know 

C.2.. Could you tell us your total personal income for the last month, BEFORE paying taxes on personal 
incomee (be these paid by you or your employer) or on small business; house rent; electricity; water or 
anyy other household expenses? Note that your total personal income should consist of the incomes from 
alll  your personal sources of income during the last month (Please fill out as precisely as possible) 

neww Leks 

C.3.. Could you tell us your total personal income for the last month, AFTER paying taxes on personal income 
(bee these paid by you or your employer) or on small business; but before paying the house rent; 
electricity;; water or any other household expenses? Note that your total personal income should consist 
off  the incomes from all your personal sources of income during the last month (Please fill out as 
preciselyprecisely as possible) 

neww Leks 
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C.4.. Could you tell us the total income of your household for the last month, BEFORE paying taxes on 
personall  income (be these paid by each of the household members themselves or their employers) or on 
smalll  business; house rent; electricity; water or any other household expenses? Note that the total 
incomee of your household should consist of the incomes from all sources of income of all members of 
yourr household (including you too) during the last month (Please fill out as precisely as possible) 

neww Leks 

C.5.. Could you tell us the total income of your household for the last month, AFTER paying taxes on personal 
incomee (be these paid by each of the household members themselves or their employers) or on small 
business;; but before paying the house rent; electricity; water or any other household expenses? Note that 
thee total income of your household should consist of the incomes from all sources of income of all 
memberss of your household (including you too) during the last month (Please fill out as precisely as 
possible) possible) 

neww Leks 

C.6.. Could you indicate, on average, your household's monthly expenses during the last month? (Please circle 
thethe approximate amount for each category) 

Electricit yy and 
Water r 

(in(in new Leks) 

a.. 0 

b.. 250-1.399 

c.. 1.400-2.299 

d.. 2.300-3.499 

e.. 3.500 or more 

Foodd and Other 
Household d 

Consumptionn (e.g. 
clothing,, washing 

powder,, etc.) 
(in(in new Leks) 

a.. 0 

b.. 4.000 - 14.999 

c.. 15.000-24.999 

d.. 25.000-39.999 

e.. 40.000 or more 

Taxx on Personal 
Income e 

(in(in new Leks) 

a.. 0 

b.. 500-1.499 

c.. 1.500-2.999 

d.. 3.000-9.999 

e.. 10.000 or more 

Taxx on 
Smalll  Business 
(in(in new Leks) 

a.. 0 

b.. 600-1.599 

c.. 1.600-3.599 

d.. 3.600-8.499 

e.. 8.500 or more 

Sociall  Security 
&&  Health 
Insurance e 

(in(in new Leks) 

a.. 0 

b.. 500 - 2.499 

c.. 2.500-4.499 

d.. 4.500 -11.999 

e.. 12.000 or more 

Traveling g 
(in(in new Leks) 

a.. 0 

b.. 50-499 

c.. 500-999 

d.. 1.000-1.999 

e.. 2.000 or more 

C.7.. Is your monthly household income (AFTER paying taxes on personal income or on small business for 
everyy household member) sufficient to fulfil l your monthly minimum living requirements? (Please 
circlecircle only the appropriate answer) 

1.. more than sufficient 
2.. sufficient 
3.. neither  sufficient nor  too littl e 
4.. barely sufficient 
5.. not sufficient at all 

C.8.. Considering current prices, what monthly household income (AFTER paying taxes on personal income or 
onn small business for every household member) would you consider for your household as: 

veryy bad new Leks (fill  out) 
bad... new Leks (fill  out) 
neitherr  bad nor  good new Leks (fill  out) 
goodd new Leks (fill  out) 
veryy good new Leks (fill  out) 
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C.9.. Considering your monthly total personal income, which would be the monthly amount of money you 
wouldd be willing to pay for the tax on personal income or tax on small business? (Please fill out the 
approximateapproximate amount) 

neww Leks 

C.. 10. How satisfied are you with the financial situation of your household? (Please circle one of the numbers of 
thethe scate) 

00 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

6. . 
7. . 
8. . 
9. . 
10. . 

500 - 60 percent 
600 - 70 percent 
700 - 80 percent 
800 - 90 percent 
900 -100 percent 

Nott at all Satisfied Very Satisfied 

D .. Next, we would appreciate if you could give us some information about tax issues, based on the following 
questions. . 

D.l .. What do you think is the percentage of people in Tirana, who have at least one job, who pay the tax on 
personall  income (be this paid by them themselves or by their employers) or the tax on small business? 
(Please(Please circle only one answer) 

1.. 0 - 10 percent 
2.. 10 - 20 percent 
3.. 20 - 30 percent 
4.. 30  40 percent 
5.. 40 - 50 percent 

D.2.. Would you mind telling us which of the following monetary obligations do you and your household pay? 
(Please(Please circle aü the answers that apply, if you pay more than one) 

1.. electricity payments 
2.. tax on personal income (be this paid by you yourself or  your  employer) 
3.. water  payments 
4.. tax on small business 
5.. social security and health insurance 
6.. tax on business profi t 
7.. annual tax on TV 
8.. tax on rental profit s 
9.. other  taxes 
10.. none of the above 

D.3.. Please indicate who pays your tax on personal income or your tax on small business? (Please circle only 
thethe appropriate answer) 

1.. completely my privat e or  state employer 
2.. partl y myself (my privat e or  state employer  pays the rest) 
3.. completely myself 
4.. nobody 
5.. not applicable 
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Iff  you or other household members run a business, where other people are employed as well, could you 
telll  us who pays the tax on personal income of these people? (Please circle only the appropriate 
answer) answer) 

1.. completely the employees 
2.. partl y myself (employees pay the rest) 
3.. completel y mysel f 
4.. nobody 
5.. not applicable 

Pleasee indicate who pays for your social security and health insurance? (Please circle only the 
appropriateappropriate answer) 

1.. completely my privat e or  state employer 
2.. partl y myself (my privat e or  state employer  pays the rest) 
3.. completely myself 
4.. nobody 
5.. not applicable 

Iff  you or other household members run a business, where other people are employed as well, could you 
telll  us who pays for the social security and health insurance of these people? (Please circle only the 
appropriateappropriate answer) 

1.. completely the employees 
2.. partl y myself (employees pay the rest) 
3.. completely myself 
4.. nobody 
5.. not applicable 
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Chapterr 6 

Dataa Analysis and Results 

"On ee should develop the art of economics - an art that both requires knowledge of institutions and of social, 

political ,, and historical phenomena and requires the ability to use available data in a reasonable way in 

discussingg real-world economic issues" 

-- COLANDER (1992:191-98) 

6.1.. Introductio n 

Thiss chapter presents an analysis of the data collected -presented in the previous chapter- and 

thee results obtained The main focus of this analysis is on tax evasion. Aside from information 

aboutt the individuals' background and attitudes, the data contains sufficient information about 

incomee and taxes to estimate the extent of personal income tax evasion, small business 

incomee tax evasion, and social and health insurance tax evasion. This chapter attempts to 

determinee and explain the factors that influence the (extent of) evasion of all three levels of 

taxx evasion by Albanian households. 

Thee predictors used to explain evasion include background variables and individual 

attitudess as obtained in the questionnaire. The attitudes will provide us with an indication of 

thee importance of the institutional setting in Albania in determining tax evasion behavior. We 

wil ll  show that the attitudes measured can to a large extent be related to formal and informal 

institutionss and that these are important determinants of evasion. 

Sectionn 6.2. briefly presents the general tax characteristics of the sample, followed by a 

discussionn of the reliability of these characteristics. Section 6.3. describes the construction of 

thee tax evasion variables and analyzes the outcomes for each variable. An analysis of the 

attitudinall  statements and the underlying attitudinal factors follows in section 6.4. Section 6.5. 

presentss regression models applied to explain tax evasion and the results obtained with 
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respectt to the relationship with the personal background information and the attitudinal 

factors.. In addition, it also analyzes how the background information itself affects the 

attitudinall  factors. Section 6.6. provides a discussion of the results. Section 6.7. concludes. 

6.2.. Sample characteristics with respect to taxes 

Chapterr 5 provides some descriptive statistics on personal, labor market, and financial 

characteristicss of the main income earner as well as the household. This section will focus on 

thee tax characteristics of the sample, which are presented in the tables below, followed by a 

brieff  discussion on the reliability of these characteristics. 

Tablee 6.1 below presents qualitative information regarding tax payments by the main income 

earnerr of the household. The percentage of respondents whose personal income tax is 

deductedd from their monthly salary by their state or private employer appears to be high, 

61.4%.. This is high if we recall from chapter 5 (cf. table 5.2) that the percentages of 

respondentss working in public sector and private sector (with labor contract) are 41.8% and 

10.7%% respectively, hence 52.5% in total. These are the two sectors for which affirmative 

answerss to category 1 of table 6.1 are to be expected. In addition, it is high compared to 

57.1%% of respondents who declared that (either they or their employers) pay their tax on 

personall  income (category 2 of the same table). How can one explain this 61.4% in category 

1?? Those respondents whose tax on personal income was deducted from their monthly salary, 

weree also asked to report the amount of tax deducted. This gave us an opportunity to check 

thee consistency in answering these two questions. A category -"don't know"- was included in 

orderr to control for those individuals who did not know whether either their personal income 

taxx was deducted or the tax amount. The responses to this question are given in italics in 

categoryy 1 of table 6.1. 

Ass table 6.1 shows (category 1), 56.8% of the respondents reported the amount of tax 

deducted,, although the percentage of respondents who "don't know" remained the same. The 

dataa obtained this way represent the corrected version of category 1: 'deducted tax on 

personall  income'. The responses to this version appear to be more consistent with other 

resultss such as the number of respondents working in public sector and private sector (with 

laborr contract), and individuals who declared that (either themselves or their employers) had 
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Tablee 6.1: Qualitative information regarding tax payments by the main income earner 

11 - Deducted tax on personal income / Corrected: 
yes s 
no o 

nott  applicable 
don'tt  know 

22 - Pavment of monetary obligations: 
electricityy costs 

waterr  costs 
taxx on personal income (you or  the employer) 

taxx on small business income 
sociall  and health insurance 

taxx on business profit 
annuall  tax on TV 

taxx on rental profit s 
otherr  taxes 

nonee of the above 
33 - Payment of personal or  business income tax: 

completelyy my employer 
partlyy myself (employer  pays the rest) 

completelyy myself 
nobody y 

nott  applicable 
44 - Pavment of employees' personal income tax: 

completelyy the employees 
partlyy myself (employees pay the rest) 

completelyy myself 
nobody y 

nott  applicable 
55 - Pavment of oersonal social &  health insurance: 

completelyy my employer 
partlyy myself (employer  pays the rest) 

completelyy myself 
nobody y 

nott  applicable 
66 -Pavment of emplovees' social &  health insurance: 

completelyy the employees 
partlyy myself (employees pay the rest) 

completelyy myself 
nobody y 

nott  applicable 

Validd Cases 
1269/7740 0 
119/647 119/647 
248/257 7 
221/227 7 
21/27 7 
1333 3 
1272 2 
1223 3 
761 1 
261 1 
972 2 
169 9 
1072 2 
84 4 

252 2 
25 5 

1289 9 
317 7 
165 5 
394 4 
163 3 
250 0 
976 6 
34 4 
30 0 
134 4 
132 2 
646 6 
1281 1 
331 1 
208 8 
378 8 
165 5 
199 9 
962 2 
31 1 
21 1 
120 0 
121 1 
669 9 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 

61.4/56.5 5 
19.5/22.0 0 
17.4/79.4 4 
1.7/7.5 5 

100 0 
95.4 4 
91.7 7 
57.1 1 
19.6 6 
72.9 9 
12.7 7 
80.4 4 
6.3 3 
18.9 9 
1.9 9 
100 0 
24.6 6 
12.8 8 
30.6 6 
12.6 6 
19.4 4 
100 0 
3.5 5 
3.1 1 
13.7 7 
13.5 5 
66.2 2 
100 0 
24.7 7 
15.5 5 
28.2 2 
12.3 3 
14.9 9 
100 0 
3.2 2 
2.2 2 
12.5 5 
12.6 6 
69.5 5 

(1)) is obtained from the answers to question C.l: "Does your employer (state or private) deduct your personal 
incomee tax from your monthly salary?" 
(2)) is obtained from the answers to question D.2: "Would you mind telling us which of the following monetary 
obligationsobligations do you and your household pay?". Note that for each expenditure category, the number of cases is 
givenn separately. 
(3)(3) is obtained from the answers to question D.3: "Please indicate who pays your tax on personal income or your 
taxx on small business?" 
(4)(4) is obtained from the answers to question D.4: "If you or other household members run a business, where 
otherr people are employed as well, could you tell us who pays the tax on personal income of these people?" 
(5)(5) is obtained from the answers to question D.5: "Please indicate who pays for your social and health 
insurance?" " 
(6)(6) is obtained from the answers to question D.6: "If you or other household members run a business, where 
otherr people are employed as well, could you tell us who pays for the social and health insurance of these 
people?" " 
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paidd their tax on personal income. Therefore, the information obtained from the corrected 

versionn of the 'deducted tax on personal income' was considered more adequate for further 

analysis.. The same can be concluded with respect to the responses of self-employed 

individuals.. As long as they do not have to pay the personal income tax, these individuals are 

expectedd to fall under "not applicable" of category 1. The percentage observed in the initial 

versionn is 17.4% versus 19.4% in the corrected one. The latter corresponds with the 

percentagee of respondents who declare that they pay the small business income tax, 19.6% 

(categoryy 2 of the same table). 

Categoriess 3 and 5 of table 6.1 provide information on who pays the personal or business 

incomee tax and the social and health insurance of the respondent. Categories 4 and 6 contain 

informationn on who pays the personal income tax and the social and health insurance of the 

employee(s),, in case the respondent has an own business where other people are employed. 

Ass expected, the answers in these two categories have almost the same response rate for each 

off  the five responding components. Therefore, only information shown on category 4 will be 

usedd later for further analysis. 

Tablee 6.2: Tax payments by the main income earner of the household 

11 - The amount of tax if deducted 
22 - Personal or business income tax willing 

too be paid 
33 - The percentage of other people's 

paymentt of personal or business income tax 

Validd Cases 
647 7 
1.083 3 

1.270 0 

Mean n 
3.155 5 
2.839 9 

36,5 5 

Standardd deviation 
4.178 8 
3.894 4 

19 9 
(1)(1) is obtained from the answers to question C.l: "Does your employer (state or private) deduct your personal 
incomee tax from your monthly salary? - If Yes, how much?" 
(2)(2) is obtained from the answers to question C.9: "Considering your monthly total personal income, which would 
bee the monthly amount of money you would be willing to pay for the tax on personal income or tax on small 
business?" " 
Note:Note: Average taxes are in the Albanian currency (Lek); in May 2000, the official exchange rates were: 
$1=140.877 Lek or 1 Euro=135.85 Lek 
(3)(3) is obtained from the answers to question D.l: "What do you think is the percentage of people in Tirana, who 
havee at least one job, who pay the tax on personal income (be this paid by them themselves or by their 
employers)) or the tax on small business?" 

Tablee 6.2 provides quantitative information regarding tax payments by the main income 

earnerr of the household. Considering the respondents' monthly total personal income, the 

averagee amount of money they are willing to pay for personal or small business income tax is 



smallerr then the average amount of personal income tax deducted from their monthly salaries. 

Inn this case, the basis of comparison is the personal income tax only. However, we expect that 

thee average personal or business income tax they are willing to pay would be even smaller if 

wee had to compare it with the average amount of small business tax they are supposed or they 

actuallyy pay. 

Itt appears that the respondents' belief of the percentage of other people's payment of 

personall  or business income tax is low, 36,5% on average. This information has sometimes 

beenn used as an indirect indication of the payment of personal or business income tax by the 

respondentss themselves (Webley et al., 1991). 

Thee reliabilit y of information concerning tax evasion 

Referringg back to section 5.5 of the previous chapter, the argument about the reliability of 

answerss to the sensitive questions concerning tax evasion is still to be answered. The 

discussionn of the qualitative and quantitative data presented in table 6.1 above shows that 

informationn obtained with respect to tax evasion is reliable so far. 

However,, we continued our analysis in order to examine this conclusion further. We 

checkedd the reliability of this information by testing for differences across the five Tirana 

regionss -where the survey was conducted- with respect to the extent of all levels of tax 

evasion.1111 Using independent sample t-tests, we observed that the evasion of personal income 

taxx is significantly higher in the Western and Southern regions than in the other regions of 

Tirana,, 48% and 41% respectively. There were no significant differences among regions with 

respectt to the evasion of small business income tax. The social and health insurance tax was 

moree evaded in the Northern and Southern regions, 35% and 33% respectively. These results 

weree to be expected because the Western, Southern and Northern regions of Tirana are the 

poorestt and with the highest number of migrants.112 As will be shown later, the combination 

off  these two characteristics -low income and high number of migrants- is related to high tax 

evasion.. This is again another indication that the information concerning tax evasion in our 

dataa set is reliable. 

1' ''  Recall from chapter  5 that the survey covered the same number  of households in each of the five geographical 
regionss of Tirana. 
""  These three regions are ranked in a declining order  when considering both income and migration elements. 
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6.3.. Construction of the tax evasion variables 

Althoughh the main focus of this study is tax evasion, no direct question about tax evasion was 

raisedd in the questionnaire due to the sensitivity of this topic. This problem was solved by 

askingg some indirect questions to be used as a basis for gathering information about tax 

evasion.. We now turn to the construction of our major variables used to describe tax evasion 

amongg households in Tirana. 

Taxx evasion occurs when individuals do not comply, for example, with their obligations with 

respectt to payment of personal income tax, business income tax, business profit, or social and 

healthh insurance tax. Considering the main economic activities in Albania and the dominance 

off  small business, this study will analyze only evasion of personal income tax, small business 

incomee tax, and social and health insurance tax."3 

•• Evasion of personal income tax 

Accordingg to Albanian law, individuals who are employed in the public or private sector are 

obligedd to pay tax on their personal income. Selecting these individuals/respondents in our 

dataa set,114 information given in response to five of our questions was used as an indication of 

theirr (non)compliance. In other words, given that a respondent is obliged to pay the personal 

incomee tax, the following responses are considered to be an indication of tax evasion: 

(1)) question C . l . = 2 {i.e. the response to the question: 'Does your employer (state or private) deduct your 

personall income tax from your monthly salary' is 'No'} 

Thiss is an indication of evasion because if those respondents whose personal income tax is 

supposedd to be deducted by their employers say that it is not, this means that they are working 

onn an unofficial basis. In case of an 'official' employment, the employer is obliged by law to 

deductt personal income tax from the monthly salary. Consequently, if it is not, the tax on 

personall income is evaded. Table 6.3 presents the frequency distribution of the outcomes. 

Accordingg to this criterion, 16.6% (19%) show an indication of evading taxes. 

1133 Although the questionnaire contains a question about the payment of business profit tax, only large 
enterprisess and corporations are subject to this obligation according to Albanian law. Because the majority of 
businessess in Albania is small and the study unit of this survey is the household, most responses refer to the 
paymentt of small business income tax. 
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Tablee 6.3. The (corrected) deducted tax on personal income of the selected respondents 

Deductedd tax on personal income / Corrected. 
yes s 
no o 

nott applicable* 
don'tt know 

(*)) The 44 cases of this category were self-reported. 

Validd Cases 
8699 / 757 
667/555 5 
1444 /144 
44/44 44/44 
14/14 14/14 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 

76.88 / 73.3 
16.6/19.0 16.6/19.0 

5.1/5.8 5.1/5.8 
1.6/1.8 1.6/1.8 

(2)) questions C.2. - C.3. = 0 {i.e. the response to the question: 'Could you tell us your total personal 

incomee for the last month, BEFORE paying taxes on personal income (be these paid by you or your 

employer)) or on small business; house rent; electricity; water or any other household expenses? Note that 

yourr total personal income should consist of the incomes from all your personal sources of income during 

thee last month* is equal to the response to the question: 'Could you tell us your total personal income for the 

lastt month, AFTER paying taxes on personal income (be these paid by you or your employer) or on small 

business;; house rent; electricity; water or any other household expenses? Note that your total personal 

incomee should consist of the incomes from all your personal sources of income during the last month'} 

Thiss indicates non-compliance because if the reported gross and net incomes are equal, one 

potentiall explanation is the evasion of personal income tax. Table 6.4. presents a frequency 

distributionn of the difference.11512.3% of the respondents show this indication of tax evasion. 

Tablee 6.4. Distribution of the personal income difference of the selected respondents 

Grosss minus net personal income: 
grosss is larger than net income 
grosss is equal to net income 

grosss is smaller than net income 

Validd Cases 

829 9 
710 0 
102 2 
17 7 

Validd Percentages 

100 0 
85.6 6 
12.3 3 
2.1* * 

(*)) A reported gross income smaller than net income is possibly due to confusion or 
randomm error in the responses to the two questions 

(3)) question C.6. = a {i.e. the response to the question: 'Could you indicate, on average, your household's 

monthlyy expenses during the last month?' with respect to the payment of personal income tax is 'Zero'} 

Althoughh the question asks for the household's monthly expenses, we believe that this can be 

ann indication of personal income tax evasion due to the fact that the respondent is the main 

incomee earner of the household. The information obtained is described in the table 6.5. Here 

wee have an indication of 13.9% of the individuals evading taxes. 

1144 The computer program used was SPSS. 
Forr the observed distribution of both incomes, see table 5.3. in chapter 5. 
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Tablee 6.5. Household monthly expenses on personal income tax, for the selected respondents 

Householdd monthly expenses on personal income tax: 
0 0 

500 -- 1,499 
1,500-2,999 9 
3,000-9,999 9 
10,0000 or more 

Validd Cases 
689 9 
96 6 
279 9 
175 5 
115 5 
24 4 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 
13.9 9 
40.5 5 
25.4 4 
16.7 7 
3.5 5 

(4)) question D.2.2. = 0 {i.e. the response to the question: 'Would you mind telling us which of the following 

monetaryy obligation do you and your household pay?' with respect to the payment of personal income tax 

(bee this paid by the respondents themselves or by their employers) is 'Not paid'} 

Iff the selected respondents report that they do not pay their personal income tax, this is 

anotherr indication of personal income tax evasion. Table 6.6 presents the results. 31.4% of the 

respondentss evade paying their personal income tax. 

Tablee 6.6. Payment of personal income tax, for the selected respondents 

Personall income tax fvou or vour employer): 
no o 
yes s 

Validd Cases 
884 4 
278 8 
606 6 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 
31.4 4 
68.6 6 

(5)) question D.3.4. = 1 {i.e. the response to the question: 'Please indicate who pays your tax on personal 

incomee or your tax on small business?' is 'Nobody'} 

Whenn the payment of personal income tax is expected and the answer is that nobody pays it, 

thiss indicates evasion of the personal income tax. Table 6.7 displays the characteristics of 

thesee answers. Here the indication is that 11.5% evade. 

Tablee 6.7. Who pays the personal income tax of the selected respondents 

Whoo Days the personal income tax: 
completelyy my private or state employer 

partlyy myself (my private or state employer pays the rest) 
completelyy myself 

nobody y 
nott applicable 

Validd Cases 
860 0 
291 1 
155 5 
221 1 
99 9 
94 4 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 
33.8 8 
18.0 0 
25.7 7 
11.5 5 
10.9 9 

Wee have now discussed five indications of personal income tax evasion. The observed 

responsess indicating evasion varied from 11.5% to 31.4%. An important reason for this 
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discrepancyy is that respondents are reluctant to admit that they evade. Moreover, some 

respondentss might not know the answer to some questions. As a consequence, it is not 

possiblee to obtain precise information about tax evasion in a questionnaire. One is forced to 

lookk for indications, like we have done here.116 We now adopt the simple, but intuitively 

sensiblee assumption that more indications of tax evasion make it more likely that a respondent 

iss evading taxes. Hence, we simply counted the number of times (out of five) that a 

respondentrespondent fulfilled the criteria listed above. 

Alll in all, a new variable called 'the extent of personal income tax evasion' was created, 

onn the basis of the five indications/questions discussed. For example, a respondent who 

evadedd taxes according to question C.l and C.2 - C.3, but not according to C.6, D.2.2 or 

D.3.44 was considered to have two indications of tax evasion. This variable is used to describe 

aa respondent's evasion behavior with respect to personal income tax. For the purpose of 

regressionn analysis, this variable was sometimes transformed into a binary variable, taking the 

valuee 0 if there was no indication of tax evasion at all, and the value 1 if there was at least one 

indicationn of personal income tax evasion. Table 6.8 summarizes the information obtained 

withh respect to our evasion variables: 

Tablee 6.8: The extent of personal income tax evasion 

Noo tax evasion at all 
Onee indication of evasion 

Twoo indications 
Threee indications 
Fourr indications 
Fivee indications 

Total Total 
Att least one indication 

Validd Cases 
544 4 
146 6 
76 6 
68 8 
43 3 
9 9 

886 886 
342 2 

Validd Percentages 
61.4 4 
16.5 5 
8.6 6 
7.7 7 
4.9 9 
1.0 0 
100 100 
38.6 6 

Theree are a few other questions whose information could be arguably considered as indication of the personal 
incomee tax evasion: (a) Question C.9 (see Appendix 5.1), whose answer, we believe, is a better indication of the 
perceivedd fairness of the tax system in Albania than of personal income tax evasion; and (b) Question D.l (see 
Appendixx 5.1). Although the information obtained by this question is often used as an indirect indication of the 
respondent'ss level of tax evasion, we argue that it is a better indication of the respondent's perception of other 
people'ss level of tax evasion. See table 6.2 for the observed distribution of responses to these two questions. 
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Tablee 6.8 shows that 38.6% of the selected respondents have at least one indication of 

personall income tax evasion. Only 9 individuals (1%) evade this tax based on all five 

indications,, however. 

•• Evasion of small business income tax 

Accordingg to the Albanian law, individuals who are self-employed in their own small 

businesss are obliged to pay the tax on their small business income. To study the extent of 

evasionn of this tax, we proceed in the same way as above. Selecting the 

individuals/respondentss who work in their own business, information given to five questions 

off the questionnaire was used as an indication of their (non)compliance. Indications of the 

evasionn of the tax on small business income are: 

(1)) quest ions C.2. - C.3 . = 0 {i.e. the response to the question: 'Could you tell us your total personal 

incomee for the last month, BEFORE paying taxes on personal income (be these paid by you or your 

employer)) or on small business; house rent; electricity; water or any other household expenses? Note that 

yourr total personal income should consist of the incomes from all your personal sources of income during 

thee last month' is equal to the answer to the question: 'Could you tell us your total personal income for the 

lastt month, AFTER paying taxes on personal income (be these paid by you or your employer) or on small 

business;; house rent; electricity; water or any other household expenses? Note that your total personal 

incomee should consist of the incomes from all your personal sources of income during the last month'} 

Thiss indicates non-compliance because if the reported gross and net incomes are equal, one 

potentiall explanation is the evasion of small business income tax. Table 6.9 shows the 

distribution.. According to this criterion, 9.7% of the respondents evade their small business 

incomee tax. 

Tablee 6.9: Distribution of the small business income difference of the selected respondents 

Grosss minus net personal income: 
grosss is larger than net income 
grosss is equal to net income 

grosss is smaller than net income 

Validd Cases 

269 9 
230 0 
26 6 
13 3 

Validd Percentages 

100 0 
85.5 5 
9.7 7 

4.8* * 

(*)) A reported gross income smaller than net income is possibly due to confusion or 
randomm error in the responses to the two questions 
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(2)) question C.6. = a {i.e. the response to the question: 'Could you indicate, on average, your household's 

monthlyy expenses during the last month?* with respect to the payment of small business income tax is 

'Zero'} } 

Ass with 'the extent of personal income tax', we believe that this provides an indication of tax 

evasionn by the respondent. Table 6.10 below shows the results. According to this measure, 

22%% evade. 

Tablee 6.10: Household monthly expenses on small business income tax, for the selected 

respondents s 

Householdd monthlv expenses on small business income tax: 
0 0 

600-1,599 9 
1,600-3,599 9 
3,600-8,499 9 
8,5000 or more 

Valid d 
Cases s 
214 4 
47 7 
35 5 
33 3 
43 3 
56 6 

Valid d 
Percentages s 

100 0 
22.0 0 
16.4 4 
15.4 4 
20.1 1 
26.2 2 

(3)) question D.2.4. = 0 {i.e. the response to the question: 'Would you mind telling us which of the following 

monetaryy obligation do you and your household pay?' with respect to the payment of small business income 

taxx is 'Not paid'} 

Iff the selected respondents report that they do not pay their small business income tax, this is 

anotherr indication of business income tax evasion. Table 6.11 presents the frequency 

distributionn of the results. Here, we estimate that 47.3% of the respondents evade. 

Tablee 6.11: Payment of small business income tax, for the selected respondents 

Smalll business income tax: 
no o 
yes s 

Validd Cases 
300 0 
142 2 
158 8 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 
47.3 3 
52.7 7 

(4)) question D.3.4. = 1 {i.e. the response to the question: 'Please indicate who pays your tax on personal 

incomee or your tax on small business?' is 'Nobody'} 

Whenn the payment of small business income tax is expected and the answer is that nobody 

payss it, this indicates evasion. Table 6.12 displays the distribution of the answers. 17.5% 

evadee according to this criterion. 
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Tablee 6.12: Who pays the small business income tax of the selected respondents 

Whoo pays the small business income tax: 
completelyy my private or state employer 

partlyy myself (my private or state employer pays the rest) 
completelyy myself 

nobody y 
nott applicable 

Validd Cases 
291 1 
20 0 
9 9 

172 2 
51 1 
39 9 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 
6.9 9 
3.1 1 

59.1 1 
17.5 5 
13.4 4 

(5)) question D.4.4. = 1 {i.e. the response to the question: 'If you or other household members run a 

business,, where other people are employed as well, could you tell us who pays the tax on personal income 

off these people?' is 'Nobody'} 

Thee information obtained from this question shows the extent to which small businesses fail 

(aree not willing) to deduct the personal income tax from their employees' salaries. This is 

anotherr (albeit indirect) indication of the small business income tax evasion. Table 6.13 gives 

ann overview. 17.6% of the respondents indicate that no one pays income tax on their 

employees'' salaries. This may indicate that these businesses are unregistered or employ 

unregisteredd labor, hence they will evade small business income tax as well. 

Tablee 6.13: Who pays the personal income tax of the employees of the selected respondents 

Whoo pavs the personal income tax of employees: 
completelyy the employees 

partlyy myself (employees pay the rest) 
completelyy myself 

nobody y 
nott applicable 

Validd Cases 
262 2 

6 6 
8 8 
76 6 
46 6 
126 6 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 
2.3 3 
3.1 1 

29.0 0 
17.6 6 
48.1 1 

Ass with the personal income tax, the five indications of evasion117 (varying between 9.7% and 

47.3%)) were used to create a new variable, called 'the extent of small business income tax 

evasion'.. Again, both a categorical and binary form were used for the regression analysis. 

Tablee 6.14 presents the frequency distribution of the outcomes: 

1177 Another question -Question D.6 (see Appendix 5.1)- could be arguably considered as an indication of the 
smalll business income tax evasion. The answers to this question show the extent to which businesses fail (are not 
willing)) to deduct part of the social and health insurance from their employees' salaries and pay the rest 
themselves.. We show in section 6.2. that these answers are almost the same as the ones provided from question 
D.4.. (see table 6.1). Consequently, question D.4. was considered to be sufficient. 
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Tablee 6.14: The extent of small business income tax evasion 

Noo tax evasion at all 
Onee indication of evasion 

Twoo indications 
Threee indications 
Fourr indications 
Fivee indications 

Total Total 
Att least one indication 

Validd Cases 

131 1 
82 2 
46 6 
30 0 
12 2 
0 0 

301 301 
170 0 

Validd Percentages 

43.5 5 
27.2 2 
15.3 3 
10.0 0 
4.0 0 
0 0 

100 100 
56.5 5 

Tablee 6.14 shows that 56.5% of the selected respondents have at least one indication of small 

businesss income tax evasion. However, no individual seems to evade this tax based on the all 

fivee indications. 

•• Evasion of social and health insurance tax 

Accordingg to Albanian law, all individuals who work (including the self-employed) are 

obligedd to pay either part or all of their social and health insurance tax. Selecting these 

individuals/respondentss in our data set, information given to four questions of the 

questionnairee was used as an indication of their evasion: 

(1)) questions C.2. - C .3 . = 0 {i.e. the response to the question: 'Could you tell us your total personal 

incomee for the last month, BEFORE paying taxes on personal income (be these paid by you or your 

employer)) or on small business; house rent; electricity; water or any other household expenses? Note that 

yourr total personal income should consist of the incomes from all your personal sources of income during 

thee last month' is equal to the response to the question: 'Could you tell us your total personal income for the 

lastt month, AFTER paying taxes on personal income (be these paid by you or your employer) or on small 

business;; house rent; electricity; water or any other household expenses? Note that your total personal 

incomee should consist of the incomes from all your personal sources of income during the last month'} 

Iff the difference between the reported gross and net income is zero, this is an indication that 

thee social and health insurance tax is evaded. Table 6.15 provides some descriptive statistics. 

Wee find an indication that 12% of the respondents evade their social and health insurance tax. 
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Tablee 6.15: Characteristics of the social and health insurance tax 

Grosss minus net personal income: 
grosss is larger than net income 

grosss is equal to net income 
grosss is smaller than net income 

Validd Cases 

1,040 0 
888 8 
125 5 
27 7 

Validd Percentages 

100 0 
85.4 4 
12.0 0 
2.6* * 

(*)) A reported gross income smaller than net income is possibly due to confusion or 
randomm error in the responses to the two questions 

(2)) question C.6. = a {i.e. the response to the question: 'Could you indicate, on average, your household's 

monthlyy expenses during the last month?' with respect to the payment of social and health insurance is 

'Zero'} } 

Iff the selected respondents report that they do not spend any money on social and health 

insurancee tax, this indicates its evasion (10.8% of the valid cases). 

Thee answers to this question are presented below in table 6.16. 

Tablee 6.16: Household monthly expenses on social and health insurance tax, for the selected 

respondents s 

Householdd monthly expenses on social & 
healthh insurance tax: 

0 0 
5000 - 2,499 

2,5000 - 4,499 
4,500-11,999 9 
12,0000 or more 

Validd Cases 

931 1 
101 1 
513 3 
244 4 
61 1 
12 2 

Validd Percentages 

100 0 
10.8 8 
55.1 1 
26.2 2 
6.6 6 
1.3 3 

(3)) question D.2 .5 . = 0 {i.e. the response to the question: 'Would you mind telling us which of the following 

monetaryy obligation do you and your household pay?' with respect to the payment of social and health 

insurancee is 'Not paid'} 

Iff the selected respondents report that they do not pay their social and health insurance tax, 

thiss indicates evasion of this tax. Table 6.17 displays the descriptive statistics and indicates 

thatt 21.7% evade. 
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Tablee 6.17: Payment of social and health insurance tax by the selected respondents 

Sociall and health insurance tax: 
no o 
yes s 

Validd Cases 
1,122 2 
243 3 
879 9 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 
21.7 7 
78.3 3 

(4)) question D.5.4. = 1 {i.e. the response to the question: 'Please indicate who pays your social and health 

insurancee tax?' is 'Nobody'} 

Thiss is another indication of social and health insurance tax evasion. The outcomes are 

presentedd in table 6.18 below. Here, 12.8% evade. 

Tablee 6.18: Who pays the social and health insurance tax of the selected respondents 

Whoo pavs the social and health insurance tax: 
completelyy my private or state employer 

partlyy myself (my private or state employer pays the rest) 
completelyy myself 

nobody y 
nott applicable 

Validd Cases 
1,090 0 
302 2 
199 9 
346 6 
139 9 
104 4 

Validd Percentages 
100 0 
27.7 7 
18.3 3 
31.7 7 
12.8 8 
9.5 5 

Inn conclusion, a third new variable, called 'the extent of social and health insurance evasion 

tax',, was created, in the same categorical and binary form as above. Table 6.19 provides the 

frequencyy distribution of the results. 

Tablee 6.19: The extent of social and health insurance evasion tax 

Noo tax evasion at all 
Onee indication of evasion 

Twoo indications 
Threee indications 
Fourr indications 
Fivee indications 

Total Total 
Att least one indication 

Validd Cases 
780 0 
169 9 
105 5 
55 5 
0 0 
16 6 

1125 1125 
345 5 

Validd Percentages 
69.3 3 
15.0 0 
9.3 3 
4.9 9 
0 0 
1.4 4 
100 100 
30.7 7 

Tablee 6.19 indicates that 30.7% of the selected respondents have at least one indication of the 

evasionn of social and health insurance tax. Only 16 individuals (1.4%) evade insurance tax 

basedd on all five indications, however. 
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Too sum up, three variables were created for the purpose of this study: the extent of personal 

incomee tax evasion, the extent of small business income tax evasion and the extent of social 

andd health insurance tax evasion. According to these variables, individuals employed in their 

ownn business evade most, 56.5%. This was to be expected because evasion is easiest for this 

groupp given that they have to self-declare their income. Considering the circumstances -

deductionn of taxes by the employer- the extents of personal income tax evasion and social and 

healthh insurance tax evasion are high, 38.6% and 30.7% respectively. These figures might be 

explainedd by the existence of unregistered businesses (which consequently do not employ 

officiall labor) or registered businesses, which employ individuals without labor contract in 

orderr to avoid paying the relevant taxes. This implies that these unofficially employed 

individualss (respondents) do not pay any tax on personal income or social and health 

insurance. . 

Wee can use our data for a first comparison of evasion of different taxes across 

groups.1188 Consider the respondents who (should) pay both personal income tax and insurance 

taxx and those who (should) pay small business tax as well as insurance tax. For the former 

group,, paired samples t-tests show that the extent of insurance tax evasion (26.7%) is 

significantlyy lower than the extent of personal income tax evasion (38.5%) (t=8.33, p<0.01, 

N=824).. For the latter group, the extent of insurance tax evasion (44.4%) is significantly 

lowerr than the extent of small business income tax evasion (54.8%) (t=3.32, p<0.01, N=239). 

Comparingg individuals who are supposed to pay (only) personal income tax with those liable 

too (only) small business income tax, independent samples t-tests reveal that the respondents 

employedd in their own business evade more (54.2%) than the other respondents (38.5%). This 

resultt is significant at the 1% level (t=-4.39). 

Thesee results altogether indicate that the evasion is highest for small business income 

taxx and lowest for social and health insurance tax, with evasion of personal income tax in 

betweenn these two. 

6.4.. Attitudes towards tax evasion 

Thee questionnaire contains several statements aimed at estimating the respondents' attitudes 

towardss tax evasion. These statements cover various issues, which are expected to be 

1188 Note that some individuals are liable to more than one type of tax. 
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correlatedd with tax evasion. Table 6.20 presents the frequency distribution of the responses to 

eachh statement. 

Tablee 6.20: Attitudinal information of the main income earner regarding tax payments (in 

validd percentages) 

11 - The tax system in Albania is quite applicable to 
thee economic situation in the country 
22 -1 pay the taxes I am supposed to 
33 - Taxes are low in Albania 
44 - The Albanian government deserves to be 
supported d 
55 - The moral attitude of Albanians towards taxes is 
low w 
66 - Corruption in Albania is high 
7 - 11 (We) haven't paid taxes in the past, so I do not 
findd any reason for paying now 
8-11 would pay taxes if my income were higher 
99 - Our country is characterized by political stability 
100 - Anyone is allowed to evade taxes in order to 
maximizee his/her profit 
111 - I do not feel like paying taxes as long as the 
governmentt cannot be trusted 
122 - I would pay taxes if other people would pay 
taxess too 
13-- Audit rules on tax compliance are efficiently and 
equallyy enforced by the relevant state institutions 
144 - People should pay taxes because if they do, they 
willl benefit from them (e.g. better roads, more parks, 
moree schools, etc.) 
155 - Not paying social and health insurance today, 
wouldd cause serious financial problems for me in the 
futuree (e.g. no pension benefits) 
166 - The majority of people in Albania do not pay 
taxes s 
177 - The average income of the majority of 
Albanianss is low 
18-11 think everyone is morally obliged to pay taxes 
199 - The Albanian public is continuously informed 
aboutt tax legislation and any problems are quickly 
clarified d 

Strongly y 
agree e 
6.4 4 

53.8 8 
10.2 2 
30.9 9 

37.2 2 

67.0 0 
14.3 3 

60.4 4 
15.5 5 
22.2 2 

27.2 2 

42.4 4 

15.2 2 

68,6 6 

80.9 9 

37.6 6 

72.6 6 

73.5 5 
18.9 9 

MUdly y 
agree e 
26.1 1 

24.5 5 
14.3 3 
21.0 0 

22.8 8 

11.3 3 
15.2 2 

14.0 0 
18.3 3 
18.2 2 

19.0 0 

16.0 0 

15.2 2 

17.3 3 

10.9 9 

29.9 9 

13.4 4 

15.7 7 
24.3 3 

Neither, , 
nor r 
20.1 1 

10.7 7 
19.1 1 
18.2 2 

19.7 7 

13.3 3 
18.2 2 

6.8 8 
14.6 6 
14.2 2 

14.6 6 

10.1 1 

26.4 4 

8.0 0 

3.8 8 

20.6 6 

8.5 5 

6.0 0 
18.7 7 

MUdly y 
disagree e 

20.4 4 

6.0 0 
20.3 3 
7.9 9 

10.7 7 

4.2 2 
19.5 5 

8.7 7 
14.7 7 
14.8 8 

15.9 9 

11.2 2 

20.6 6 

2.7 7 

1.4 4 

7.8 8 

3.3 3 

2.3 3 
16.4 4 

Strongly y 
disagree e 

27.0 0 

5.0 0 
36.1 1 
22.0 0 

9.6 6 

4.1 1 
32.8 8 

10.1 1 
36.9 9 
30.6 6 

23.4 4 

20.3 3 

22.6 6 

3.4 4 

3.0 0 

4.0 0 

2.3 3 

2.6 6 
21.7 7 

Total l 
cases s 
1288 8 

1273 3 
1269 9 
1268 8 

1253 3 

1278 8 
1233 3 

1257 7 
1269 9 
1256 6 

1254 4 

1254 4 

1260 0 

1282 2 

1284 4 

1279 9 

1288 8 

1282 2 
1278 8 

(11 - 19) are obtained from the answers to 19 statements in question D.7: 'To what extent do you agree or 
disagreee with the following statements by different people?" 

Tablee 6.20. displays information on the attitudes of the main income earner of the household 

withh respect to tax payments. 53.8% of the respondents feel strongly that they pay the taxes 

theyy are supposed to pay. However, 60% agree that the moral attitude of Albanians towards 
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taxess is low, although 73.5% strongly agree that everyone is morally obliged to pay taxes. 

52.3%% seems to disagree that their past affects their tax attitude in the present. 42.4% strongly 

agreee that their tax payments are dependent on other people's payments. In addition, 67.5% of 

thee respondents agree that the majority of Albanians do not pay taxes. 68.6% strongly believe 

thatt the payment of taxes will benefit them in terms of public goods. Moreover, 80.9% are 

awaree of the financial problems that might occur in the future if they do not pay their social 

andd health insurance tax at the present. 

Next,, we will try to summarize the attitudes expressed in the responses to these statements in 

aa limited number of underlying factors. However, the three statements: 'I would pay taxes if 

myy income were higher', 'I do not feel like paying taxes as long as the government cannot be 

trusted',, and 'I would pay taxes if other people would pay taxes too' were not included in the 

analysiss due to their conditional character. In other words, it was unclear whether the obtained 

informationn was referring to the first or the second part of the statements. The remaining 16 

statementss were the subject of our factor analysis. This analysis aims to identify underlying 

factorss that explain the pattern of correlation within a set of observed variables. When this is 

achieved,, one or more groupings of correlated variables can be created, depending on the 

numberr of explanatory factors. This is called the data reduction procedure, which in other 

wordss identifies a small number of factors that explain most of the variance observed in a 

largerr number of existing variables (Nie et al., 1975). 

Thee extraction of initial factors was done via the principal-component analysis, which 

exploress the data-reduction possibilities by constructing a set of new variables on the basis of 

thee interrelations exhibited in the data. In this approach, the new variables are defined as exact 

mathematicall transformations of the original data. This yields a first set of factors, the 'initial 

factors'.. The initial factors are usually extracted in such a way that factors are independent 

fromm each other (i.e., factors are orthogonal). Finally, the data reduction process is finished 

withh a transformation of the initial factor into a final ('terminal') set of factors that maximize 

thee variance explained.'l9 

1199 The initial factors were transformed into terminal factors via the orthogonal rotation method VARIMAX, 
whichh is known to achieve simpler and theoretically more meaningful factor patterns. The orthogonal factors are 
uncorrelatedd and mathematically easy to handle. 
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Thee most important results of our factor analysis are displayed in the tables below. 

Tablee 6.21: Total variance explained of five selected factors 

Initiall Eigenvalue (>1) 

Factorr I 
Factorr II 
Factorr III 
Factorr IV 
Factorr V 

Totall variance explained 

Magnitude e 

3.104 4 
1.915 5 
1.490 0 
1.193 3 
1.005 5 

Percentagee of 
Variance e 

19.4 4 
12.0 0 
9.3 3 
7.5 5 
6.3 3 
54.4 4 

Tablee 6.21 and the Scree plot show that the factor analysis yielded 5 factors with 

eigenvalues1200 >1, which together explain 54.4% of the total variance. However, the first three 

factorss appear to explain most of the variance. 

Tablee 6.22: Component matrix of the five factors 

1.. Appropriate tax system for Albania 
2.. Payment of supposed taxes 
3.. Low taxes in Albania 
4.. Supported Albanian government 
5.. Low tax morality of Albanians 
6.. High corruption in Albania 
7.. Tax mentality 
9.. Political stability in Albania 
10.. Allowance to evade tax to max profit 
13.. Efficient audit rules 
14.. Payment: more public goods 
15.. Non-payment of insurance: financially serious 
16.. Majority of Albanians no tax 
17.. Average low income in Albania 
18.. Morally obliged to pay taxes 
19.. Albanians are continuously informed about taxes 
andd any problems are quickly clarified 

Factors s 

I I 
.644 4 
.252 2 
.551 1 
.693 3 

-.412 2 

.667 7 

.654 4 

-.400 0 

.599 9 

II I 
-.254 4 

-.324 4 

.695 5 

.252 2 

.468 8 

.746 6 

III I 

-.398 8 

.783 3 

.727 7 

.361 1 

IV V 

.268 8 

.239 9 

.727 7 

.487 7 

.554 4 

.370 0 

-.222 2 

V V 
.328 8 
.424 4 
.336 6 

-.243 3 
.271 1 
.815 5 

Note:Note: Numbers in the table represent the regression weights, or in other words, the regression coefficients of 
factorss to describe a given variable (statement). Low weights means poor description, therefore the displayed 
selectionn is made for loadings > .2 or < -.2. 
Recalll that statements 8, 11 and 12 were not included in the analysis. 

122 'Eigenvalue' is a special measure of the relative importance of a factor, or in other words, it is a measure of 
thee variance explained by a factor. In general, only factors with 'eigenvalue' >1 are considered to be significant. 
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Tablee 6.22 presents the correlation coefficients between the statements and the selected 

factors.. In other words, it shows how much of the variance of each statement is accounted for 

byy each factor. Loadings of variable 2 'Payment of supposed taxes' and variable 17 'Average 

loww income in Albania' are more or less equally distributed in more than one factor. This 

meanss they measure more than one theoretical dimension, therefore they were also dropped 

fromm the group analysis. After these changes, 13 statements121 were again subjected to factor 

analysis.. In this case, three factors explained most of the total variance. When selecting for 

onlyy three factors, the total variance explained and the final matrix appear as in table 6.23.122 

Tablee 6.23: Total variance explained by three selected factors 

Initiall Eigenvalue (>1) 
Factorr I 
Factorr II 
Factorr III 

Totall variance explained 

Magnitude e 
2.783 3 
1.570 0 
1.424 4 

Percentagee of Variance 
21.4 4 
12.1 1 
11.0 0 
44.4 4 

Ass expected, the total variance explained by only three factors is lower, to wit 44.4%. The 

firstt factor explains about half of this variance, while the other two explain the rest almost 

equally. . 

Tablee 6.24: Component matrix of the three orthogonal rotated factors 

1.. Appropriate tax system for Albania 
3.. Low taxes in Albania 
4.. Supported Albanian government 
6.. High corruption in Albania 
7.. Tax mentality 
9.. Political stability in Albania 
10.. Allowance to evade tax to max profit 
13.. Efficient audit rules 
14.. Payment: more public goods 
15.. Non-payment of insurance: financially serious 
16.. Majority of Albanians no tax 
18.. Morally obliged to pay taxes 
19.. Albanians are continuously informed about taxes 
andd any problems are quickly clarified 

Factors s 
I I 

.725 5 

.644 4 

.652 2 
-.417 7 

.697 7 

.571 1 

.599 9 

II I 

-.220 0 

.752 2 

.559 9 

.275 5 

.712 2 

III I 

.286 6 

.681 1 

.752 2 

.558 8 

Note:Note: The displayed selection is made for loadings > .2 or < -.2. 

Anotherr statement 'The moral attitude of Albanians towards taxes is low' was also dropped in order to keep 
thee analysis simple. 
1222 The correlation matrix among factors is not displayed because in an orthogonal solution, the correlation 
betweenn factors is arbitrarily determined to be zero. 
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Tablee 6.24 presents the correlation coefficients between the selected statements and the three 

mainn factors. The weighted loadings provide a clear distribution of statements across factors, 

withh one slightt exemption, namely statement 6 'High corruption in Albania'. 

Ass a result, our factor analysis reduced the 13 selected attitudinal variables in three main 

groupings.. By carefully considering the statements combined in the same factor, one can try 

too interpret the underlying common attitude. This exercise yields the following interpretation 

andd grouping: 

I.I. Attitudes about institutional setting & development 

1.. The tax system in Albania is quite applicable to the economic situation in the country 

2.. Taxes are low in Albania 

3.. The Albanian government deserves to be supported 

4.. Corruption in Albania is high 

5.. Our country is characterized by political stability 

6.. Audit rules on tax compliance are efficiently and equally enforced by the relevant state 

institutions s 

7.. The Albanian public is continuously informed about tax legislation and any problems are 

quicklyy clarified 

1111 Attitudes about tax morality 

1.. People should pay taxes because if they do, they will benefit from them (e.g. better roads, 

moree parks, more schools, etc.) 

2.. Not paying social and health insurance today, would cause serious financial problems for 

mee in the future (e.g. no pension benefits) 

3.. I think everyone is morally obliged to pay taxes 

HI.HI. Attitudes about tax mentality & experience 

1.. I (We) haven't paid taxes in the past, so I do not find any reason for paying now 

2.. Anyone is allowed to evade taxes in order to maximize his/her profit 

3.. The majority of people in Albania do not pay taxes 
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Whenn these main groupings were determined, factor analysis calculated factor scores for each 

individuall case in our sample (N=1340).123 There is one variable per respondent's score for 

eachh of the three factors (groupings). This variable summarizes the respondent's answers to 

thee statements in each factor. The meaning and intuition behind these scores will be further 

explainedd in section 6.5. 

Thee variables (statements) grouped in the three factors were subjected to reliability analysis. 

Thee model applied was Alpha (Cronbach), which provides a coefficient between 0 and 1, 

estimatingg the internal consistency among the variables in each group. A Cronbach's alpha 

coefficientt close to 1 means a high internal consistency. This coefficient for each group is 

shownn in table 6.25 below. 

Tablee 6.25: The internal consistency among the variables in each group 

I.. Attitudes about the institutional setting & 
development t 

II.. Attitudes about tax morality 
III.. Attitudes about tax mentality & experience 

Validd Cases 

1174 4 

1261 1 
1197 7 

No.. of 
Variables s 

7 7 

3 3 
3 3 

Alpha a 

.625 5 

.495 5 

.437 7 

Notee that the variables within the first group Attitudes about institutional setting and 

developmentdevelopment are more highly correlated than the variables in the other two groups. This was 

too be expected after observing relatively high weights of component I in table 6.24. 

6.5.. The relationship between tax evasion and other data characteristics 

Basedd on the main research questions as discussed in chapter 1, several hypotheses from the 

existingg literature can be derived. We do the following. These hypotheses will be tested for 

thee three types of tax evasion -'personal income', 'small business income' and 'insurance 

premium'-- separately.124 The analyses will be presented in three steps for each of them. First, 

thee relationship between the extent of tax evasion and personal characteristics (i.e., gender, 

age,, family status, etc.); household characteristics (i.e., family size, emigration of family 

Thee distribution of factor scores is characterized by a mean with value 0 and standard deviation of value 1. 
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members,, etc.); labor market characteristics (i.e., main occupation, sector employment, etc.); 

andd income will be explored. Second, the analysis will proceed with the relationship between 

thee extent of tax evasion and the attitudinal factors derived above. Last, the attitudinal factors 

themselvess will be analyzed with respect to some background characteristics. 

6.5.1.. The extent of tax evasion and background information 

Thee background information gathered from the questionnaire includes personal 

characteristics,, household characteristics, labor market characteristics, income and other 

characteristicss related to the informal sector. We will first present the existing hypotheses 

aboutt the influence of each of these characteristics on tax evasion. When no relationship is 

hypothesizedd in the literature, we will derive our own. Regression analyses to test these 

hypothesess will follow. These and other regression results will be extensively discussed in a 

separatee section, following the presentation of all our results. 

P-- Tax evasion and personal characteristics 

Thee main hypotheses about the influence of personal characteristics on the extent of tax 

evasionn are the following: 

PI)) Females evade less than males 

Giesee and Hoffman (1999) and Gèrxhani and Schram (2001) have confirmed this hypothesis 

usingg experimental methods, whereas Isachsen and Strom (1985) use econometric methods. 

P2)) Evasion decreases with age 

P3)) Married people evade more than singles 

Hypothesess 2 and 3 have been supported by Clotfelter (1983) using econometric methods. 

P4)) Evasion increases with the level of education 

Stulhoferr (1997) found support for this hypothesis using econometric analysis. 

Fromm now on, they will be referred to as PITE (personal income tax evasion); BITE (business income tax 
evasion)) and ITE (insurance tax evasion). 
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H-- Tax evasion and household characteristics 

Thee literature does not say much about this relationship. However, our field data contains 

informationn on household characteristics. Therefore we decided to test some hypothetical 

correlations: : 

HI)) Evasion increases with family size 

Wee believe that, on average, the larger the size of a household, more evasion will take place. 

Thiss is related to the financial problems characterizing a large family in an underdeveloped 

country. . 

H2)) Personal income tax evasion decreases, while business income tax evasion may either 

increasee or decrease with the number of family members living abroad 

Thee influence of emigration on tax evasion is debatable. On one hand, more family members 

emigratingg means a better financial situation for the household, therefore less economic 

reasonn to evade. On the other hand, a better financial situation may mean a higher investment 

inn small business activities, hence more opportunities for evasion. Hence, a negative 

correlationn is predicted for PITE, whereas BITE may either have a positive or a negative 

correlation. . 

L-- Tax evasion and labor market characteristics 

Thee main hypotheses about the influence of labor market characteristics on the extent of tax 

evasionn are the following: 

LI)) Smaller enterprises evade taxes more 

Franicevicc (1997) and Johnson et al. (1999) have derived this hypothesis theoretically. They 

arguee that because these enterprises are small, they are exposed to far less risk of being 

monitored.. Hence, they have greater opportunities to underreport their income. 

L2)) We believe that respondents, whose sector allows them to evade taxes, would do so. For 

example,, individuals who work in their own business or who do any other work without labor 

contractt (such as in the private sector, family business, and occasional and seasonal work) are 
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hypothesizedd to evade more. Conversely, individuals who work in the state sector or in the 

privatee sector (with labor contract) will evade less. Originally Hart (1971 and 1973) and later 

otherss have argued theoretically that self-employed people are the main source of evasion due 

too their freedom in reporting their different kinds of income. 

Generally,, the literature attributes the relationship between occupation and evasion to the 

sectorr where individuals work. We do not have any prediction about the effect of occupation. 

However,, we include the information on occupation in our analysis in order to see the effect 

remainingg after we control for the sector where individuals work. 

I-- Tax evasion and income 

Theree are two contradictory hypotheses on the influence of income on the extent of tax 

evasion: : 

11)) Franicevic (1997) and Isachsen and Strom (1985) have concluded, using econometric 

methods,, that tax evasion is negatively correlated with income, whereas 

12)) Giese and Hoffman (1999) have shown experimentally that tax evasion increases with 

income. . 

O-- Tax evasion and other aspects of the informal sector 

Thee data obtained from the field survey contain information on other aspects of the informal 

sector,, mainly on the informal labor market. The following hypothesis will be tested in 

relationn to tax evasion. 

Ol)) Evasion increases with the level of internal migration 

Andersonn (1998) argues that in many countries, the growth of the informal sector is 

associatedd with migration from small towns to big cities but especially from rural areas to 

urbann centers. New migrants arrive without jobs, providing a large pool of labor for informal 

'employment'.. Because informal employment opens the possibility of evasion, migration is 

hypothesizedd to enhance evasion. 
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Regressionn analysis 

Inn order to test these hypotheses, we ran regressions. The choice variables we want to explain 

are:: the extent of personal income tax evasion, the extent of small business income tax 

evasionn and the extent of insurance tax evasion. Denote these variables by PITE, BITE and 

ITE,ITE, respectively. We ran two regressions in order to get a better understanding of the data. 

Thee basic model of these regressions is: Extent of tax evasion = f (personal characteristics, 

householdd characteristics, labor market characteristics, income, other aspects of the informal 

sector).. These involve different dependent variables derived from PITE, BITE and ITE. 

Consideringg their ordinal nature (see tables 6.8, 6.14, 6.19), regression model A is an ordered 

probitt model with PITE, BITE and ITE as dependent variables. For model B, we transformed 

PITE,PITE, BITE and ITE, defining dummy variables PITE', BITE' and ITE'. PITE', BITE' and 

ITE'=0,ITE'=0, if PITE, BITE and ITE=0 and PITE', BITE' and ITE'-\, otherwise. In other words, 

PITE',PITE', BITE' and ITE' are equal to 1 if the respondents have at least one indication of the 

evasionn concerned. Model B is a logit regression with dependent variables PITE', BITE' and 

ITE'.ITE'. Note that model A attempts to explain the extent of evasion as measured by the number 

off indications (see section 6.3) whereas model B is meant to explain any indication of 

evasion. . 

Thee independent variables consist of a basic set used in all models of evasion and some 

additionall variables used to explain only some of the dependent variables. The basic set of 

independentt variables included the following: 

•• Gender is a dummy variable with value 0 for males and 1 for females 

Followingg hypothesis PI, we expect a negative coefficient for this variable. 

•• Age is the respondent's age divided by 100 

Followingg hypothesis P2, we expect a negative coefficient. 

•• Family Status is a dummy variable equal to 0 for single respondents and 1 for married 

respondents s 

Followingg hypothesis P3, we expect a positive coefficient. 

•• Education is introduced in the regressions by using the dummy variables. To avoid the 

dummyy trap the reference category Highdum (with value 1 if the respondents had a higher 

educationn and 0 otherwise) is not included in the regression. The categories of education 

variablee used in the regressions are: 
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(a)) NoEd is a dummy variable with value 1 if the respondents had no education and 0 

otherwise e 

(b)) LowEd is a dummy variable with value 1 if the respondents had attended the primary 

orr primary and secondary school and 0 otherwise 

(c)) GymEd is a dummy variable with value 1 if the respondents had attended the 

gymnasiumm (the high school) and 0 otherwise 

Followingg hypothesis P4 and taking into account that the highest level is the reference 

dummy,, we expect a negative coefficient of these variables, increasing from NoEd to GymEd. 

•• Family Size is the total number of household members (including the respondent) 

Followingg hypothesis HI, we expect a positive coefficient. 

•• Emigration is the number of household members who live abroad and support their 

householdd financially 

Followingg hypothesis H2, we expect a negative coefficient for PITE, and either a positive or a 

negativee coefficient for BITE. In addition, the Emigration variable is one of the variables with 

aa high number of missing values (N=93, 25 and 111 for PITE, BITE and ITE respectively). 

Becausee the missing values may not be randomly distributed across our sample, the following 

additionall variable was created in order to control for potential group characteristics in these 

missingg values. 

•• Missing Emigration is a dummy variable with value 1 if the responses to the Emigration 

variablee are missing values and 0 otherwise 

•• Personal Gross Income is the personal monthly gross income of the respondent divided 

byy 10000. 

Followingg hypotheses II and 12, either a positive or a negative coefficient can be expected. 

•• Migration is measured by the following two variables: 

(a)) CentNcent is a dummy variable with value 1 if the respondents lived in other areas than 

thee center of Albania before 1991 and 0 if they lived in the center. 

(b)) RurUrb is a dummy variable with value 0 if the respondents lived in an urban area before 

19911 and 1 if they lived in a rural area. 

AA positive coefficient for both of these variables is expected on the basis of hypothesis 01 . 

Thee additional variables used to explain PITE and ITE only are the following: 
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•• Occupation variable is introduced in the regressions by using dummy variables while 

avoidingg the dummy trap. This variable was not included in the analysis of BITE because 

thee occupation of the respondents, liable to the small business income tax, is primarily 

SmallSmall Businessman. The reference category for both PITE and ITE is Worker, equal to 1 

forr those respondents who are workers and 0 otherwise. Occupation is another variable 

withh a high number of missing values. Therefore, the regression analysis includes a 

variablee to represent the missing values on occupation. The categories of occupation used 

inn the PITE and ITE regressions were:' 5 

(a)) Engin is a dummy variable equal to 1 for those respondents who are engineers and 0 

otherwise e 

(b)) Busines is a dummy variable equal to 1 for those respondents who are small 

businessmenn and 0 otherwise 

Becausee businessmen are not supposed to pay the personal income tax but they are 

obligedd to pay the social and health insurance tax, this variable was only included in the 

analysiss of ITE. In this case, a positive coefficient is expected according to hypothesis L2. 

(c)) Teacher is a dummy variable equal to 1 for those respondents who are teachers and 0 

otherwise e 

Followingg hypothesis L2, we expect a negative coefficient. This is because the majority of 

teacherss in Albania work in the state sector. 

(d)) Policm is a dummy variable equal to 1 for those respondents who are policemen and 0 

otherwise e 

Followingg hypothesis L2, we expect a negative coefficient. This is because the majority of 

policemenn in Albania work in the state sector. 

(e)) Econom is a dummy variable equal to 1 for those respondents who are economists and 

00 otherwise 

(f)) Doctor is a dummy variable equal to 1 for those respondents who are doctors and 0 

otherwise e 

(g)) Lawyer is a dummy variable equal to 1 for those respondents who are lawyers and 0 

otherwise e 

Wee only present a prediction if hypothesis L2 allows us to. 



(h)) Driver is a dummy variable equal to 1 for those respondents who are drivers and 0 

otherwise e 

(i)) Nurse is a dummy variable equal to 1 for those respondents who are nurses and 0 

otherwise e 

Followingg hypothesis L2, we expect a negative coefficient. This is because the majority of 

nursess in Albania work in the state sector, 

(j)) Artist is a dummy variable equal to 1 for those respondents who are artists and 0 

otherwise e 

(k)) Adminis is a dummy variable equal to 1 for those respondents who are administrators 

andd 0 otherwise 

Followingg hypothesis L2, we expect a negative coefficient. This is because the majority of 

administratorss in Albania work in the state sector. 

(1)) MissAd is a dummy variable with value 1 if the responses to the Administr variable are 

missingg values and 0 otherwise (N=60 and 71 for PITE and ITE respectively). 

•• The Working Sectors variable was not subject to the dummy trap due to the fact that 

multiplee responses were possible. This variable was not included in the analysis of BITE 

becausee all businessmen work in one sector: their own business. The Working Sectors 

variablee consisted of the following: 

(a)) State is a dummy variable with value 1 if the respondents work in the state sector and 

00 otherwise 

Followingg hypothesis L2, a negative coefficient is expected. 

(b)) PrivWith is a dummy variable with value I if the respondents work in the private 

sectorr (with labor contract) and 0 otherwise 

Followingg hypothesis L2, a negative coefficient is expected. 

(c)) PrivWo is a dummy variable with value 1 if the respondents work in the private sector 

(withoutt labor contract) and 0 otherwise 

Followingg hypothesis L2, a positive coefficient is expected. 

(d)) OwnBus is a dummy variable with value 1 if the respondents work in their own 

businesss and 0 otherwise. 

Becausee self-employed people are not obliged to pay the personal income tax but they are 

supposedd to pay the social and health insurance tax, this variable was only included in the 
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analysiss of ITE. In this case, a positive coefficient is expected on the basis of hypothesis 

L2. . 

(e)) FamBus is a dummy variable with value 1 if the respondents work in family business 

andd 0 otherwise 

Followingg hypothesis L2, a positive coefficient is expected. 

(f)) OccWor is a dummy variable with value 1 if the respondents work in occasional and 

seasonall jobs and 0 otherwise 

Followingg hypothesis L2, a positive coefficient is expected. 

(g)) OthWor is a dummy variable with value 1 if the respondents work in other types of 

jobss and 0 otherwise 

Finally,, the following additional variable is used to explain BITE and ITE only: 

-- Business Size is introduced in the regressions by using a dummy. 

(a)) More5p is a dummy variable equal to 1 when the number of other non-relative people 

workingg in the respondent's business is more than 5 and 0 otherwise 

Followingg hypothesis LI, a negative coefficient of this category is expected. 

Wee now turn to our results. First, we consider the models explaining the various types of tax 

evasion.. Recall that we have three regressions for each model. These explain the extent of 

personall income tax evasion by respondents who are liable to this tax (N=886); the extent of 

smalll business tax evasion by those liable to this tax (N=314); and the extent of social and 

healthh insurance tax evasion by respondents liable to this tax (N=l 128). 

Tablee 6.26 presents the regression results of these models.126 The results of the two models 

aree very similar and yield the following conclusions. These conclusions will be related to the 

hypothesess in section 6.6. 

1266 To check whether there is a bias due to the distinction of regions in our sample design, we added regional 
dummiess to the regressions. This does not affect the results reported in this chapter at all. 



Tablee 6.26: Regression results based on the background information 

Dependent t 
Independent t 
Constant t 
Gender r 
Age e 
Familyy Status 

Education n 
NoEd. . 
LowEd. . 
GymEd. . 

Familyy Size 
Emigration n 

Missingg Emigration 
Business s 
Size e 

Working g 
Sectors s 

Occupation n 

MoreSp p 

State e 
PrivWit t 
PrivWo o 
OwnBus s 
FamBus s 
OccWor r 
OthWor r 
Engin n 
Busines s 
Teacher r 
Policm m 
Econom m 
Doctor r 
Lawyer r 
Driver r 
Nurse e 
Artist t 
Adminis s 
MissAd d 

Personall Gross Income 
Migrationn ( 

F F 
^entNcen n 
lurUrb b 

Predic c 

(-) ) 
(-) ) 
(( + ) 

(-) ) 
(-) ) 
(( + ) 
(-)/(+) ) 

(-) ) 

(-) ) 
(-) ) 
(( + ) 
(( + ) 
(( + ) 

(( + ) 
(-)/(+) ) 
(-)/(+) ) 
(( + ) 

(-) ) 
(-) ) 
(-)/(+) ) 

(-)/(+) ) 
(-)/(+) ) 
(-)/(+) ) 

(-) ) 
(-)/(+) ) 

(-) ) 

(-)/(+) ) 
(( + ) 
(( + ) 

Modell A - Ordered Probit 
PITE PITE 

.044 (.75) 

.455 (.41) 

-.177 (.28) 

.300 (.12) 

.444 (.00)* 
-.044 (.24) 

-.144 (.08)** 

-.122 (.45) 

-1.22 (.00)* 
-.899 (.00)* 
.611 (.00)* 

-.711 (.00)* 
-.033 (.88) 

-.688 (.08)** 
-.711 (.00)* 

-.133 (.51) 
-.044 (.88) 

-.522 (.01)* 

-.466 (.06)** 

.155 (.42) 
-.133 (.55) 

-.388 (.04)* 
-.244 (.16) 

-.044 (.07)** 

.311 (.00)* 

.022 (.91) 

BITE BITE 

-.255 (.17) 
.844 (.31) 
.266 (.34) 

.599 (.01)* 

.38.38 (.01)* 
-.155 (.00)* 
-.011 (.87) 

-.366 (.21) 
-.744 (.14) 

-.099 (00)* 
.044 (.79) 

ITE ITE 

.044 (.75) 

.966 (.07)** 

.055 (.73) 

.533 (.00)* 

.333 (.01)* 
-.077 (.05)* 
-.099 (.17) 

.077 (.65) 
-.688 (.19) 

-1.44 (.00)* 
-.711 (.00)* 
.544 (.00)* 
.066 (.69) 

-.433 (.06)** 
.222 (.23) 
.222 (.55) 

-.666 (.01)* 
-.277 (.03)* 
-.200 (.33) 
-.199 (.46) 

-.566 (.02)* 

-1.33 (.00)* 

-.011 (.96) 
-.188 (.48) 

-.644 (.01)* 
-.088 (.62) 

-.11(00)* * 
.099 (.39) 

.366 (.08)** [.14 (.31) 

Modell B - Logit 
PITE' PITE' 

.966 (.21) 
-.144 (.54) 
.544 (.63) 
-.444 (.15) 

1.11 (.01)* 
.744 (.00)* 
-.022 (.79) 
-.177 (.23) 

-.144 (.64) 

-2.00 (.00)* 
-1.55 (.00)* 
1.11 (.00)* 

-1.33 (.01)* 
-.655 (.08)** 
-1.22 (.13) 

-1.44 (.00)* 

-.13(72) ) 
.044 (.93) 

-.911 (.03)* 

-.899 (.07)** 
-.399 (.61) 
.166 (.68) 
-.12(77) ) 

-5.11 (.46) 

-.655 (.06)** 
-.333 (.38) 

-.10(06)** * 

.822 (00)* 
-.255 (.36) 

BITE' BITE' 
1.44 (.18) 

-.555 (.10)** 
1.44 (.40) 
.500 (.33) 

.84(.09)** * 

.566 (.05)* 
-.211 (.04)* 
.366 (.10)** 

-.444 (.40) 

-1.33 (.17) 

-.755 (00)* 
.088 (.80) 

1.0(02)* * 

ITE' ITE' 
.622 (.40) 
.088 (.72) 
1.22 (.26) 
.12(71) ) 

.777 (.04)* 

.466 (.05)* 
-.077 (.27) 
-.133 (.34) 

.211 (.49) 
-1.44 (.18) 

-2.44 (.00)* 
-1.33 (.00)* 
.955 (.00)* 
.066 (.85) 

-.833 (.05)* 
.13(73) ) 
.355 (.62) 

-1.33 (.01)* 
-.788 (.00)* 
-.511 (.22) 
-.411 (.41) 

-1.22 (.01)* 
-2.99 (.00)* 
-6.33 (.48) 
-.244 (.51) 
-.533 (.28) 
-1.88 (.12) 

-1.44 (.00)* 
-.288 (.43) 

-.955 (00)* 
.277 (.20) 

-.055 (.86) 
(*)) indicates statistical significance at the 5% level; (**) indicates statistical significance at the 10% level. 
Note:Note: Numbers represent the regression coefficient; p-values in parentheses. 

Thee Ordered probit regressions were run in the statistical program STATA, while the Logit regressions 
weree run in the SPSS. 
Thee NoEd variable was constant for all the selected cases, therefore it was removed from the analysis. 
Thee Lawyer and Artist variables did not have sufficient observations to be included in model A. 
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First,, the personal characteristics: 

-- the hypothesized gender effect only appears significantly in model B. Self employed 

femaless evade the small business income tax less than the self-employed males do (at the 

10%% significance level). 

-- Older people evade more, but this is only significant (model A, at the 10% level) in the 

casee of the extent of insurance tax evasion. 

-- Being single or married does not seem to influence the extent of tax evasion in a 

systematicc way. 

-- Low educated people evade more than highly educated people, hence higher education 

meanss less evasion. 

Second,, the household characteristics: 

-- Family size affects the extent of small business income tax evasion and insurance tax 

evasionn in both models. The results show that the larger the family, the less evasion 

occurs. . 

-- Emigration has negative and positive effects on the extent of tax evasion. More family 

memberss living abroad (who support the family financially) means less evasion of the 

personall income tax (at the 8% level), but more evasion of the small business income tax 

(att the 10% level). 

Third,, the labor market characteristics: 

-- The business size does not influence the extent of tax evasion significantly. 

-- Individuals employed in the state and private (with labor contract) sector as well as in the 

familyy business evade the personal income tax and insurance tax less. Also people who 

havee occasional seasonal work or any other work (e.g. humanitarian organizations) evade 

lesss but only the personal income tax. Individuals working in the private sector (without 

laborr contract) evade both taxes significantly more. 

-- The results shown with respect to the occupation variable are to be compared with the 

referencee group Workers. This means that Engineers, Economists, Doctors and 

Administratorss evade less than Workers. Business people evade the insurance tax more 

thann Workers do. Drivers appear to evade the personal income tax more than Workers do, 

butt insignificantly. 
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Fourth,, the income characteristics: 

Personall gross income is negatively correlated with the extent of tax evasion. Less 

incomee means higher evasion in the all three models. 

Fifth,, the other aspects of the informal sector: 

-- The two variables indicating migration affect the extent of personal and business income 

taxx evasion as expected. Individuals, who have migrated from other cities to the center of 

Albaniaa or from rural to urban areas, evade more. 

6.5.2.. Tax evasion and the respondents' attitudes 

Thee attitudinal information obtained from factor analysis consists of the Attitudes about 

institutionalinstitutional setting & development, Attitudes about tax morality and Attitudes about tax 

mentalitymentality & experience. We mentioned in section 6.4 that factor analysis calculated a score 

perr respondent for each of these factors. The intuition behind these scores for each of the 

attitudinall factors is as follows: 

•• when the score value increases, individuals have a pessimistic view about the institutional 

settingsetting & development. For example, they will disagree that 'The tax system in Albania is 

quitee applicable to the economic situation in the country' or agree that 'Corruption in 

Albaniaa is high'. There are two opposite effects possible on the extent of tax evasion: (1) 

positive,, which means that pessimism about institutions might make people evade more. 

Inn other words, these individuals will dare to evade more as long as the institutions to 

impedee such a thing happening, are not functioning in their opinion; and (2) negative, 

whichh means that optimism about institutions could also make people evade more. This 

groupp of people might be optimistic about institutions because they know how to use them 

too their own benefit (e.g., through bribing). This is where informal institutions may play 

ann important role. More discussion will follow in section 6.6. 

Somee hypotheses can be found in the literature about the relationship between the extent of 

taxx evasion and some of the statements separately, which were used to create the Attitudes 

aboutabout institutional setting & development variable. For example, Friedman et al. (1999:27) 

havee found that the positive relationship between the share of the unofficial economy and the 

ineffectivee institutions (including corruption) is strong and consistent. Schneider and Enste 
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(2000)) attribute higher tax evasion to a long-term decline of civic virtue and loyalty towards 

publicc institutions. Both imply a positive correlation between this factor and evasion. 

•• when the score value increases, individuals demonstrate a low tax morality (i.e., a high tax 

immorality).. For example, they will disagree that 'People should pay taxes because if they 

do,, they will benefit from them (e.g. better roads, more parks, more schools, etc.), or that 

'II think everyone is morally obliged to pay taxes'. This means that if a high tax 

immoralityy is reported, more evasion is expected. 

Freyy (1989) says that if public goods are inadequate, they provoke higher tax evasion. 

Schneiderr and Enste (2000) also attribute the higher tax evasion to the decline of tax morale. 

•• when the score value increases, individuals demonstrate a high level of tax mentality & 

experience.experience. For example, they will disagree that 'The majority of people in Albania do not 

payy taxes' or that 'I (We) haven't paid taxes in the past, so I do not find any reason for 

payingg now'. This is expected to be negatively correlated to tax evasion. 

Kesner-Skrebb (1997) claims that spreading tax evasion is to a large extent determined by the 

numberr of people that already evade. In addition, Feige (1997) says that the choice to comply 

orr not is often conditioned by the institutional structure that prevailed in the pre-transition 

period. . 

Regressionn analysis 

Inn order to test these hypotheses, we ran regressions. The choice variables we want to explain 

aree again: the extent of personal income tax evasion (PITE), the extent of small business 

incomee tax evasion (BITE) and the extent of insurance tax evasion (ITE). We used the same 

models:: the ordered probit model A and the logit model B (c.f. 6.5.1.). The basic model of 

thesee regressions is: Extent of tax evasion = f (attitudes about institutional setting & 

development,, attitudes about tax morality, attitudes about tax mentality & experience). 

Thee independent variables consisted of the three attitudinal factors: 

(a)) 'Inst&Dev' variable which is the score that measures the respondents' attitudes towards 

thee institutional setting & development of the country. 

(b)) 'Taxlmmor' variable which is the score that measures the respondents' attitudes towards 

theirr tax morality. 
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(c)) TaxMen&Exp' variable which is the score that measures the respondents' attitudes with 

respectt to their tax mentality & experience. 

(d)) 'MissI&D' is a dummy variable with value 1 if the responses to the 'Inst&Dev' variable 

aree missing values and 0 otherwise 

Alll three attitudinal factors had a relatively high number of missing values (N=132, 66 and 

1822 for P1TE, BITE and ITE, respectively), hence the last variable was created in order to 

controll for potential group characteristics represented in these missing values. Due to the fact 

thatt the missing values were equal among the three factors, the regression analysis used only 

onee dummy variable to represent the missing values on attitudinal questions. 

Tablee 6.27 presents the regression results. 

Tablee 6.27: Results on evasion and attitudinal information 

Depend d 
Independent t 
Constant t 
Inst&Dev v 
Taxlmmor r 
TaxMen&Exp p 
MissI&D D 

Predic c 

<-)/<+) ) 
(( + ) 
(-) ) 

Modell A - Ordered Probit 
P1TE P1TE 

.011 (.88) 

.222 (.00)* 
-.277 (.00)* 
.188 (.09)** 

BITE BITE 

-.199 (.01)* 
.111 (.14) 

-.200 (.01)* 
.022 (.91) 

ITE ITE 

-.011 (.80) 

.188 (.00)* 
-.200 (.00)* 
.122 (.21) 

Modell B - Lo 
P1TE' P1TE' 

-.555 (.00)* 
-.033 (.73) 

.355 (.00)* 
-.444 (.00)* 
.455 (.02)* 

BITE' BITE' 

.244 (.07)** 
-.366 (.01)* 
.088 (.57) 

-.344 (.02)* 
-.022 (.96) 

Bit t 
ITE' ITE' 

-.899 (.00)* 
-.044 (.62) 

.333 (.00)* 
-.288 (.00)* 
.300 (.08)** 

(*)) indicates statistical significance at the 5% level; (**) indicates statistical significance at the 10% level. 
Note:Note: Numbers represent the regression coefficient; p-values in parentheses. 

Thee Ordered Probit regression was run in the statistical program STATA, while the Logit regression was 
runn in SPSS. 

Thee results of the two models are quite similar with only one insignificant difference, as 

shownn below; 

Althoughh in the literature a negative effect is hypothesized (better institutions means less 

evasion),, the argument we presented above that there are two opposite effects finds 

support.. We observe that when business people report to be relatively more satisfied with 

thee institutional and development level of the country, they evade significantly more (at 

thee 1% level). As table 6.27 shows, the two effects appear to be more in balance for other 
127 7 

groups. . 

Thee slight difference between the two models involves the sign of the Attitudes about institutional setting &. 
developmentdevelopment coefficient with respect to PITE. However, this coefficient is very insignificant in both models. 
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-- The prediction about the tax immorality is supported, but it is not significant for the group 

off people liable to small business tax. Individuals with a high tax immorality, evade more. 

-- Tax mentality & experience has a very strong influence on the extent of all levels of tax 

evasion.. All groups with a low level of tax mentality and experience evade more (at the 

5%% level). 

-- Those individuals who did not respond to the attitudinal questions (i.e. missing values) 

appearr to evade more the personal income and insurance tax. Hence, non-response was 

nott random in these cases. 

6.5.3.. The respondents' attitudes and their background information 

Wee observed so far that the attitudinal factors have a significant impact on the extent of tax 

evasion.. In order to be able to see what drives individuals to have these attitudes, hence to 

(non)comply,, we ran a regression where the relationship between the attitudinal factors and 

somee of the background information was explored. The dependent variables we want to 

explainn are: the Attitudes about institutional setting & development, Attitudes about tax 

morality,morality, and Attitudes about tax mentality & experience. Considering neither the binary nor 

thee ordinal nature of these dependent variables, we ran only a linear regression model, which 

is:: Attitudinal factors = f (background information). 

Thee independent variables were: Gender, Age, Family status, Education, Family size, 

Emigration,, Missing Emigration, Personal Gross Income and Migration (c.f. 6.5.1). In 

addition,, three dummies were included, distinguishing the liability to the three types of taxes. 

Thiss allows us to control for differences across the groups of individuals liable to these taxes. 

(a)) Personal is a dummy variable with value 1 for people who are liable to the personal 

incomee tax and 0 otherwise 

(b)) Business is a dummy variable with value 1 for people who are liable to the small 

businesss income tax and 0 otherwise 

(c)) Insurance is a dummy variable with value 1 for people who are liable to the social and 

healthh insurance tax and 0 otherwise 

Tablee 6.28 displays the regression results. 
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Tablee 6.28: Regression results explaining the respondents' attitudes 

Dependent t 
Independent t 
Constant t 
Gender r 
Age e 
Familyy Status 

Education n 
NoEd. . 
LowEd. . 
GymEd. . 

Familyy size 
Emigration n 
Missingg emigration 
Personall gross income 
Migration n CentNcent t 

RurUrb b 
Personal l 
Business s 
Insurance e 
(*)) indicates sta 
Note:Note: Numbers 

tisticall signiftcat 
representt the reg 

Modell OLS 
AttitudesAttitudes about institutional 

settingsetting & development 
.322 (.23) 
.266 (.00)* 
-.177 (.64) 
-.088 (.48) 
1.44 (.05)* 
-.111 (.41) 
.033 (.68) 
.055 (.02)* 
-.233 (.00)* 
-.044 (.74) 
.077 (.59) 
-.033 (.71) 

-.266 (.01)* 
-.055 (.76) 
.099 (.54) 

-.222 (.27) 
icee at the 5% level; (**) indie 
ressionn coefficient; p-values i 

AttitudesAttitudes about 
taxtax morality 

-.122 (.65) 
-.199 (.01)* 
-.188 (.62) 
.022 (.87) 
-.466 (.50) 
.533 (.00)* 
.277 (.00)* 
-.011 (.76) 
-.011 (.81) 
-.111 (.33) 
-.055 (.25) 

-.122 (.10)** 
.333 (.00)* 
.022 (.88) 
.08.08 (.60) 
-.155 (.44) 

itess statistical sigr 
nn parentheses. 

AttitudesAttitudes about 
taxtax mentality & experience 

.911 (.00)* 
.011 (.98) 
-.400 (.26) 
-.033 (.82) 
-.722 (.30) 
-.711 (.00)* 
-.411 (.00)* 
-.088 (.00)* 
.044 (.46) 
.111 (.31) 
.033 (.81) 

-.155 (.04)* 

.022 (.86) 
-.044 (.78) 
-.088 (.60) 
-.099 (.65) 

lificancee at the 10% level. 

Thee results reveal that: 

-- Females have a more negative opinion about institutions and a lower tax immorality than 

males. . 

-- Individuals with no education have a higher negative opinion about institutions than 

individualss with a higher education. In addition, the former have a higher tax immorality 

andd a low level of tax mentality & experience. 

-- Respondents from large households have a more negative opinion about institutions than 

respondentss from small households. The former also have a low level of tax mentality & 

experience. . 

-- Respondents from families with more members living abroad (and supporting them 

financially)) have a positive opinion about institutions. 

-- Individuals who have migrated from other regions to the center of Albania have a 

relativelyy low tax immorality (significant at the 10% level). However, they have a low 

levell of tax mentality & experience. 
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-- Individuals from the urban area have a better opinion about institutions than the ones from 

thee rural area. However, the urban people have a higher tax immorality. 

-- The group dummies do not appear to be significant, which is an indication that differences 

inn attitudes are not to be attributed to differences across the groups. See section 6.6 for 

furtherr analysis. 

Thee implications of the results obtained in this section will be discussed in the following 

section. . 

6.6.. A discussion of the results 

Inn order to study the extent of tax evasion in depth, the analysis of our sample was undertaken 

inn three steps. First, we investigated how personal background variables affect the decision of 

thee main income earner of the household in Tirana to evade taxes on personal income, small 

businesss income or social and health insurance. Referring back to the hypotheses -mainly 

fromm the literature- described in section 6.5 of this chapter, we conclude the following: 

PI)) Females evade less than males 

Ourr results provide some support for this hypothesis, which however was significant only in 

onee case at the 10% level. 

P2)) Evasion decreases with age 

Ourr analyses show the contrary: older people evade more. However, this result is generally 

insignificantt with the exception of the extent of health and social insurance tax evasion. This 

resultt may be related to the existence of a small group of older people who are pensioners but 

whoo also work. This group of people is not obliged to pay the health and social insurance tax 

duee to their pension status, but they are obliged to pay it due to their additional job. They 

hardlyy pay any taxes at all. This is possible because they either work in family business or in 

thee private sector, without labor contract in both. We ran the regression again when 

controllingg for this group of people. As a result, age turned out to be insignificant in affecting 

thee extent of insurance tax evasion. 

Notee that the demarcation between these groups is not absolute. 
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P3)) Married people evade more than singles 

Ourr results show that this is generally the case, but these results are insignificant. 

P4)) Evasion increases with the level of education 

Wee strongly observe the contrary: more educated people evade less. This may be explained 

byy the persistence of the pre-transition norms. The respect of rules and the importance of own 

reputationn were more of a concern among the highly educated people. 

Hi)) Evasion increases with family size 

Wee hypothesized that larger families would evade more due to their financial problems. We 

doo not observe this. 

H2)) Personal income tax evasion decreases, while business income tax evasion may either 

increasee or decrease with the number of family members living abroad 

Wee indeed observe that households with more members living abroad, who support them 

financially,, evade the personal income tax less. However, they evade the small business 

incomee tax more. This is an indication that the second effect discussed in hypothesis H2 

(moree opportunities for business tax evasion) may be quite strong. 

LI)) Smaller enterprises evade taxes more 

Wee do find that smaller businesses -defined by the number of other non-family related 

workers-- evade more, but this result is insignificant. 

L2)) Individuals who work in their own business or who do any other work without labor 

contractt (such as in the private sector, family business, and occasional and seasonal work) are 

hypothesizedd to evade more. Conversely, individuals who work in the state sector or in the 

privatee sector (with labor contract) will evade less. 

Ourr results show that individuals who work in the state and private sector (with labor 

contract)) evade significantly less, whereas only individuals who work in the private sector 

(withoutt contract) evade significantly more. The only way we could test whether self-

employedd evade more was by considering the extent of insurance tax evasion. Our result is 

supportivee but insignificant. However, the t-tests presented in section 6.3 of this chapter 

showedd that self-employed people do evade significantly more. In addition, we observe that 

engineers,, business people, economists, doctors and administrators evade significantly less 

thann workers. This means that workers demonstrate a high evasive behavior. This is an 

indicationn that the remaining effect of occupation is quite strong. 
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11)) Tax evasion is negatively correlated with income 

12)) Tax evasion increases with income 

Ourr results show that individuals with low monthly personal gross income evade significantly 

more.. Therefore, we support hypothesis II. 

01)) Evasion increases with the level of internal migration 

Bothh of our indications of migration support this hypothesis. 

Thee second step of our analyses was focused on the influence of the respondents' attitudes on 

thee extent of tax evasion. Factor analysis yielded three main explanatory variables, namely the 

AttitudesAttitudes about institutional setting & development, Attitudes about tax morality, and 

AttitudesAttitudes about tax mentality & experience. Due to the content of the attitudinal statements 

underlyingg them, we now consider the Attitudes about institutional setting & development 

variablee as a representation of attitudes towards formal institutions, whereas Attitudes about 

taxtax morality, and Attitudes about tax mentality & experience variables as representation of 

attitudess towards informal institutions. According to North (1997:4), formal institutions 

includee political (and judicial) rules, economic rules (i.e. property rights), and contracts. 

Informall institutions are extensions, elaborations and qualifications of rules that 'solve' 

innumerablee exchange problems not completely covered by formal rules and that in 

consequencee have tenacious survival ability. In simpler words, informal institutions consist of 

routines,, customs, traditions, social norms and culture. With this interpretation, our findings 

sayy that even when individuals are satisfied with formal institutions, they evade more than 

whenn they are less satisfied. This is strongly observed among the self-employed individuals. 

Inn addition, when respondents have a negative score on informal institutions, they evade 

more.. This is strongly observed among all groups of respondents. A conflict between the two 

typess of institutions in Albania is evident. The obvious consequence is the persistence of 

evasion.. 'When formal and informal institutions clash, non-compliant behaviors proliferate, 

formingg various underground economies' (Feige, 1997:22). He adds that formal institutions 

havee indeed changed radically in the transition economies, but informal institutions much less 

so.. This is to be expected because norms of behavior, conventions and self-imposed codes of 

conductt change very slowly according to North. He sees the major obstacle for Third World 

andd transition economies in the fact that the belief system that has evolved as a result of the 
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cumulativee past experiences of the society has not equipped its members to confront and solve 

thee problems, hence stressing again the important issue of path dependence. 

Alll in all, the hypotheses mentioned in section 6.5.2. discuss the relationship between 

thee extent of tax evasion and the two types of institutions separately. To our understanding, 

thesee two cannot but be seen together. When formal and informal institutions are consistent 

andd compatible, the outcomes will affect the economic performance. When they clash, non-

compliantt attitudes will dominate, leading to negative outcomes for the economy.129 

Thee last aspect of this analysis attempts to explain the respondents' attitudes towards formal 

andd informal institutions using the information about the respondents' personal background. 

Ann important result is that the way in which the background information explains the 

individuals'' attitudes is similar for all the three groups (i.e., people who are obliged to pay the 

personall income tax, people who are obliged to pay the small business income tax, and people 

whoo are obliged to pay the social and health insurance tax). Therefore, the observed effect on 

businesss tax evasion of the attitude of self-employed people towards formal institutions is not 

attributablee to personal background variables. One potential explanation could be the 

prevalencee of the negative score with respect to informal institutions (related to formal 

institutions)) among business people. This will give them incentives to go along with formal 

institutions,, for example, through bribery and corruption. Apparently, our result with respect 

too formal institutions also measures the 'informal use' of these institutions. Formal rules are 

onlyy a subset of the constraints that govern choices and human interactions, while informal 

constraintss and conventions are so pervasive that one is often misled into understanding their 

rolee and importance (Nelson et al., 1997). 

Thee other results show: 

-- Gender affects the attitudes: males think positively of formal institutions, but they are 

characterizedd by negative scores with respect to informal institutions. This clash between 

thee two types of institutions is expected to yield more evasion by males. Referring back to 

thee regression results presented in section 6.5.1 of this chapter, this is indeed what we 

observe. . 

Notee that the negative outcomes are predicted in case of non-compliant behavior towards the 'good' policies. 
Thee circumvention of 'bad' rules instead, "those that prohibit voluntary exchanges -in the absence of negative 
thirdd party effects- may actually have positive economic consequences". For more comments see Feiee 
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-- Highly educated people think more positively of formal institutions than non-educated 

people;; in addition, highly educated people are characterized by positive scores towards 

informall institutions compared to the low educated ones. The two institutions are 

compatiblee in a positive sense, therefore, highly educated people are expected to evade 

less.. Our previous results (c.f. 6.5.1) support this prediction strongly. 

-- Large families think negatively of formal institutions and are characterized by negative 

scoress with respect to informal institutions as well. The two institutions are compatible in 

aa negative sense, hence more evasion is expected from the respondents of big households. 

Ourr results show the contrary. 

-- Emigration affects the individuals' attitudes towards formal institutions positively. Our 

theoryy based on the compatibility of the two institutions cannot be applied in this case. 

-- Urban people think positively of formal institutions, whereas both, the autochthonous and 

thee migrated individuals are characterized by negative scores with respect to informal 

institutions.. The clash is obvious only in the case of urban people, who would 

consequentlyy be expected to evade more. We observe the contrary in our previous results. 

Alll in all, Gender, Education, Family size, Emigration, and Migration affect the individuals' 

attitudess towards formal and informal institutions, which in turn affect the extent of 

(non)compliance. . 

6.7.. Conclusion 

Thiss chapter analyzes the data collected in the field survey run in Tirana, described in the 

previouss chapter. The core was the study of the extent of three types of evasion: personal 

incomee tax evasion, small business income tax evasion, and social and health insurance tax 

evasion.. To start with, our analyses show that in general, the extent of insurance tax evasion is 

lowerr than the extent of personal income and small business income tax evasion. Moreover, 

respondentss employed in their own business evade more than other working respondents do. 

1300 Although it is considered econometrically incorrect, we ran the same regression models A and B, where the 
attitudinall factors (c.f. 6.5.2) were added to the background, labor and income information (c.f. 6.5.2) in order to 
explainn the extent of tax evasion simultaneously. The results had no major changes. 
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AA substantial part of this chapter was focused on testing hypotheses with respect to the 

determiningg factors of tax evasion. Empirical evidence was found that gender, education, 

migration,, emigration and family size influence the respondents' attitudes towards formal and 

informall institutions, and consequently their decision to (non)comply with taxes. In addition, 

age,, sector employment, occupation and income have direct affect on the non-compliant 

behaviorr of individuals towards taxes. 

Finally,, when the institutional component was included in the analyses, we found very 

interestingg results. Whenever the formal and informal institutions were in conflict, we 

observedd tax evasion. When the two were studied separately, the results were unclear and 

confusing.. The conclusion is that the study of any economic phenomena -especially informal 

sector-- should regard the two types of institutions together for a better understanding of these 

phenomena.. Unfortunately, there is not much done so far in this respect. 

Thee information obtained with respect to tax evasion was proved to be reliable. 





Chapterr 7 

Summaryy and Conclusion 

"Itt seems as if every study carried out contradicts the conclusions reached by the previous one and is questioned 

inn turn by the ones that follow!" 

-- PORTES et al. (1989:298) 

Thiss chapter presents a summary of the research goals, approaches applied, main results 

obtainedd and conclusions derived from the chapters comprising this thesis. 

Thee thesis is launched by setting out the main goals, motivations and empirical methods in 

chapterr 1. A literature review of the informal sector in developed, developing and transition 

countriess follows in chapter 2. The main goal of this chapter is two-fold: (1) to provide a 

generall overview of the contributions about the informal sector in the literature; and (2) to 

comparee these contributions across two institutionally different types of countries: developed 

andd less developed (developing and transition) countries. Considering the specific case study -

aa country in transition- and a specific aspect of the informal sector -tax evasion- special 

attentionn is given to these two components while describing and analyzing the literature. 

Thee chapter notes that the informal sector is a diversified phenomenon. Although many 

considerr this to be an obstacle, chapter 2 concludes that it does not need to be so as long as 

onee is aware and respects the differences. In addition, some of the criteria used to define the 

informall sector vary across the two groups of countries. This variance appears to be most 

notablee with respect to the 'survival' criterion. This means that contrary to studies in 

developedd countries, research in less developed countries has shown that the informal sector 

iss more often considered as an opportunity for survival. As a result, the informal sector in 

developedd countries is often characterized by its potential for economic investments and 
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growthh as well as the comparable levels of income with the formal sector. In less developed 

countries,, the features of the informal sector indicate the contrary. A difference is also 

observedd in the theories that try to explain informal economic activities. This difference is 

mainlyy the result of different institutional features characterizing these groups of countries. In 

thiss framework, the distinct relationship between formal and informal institutions, which in 

turnn determines the distinct development path of the informal sector, has been recognized as 

ann important element of the country differences. Regarding the quantitative analysis, various 

studiess in the literature have attempted to estimate the size of the informal sector by applying 

aa variety of methods within two main approaches: the indirect and direct approach. The 

evidencee obtained shows that the magnitude of the informal sector is larger in less developed 

countriess than in developed countries. Finally, chapter 2 reaches a conclusion with respect to 

thee best reaction towards the informal sector. On the basis of its positive implications in the 

shortt run, but negative consequences in the long run, the integration of the informal sector 

intoo the formal sector is considered a necessity. The attitude of the State towards the informal 

sectorr has had specific patterns in the two groups of countries. Whereas most developed 

countriess are in the final stage of attempting to integrate the informal sector into the formal 

economy,, the less developed countries are still either at the stage of tolerating the informal 

sectorr or fighting it. 

Chapterr 3 provides an example of some of the arguments presented in the literature survey 

concerningg a country in transition. It aims at describing the prevailing conditions for the 

informall sector to emerge in a transition country, which in this study is Albania. The 

consequencess of these conditions are reflected in the various appearances of the informal 

sectorr in this country, only two of which are analyzed in this chapter. They are the occurrence 

off financial pyramid schemes and the street vending business. The analyses are based on the 

existingg scarce evidence with respect to both aspects of the informal sector in Albania. These 

twoo examples provide evidence on the significance of the informal sector in a country in 

transition.. On one hand, the implications of pyramid schemes were negative with respect to 

thee banking system, political stability and the overall social cost to Albanian individuals. On 

thee other hand, street vending appeared to be economically and politically supportive during 

thee difficult years of transition. However, street vending can also have negative implications 
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inn the long run, such as tax evasion due to the unregistered activities, lack of public goods due 

too financial losses in state revenue and deceptive statistical data due to the distortion of the 

mainn economic indicators. As a result, the chapter concludes that overall the cons outweigh 

thee pros. Therefore the informal sector needs to be formalized. This chapter recognizes that 

thiss formalization can only be done in an environment with the relevant and efficient 

institutionall framework and enforcement mechanisms. 

Researchh in chapter 4 is basically motivated by one of the main conclusions of the literature 

revieww in chapter 2, which is that the informal sector has distinctive features in a developed 

countryy compared to a transition country. Chapter 4 tests this empirically at the individual 

level.. The original goal is to study individual behavior towards tax evasion. The additional 

goall is to carry out this study in two different types of countries: Albania (a country in 

transition)) and the Netherlands (a developed country). In the end, it aims at studying the 

distinctt levels of tax evasion in these two countries through a better understanding of the 

individuall behavioral patterns related to tax evasion. To accomplish this, the chapter uses the 

laboratoryy experimental approach. This approach provides the unique opportunity to study 

individuals'' attitude towards tax compliance, while keeping many differences across countries 

-thatt might otherwise affect the circumstances governing behavior- constant. 

Inn Albania, the tax evasion experiments were run at the 'Harry Fultz' high school in 

Tiranaa (with high school students and high school teachers), and at the Economics Faculty of 

thee University of Tirana (with university students, university teachers and non-academic 

universityy staff). In the Netherlands, the experiments were carried out at the 'Vossius 

Gymnasium'' high school in Amsterdam and at the CREED laboratory of the University of 

Amsterdam,, with the same subject pools as in Albania. 

Thee experiments are designed in such a way that participants do not know they are 

dealingg with taxes.131 The design consists of the following. In three out of a total of eight 

independentt rounds, only subjects' (participants') personal income for each round is 

determined,, which is unknown to the experimenter or other participants. In the other five 

1311 For example, the word 'tax' was never mentioned in the instructions. The expression 'contribution to a fund' 
wass used. For more, see Appendix 4.1. 
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rounds,, subjects have to decide between a random 'registered' income, the realization of 

whichh will be known to the experimenter for sure, and a random 'unregistered' income that 

willl only be known to the experimenter with some (audit) probability. After the actual income 

iss determined, subjects have to report it and pay taxes accordingly. If they are audited, there is 

aa fine for underreporting. If they are audited and overreporting is observed, they are not fined. 

Inn most of the experimental sessions, a public good is provided by aggregating tax proceeds 

withinn a group of four members and dividing them equally among the group members.132 This 

designn is characterized by the same basic features observed in most tax evasion experiments 

withh respect to tax rate, audit probability and fine for underreporting. However, it has three 

novell characteristics as well. One has already been mentioned and is the comparison of tax 

evasionn behavior between a developed country and a country in transition. The second 

introducess a new laboratory setting where subjects can choose either a 'registered' or an 

'unregistered'' income. This element is important because it brings the experiment closer to 

reality,, where individuals face the choice of working officially for an employer (who reports 

her/hiss employees' income to the tax authorities) or they choose to work unofficially or in 

theirr own business (which means income has to be reported by themselves). Their choice 

amongg these two job options -official and unofficial- determines their choice of income, 

registeredd and unregistered respectively. The final novel feature is related to the comparison 

off tax evasion behavior not only across countries but also across subject pools. 

Thee basic theoretical implications of this setup are that when there are no taxes 

introduced,, a risk neutral individual will choose a 'registered' income. In case of taxes, a 

publicc good and a low audit probability, this individual will choose an 'unregistered* income 

andd completely evade the taxes. In case of taxes and a higher audit probability (with or 

withoutt a public good), this individual will choose a 'registered' income. In all cases, a risk 

seekingg (averse) subject will tend to choose an 'unregistered' income more (less) often. This 

meanss that the choice of 'unregistered' income when the audit probability is high indicates 

risk-seekingrisk-seeking behavior. Our experimental evidence did show many such choices. 

Thee first research question addressed in this chapter concerns the factors determining 

thee choice of income. This is tested by using several experimental treatments, such as 

differentt audit probabilities and the provision of a public good. Each situation was tested 

Thee 12 participants of each session are divided into 3 groups of 4. 
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acrosss countries and socio-economic groups (subject pools). The experimental evidence 

showss that the possibility of tax evasion and the provision of a public good increases the 

numberr of choices for 'unregistered' income. This decision is not affected by different audit 

probabilitiess applied if the 'unregistered' income is chosen. There appear to be no differences 

acrosss countries or subject pools. 

Thee second research question is about tax compliance. The main results obtained reflect 

differencess per treatment, as well as differences across countries and subject pools. They 

consistt of the following. When a 'registered' income is chosen, no evasion takes place. When 

ann 'unregistered' income is chosen, individuals do not always comply with taxes. A lower 

auditt probability yields more evasion of taxes. Although underreporting occurs more often 

thann overreporting of income, the latter is still observed. In addition, contrary to the 

theoreticall prediction, some of the cases of underreporting involve an income larger than zero 

whenn evading taxes. Moreover, many individuals are willing to choose an income that allows 

forr tax evasion but report their income honestly anyway. Differences across countries and 

acrosss subject pools are observed. More specifically, Albanian participants evade taxes less 

thann the Dutch do, and pupils and students evade taxes more than other groups do. Overall, 

differencess across groups within a country are similar in size to differences across the two 

countries.. Some of these outcomes are further tested by running regressions that aim at 

analyzingg them more in detail. The additional results show that females evade taxes less than 

maless do, and individuals with a high income evade more. 

Thee third research question addressed is whether the decisions about income source and 

evasionn are made simultaneously. The regression analysis testing this question based on only 

onee round shows that the individual decision to choose a type of income is not independent of 

thee decision about evading taxes. 

Alll in all, chapter 4 concludes that whenever tax evasion is made possible, some 

individualss -be they Albanian or Dutch- tend to grab the opportunity (i.e., by choosing the 

'unregistered'' income). Countries and groups reveal significant differences only with respect 

too tax compliance. Given that differences across institutions in Albania and the Netherlands 

aree controlled for in experiments and tax evasion outside of the laboratory is generally 

thoughtt to be higher in Albania, this chapter provides the argument that this is not due to 
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countryy differences in social norms or cultures. It is apparently due to differences in 

institutions. institutions. 

Chapterr 5 describes and evaluates the second empirical approach applied in this thesis to 

studyy tax evasion. This approach is a field survey designed to collect information on the 

extentt and determinants of tax evasion in Albania, from a cross-section of households in the 

urbann area of Tirana (the capital of Albania). Based on the region and population 

characteristics,, the chapter aims at selecting a suitable method among several potential 

researchh methods like 'observation', 'interview' and 'questionnaire'. An analytical 

comparisonn suggests that the most suitable method -with respect to logistic, financial and 

methodologicall issues- is the 'self-administered questionnaire', a combination of personal 

contactss with written questionnaires. The main characteristics of the survey consist of the 

following.. The geographically random selection of 1,500 Tirana households produced a 

responsee rate of 89.3%, which is one of the indications that the data gathered from this survey 

aree representative for the whole population in Tirana. In addition, an evaluation of the method 

appliedd shows that this method is reliable and valid. 

Thee chapter also provides some descriptive characteristics of the sampling population. 

Thesee characteristics refer to the respondent to the questionnaire (the main income earner of 

thee household) and the household itself. The statistical evidence shows that the number of 

femalee main income earners is relatively high, about 26%. The majority of respondents, 

81.5%,, are married (or live together) with children who live in the same household. 87.3% of 

thee main income earners have some kind of paid work. 22.1% of the respondents report self-

employmentt as their occupation in the main working place. The average size of a household 

consistss of 4.3 people. About two members per household have paid work. 20.5% of the 

householdss have at least one family member who lives abroad and supports them financially. 

Thee personal monthly gross and net income of the main income earner comprise about 66% 

off the household's monthly gross and net income, respectively. Finally, the data show that 

theree is a large income inequality in the sample. 

Chapterr 6 extensively analyzes the data gathered from the field survey. It cann be considered as 

aa supplement to the experimental evidence on the factors that determine individuals' 
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motivationss to evade taxes. While the experimental approach studies these motivations in a 

controlledd environment, the field survey provides a large data set that contain information 

aboutt the 'real world' evasion. In addition, the chapter analyzes the 'real world' evasion data 

inn relation to the information about individual and household background and attitudes. 

Finally,, the overall analysis cover three kinds of tax evasion: the extent of personal income 

taxx evasion, small business income tax evasion, and social and health insurance tax evasion. 

Givenn that the chapter focuses on the extent of tax evasion reported in the field survey, 

itt provides some tax characteristics of the sample, the reliability of which is also evaluated. 

Thee reliability is mainly assessed by testing for differences across the five Tirana regions -

wheree the survey was conducted- with respect to the extent of all kinds of tax evasion. The 

outcomee is that the information concerning tax evasion appears to be reliable. 

Givenn the difficulty of asking direct questions about tax evasion, several questions in 

ourr questionnaire are formulated such that they indirectly provide information with respect to 

thee three kinds of tax evasion. After being analyzed and put together, this information creates 

aa basis for constructing the three major variables to be explained in this chapter (representing 

thee three kinds of tax evasion). These variables show that 38.6% of the selected respondents 

havee at least one indication of personal income tax evasion; 56.5% have at least one 

indicationn of small business income tax evasion; and 30.7% have at least one indication of the 

evasionn of social and health insurance tax. A statistical comparison indicates that the 

differencess between these three kinds of evasion are significant. 

Thee first main research question of this chapter is related to the determining factors to 

evadee taxes. This question is addressed by first analyzing the effect of the individual 

backgroundd information on the individual extent of tax evasion. To accomplish this, several 

hypothesess on this relationship are tested, applying two main regression models, a Logit and 

ann Ordered Probit. The results of the two models are very similar and yield the following. 

Self-employedd females evade the small business income tax less than self-employed males 

do;; households with more members living abroad (who support them financially) evade the 

personall income tax less, but they evade the small business income tax more; individuals who 

workk in the state and private sector (with labor contract) evade the personal income tax and 

insurancee tax less, whereas those who work in the private sector (without labor contract) 

evadee both taxes more; respondents whose main occupation gives them an opportunity to 
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evade,, do so with respect to the personal income tax and insurance tax (e.g., workers and 

businesss people); individuals with a low income evade more for all the three types of evasion; 

migrantss from cities other than the center of Albania or from rural areas evade the personal 

andd business income taxes more. These findings are compatible with the existing evidence in 

thee literature. However, the chapter also reports non-compatible results. For example, older 

peoplee evade the social and health insurance tax more; highly educated people evade less of 

alll three types of evasion; and larger households evade the small business income tax and 

insurancee tax less than the smaller households do. The second step to address the first main 

researchh question is related to the effect of individuals' attitudes on their decision to 

(non)complyy with taxes. The individuals' attitudes are derived from their responses to several 

attitudinall statements, using factor analysis. This analysis groups these statements into 

attitudess about institutional setting and development, attitudes about tax morality, and 

attitudess about tax mentality and experience. The first group represents individuals' attitudes 

towardss formal institutions, whereas the other two represent individuals' attitudes towards 

informall institutions. The same regression models as for the background information are run 

too test the existing hypotheses on the relationship between the extent of tax evasion and the 

respondents'' attitudes categorized in the three groups. The results of the two models are quite 

similar.. Hence, individuals that report a high tax immorality and a low level of tax mentality 

andd experience, evade more. Regarding the attitudes about institutional setting and 

development,, only those of business people affect the extent of tax evasion significantly. The 

resultss show that when business people report to be relatively more satisfied with the 

institutionall and development level of the country, they evade more. 

Thee second main research question of this chapter concerns the influence of personal 

backgroundd information on individuals' attitudes towards formal and informal institutions. 

Thiss question is addressed by running an OLS regression that explores the relationship 

betweenn some of the background variables and the attitudes on formal and informal 

institutions.. The results reveal that females have a more negative opinion about institutions 

andd a higher tax morality than males; individuals with a lower education have a more negative 

opinionn about institutions, a lower tax morality, and a lower level of tax mentality and 

experiencee than individuals with a higher education; respondents from large households have 

aa more negative opinion about institutions and a lower level of tax mentality and experience 
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thann respondents from small households; respondents from families with more members 

livingg abroad (supporting them financially) have a positive opinion about institutions; and 

migrantss from regions other than the center of Albania have a relatively high tax morality and 

aa low level of tax mentality and experience, whereas individuals from urban area havee a better 

opinionn about institutions and a lower tax morality than the ones from rural area. 

Finally,, a combination of the main findings about the effects of the personal background 

informationn on the extent of tax evasion with the main findings about the effects of the former 

onn the individuals' attitudes towards formal and informal institutions yields the following. 

Maless report a positive attitude with respect to formal institutions and a negative score with 

respectt to informal institutions. This contrast is expected to yield more evasion by males, 

whichh is indeed what our evidence shows. Highly educated individuals have a positive score 

onn both formal and informal institutions. As expected, this convergence reveals a low level of 

evasionn by these individuals. Large families report a negative score on both formal and 

informall institutions. Although there is a compatibility between formal and informal 

institutionss but in a negative sense, large households evade less (contrary to the theoretical 

prediction).. Urban people think positively of formal institutions and have a negative score on 

informall institutions. Though due to this clash they are expected to evade more, urban people 

evadee less. In addition, emigration affects only individuals' attitudes towards formal 

institutions.. This effect is positive, whereas the effect on the extent of tax evasion is two-fold, 

dependingg on the type of tax. 

Thee overall findings of this chapter imply the following. Individuals employed in their 

ownn business evade more than other working individuals do. This is to be expected because 

evasionn is easiest for this group, given that they have to self-declare their income. Age, sector 

employment,, occupation and income have a direct influence on the (non)compliant behavior 

off individuals towards taxes. In addition, gender, education, family size, migration and 

emigrationn affect the respondents' attitudes towards formal and informal institutions, and 

consequentlyy their decision to (non)comply with taxes. More specifically, when individuals 

aree satisfied with formal institutions, they evade more. This is strongly observed among the 

self-employedd individuals only. When respondents have a negative score on informal 

institutions,, they evade more. This is strongly observed among all groups of respondents (i.e., 

peoplee who are obliged to pay the personal income tax, people who are obliged to pay the 
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smalll business income tax, and people who are obliged to pay the social and health insurance 

tax).. Here, it is important to mention that the observed effect on business tax evasion of the 

attitudee of self-employed people towards formal institutions is not attributable to personal 

backgroundd variables. These variables appear to explain the individuals' attitudes similarly 

forr all three groups. We strongly believe that the explanation of this and other evidence 

relatedd to institutions and tax evasion involves the outcome of an interaction between formal 

andd informal institutions. This interaction appears to be clashing in Albania, which in turn 

producess the evasion of taxes. 

Alll in all, the two empirical methods yield some complementary results and only one 

divergingg result. The latter is related to the effect of income on the extent of tax evasion. The 

experimentall approach shows that individuals with a higher income evade taxes more, 

whereass the field survey evidence shows the contrary. To start with, the experimental result is 

barelyy statistically significant. Moreover, contrary to the field survey income, the 

experimentall income represents a change in income and not the total income the participants 

earn.. However, a better understanding of this inconsistency requires further research. 

AA final word about the essential contribution of this thesis. To start with, one of the main 

conclusionss of the literature survey in chapter 2 -'the informal sector has distinctive features 

inn a developed country and a country in transition'- is mainly attributed to the institutional 

countryy difference. In addition, chapters 4, 5 and 6 emphasize the importance of institutions in 

thee occurrence of tax evasion. 

Thiss thesis recognizes that one should distinguish between formal and informal 

institutions.. While formal institutions comprise rules and laws, informal institutions include 

normss and culture. However, in order to comprehend individuals' motivations to evade taxes, 

twoo types of norms and culture should be distinguished within informal institutions. One 

representss those informal institutions concerned with individuals' willingness and inclination 

too non-comply with taxes. These norms are related to attributes like 'honesty' or 'morality'. 

Thee second type of informal institutions are those that individuals develop in order to 'get 

along'' with formal institutions, for example through bribery and corruption. As stressed 

above,, the experimental approach studies individuals' (Dutch and Albanian) attitudes towards 
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taxx compliance, when controlling for institutions. To be more precise, formal institutions are 

keptt the same for both countries. Moreover, also the second type of informal institutions is 

keptt constant in both countries. In other words, participants do not get a chance to 'get along' 

withh formal institutions (at least, there is no difference across countries in the extent to which 

theyy can do so). Therefore, in the experiments, differences across individuals' decisions to 

(non)evadee taxes can only be attributed to one thing: their willingness and inclination to do 

so.. The result is that the Albanians are more 'honest' than the Dutch. This means that in an 

experimentall environment, the willingness to evade taxes is higher among the Dutch. This 

higherr level of tax evasion among the Dutch can be explained by a conflict between the 

'right** (imposed) formal institutions and the 'wrong' informal institutions (the first type only). 

Outsidee of the laboratory, however, tax evasion (and the informal sector in general) appears to 

bee larger in Albania. Because we just concluded that this can not be attributed to their innate 

inclinationn to evade taxes, it is either due to formal institutions or informal institutions (the 

secondd type) or both. This is best examined in the decision of the self-employed respondents 

off the field survey approach. Although they report they are satisfied with formal institutions, 

theyy do not comply with taxes. There is apparently a conflict. From what has been concluded 

soo far, it can only be between formal institutions and the second type of informal institutions. 

Thee data from the 'real world' indicate that this is indeed the case. The reported satisfaction of 

thee Albanian self-employed individuals with respect to formal institutions is in contradiction 

withh their negative score on informal institutions (i.e., the prevailing norms and traditions of 

findingfinding an informal way to 'get along' with formal institutions). This conflict yields a higher 

levell of tax evasion in Albania than in the Netherlands. 

Thiss thesis concludes that the different levels of tax evasion in the two countries are not 

attributablee to different tax norms and attitudes, but to different formal institutions and their 

'informall use' by individuals. Finally, the combination of the experimental approach with the 

fieldd survey proved to be very useful and instrumental in providing empirical evidence 

regardingg the important distinction between different types of institutions and their 

consequencess for tax evasion. 
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Nederlandsee samenvatting (Summary in Dutch) 

Dee kern van dit proefschrift is een analyse van de informele sector. Hoewel het doel is een 

bijdragee te leveren aan het algemene begrip dat wij hebben van de informele sector en van de 

motivatiee van individuen eraan deel te nemen, richt de studie zich met name op de informele 

sectorr in landen die in de overgangsfase verkeren tussen een planeconomie en een 

markteconomiee (transitie landen). Voor de studie werd een specifiek land geselecteerd dat in 

dezee overgangsfase verkeert, namelijk Albanië. Tenslotte, hoewel het proefschrift ingaat op 

dee informele sector in het algemeen, richt deze studie zich met name op belastingontduiking. 

Hett proefschrift begint met een uiteenzetting van de belangrijkste doelen, motivering en 

empirischee methoden in hoofdstuk een. In hoofdstuk twee volgt een literatuuroverzicht van de 

informelee sector in ontwikkelde, ontwikkelende en transitie-landen. Het hoofddoel van dit 

hoofdstukk is tweeledig: (1) het verschaffen van een algemeen overzicht van de bijdragen over 

dee informele sector aan de literatuur; en (2) een vergelijking van deze bijdragen tussen twee 

institutioneell verschillende typen landen: ontwikkelde en minder ontwikkelde (ontwikkelende 

landenn en transitie-landen). Gezien de specifieke casestudy (een land in de overgangsfase) en 

hett specifieke aspect van de informele sector (belastingontduiking), wordt aan deze beide 

componentenn bijzondere aandacht besteed bij de beschrijving en de analyse van de literatuur. 

Hett hoofdstuk laat zien dat de informele sector een divers verschijnsel is. Hoewel velen 

ditt als een probleem ervaren, concludeert hoofdstuk 2 dat dit niet het geval hoeft te zijn, als 

wee ons maar van de verschillen bewust zijn en deze respecteren. Daarnaast zijn sommige van 

dee criteria die gebruikt worden om de informele sector te definiëren, voor beide groepen 

landenn verschillend. Deze variatie blijkt het duidelijkst ten aanzien van het criterium 

'overleven'.. Hiermee wordt bedoeld dat, in tegenstelling tot studies in ontwikkelde landen, 
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onderzoekk in minder ontwikkelde landen heeft aangetoond dat de informele sector daar vaker 

gezienn wordt als een mogelijkheid om te overleven. Als gevolg hiervan wordt de informele 

sectorr in ontwikkelde landen vaak gekenmerkt door zijn mogelijkheden voor economische 

investeringenn en groei, evenals door inkomensniveaus die vergelijkbaar zijn met die in de 

formelee sector. In minder ontwikkelde landen wijzen de kenmerken van de informele sector 

opp het tegenovergestelde. Ook wordt een verschil opgemerkt in de theorieën die proberen 

informelee economische activiteiten te verklaren. Dit verschil is vooral het gevolg van 

verschillendee institutionele kenmerken die deze groepen landen karakteriseren. In dit verband 

wordt,, als een belangrijk element van de verschillen tussen landen, een duidelijke relatie 

gelegdd tussen formele en informele instituties. Deze relatie bepaalt op haar beurt de richting 

waarinn de informele sector zich ontwikkelt. Met betrekking tot de kwantitatieve analyse 

hebbenn diverse literatuurstudies gepoogd de omvang van de informele sector te schatten door 

hett toepassen van verschillende methoden binnen twee hoofdbenaderingen: de indirecte en de 

directee benadering. Het verkregen resultaat toont aan dat de omvang van de informele sector 

inn minder ontwikkelde landen groter is dan in ontwikkelde landen. Tenslotte wordt in 

hoofdstukk 2 een conclusie getrokken met betrekking tot de 'beste' reactie op de informele 

sector.. Op basis van de positieve implicaties ervan op de korte termijn, maar negatieve 

gevolgenn voor de lange termijn, wordt de integratie van de informele sector in de formele 

sectorr als een noodzaak gezien. De houding van de staat ten opzichte van de informele sector 

vertoontt in de twee groepen landen specifieke patronen. Terwijl de meeste ontwikkelde 

landenn in de eindfase zijn van hun pogingen om de informele sector te integreren in de 

formelee economie, zijn de minder ontwikkelde landen nog steeds in de fase waarin zij de 

informelee sector hetzij tolereren, hetzij bestrijden. 

Hoofdstukk drie biedt een illustratief voorbeeld van enkele van de argumenten die in het 

literatuuroverzichtt naar voren komen met betrekking tot een land in de overgangsfase. Dit 

hoofdstukk heeft als doel de meest voorkomende voorwaarden te beschrijven waaronder de 

informelee sector in een transitie land (in dit geval Albanië) kan ontstaan. De gevolgen van 

dezee voorwaarden worden weerspiegeld in the diverse verschijningsvormen van de informele 

sectorr in dit land, waarvan er in dit hoofdstuk slechts twee worden geanalyseerd. Deze twee 

zijnn het voorkomen van Financiële piramidespelen en de straathandel. De analyses zijn 
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gebaseerdd op de schaarse gegevens ten aanzien van beide aspecten van de informele sector in 

Albanië.. Deze twee voorbeelden tonen het belang aan van de informele sector in een land in 

dee transitiefase. Enerzijds waren er negatieve gevolgen van de piramidespelen voor het 

banksysteem,, de politieke stabiliteit en de sociale kosten voor de Albanezen in het algemeen. 

Anderzijdss blijkt de straathandel economische en politieke steun te bieden tijdens de 

moeilijkee jaren van overgang. De straathandel kan echter op lange termijn ook negatieve 

implicatiess hebben, zoals belastingontduiking als gevolg van niet geregistreerde activiteiten, 

eenn gebrek aan publieke goederen als gevolg van financiële verliezen in staatsinkomsten, en 

misleidendee statistische gegevens als gevolg van de vertekening van de belangrijkste 

economischee indicatoren. Dit hoofdstuk concludeert dat, als gevolg van dit alles, de 

tegenargumentenn over het geheel genomen zwaarder wegen dan de argumenten ten voordele, 

zodatt de informele sector geformaliseerd dient te worden. Dit hoofdstuk erkent dat deze 

formaliseringg slechts kan plaatsvinden in een omgeving met een adequate en efficiënte 

institutionelee kader en met de mechanismen om het af te dwingen. 

Hett onderzoek in hoofdstuk vier is vooral geïnspireerd door een van de belangrijkste 

conclusiess uit het literatuuroverzicht in hoofdstuk twee, namelijk dat de informele sector in 

eenn ontwikkeld land wezenlijk andere kenmerken heeft dan in een land in transitie. In 

hoofdstukk vier wordt dit empirisch getoetst op het niveau van individueel gedrag. Het 

oorspronkelijkee doel is het individuele keuzen met betrekking tot belastingontduiking te 

bestuderen.. Een bijkomend doel is deze studie uit te voeren in twee verschillende typen 

landen:: Albanië, een land in transitie, en Nederland, een ontwikkeld land. Het uiteindelijke 

strevenn is de bestudering van de afzonderlijke niveaus van belastingontduiking in deze twee 

landen,, door een beter begrip van het individuele gedragspatroon met betrekking tot 

belastingontduiking.. Om dit te bereiken wordt in dit hoofdstuk de experimentele 

laboratoriummethodee gebruikt. Deze benadering biedt de unieke gelegenheid de houding van 

individuenn ten aanzien van belastingmoraal te bestuderen, waarbij vele verschillen tussen de 

landenn (die anders mogelijk de omstandigheden zouden kunnen beïnvloeden die deze houding 

bepalen)) constant worden gehouden. 

Inn Albanië zijn de experimenten uitgevoerd in de 'Harry Fultz' middelbare school in 

Tiranaa (met leerlingen en leraren), en in de Economische Faculteit van de Universiteit van 
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Tiranaa (met studenten, docenten en niet-wetenschappelijk personeel). In Nederland werden de 

experimentenn uitgevoerd in het 'Vossius Gymnasium', een middelbare school in Amsterdam, 

enn in het CREED laboratorium van de Universiteit van Amsterdam, met vergelijkbare 

groepenn deelnemers als in Albanië. 

Dee experimenten zijn zodanig ontworpen dat de deelnemers niet weten dat zij over 

belastingenn gaan.133 Het ontwerp bestaat uit de volgende onderdelen. In drie van de in totaal 

achtt aparte rondes wordt alleen het individuele inkomen van de proefpersonen vastgesteld. 

Ditt blijft onbekend voor degene die het experiment uitvoert en voor de andere deelnemers. In 

dee andere vijf rondes moeten de proefpersonen kiezen tussen een willekeurig 'geregistreerd' 

inkomen,, waarvan de hoogte zeker bekend zal worden aan de uitvoerder van het experiment, 

enn een willekeurig 'ongeregistreerd' inkomen, waarvan alleen een kans bestaat dat het bekend 

zall worden aan de uitvoerder van het experiment na eventuele belastingcontrole. Nadat het 

werkelijkee inkomen is vastgesteld, moeten de deelnemers het opgeven en dienovereenkomstig 

belastingg betalen. Als belastingcontrole plaatsvindt, moeten ze een boete betalen als ze te 

weinigg hebben opgegeven. Als ze teveel hebben opgegeven, krijgen ze geen boete. In de 

meestee experimentele sessies wordt een publiek goed verschaft door de belastingopbrengsten 

binnenn een groep van vier leden op te tellen en het bedrag vervolgens gelijkelijk over de 

groepsledenn te verdelen.134 Dit ontwerp heeft dezelfde basiskenmerken met betrekking tot 

belastingtarief,, controlekans, en boete als het meeste experimentele onderzoek naar 

belastingontduiking.. Dit ontwerp heeft echter drie nieuwe kenmerken. Eén ervan is reeds 

genoemdd en houdt verband met de vergelijking van het gedrag ten aanzien van belasting

ontduikingg tussen een ontwikkeld land en een land in transitie. De tweede is de nieuwe 

laboratoriumsituatie,, waarin de proefpersonen kunnen kiezen tussen een 'geregistreerd' en 

eenn 'ongeregistreerd' inkomen. Dit element is belangrijk, het experiment benadert hierdoor 

meerr de werkelijkheid, waar individuen geconfronteerd worden met de keuze tussen voor een 

werkgeverr werken (die de inkomsten van zijn/haar werknemers aan de belastingautoriteiten 

doorgeeft),, of bijvoorbeeld in een eigen bedrijf (wat betekent dat zij zelf aangifte moeten 

doenn van hun inkomsten). De keuze tussen deze beide mogelijkheden bepaalt hun 

inkomenstypee (respectievelijk geregistreerd of ongeregistreerd). Het derde onderscheidende 

1333 Zo werd het woord 'belasting' nooit in de instructies genoemd. Altijd werd de uitdrukking 'bijdrage aan een 
fonds'' gebruikt. Voor meer informatie, zie Appendix 4.1. 
1344 De twaalf deelnemers aan elke sessie worden onderverdeeld in drie groepen van 4 personen. 
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kenmerkk is de vergelijking van het gedrag met betrekking tot belastingontduiking niet alleen 

tussenn landen, maar ook tussen verschillende groepen deelnemers binnen ieder land. 

Dee eerste onderzoeksvraag die in dit hoofdstuk aan de orde komt betreft de factoren die 

dee inkomenskeuze bepalen. Deze wordt onderzocht door middel van verschillende 

experimentelee 'condities', zoals verschillende kansen op controle of het al dan niet verschaffen 

vann een publiek goed. Elke situatie is onderzocht in beide landen. Het experimentele resultaat 

toontt aan dat de mogelijkheid om belastingen te ontduiken en het verschaffen van een publiek 

goedd het aantal keuzen voor een 'ongeregistreerd' inkomen verhoogt. Indien wordt gekozen 

voorr het 'ongeregistreerde' inkomen, wordt deze beslissing niet beïnvloed door de 

verschillendee controlekansen. Er blijken geen verschillen te bestaan tussen de landen of 

groepenn binnen de landen. 

Dee tweede onderzoeksvraag betreft het wel of niet betalen van belastingen. De 

belangrijkstee uitkomsten laten zowel verschillen zien per conditie als verschillen tussen de 

landenn en groepen. De belangrijkste uitkomsten zijn als volgt: als voor een 'geregistreerd' 

inkomenn wordt gekozen vindt er geen ontduiking plaats. Als voor een 'ongeregistreerd' 

inkomenn wordt gekozen worden de belastingen lang niet altijd betaald. Een kleinere kans op 

controlee leidt tot meer belastingontduiking. Hoewel een te lage inkomensaangifte vaker 

voorkomtt dan een te hoge, wordt het laatste wel waargenomen. Daarnaast gaat het in 

sommigee gevallen van te lage aangifte om een inkomen groter dan 0 na belastingontduiking, 

inn tegenstelling tot wat de theorie beweert. Bovendien kiezen veel proefpersonen een inkomen 

waarbijj belastingontduiking mogelijk is, maar geven hun inkomen correct op. Hierbij komen 

verschillenn voor tussen de landen en tussen groepen. Albanese deelnemers ontduiken minder 

vaakk belastingen dan de Nederlandse deelnemers, en scholieren en studenten ontduiken vaker 

belastingenn dan andere groepen. In het algemeen geldt dat verschillen tussen groepen binnen 

eenn land minstens zo groot zijn als verschillen tussen beide landen. Sommige uitkomsten 

wordenn nader getoetst door middel van regressies. De additionele resultaten laten zien dat 

vrouwenn minder vaak belasting ontduiken dan mannen, en dat personen met een hoog 

inkomenn vaker belasting ontduiken. 

Dee derde onderzoeksvraag luidt als volgt: vindt de beslissing over de inkomstenbron 

gelijktijdigg plaats met de beslissing om belastingen te ontduiken? Deze vraag wordt getoetst 

mett behulp van regressieanalyse van de uitkomst van een enkele ronde. Er wordt aangetoond 
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datt individuele beslissingen over inkomenssoort niet los kunnen worden gezien van 

beslissingenn over belastingontduiking. 

Hoofdstukk vier eindigt met de conclusie dat wanneer belastingontduiking mogelijk 

wordtt gemaakt, sommige individuen hier gebruik van maken (door de keuze voor het 

ongeregistreerdee inkomen), ongeacht of zij Albanees zijn of Nederlands. Landen en groepen 

latenn alleen significante verschillen zien wat betreft belastingnakoming zelf. De verschillen 

tussenn instituties in Albanië en Nederland worden in de experimenten weggenomen. De 

algemenee veronderstelling is dat belastingontduiking hoger is in Albanië in vergelijking tot 

Nederland.. Dit hoofdstuk laat zien dat dit niet wordt veroorzaakt door verschillen in sociale 

normenn of cultuur. Blijkbaar ligt de oorzaak in verschillen in instituties. 

Hoofdstukk vijf geeft een kritische bespreking van veldonderzoek als de tweede empirische 

methodee die in dit proefschrift wordt gebruikt om belastingontduiking te bestuderen. Deze 

benaderingg heeft als doel het vergaren van informatie over de mate van en de bepalende 

factorenn voor belastingontduiking in Albanië. Het veldonderzoek is uitgevoerd bij een 

representatievee steekproef van huishoudens in het stedelijk gebied van de hoofdstad Tirana. 

Mett als uitgangspunt de kenmerken van de regio en de populatie streeft dit hoofdstuk naar een 

geschiktee keuze tussen verschillende methoden van onderzoek, zoals 'observatie', 'interview' 

enn 'enquête'. Vergelijkende analyse geeft aan dat de meest geschikte methode - logistieke, 

financiëlee en methodologische kwesties in aanmerking genomen- bestaat uit de zelf ingevulde 

enquête;; een combinatie van persoonlijke contacten en ingevulde vragenlijsten. De 

belangrijkstee kenmerken van het onderzoek zijn als volgt. De geografisch willekeurige 

selectiee van 1.500 huishoudens in Tirana leverde een respons op van 89,3 %, wat een indicatie 

iss voor de representativiteit van de data uit dit onderzoek voor de gehele bevolking van 

Tirana.. Bovendien bleek de gebruikte methode na evaluatie betrouwbaar en valide. 

Ditt hoofdstuk beschrijft ook enkele kenmerken van de steekproefpopulatie. Deze 

kenmerkenn hebben zowel betrekking op de respondent van de enquête (de kostwinnaar) als op 

hett huishouden zelf. Het resultaat toont dat het percentage vrouwelijke kostwinnaars relatief 

hoogg is, ongeveer 26%. Een meerderheid van de respondenten, 81,5%, is getrouwd (of 

samenwonend)) en heeft thuiswonende kinderen. 87,3% van de kostwinnaars verricht betaalde 

arbeid.. 22,1% geeft zelfstandig ondernemerschap op als beroep. Het gemiddelde huishouden 
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bestaatt uit 4,3 personen. Ongeveer twee leden per huishouden hebben een betaalde baan. 

20,5%% van de huishoudens heeft ten minste één familielid dat in het buitenland verblijft en 

henn financieel ondersteunt. Het individuele bruto en netto maandloon van de voornaamste 

inkomstenn verdiener omvat ongeveer 66% van respectievelijk het bruto en netto 

maandinkomenn van het huishouden. Tenslotte tonen de data aan dat er een grote 

inkomensongelijkheidd bestaat binnen de steekproefpopulatie. 

Hoofdstukk zes biedt een uitvoerige analyse van de data uit het veldonderzoek. Dit dient als 

aanvullingg op de experimentele resultaten met betrekking tot de factoren die de individuele 

motievenn voor belastingontduiking bepalen. Terwijl in de experimentele benadering deze 

motievenn worden bestudeerd in een gecontroleerde omgeving, biedt het veldonderzoek een 

grotee dataset die informatie bevat over ontduiking in 'de werkelijkheid'. De data worden 

geanalyseerdd in relatie tot de achtergrond en houding van het individu en het huishouden. De 

analysee onderscheidt drie soorten belastingontduiking: (1) ontduiking van inkomsten

belasting;; (2) ontduiking van belastingen op inkomsten uit de eigen onderneming; en (3) ont

duikingg van sociale premies. 

Hett hoofdstuk bespreekt eerst de mate van belastingontduiking in het veldonderzoek, en 

geeftt enkele belastingkenmerken van de steekproefpopulatie, waarvan tevens de 

betrouwbaarheidd wordt onderzocht. De betrouwbaarheid wordt vooral vastgesteld door te 

testenn op verschillen tussen de vijf gebieden in Tirana (waar het onderzoek is uitgevoerd) met 

betrekkingg tot de hoogte van de verschillende soorten belastingontduiking. Het blijkt dat de 

informatiee over belastingontduiking betrouwbaar te noemen is. 

Aangezienn het stellen van rechtstreekse vragen over belastingontduiking lastig is, zijn 

verschillendee items in de vragenlijst zodanig geformuleerd dat ze indirect informatie 

verschaffenn over de drie soorten ontduiking. Nadat deze informatie is geanalyseerd en 

samengevoegd,, vormt het de basis voor het construeren van de drie belangrijkste variabelen 

diee in dit hoofdstuk worden gebruikt (die de drie soorten belastingontduiking weergeven). 

Dezee variabelen laten zien dat er bij 38,6% van de respondenten die hiervoor belastingplichtig 

zijnn tenminste één indicatie aanwezig is van ontduiking van particuliere inkomstenbelasting; 

56,5%% van betrokkenen heeft tenminste één indicatie van ontduiking van belastingen op 

ondernemingsinkomsten;; en 30,7% van degenen die sociale premies zouden moeten betalen 
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heeftt tenminste één indicatie van ontduiking hiervan. Statistische toetsing laat significante 

verschillenn zien tussen deze drie niveaus van ontduiking. 

Dee hoofdvraag van het onderzoek dat in dit hoofdstuk wordt beschreven, betreft de 

bepalendee factoren voor belastingontduiking. Allereerst wordt het effect van 

achtergrondinformatiee over het individu op de individuele mate van belastingontduiking 

bekeken.. Hiervoor worden verschillende hypothesen over deze relatie getoetst, waarbij 

gebruikk wordt gemaakt van twee regressiemodellen, een Logit- en een Ordered Probitmodel. 

Dee resultaten van beide modellen vertonen grote overeenkomsten en wijzen op het volgende: 

(1)) Vrouwelijke zelfstandige ondernemers ontduiken minder vaak de belasting op 

ondernemingsinkomstenn dan mannelijke; (2) huishoudens met meerdere in het buitenland 

woonachtigee leden (die financiële steun verlenen) ontduiken de particuliere 

inkomstenbelastingg minder vaak, maar de belasting op ondernemingsinkomsten juist vaker; 

(3)) werknemers in de overheids- en particuliere sector met een arbeidscontract ontduiken 

minderr vaak de particuliere inkomstenbelasting en sociale premies dan werknemers in de 

particulieree sector zonder arbeidscontract; (4) respondenten wiens werkzaamheden 

gelegenheidd bieden tot belastingontduiking, ontduiken inderdaad vaker de particuliere 

inkomstenbelastingg en sociale premies (arbeiders en zakenmensen bijvoorbeeld); (5) de drie 

typenn belastingontduiking komen vaker voor bij mensen met een laag inkomen; (6) migranten 

uitt steden gelegen buiten het centrum van Albanië of van het platteland ontduiken vaker de 

particulieree inkomsten- en ondernemingsbelasting. Deze uitkomsten sluiten aan bij de 

bevindingenn in de bestaande literatuur. Dit hoofdstuk bespreekt echter ook resultaten die hier 

niett bij aansluiten. Enkele voorbeelden hiervan zijn: (1) oudere mensen ontduiken vaker de 

socialee premies; (2) hoogopgeleiden ontduiken minder vaak belastingen (ongeacht welk type); 

(3)) grote huishoudens ontduiken de inkomstenbelasting voor ondernemingen en de sociale 

premiess minder vaak dan kleinere huishoudens. De volgende stap in het onderzoek naar de 

hoofdvraagg heeft betrekking op het effect van de individuele attitude over het betalen van 

belastingen.. Deze attitude wordt afgeleid uit de respons op verschillende uitspraken, door 

middell van factoranalyse. De uitspraken werden na analyse ingedeeld in drie groepen: 

attitudess over institutionele basis en ontwikkeling, attitudes over belastingmoraal, en attitudes 

overr belastingmentaliteit en -ervaring. De eerste groep betreft het individuele standpunt ten 

opzichtee van formele instituties, terwijl de andere twee de standpunten weergeven ten 
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opzichtee van informele instituties. De twee regressiemodellen die zijn gebruikt bij het 

bestuderenn van de relatie met individuele achtergrond worden gebruikt om hypothesen over 

dee relatie tussen de mate van belastingontduiking en de drie categorieën van standpunten van 

dee respondenten te toetsen. De resultaten van beide modellen komen vrijwel overeen. 

Geconcludeerdd kan worden dat individuen die een lage belastingmoraal hebben en een laag 

niveauu van belastingmentaliteit en -ervaring vaker belastingen ontduiken. Wat institutionele 

achtergrondd en ontwikkeling betreft, heeft alleen het standpunt van zakenmensen een 

significantee invloed op de mate van belastingontduiking. De resultaten tonen aan dat hoe 

groter,, relatief gezien, de mate van tevredenheid van zakenmensen met het institutionele - en 

ontwikkelingsniveauu van het land, des te groter de mate van belastingontduiking. 

Eenn tweede belangrijke onderzoeksvraag betreft de invloed van informatie over de 

persoonlijkee achtergrond op het standpunt van individuen ten opzichte van formele en 

informelee instituties. Door middel van een OLS-regressie wordt de relatie bestudeerd tussen 

eenn aantal achtergrondvariabelen en het standpunt over formele en informele instituties. De 

resultatenn laten zien dat: (1) vrouwen negatiever denken over instituties dan mannen, en een 

hogeree belastingmoraal bezitten; (2) laagopgeleiden een negatievere mening hebben over 

institutiess dan hoogopgeleiden, gepaard met een lagere belastingmoraal, een andere 

mentaliteit,, en minder ervaring met belastingen; (3) respondenten uit grotere huishoudens een 

negatieveree mening hebben over instituties en een andere mentaliteit hebben en minder 

ervaringg met belastingen dan respondenten uit kleine huishoudens; (4) respondenten met 

meerderee familieleden woonachtig in het buitenland (die financiële steun bieden) positiever 

denkenn over instituties; en (5) migranten afkomstig uit gebieden gelegen buiten het centrum 

vann Albanië beschikken over een relatief hoge belastingmoraal en een slechtere belasting

mentaliteitt en -ervaring, terwijl (6) personen uit stedelijke gebieden een betere opinie hebben 

vann instituties en een lagere belastingmoraal dan mensen op het platteland. 

Tenslottee levert een combinatie van de belangrijkste bevindingen over de effecten van 

persoonlijkee achtergrond op de mate van belastingontduiking, en de effecten van persoonlijke 

achtergrondd op het individuele standpunt over formele en informele instituties, het volgende 

op.. Mannen hebben een positieve houding ten opzichte van formele instituties en een 

negatievee ten opzichte van informele instituties. Dit wekt de verwachting dat 

belastingontduikingg meer voorkomt bij mannen, hetgeen we ook daadwerkelijk waarnemen. 
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Hoogopgeleidenn scoren positief op zowel formele als informele instituties. Zoals verwacht, 

valtt dit samen met een laag niveau van ontduiking. Grote gezinnen scoren negatief op zowel 

formelee als informele instituties. Hoewel deze negatieve compatibiliteit bestaat, ontduiken 

grotee huishoudens minder vaak de belastingen (in tegenstelling tot de theoretische 

verwachting).. Stadsmensen denken positief over formele instituties en scoren negatief op 

informelee instituties. Alhoewel deze tegenstrijdigheid de verwachting wekt dat stadsmensen 

vakerr belasting ontduiken, doen zij dit minder vaak. Verder heeft emigratie alleen invloed op 

dee houding van individuen ten opzichte van formele instituties. Dit is een positief effect, 

terwijll het effect op de mate van belastingontduiking tweeledig is, afhankelijk van het 

belastingtype. . 

Hett volgende kan worden gezegd over de uitkomsten in dit hoofdstuk. Individuen die 

werkzaamm zijn in hun eigen onderneming ontduiken vaker de belasting dan werknemers. Dit 

iss overeenkomstig de verwachting, aangezien het ontduiken van belastingen het eenvoudigst 

iss voor de eerste groep, want zij geven zelf hun inkomen op. Leeftijd, werkgelegenheids-

sector,, beroep en inkomen oefenen een directe invloed uit op het (on)welwillende gedrag van 

individuenn ten opzichte van belastingen. Daarnaast beïnvloeden geslacht, opleiding, 

gezinsgrootte,, migratie en emigratie de houding van respondenten ten aanzien van formele en 

informelee instituties en dientengevolge hun beslissing om al dan niet belastingen te betalen. 

Wanneerr individuen tevreden zijn met formele instituties, ontduiken ze vaker belastingen. Dit 

wordtt alleen duidelijk waargenomen onder individuen met een eigen zaak. Respondenten met 

eenn negatieve score op informele instituties ontduiken vaker belastingen. Dit wordt duidelijk 

waargenomenn bij alle groepen respondenten (mensen die ofwel particuliere 

inkomstenbelastingg moeten voldoen, ofwel belasting voor ondernemersinkomsten, ofwel 

socialee premies). In dit kader is het belangrijk dat het waargenomen effect van de houding van 

ondernemerss ten opzichte van formele instituties op ontduiking van belasting op hun 

inkomstenn niet toegeschreven kan worden aan persoonlijke achtergrondvariabelen. Deze 

variabelenn blijken een zelfde verklaring te geven voor de houding van individuen ten opzichte 

vann alle drie de groepen. Wij verkeren in de sterke overtuiging dat de verklaring hiervoor en 

voorr andere resultaten met betrekking tot instituties en belastingontduiking ligt in de interactie 

tussenn formele en informele instituties. Deze blijken te botsen in Albanië, waardoor het tot 

belastingontduikingg komt. 
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Beidee empirische methoden leveren elkaar aanvullende resultaten op alsmede één afwijkende 

uitkomst.. Deze heeft te maken met het inkomenseffect op de mate van belastingontduiking. 

Dee experimentele benadering toont aan dat individuen met een hoger inkomen meer belasting 

ontduiken,, terwijl het veldonderzoek het tegenovergestelde laat zien. Het experimentele 

resultaatt is echter nauwelijks statistisch significant. Bovendien houdt het experimentele 

inkomenn een inkomens verandering in en niet het totale inkomen dat deelnemers verdienen, in 

tegenstellingg tot het inkomen uit het veldonderzoek. Nader onderzoek is echter noodzakelijk 

omm tot een beter begrip te komen van deze inconsistentie. 

Enkelee laatste opmerkingen over de essentiële bijdragen van dit proefschrift. Een van de 

belangrijkstee conclusies uit het literatuuronderzoek in hoofdstuk twee - de informele sector 

heeftt karakteristiek verschillende kenmerken in een ontwikkeld land en in een land in 

transitie-- wordt hoofdzakelijk toegeschreven aan het verschil in instituties dat tussen de 

landenn bestaat. Daarnaast benadrukken hoofdstuk vier, vijf en zes het belang van instituties in 

hett zich voordoen van belastingontduiking. 

Ditt proefschrift benadrukt de noodzaak van een onderscheid tussen formele en 

informelee instituties. Formele instituties omvatten regels en wetten, terwijl informele 

institutiess normen en cultuur behelzen. Voor een begrip van de motieven van het individu om 

belastingenn te ontduiken, moeten binnen de informele instituties twee typen van normen en 

cultuurr worden onderscheiden. Het eerste type beschrijft de informele instituties die zich 

bezighoudenn met de bereidheid en neiging van mensen om geen belastingen te voldoen. Deze 

normenn hangen samen met kenmerken als 'eerlijkheid' en 'deugdzaamheid'. Het tweede type 

informelee instituties wordt ontwikkeld door individuen om succesvol om te gaan met formele 

instituties,, zoals bijvoorbeeld omkoperij en corruptie. Zoals het bovenstaande benadrukt, 

bestudeertt de experimentele benadering de belastingmoraal van individuen (Nederlands en 

Albanees),, door verschillen tussen instituties te beheersen. Daarnaast wordt ook het tweede 

typee informele instituties in beide landen constant gehouden. Met andere woorden, 

deelnemerss krijgen niet de mogelijkheid om formele instituties succesvol te 'omzeilen' (er is 

inn ieder geval geen verschil tussen beide landen in de mate waarin dit mogelijk is). Hierdoor 

kunnenn in de experimenten verschillen tussen de beslissingen van personen om belastingen 
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(niet)) te ontduiken slechts worden toegeschreven aan hun bereidheid en neiging om dit al dan 

niett te doen. De uitkomst is dat de Albanezen 'eerlijker' zijn dan de Nederlanders. Dit houdt in 

datt in een experimentele omgeving de bereidheid om belastingen te ontduiken groter is bij de 

Nederlanders.. Deze grotere mate van belastingontduiking bij Nederlanders kan worden 

verklaardd door een strijdigheid tussen de 'goede' (opgelegde) formele instituties en de 'foute' 

informelee instituties (alleen het eerste type hiervan). Belastingontduiking, en de informele 

sectorr in het algemeen, blijkt buiten de laboratoriumsituatie echter groter te zijn in Albanië. 

Aangezienn er zojuist geconcludeerd is dat dit niet toegeschreven kan worden aan een 

natuurlijkee neiging tot belastingontduiking, is dit ofwel te wijten aan formele instituties ofwel 

aann informele instituties (het tweede type) ofwel aan beide. Dit kan het best onderzocht 

wordenn aan de hand van de beslissing van zelfstandige ondernemers in het veldonderzoek. 

Alhoewell zij aangeven tevreden te zijn met formele instituties, voldoen zij niet de 

verschuldigdee belastingen. Blijkbaar bestaat hier een conflict. Uit de conclusies tot dusver 

volgtt dat dit conflict slechts kan bestaan tussen formele instituties en het tweede type 

informelee instituties. De data uit 'de werkelijkheid' tonen aan dat dit inderdaad het geval is. De 

opgetekendee tevredenheid van de Albanese zelfstandig ondernemers met betrekking tot 

formelee instituties is in tegenstelling met hun negatieve score op informele instituties (dit zijn 

dee gangbare normen en tradities om op een informele manier overweg te kunnen met formele 

instituties).. Dit conflict leidt tot een grotere mate van belastingontduiking in Albanië dan in 

Nederland. . 

Ditt proefschrift concludeert dat de verschillende soorten belastingontduiking in beide landen 

niett toegeschreven kunnen worden aan een verschil in normen en houdingen ten aanzien van 

belastingen,, maar aan een verschil in formele instituties en het 'informele gebruik' hiervan 

doorr individuen. De combinatie van de experimentele benadering en het veldonderzoek bleek 

bijzonderr bruikbaar en instrumenteel voor het verschaffen van dit empirisch resultaat met 

betrekkingg tot het belangrijke onderscheid tussen verschillende typen instituties en de 

gevolgenn hiervan voor de belastingontduiking. 







Përmbledhjee në Shqip (Summary in Albanian) 

Analizaa e sektorit informal është thelbi i kësaj terne doktorature, të titulluar "Sektori Informal 

nëë Tranzicion: Evazioni Fiskal në një Boshllëk Institucional". Megjithëse qëllimi i kësaj terne 

ështëë të kontribojë në kuptimin e përgjithshëm të sektorit informal si dhe në motivimin e 

individëvee per të marre pjesë në të, fokusi kryesor është studimi i sektorit informal në vendet 

nëë tranzicion. Vendi në tranzicion i zgjedhur për këtë studim është Shqipëria. Së fundi, 

megjithësee në këtë temë analizohet sektori informal në përgjithësi, fokusi i saj kryesor është 

studimii i evazionit fiskal. 

Kapitullii pare i temës së doktoraturës përcakton objektivat, motivimet dhe metodat kryesore 

empirike.. Ai pasohet nga kapitulli i dytë, i cili analizon literaturen mbi sektorin informal në 

vendett e zhvilluara, në zhvillim dhe në tranzicion. Qëllimi kryesor i këtij kapitulli është i 

dyfishtë:: (1) të japë një vështrim të përgjithshëm të kontributeve në literature mbi sektorin 

informal;; dhe (2) të krahasojë këto kontribute ndërmjet dy tipe vendesh institucionalisht të 

ndryshme:: vendeve të zhvilluara dhe vëndeve më pak të zhvilluara (ku përfshihen ato në 

zhvillimm dhe në tranzicion). Duke marre parasysh objektin e studimit -një vend në tranzicion-

sii dhe një nga aspektet e sektorit informal -evazionin fiskal- vëmendje e vec,antë i është 

kushtuarr këtyre dy elementëve gjatë përshkrimit dhe analizimit të literatures. 

Kapitullii i dytë vë në dukje se sektori informal është një fenomen i shumëllojshëm. 

Megjithësee shumë studiues e shohin këtë si një pengesë, ky kapitull arrin në përfundimin se 

njëë pikëpamje e tillë mund të evitohet për sa kohë që studiuesi është i ndërgjegjshëm për këtë 

shumëllojshmërii dhe e respekton atë. Gjithashtu, disa kritere që janë përdorur për të 

përkufïzuarr sektorin informal ndryshojnë përsa i përket dy grupeve të vendeve të përmendura 
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mëë sipër. Ky ndryshim vihet re sidomos në lidhje me kriterin e 'mbijetesës'. Kjo do të thotë 

qëë në ndryshim nga vendet e zhvilluara, studimet në vendet më pak të zhvilluara kanë treguar 

see sektori informal në këto vende është konsideruar shpesh si një mundësi për mbijetesë. Si 

rezultat,, sektori informal në vendet e zhvilluara është karakterizuar shpesh nga potenciali i tij 

përr investime dhe rritje ekonomike si dhe për nivele të krahasueshme të të ardhurave me 

sektorinn formal. Në vendet më pak të zhvilluara, vecoritë e sektorit informal tregojnë të 

kundërtën.. Një ndryshim tjetër është vënë re në teoritë që përpiqen të shpjegojnë aktivitetet 

ekonomikee informale. Ky ndryshim është kryesisht rezultat i tipareve të ndryshme 

institucionalee që karakterizojnë këto grupe vendesh. Në këtë kuadër, raporti i vecantë midis 

institucionevee formale dhe atyre informale, i cili përcakton edhe një rrugë të vecantë zhvillimi 

tëë sektorit informal, është njohur si një element i rëndësishëm në ndryshimet midis këtyre 

vendeve.. Përsa i përket analizave kuantitative (sasiore), studime të ndryshme në literature janë 

përpjekurr të përcaktojnë madhësinë e sektorit informal duke përdorur një sërë metodash 

brendaa dy metodave kryesore: ato direkte dhe indirekte. Të dhënat e grumbulluara tregojnë se 

sektorii informal është më i madh në vendet më pak të zhvilluara se në vendet e zhvilluara. Së 

fundi,, kapitulli i dytë arrin në një përfundim përsa i përket reagimit të duhur ndaj sektorit 

informal.. Duke u bazuar në pasojat e tij pozitive afatshkurtra, dhe ato negative afatgjata, 

integrimii i sektorit informal në sektorin formal është konsideruar një domosdoshmëri. 

Qëndrimii i Shtetit ndaj sektorit informal ka kaluar në etapa specifike në të dy grupet e 

vendeve.. Ndërkohë që shumica e vendeve të zhvilluara janë në fazen finale që përfshin 

përpjekjee për të integruar sektorin informal në ekonominë formale, vendet më pak të 

zhvilluaraa janë akoma ose në fazen e tolerimit ose në fazen e luftimit të sektorit informal. 

Kapitullii i tretë është një shembull illustrativ i disa nga argumentave të prezantuara gjatë 

analizimitt të literatures përsa i përket një vendi në tranzicion. Qëllimi i tij është të përshkruajë 

kushtett dominuese që bëjnë që sektori informal të shfaqet në një vend në tranzicion, që në 

këtëë dizertacion është Shqipëria. Pasojat e këtyre kushteve janë reflektuar në format e 

shumëllojshmee të sektorit informal në këtë vend. Ky kapitull analizon vetëm dy nga këto 

forma,, që janë: skemat piramidale dhe tregtimi në rrugë. Analizat janë bazuar në të dhënat e 

paktaa ekzistuese mbi të dy aspektet e sektorit informal në Shqipëri.135 Këto dy shembuj 

13ii Ne i jemi mirënjohës Qendrës Shqiptare për Kfirkime Ekonomike (QShKE) që na pajisi me këto evidenca. 
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ofrojnëë evidence mbi rëndësinë e sektorit informal në një vend në tranzicion. Nga njëra anë, 

pasojatt e skemave piramidale ishin negative përsa i përket sistemit bankar, stabilitetit politik 

nëë vend, si dhe kostove të përgjithshme sociale mbi Shqiptarët. Nga ana tjetër, tregtimi në 

migëë u bë një mbështetës ekonomik dhe politik gjatë viteve të vështira të tranzicionit. 

Megjithatë,, tregtimi në rrugë mund të ketë pasoja negative në periudha afatgjata, si evazioni 

fiskall për shkak të aktiviteteve të paregjistruara, mungesa e shpenzimeve publike për shkak të 

humbjevee financiare në të ardhurat e shtetit, dhe të dhëna c'orientuese statistikore për shkak të 

parregullsisëë në treguesit kryesorë ekonomikë. Si rezultat, ky kapitull konkludon se në 

përgjithësii pasojat 'kundra' mbizotërojnë ato 'pro', kështu që sektori informal duhet të 

formalizohet.. Kapitulli vë në dukje se ky fomalizim mund të realizohet vetëm në nje ambient 

mee një sistem ligjor dhe ekzekutiv të përshtatshëm dhe effent. 

Punimii shkencor në kapitullin e katërt ka për motivim bazë një nga konkluzionet kryesorë të 

analizimitt të literatures në kapitullin e dytë, që është 'sektori informal ka ve?ori dalluese në 

njëë vend të zhvilluar krahasuar me një vend në tranzicion'. Kapitulli i katërt e provon këtë 

konkluzionn empirikisht me bazë studimi individët. Objektivi parësor është të studiohet sjellja 

ee individëve ndaj evazionit fiskal. Objektivi dytësor është ndërmarrja e këtij studimi në dy 

tipee të ndryshme vendesh: Shqipëria (një vend në tranzicion) dhe Hollanda (një vend i 

zhvilluar).. Së fundi, kombinimi i këtyre objektivave ka për qëllim studimin e niveleve të 

ndryshmee të evazionit fiskal në këto dy vende nëpërmjet një kuptimi sa më të mire të formave 

tëë sjelljeve individuale në lidhje me evazionin fiskal. Për të realizuar një gjë të tillë, kapitulli 

përdorr metodën e eksperimenteve laboratorike. Kjo metodë ofron një mundësi unike për të 

studiuarr qëndrimin e individëve ndaj evazionit fiskal, kur ndërkohë shumë ndryshime midis 

vendevee -të cilat ndikojnë në rrethanat që përcaktojnë sjelljen individuale- mbahen të 

pandryshueshme. . 

Nëë Shqipëri, eksperimentet e evazionit fiskal u zhvilluan në shkollën e mesme 'Harry 

Fultz'' në Tiranë (me mësues dhe nxënës të shkollës së mesme), dhe në Fakultetin e 

Ekonomisëë së Universitetit të Tiranës (me studente, pedagoge dhe personelin jo-akademik të 

universitetit).. Në Hollandë, eksperimentet u zhvilluan në shkollën e mesme 'Vossius 

Gymnasium'' në Amsterdam dhe në laboratorin e CREED-it të Universitetit të Amsterdamit, 
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mëë të njëjtët grupe pjesëmarrësish si në Shqipëri. Në të dyja vendet dhe në të gjitha situatat, 

eksperimentett u zhvilluan së bashku me Arthur Schram. 

Eksperimentett janë formuluar në një mënyrë të tillë që pjesëmarrësit të mos e kuptojnë 

qëë kanë të bëjnë me taksat.136 Struktura e eksperimentit është si më poshtë. Nga një total prej 

tetëë raundesh të pavarura, në tre raundet e para përcaktohet vetëm e ardhura personale e 

pjesëmarrësvee për c,do raund. Kjo e ardhur është e panjohur për drejtuesin e eksperimentit ose 

përr pjesëmarrësit e tjerë. Në pesë raundet e tjera, pjesëmarrësit duhet të zgjedhin ose një të 

ardhurr të rastit 'të regjistruar', e cila dihet pa dyshim nga drejtuesi i eksperimentit, ose një të 

ardhurr të rastit 'të paregjistruar', e cila dihet nga drejtuesi i eksperimentit në varësi të një farë 

probabilitetii (kontrolli). Pasi është përcaktuar e ardhura reale, pjesëmarrësit duhet ta 

raportojnëë atë tek drejtuesit dhe të paguajnë taksat sipas rregullave. Në qoftë se ata 

kontrollohen,, ata do të gjobiten nëse kanë deklaruar më pak të ardhura, por nuk do të gjobiten 

nësee kanë deklaruar më shumë të ardhura. Në shumicën e sesioneve eksperimentale, është 

përfshirëë edhe një mall publik duke grumbulluar të ardhurat nga taksat brenda një grupi prej 

katerr anëtarësh dhe duke i ndarë ato në mënyrë të barabartë ndërmjet anëtarëve të grupit.137 

Kjoo strukturë karakterizohet nga të njèjtat vegori bazë të shumicës së eksperimenteve mbi 

evazioninn fiskal, përsa i përket nivelit të taksës, probabilitetit të kontrollit dhe gjobës për nën-

deklarimm të të ardhurave. Megjithatë, kjo strukturë karakterizohet edhe nga tre vecori të reja. 

Njëraa është përmendur tashmë dhe ka të bëjë me krahasimin e sjelljeve individuate ndaj 

evazionitt fiskal ndërmjet një vendi të zhvilluar dhe një vendi në tranzicion. Ve?oria e dytë 

prezantonn një ambient të ri laboratorik, ku pjesëmarrësit mund të zgjedhin ose një të ardhur 

'tëë regjistruar' ose një të 'paregjistruar'. Ky element është i rëndësishëm pasi e ofron 

eksperimentinn më shumë me realitetin, ku individët duhet të zgjedhin nëse duan të punojnë 

formalishtt për një punëdhënës {e(i) cila(i) raporton të ardhurat e saj (të tij) personale dhe ato 

tëë punonjësve në zyrën e taksave}, ose të punojnë jo-formalisht, ose në biznesin e tyre (që 

nënkuptonn vetë-raportim të të ardhurave në zyrën e taksave). Zgjedhja që ata bëjnë ndërmjet 

këtyree dy mundësive për punë -formaie apo jo-formale- përcakton zgjedhjen e tyre të të 

ardhurave,, respektivisht formaie apo jo-formale. Ve9oria e re e fundit ka të bëjë me 

1366 Për shembull, fjala 'taksë' nuk u përmend asnjëherë gjatë eksperimentit. Shprehja 'kontributi në një fond' u 
Dërdorr gjithmonë në vend të shprehjes 'raportimi i taksave në zyrën e taksave'. 
1377 12 pjesëmarrësit e cdo sesioni janë ndarë në 3 grupe prej 4 vetësh. 
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krahasiminn e qëndrimeve ndaj evazionit fiskal jo vetëm ndërmjet vendeve por edhe ndërmjet 

grupcvee të pjesëmarrësve. 

Pyetjaa e pare shkencore e ngritur në këtë kapitull ka të bëjë me faktorët që përcaktojnë 

zgjedhjenn e të ardhurave. Kjo pyetje është testuar duke përdorur procedure të ndryshme 

eksperimentale,, si p.sh., probabilitete të ndryshme kontrolli të të ardhurave dhe prezantimi i 

njee malli publik. Secila nga këto situata është testuar ndërmjet të dy vendeve si dhe grupeve të 

ndryshmee ekonomiko-shoqërore të pjesëmarrësve. Të dhënat e grumbulluara nga 

eksperimentii tregojnë se mundësia e krijuar për të mos paguar taksat dhe prezantimi i nje 

mallii publik e rrit numrin e zgjedhjeve të të ardhurës së 'paregjistruar'. Nuk vihen re 

ndryshimee ndërmjet vendeve apo grupeve të pjesëmarrësve, përsa i përket këtij vendimi. 

Pyetjaa e dytë shkencore ka të bëjë me evazionin fiskal. Rezultatet kryesore të arritura 

reflektojnëë ndryshimet gjatë procedurave eksperimentale, si dhe ndryshimet ndërmjet vendeve 

dhee grupeve të pjesëmarrësve. Kështu, kur një e ardhur e 'regjistruar* është zgjedhur, nuk ka 

evazionn fiskal. Kur një e ardhur e 'paregjistruar' është zgjedhur, individët nuk paguajnë 

taksat.. Një probabilitet më i ulët kontrolli rezulton në një nivel më të lartë evazioni fiskal. 

Megjithësee nën-deklarimi ndodh më shpesh se mbi-deklarimi i të ardhurave, ky i fundit vihet 

ree dukshëm. Gjithashtu, ndryshe nga parashikimi teorik, disa nga rastet e nën-deklarimit 

përfshijnëë deklarimin e një të ardhure më të madhe se zero edhe kur vendosin të mos paguajnë 

taksat.. Për më tepër, shumë individë preferojnë të zgjedhin një të ardhur që krijon mundësi 

përr evazion fiskal, por gjithësesi i raportojnë të ardhurat me ndershmëri. Në përgjithësi vihen 

ree ndryshime ndërmjet vendeve dhe grupeve të pjesëmarrësve. Më në detaj, pjesëmarrësit 

Shqiptarëë i paguajnë taksat më shumë se pjesëmarrësit Hollandezë, dhe nxënësit dhe studentët 

kanëë nivel më të lartë të mos-pagimit të taksave sesa grupet e tjera të pjesëmarrësve. Në 

përgjithësi,, ndryshimet ndërmjet grupeve të pjesëmarrësve brenda një vendi janë të përafërta 

nëë madhësi me ndryshimet ndërmjet vendeve. Disa nga këto rezultate janë testuar dhe 

analizuarr më tej nëpërmjet disa regresioneve statistikore. Rezultate të tjera tregojnë se femrat 

paguajnëë taksat më shumë sesa meshkujt, dhe individët me të ardhura të larta paguajnë taksa 

mëpak. . 

Pyetjaa e tretë shkencore ngre cështjen nëse vendimi mbi zgjedhjen e një lloj të ardhure 

ështëë marre në të njëjtën kohë me vendimin për të mos paguar taksat. Analizat e bëra mbi 
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bazëë te regresioneve statistikore tregojnë se në të vërtetë këto dy vendime merren në të njëjtën 

kohë. . 

Sii përfundim, kapitulli i katërt konkludon se sa here që ekziston mundësia e evazionit 

fïskal,, disa individë -qofshin këta Shqiptarë apo Hollandezë- kanë tendencë ta shfrytëzojnë 

këtëë mundësi (p.sh., duke zgjedhur të ardhurën e 'paregjistruar'). Ndryshime të dukshme 

ndërmjett vendeve dhe grupeve të pjesëmarrësve vihen re vetëm në rastin e evazionit fiskal. 

Dukee marre parasysh se ndryshimet institucionale midis Shqipërisë dhe Hollandës janë 

mbajturr konstante gjatë eksperimenteve, si dhe që evazioni fiskal jashtë laboratorit mendohet 

tëë jetë në përgjithësi më i lartë në Shqipëri, ky kapitull argumenton se ky i fundit nuk ndodh 

përr shkak të ndryshimeve ndërmjet vendeve përsa i përket normave sociale apo kulturave. Me 

saa duket, një gjë e tillë ka të bëjë me ndryshimet institucionale ndërmjet vendeve. 

Kapitullii i pestë përshkruan dhe vlerëson metodën e dytë empirike të aplikuar në këtë 

dizertacionn me qëllim studimin e evazionit fiskal. Kjo metodë është një vrojtim mbi bazë 

anketash,, i skicuar për të mbledhur information mbi nivelin dhe faktorët që përcaktojnë 

evazioninn fiskal në Shqipëri, nëpërmjet një studimi të familjeve në zonen urbane të Tiranës. 

Bazuarr në karakteristikat e rajonit dhe të popullatës, ky kapitull ka për qëllim përzgjedhjen e 

metodëss më të përshtatshme midis disa metodave të mundshme si 'mbikqyrja', 'intervista', 

dhee 'anketimi'. Një krahasim analitik sugjeron se metoda më e përshtatshme -përsa i përket 

aspektevee logjistike, financiare dhe metodologjike- është 'anketimi i vetë-administruar', një 

kombinimm i kontakteve personale me anketat e shkruara. Karakteristikat kryesore të vrojtimit 

janëë si më poshtë. Përzgjedhja gjeografikisht e rastësishme e 1,500 familjeve të Tiranës 

rezultoii në një nivel të kthimit të përgjigjeve prej 89.3%, i cili është një nga treguesit se të 

dhënatt e grumbulluara nga ky vrojtim përfaqësojnë të gjithë popullsinë e Tiranës. Gjithashtu, 

njëë vlerësim i metodës së aplikuar tregon se kjo metodë është e besueshme dhe e vlefshme. 

Kapitullii paraqet edhe disa karakteristika që përshkruajnë popullsinë e studiuar. Këto 

karakteristikaa i referohen personit që iu përgjigj pyetjeve në anketë ose përgjigjëdhënësit (i 

cilii është personi me të ardhurat më të larta në familje) si dhe vete familjes. Të dhënat 

statistikoree tregojnë se numri i femrave me të ardhurat më të larta në familje është relativisht i 

lartë,, rreth 26%. Shumica e përgjigjëdhënësve, 81.5%, janë të martuar (ose bashkëjetojnë) me 

fëmijee të cilët jetojnë në të njëjtën familje me ta. 87.3% e përgjigjëdhënësve bëjnë një lloj 
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punee për të cilën paguhen. 22.1% raportojnë se vetë-punësimi është profesioni që ata kryejnë 

nëë vendin e tyre kryesor të punës. Një familje përbëhet mesatarisht nga 4.3 persona. Rreth dy 

anëtarëë për familje bëjnë një punë të pagueshme. 20.5% e familjeve kanë të pakten një anëtar 

ii cili jeton jashtë shtetit dhe i ndihmon ata financiarisht. E ardhura personale mujore bruto dhe 

netoo e personit me të ardhurat më të larta në familje përbën respektivisht 66% të të ardhurës 

mujoree bruto dhe neto të familjes. Së fundi, të dhënat tregojnë se ekziston një pabarazi e 

madhee përsa i përket të ardhurave në popullsinë e studiuar. 

Kapitullii i gjashtë analizon gjerësisht të dhënat e grumbulluara nga vrojtimi. Ky kapitull 

mundd të konsiderohet si një shtojcë i evidences eksperimentale mbi faktorët që përcaktojnë 

motivimett e individëve për të mos paguar taksat. Ndërkohë që metoda eksperimentale i 

studionn këto motivime në një mjedis të kontrolluar (ku institucionet mbahen të 

pandryshueshme),, vrojtimi rezulton në një grup të madh të dhënash që përmbajnë informacion 

mbii evazionin në 'boten reale'. Gjithashtu, kapitulli analizon të dhënat mbi evazionin e 'botes 

reale'' duke marre parasysh informacionin mbi qëndrimet dhe ve^oritë e individëve dhe ato të 

familjeve.. Së fundi, analizat e bëra përgjatë gjithë kapitullit mbulojnë tre lipje të evazionit 

fiskal:: evazionin fiskal të të ardhurës personale, të të ardhurës nga biznesi i vogel, dhe të 

sigurimevee shoqërore dhe shëndetësore. 

Dukee marre parasysh që ky kapitull fokusohet në nivelin e evazionit fiskal të raportuar 

nëë vrojtim, kapitulli përmban disa karakteristika të popullatës në studim në lidhje me taksat, të 

cilatt janë vlerësuar si të besueshme. Vlerësimi i kësaj besueshmërie është bërë duke testuar 

ndryshimett ndërmjet pesë rajoneve të Tiranës -ku dhe u zhvillua vrojtimi- në lidhje me 

nivelinn e të gjitha llojeve të evazionit fiskal. Si rezultat i këtij vlerësimi është provuar që 

informacionii mbi evazionin fiskal duket të jetë i besueshëm. 

Dukee marre parasysh vështirësitë e të pyeturit direkt mbi evazionin fiskal, disa nga 

pyetjett në anketën tonë janë formuluar në mënyrë të tillë që të jepnin informacion indirekt 

mbii të tre llojet e evazionit fiskal. Pasi u grumbullua dhe analizua, ky informacion formon 

bazenn për krijimin e tre variablave kryesore që studiohen në këtë kapitull (të cilat 

përfaqësojnëë të tre llojet e evazionit fiskal). Këto variabla tregojnë se 38.6% e 

përgjigjdhënësvee të përzgjedhur (që janë të detyruar të paguajnë taksen mbi të ardhurat 

personale)) kanë të pakten një tregues të evazionit fiskal të të ardhurës personale; 56.5% (e 
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përgjigjdhënësvee që janë të detyruar të paguajnë taksen mbi të ardhurat nga biznesi) kanë të 

paktenn një tregues të evazionit fiskal të të ardhurës nga biznesi i vogel; dhe 30.7% (e 

përgjigjdhënësvee që janë të detyruar të paguajnë sigurimet shoqërore dhe shëndetësore) kanë 

tëë pakten një tregues të evazionit të sigurimeve shoqërore dhe shëndetësore. Një krahasim 

statistikorr vë në dukje se ndryshimet midis këtyre tre llojeve të evazionit janë domethënëse. 

Pyetjaa e pare shkencore e këtij kapitulli ka të bëjë me faktorët që përcaktojnë evazionin 

ee taksave. Kjo pyetje është trajtuar duke analizuar së pari ndikimin e të dhënave të 

përgjithshmee individuale mbi nivelin individual të evazionit fiskal. Për të realizuar një gjë të 

tillë,, u testuan disa hipoteza që kanë të bèjnë me këto dy elementë, duke aplikuar dy modele 

kryesoree regresioni, te quajtura Logit dhe Ordered Probit. Rezultatet e këtyre dy modeleve 

janëë shumë të ngjashme, si më poshtë. Femrat e vetë-punësuara e paguajnë taksen e të 

ardhuravee nga biznesi i vogel më shumë se sa meshkujt e vetë-punësuar; familjet me më 

shumëë anëtarë që jetojnë jashtë shtetit (dhe që i mbështesin ato financiarisht) paguajnë më 

shumëë taksen mbi të ardhurat personale, por ato paguajnë më pak taksen mbi të ardhurat nga 

biznesii i vogel; individët që punojnë në sektorin shtetëror dhe atë privat (me kontratë pune) e 

paguajnëë taksen mbi të ardhurën personale dhe sigurimet shoqërore e shëndetësore më shumë, 

kursee ata që punojnë në sektorin privat (pa kontratë pune) i paguajnë të dyja llojet e taksave 

mëë pak; përgjigjëdhënësit, puna kryesore e të cilëve u jep atyre mundësinë të mos paguajnë 

taksa,, në të vërtetë nuk e paguajnë taksen mbi të ardhurat personale dhe sigurimet (p.sh., 

punëtorëtt dhe të vetë-punësuarit); individët me të ardhura të pakta paguajnë më pak përsa i 

përkett të gjitha llojeve të taksave; të shpërngulurit nga qytetet e tjera të Shqipërisë ose nga 

zonatt rurale në ato urbane i paguajnë më pak taksat mbi të ardhurën personale dhe nga biznesi 

ii vogel. Këto rezultate përkojnë me evidencën ekzistuese në literature. Megjithatë, kapitulli 

raportonn edhe rezultate që nuk përkojnë. Për shembull, individët me moshë më të vjetër i 

paguajnëë më pak sigurimet shoqërore dhe shëndetësore; individët me arsimim më të lartë i 

paguajnëë më shumë të gjitha llojet e taksave; dhe familjet më të mëdha i paguajnë më shumë 

taksatt mbi të ardhurat nga biznesi i vogel dhe sigurimet sesa familjet më të vogla. Hapi i dytë 

ii trajtimit të pyetjes së pare shkencore të këtij kapitulli ka të bëjë me ndikimin që kanë 

qëndrimett e individëve në vendimin e tyre për të (mos)paguar taksat. Qëndrimet e individëve 

rezultojnëë nga përgjigjet që ata u kanë dhënë disa deklaratave mbi qëndrimet, duke përdorur 

metodënn statistikore të quajtur analiza faktoriale (factor analysis). Kjo anaüzë i grupon këto 
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deklarataa në qëndrime rreth kuadrit dhe zhvillimit institucional, qëndrime rreth moralit mbi 

taksat,, dhe qëndrime rreth përvojës dhe mentalitetit mbi taksat. Grupi i pare përfaqëson 

qëndrimett e individëve kundrejt institucioneve formale, kurse dy grupet e tjera përfaqësojnë 

qëndrimett e individëve kundrejt institucioneve informale. Të njëjtat modele regresioni (si për 

tëë dhënat e përgjithshme) u aplikuan për të testuar hipotezat ekzistuese mbi lidhjen që 

ekzistonn ndërmjet nivelit të evazionit fiskal dhe qëndrimeve të përgjigjëdhënësve, të 

kategorizuaraa në tre grupet e mësipërme. Rezultatet e të dy modeleve janë të ngjashme. 

Kështu,, individët që raportojnë moral të ulët mbi taksat dhe një përvojë dhe mentalitet negativ 

mbii taksat, paguajnë taksa më pak. Përsa i përket qëndrimeve rreth kuadrit dhe zhvillimit 

institucional,, vetëm qëndrimet e të vetë-punësuarve ndikojnë në nivelin e evazionit fiskal në 

mënyrëë domethënëse. Rezultatet tregojnë se kur të vetë-punësuarit raportojnë se janë 

relativishtt më të kënaqur me nivelin e zhvillimit institucional të vendit, ata paguajnë taksa më 

pak. . 

Pyetjaa e dytë shkencore e këtij kapitulli ka të bëjë me rolin e të dhënave të përgjithshme 

personalee në qëndrimet e individëve ndaj institucioneve formale dhe informale. Kjo pyetje 

ështëë trajtuar duke aplikuar një regresion OLS, i cili studion lidhjen midis disa nga variablave 

personalee dhe qëndrimeve mbi institucionet formale dhe informale. Rezultatet tregojnë se 

femratt kanë një opinion më negativ mbi institucionet dhe një moral më të lartë rreth taksave 

sesaa meshkujt; individët me arsim më të ulët kanë një opinion më negativ mbi institucionet, 

njëë moral më të ulët rreth taksave, dhe një përvojë dhe mentalitet më negativ rreth taksave në 

krahasimm me individët me arsim më të lartë; përgjigjëdhënësit nga familjet e mëdha kanë një 

opinionn më negativ rreth institucioneve dhe një eksperiencë dhe mentalitet më negativ rreth 

taksavee se sa përgjigjëdhënësit nga familjet e vogla; përgjigjëdhënësit nga familjet me më 

shumëë anëtarë që jetojnë jashtë shtetit (dhe që i mbështesin ato financiarisht) kanë një opinion 

pozitivv rreth institucioneve; dhe të shpërngulurit nga rajonet e tjera të Shqipërisë kanë një 

morall relativisht të lartë por një eksperiencë dhe mentalitet negativ rreth taksave, kurse 

individëtt nga zonat urbane kanë një opinion më të mire mbi institucionet por një moral më të 

ulëtt rreth taksave sesa individët nga zonat rurale. 

Sëë fundi, një kombinim i rezultateve kryesore mbi efektet e të dhënave të përgjithshme 

personalee në evazionin fiskal me rezultatet kryesore mbi efektet e po këtyre të dhënave në 

qëndrimett e individëve ndaj institucioneve formale dhe informale rezulton si më poshtë. 
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Meshkujtt raportojnë një qëndrim pozitiv ndaj institucioneve formale por vlerësohen 

negativishtt përsa i përket institucioneve informale. Ky kontrast pritet të shkaktojë më shumë 

evazionn nga meshkujt, gjë që e cila vihet re në të vërtetë në evidencën e dhënë më sipër. 

Individëtt me arsim të lartë vlerësohen pozitivisht përsa i përket të dyja llojeve të 

institucioneve,, formale dhe informale. Si? pritej, kjo përputhshmëri rezulton në një nivel të 

ulëtt evazioni nga këta individë. Familjet e mëdha vlerësohen negativisht si përsa i përket 

institucionevee formale ashtu dhe atyre informale. Megjithëse ka një përputhshmëri midis 

institucionevee formale dhe atyre informale por në një sens negativ, familjet e mëdha paguajnë 

taksaa më shumë (ndryshe nga parashikimi teorik). Individët që jetojnë në zonat urbane kanë 

mendimm pozitiv mbi institucionet formale por vlerësohen negativisht përsa i përket 

institucionevee informale. Megjithëse këta individë priten të paguajnë taksa më pak për shkak 

tëë këtij konflikti, ata paguajnë më shumë. Gjithashtu, emigrimi ndikon vetëm në qëndrimet e 

individëvee ndaj institucioneve formale. Ky ndikim është pozitiv, kurse efekti mbi nivelin e 

evazionitt fiskal është dy-llojësh, në varësi nga lloji i taksës. 

Rezultatett e përgjithshme të këtij kapitulli kanë domethëniet e mëposhtme. Individët e 

vetë-punësuarr paguajnë taksa më pak sesa individët e tjerë që bëjnë një punë të pagueshme. 

Njëë gjë e tillë pritej pasi evazioni fiskal realizohet më lehtë nga ky grup, duke marre parasysh 

qëë ata duhet të deklarojnë vete të ardhurat e tyre. Mosha, punësimi sipas sektorëve, profesioni, 

dhee të ardhurat kanë ndikim direkt mbi qëndrimet (mos)paguese të individëve ndaj taksave. 

Gjithashtu,, gjinia, arsimimi, madhësia e familjes, migrimi brenda vendit dhe emigrimi jashtë 

venditt ndikojnë në qëndrimet e përgjigjëdhënësve ndaj institucioneve formale dhe informale, 

dhee si rrjedhojë në vendimet e tyre për të (mos)paguar taksat. Në mënyrë më të detajuar, kur 

individëtt janë të kënaqur nga institucionet formale, ata paguajnë taksa më pak. Kjo vihet re 

dukshëmm vetëm në radhët e të vetë-punësuarve. Kur përgjigjdhënësit vlerësohen negativisht 

përsaa i përket institucioneve informale, ata paguajnë taksa më pak. Kjo vihet re dukshëm në të 

gjithaa grupet e përgjigjëdhënësve (d.m.th., individëve që janë të detyruar të paguajnë taksen 

mbii të ardhurën personale, individëve që janë të detyruar të paguajnë taksen mbi të ardhurën 

ngaa biznesi i vogel, dhe individëve që janë të detyruar të paguajnë sigurimet shoqërore dhe 

shëndetësore).. Eshtë e rëndësishme që këtu të përmendim se efekti i qëndrimeve të të vetë-

punësuarvee rreth institucioneve formale dhe informale mbi evazionin e taksës mbi të ardhurat 

ngaa biznesi i vogel nuk shpjegohet nga të dhënat e përgjithshme personale. Këto të dhëna 
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shpjegojnëë në mënyrë të ngjashme qëndrimet e individëve të të treja grupeve. Ne kemi bindje 

tëë fortë se shpjegimi i kësaj apo evidencave të tjera rreth institucioneve dhe evazionit fiskal ka 

tëë bëjë me raportin që ekziston midis institucioneve formale dhe atyre informale. Ky raport 

dukett të jetë në fazen e përplasjes në Shqipëri, gjë që si njedhojë shkakton evazionin fiskal të 

taksave. . 

Nëë total, të dyjat metodat empirike të këtij punimi shkencor arrijnë rezultate të ngjashme, me 

vetëmm një rezultat që nuk përputhet. Ky rezultat ka të bëjë me rolin e nivelit të të ardhurave në 

nivelinn e evazionit fiskal. Metoda eksperimentale tregon se individët me një të ardhur më të 

lartëë paguajnë taksa më pak, kurse vrojtimi evidenton të kundërtën. Së pari, rczultati 

eksperimentall nuk është shumë domethënës në aspektin statistikor. Për më tepër, ndryshe nga 

ee ardhura e raportuar në vrojtim, e ardhura në eksperiment përfaqëson ndryshimin në të ardhur 

dhee jo të ardhurat totale të fituara nga pjesëmarrësit. Megjithatë, për të kuptuar më mire këtë 

mos-përputhje,, lind nevoja e një studimi të mëtejshëm shkencor. 

Sëë fundi, di9ka edhe për kontributin themelor të këtij dizertacioni. Së pari, një nga 

konkluzionett kryesore të analizës së literatures në kapitullin e dytë -'sektori informal ka 

tiparee të ve$anta në një vend të zhvilluar dhe në një vend në tranzicion'- i dedikohet kryesisht 

ndryshimevee institucionale midis vendeve. Gjithashtu, kapitujt 4, 5 and 6 theksojnë rëndësinë 

ee institucioneve në shfaqjen e fenomenit të evazionit fiskal. 

Kyy punim shkencor vë në dukje se duhen dalluar institucionet formale nga ato 

informale.. Ndërkohë që institucionet formale nënkuptojnë rregullat dhe ligjet, institucionet 

informalee nënkuptojnë kulturën dhe normat sociale. Megjithatë, për të kuptuar motivimet e 

individëvee për të mos paguar taksat, duhen dalluar dy lloj kultura dhe norma sociale brenda 

institucionevee informale. Njëra përfaqëson ato institucione informale që kanë të bëjnë me 

dëshirënn dhe vullnetin e individëve për të mos paguar taksat. Këto norma janë të lidhura me 

aspektee të tilla si 'ndershmëria' ose 'morali'. Lloji i dytë i institucioneve infomale janë ato të 

cilatt individët i përvetësojnë në mënyrë që 't'ia gjejnë anën* institucioneve formale, për 

shembulll përmes korrupsionit. Si? u tha edhe më sipër, metoda eksperimentale studion 

qëndrimett e individëve (Shqiptarë apo Hollandezë) ndaj evazionit fiskal, kur ndërkohë 

institucionett janë mbajtur konstante. Për të qënë më të saktë, institucionet formale janë ato që 
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janëë mbajtur të pandryshueshme në të dyja vendet. Gjithashtu, edhe tipi i dytë i institucioneve 

informalee ështe mbajtur konstant në të dyja vendet. Me fjalë të tjera, pjesëmarrësit nuk kanë 

mundësii 't'ia gjejnë anën' institucioneve formale (të pakten, edhe n.q.s. ata arrijnë të bëjnë 

njëë gjë të tillë, mundësitë janë të njëjta në te dyja vendet). Kështu që gjatë eksperimenteve, 

ndryshimett e vëna re në lidhje me vendimet e individëve për të (mos)paguar taksat mbetet t'i 

dedikohenn vetëm dëshirës dhe vullnetit të tyre për të bërë një gjë të tillë. Eksperimentet 

rezultojnee që Shqiptarët janë më të 'ndershëm' sesa Hollandezët. Kjo do të thotë që në një 

ambientt eksperimental, dëshira për të mos paguar taksat është më e lartë tek Hollandezët. Ky 

nivell i lartë i evazionit fiskal tek Hollandezët mund të shpjegohet nga një konflikt midis 

institucionevee formale 'të drejta' (dhe tëë imponuara) dhe institucioneve informale 'të gabuara' 

(vetëmm lloji i pare). Megjithatë, jashtë ambientit laboratorik, evazioni fiskal (dhe sektori 

informall në përgjithësi) duket të jetë më i lartë në Shqipëri. Meqënëse ne sapo konkluduam se 

njëë gjë e tillë nuk mund t'i dedikohet vullnetit të tyre të brendshëm për të mos paguar taksat, 

kjoo mbetet t'i dedikohet ose institucioneve formale ose atyre informale (lloji i dytë) ose të 

dyjavee së bashku. Ky konkluzion mund të verifikohet më së miri në vendimet e të vetë-

punësuarve,, të raportuara në vrojtim. Megjithëse ata deklarojnë se janë të kënaqur me 

institucionett formale, ata paguajnë taksa më pak. Pra me sa duket ekziston një konflikt. Nga 

saa u konkludua deri tani, ky konflikt mund të ekzistojë vetëm ndërmjet institucioneve formale 

dhee llojit të dytë të institucioneve informale. Të dhënat nga 'bota reale' tregojnë se një gjë e 

tillëë ndodh në të vërtetë. Kënaqësia që të vetë-punësuarit Shqiptarë deklarojnë në lidhje me 

institucionett formale bie në kontraditè' me vlerësimin negativ që ata marrin përsa i përket 

institucionevee informale (d.m.th., me traditat dhe normat dominuese që kërkojnë forma 

informalee për 't'iu gjetur anën' institucioneve formale). Ky konflikt rezulton në një nivel më 

tëë lartë të evazionit fiskal në Shqipëri sesa në Hollandë. 

Kyy punim shkencor konkludon se nivelet e ndryshme të evazionit fiskal në të dy vendet 

nukk i dedikohen normave dhe qëndrimeve të ndryshme ndaj taksave, por ndryshimeve në 

institucionett formale dhe në 'përdorimin e tyre informal* nga individët. Si përfundim, 

kombinimii i metodës eksperimentale me atë të vrojtimit provoi të ishte i dobishëm dhe 

funksionall në grumbullimin e të dhënave empirike përsa i përket dallimit të rëndësishëm 

midiss dy lloje të ndryshme institucionesh dhe pasojave të tyre ndaj evazionit fiskal. 
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Thiss thesis discusses the informal sector, mainly focusing on the study 
off tax evasion. Individuals' decisions whether or not to evade taxes are 
thee core of the studies presented here. The role of institutions in this 
individuall decision Is considered to be of crucial importance. As a 
naturall consequence, the research Is predominantly micro-economic. 
Twoo empirical methods are used to study the compliance decision. 
Thee first is the experimental method and the second consists of a large 
fieldd survey based on written questionnaires and personal contacts. 
Focusingg on two cases, Albania (a country in transition) and the 
Netherlandss (a developed country), an important outcome Is that 
theree are significant country and group differences with respect to 
taxx compliance. This supports one of the main arguments in this thesis, 
whichh is that the informal sector in a developed country differs In many 
significantt ways from the Informal sector In a country In transition. 
Thee distinct relationship between formal and Informal Institutions 
iss argued to be an important element in these country differences. 
Givenn that differences in institutions in Albania and the Netherlands 
aree controlled for in the experiments and tax evasion outside of the 
laboratoryy Is higher in Albania, this book provides evidence that the 
differentt levels of tax evasion in the two countries are not attributable 
too different tax norms and attitudes, but to different formal institutions 
(e.g.,, tax Institutions) and their 'informal use' by Individuals. 
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